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Preface

This volume on academic programming for visually impaired students is

intended to serve as a useful resource to educators, whether or not they

have experience working with the blind and partially sighted. First, it

presents information about the core'skills kn teaching: (a) task analysis

and the development of taxonomies of goals and objectives; (b) assessment;

(c) selection and use of instructional strategies and materials. Second,

it presents information about Six basic curricuium-domainsf (a). arithmetic;

'(b) language arts; (c) reading; (d) health; (e) science; (f) social seudies.

For the experienced and inexperienced teacher alike, these chapters should -

serve as a reference which defines the specific, enabling, and broad skills

youngsters are expected to master at the Georgia Academy for the Blind.

Ofocourse, it is the teacher's primary responsibilitf to ensure that

youngsters have, indeed, mastered the Skills during their tenure at the

%

ACademy.

The volume is not intended as a permanent curriculum guide. Rather,

it should be revised and updated as new, effective.approaches are added

to the literature. In addition, skilla in the various tagonomies should

be modified should it be determined that they would best be located in a

different sequence or changed in other ways. In short, the following pages

are a beginning, not an end point.
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INTRODUCTION TO ACADEMIC PROGRAMING



Introduction to Academic Programmin

The principles on wh ch this acadeMic curriculum for the visually

impaired is based are found in the Diagnostic Teaching Model as espoused

by Eaves and McLaughlin (1977) and Cartwright and Cartwright (1972). 'The

model s developed aS a reaction to a serious charge that has been leveled

againit the field of special education for the past two decades: .That

special educators have failed-to fulfill their promise to prepare exceptional

children for successful functioning in adulthood (see for example, Dunn,

1968).

When such a seriou6 charge is made, one must first review the evidence

on which the charge is based. In fact, there exists about As much evidence

to support the efficacy of special.education as there is evidence which

indicates its failure. Apparently, an important variable which leads to

the ultimate success or failure of a specific program is the level of training °

of the teachers. In this context, level of training means the extent to

which the teacher provides students with a structured program based on what

is known about how children learn and how children are motivated.

Unfortunately in many respects, moot special educators have reacted toy

the charge by seeking,new ways to promulgate successful functioning in the

children they teach. In doing so, they are attracted by new, "glittering,"

never-before-tried ideas. As might be imagined, such novel ideas have no

foundation to support.their use. Indeed, there is no way of knowing'whether

or not such practices violate, Hippocrates' admonition to, "Do no harm."

The Diagnostic Teaching Model proposes,a different tact in response to

the charge that special education has failed in its obligations to exceptional

children. That response is to make sure that what we are doing is consiStent

with whit we know about the learning and motivation of exceptional children. 0
2
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Judging frotarecent attempts to discoVer aptitude by treatient interactions

among various exceptional Oildren (see Blake, 1976;.Ysseldyke 1973)., we

can be fairly confident that, for the most part', the condition's that in.,

fluence normal.Childrep's learning and motivation also apply to exceptional

'Children.. Ahd, although special education training programs have not paid:.

close attention .to the fact, Zhe conditions that.affect learning and moti-

vation are many and have been documented fot quite some.. years. In ahort,

ie is the position of the, authors and the staff of the Georgia Academy for

. the Blind that'in this cufriculum, _only basic, well-documented .0ractiaes

will be included. Novel, unsuPported methods must await validation before

tbey are used in the-education of the visually impaired. To implement the

reverse approach is, in fact, experimenting with large numbers of children .

without their consent or knowledge.

Purpose and Rationale

This chapter is intended to present a systeM for teaching thatis

well-grounded in the literature of special education, educational psychology,

child development, sociology, psychology, and other related disciplines.

It has been used successfully in teacher training programs (e.g., Penn State

University, Auburn University) as well as by programs providing 'direct services

to exceptional children (e.g., Clinton County Head Start Programs, Lock

Haven, Pennsylvania; Demonstration Classes, State College, Pennsylvania).

The Diagnostic Teaching Model is presented in flowchart form in Figure

1 (after Cartwright & Cartyright, 1970). It was chosen because it embodies

the frequently adyocated features of individualism and behaviorism in

teaching children (Martin, 1972). It was developed to be applicable to all

types and levels of teaching: preservice, inservice, elementary, interme-

diate, secondary, handicapped children, and normal children. The Diagnostic

3 ii
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Teaching Model Cuto also proyides a frneworkwhich accomiodates the

-,appiication of what we know to bathe vmst advantageous approaches in

education.

The remainder of,this chapter descrilrs the form and" function of'eech'

component of the DTM (see Figure 1

DoMains and Taxoñàrnies

During the initial prototype evaluation of the DTM.(1973-74), it was

assumed that teachers had a sound working knowledge of the domaind that .

they were likely to be called uPon to assess'and teach. HoweVer, aa a group

they tended not to be able to formUlate coherent taxonomies of objectives

in such comMonplace domains ap,mathematic, reading,% spelling, etCd As a

result,:the teacher often ended up with a,coriglomeration of assessment data
, .

.

(

which was not comparable frdm instrument to instrument and without any,

recognizable, sequence. ,Frequently, speCified, instructional objectives did

f

not reflect"the available asSessment data. Consequently, th r0 amided a nesv.,,-,

initial step in:themodelt The selection of taxonomies. Of goals

tives for each domain relevant to the individual child's learning and

performance. Therefore., for children sc'reened as demonstrating Weaknesses

in' mathematics, the teacher was required'to spedifY acomprehensiveAaXonomy.

ofobjectives for mathematica and then to assess the child acCording'to the.

objectives in the taxonomy. A short

1974) is illustrated below.

ADDITION:

3.1.0.

',Onion of one such taxonomy (Eaves, .

Aiasic,Addition Facta

3'.L1. GiVen all possible permutations of the addition

facts (0-5) Presented vertically and'in randol;1

- order, the child. will Write the'answers correctly .

at a rate of at aeast 24 per minute.



3.1.2. Given all possible permutations:of'the addition

factS.(i179) presented vertiCallyand in

,ti
Order, the'child will write

at'a-rate ofat 1easi.20 penut0.

pOssible- permutations ,of the ,addition,..

facts.(0-9) ptesented.Verticallyand in randc*.,

- .

'Apider the child, willirite*the anewera2Correcty

.at'a rate of 'at leaSt:2G pet Minute.

Given taxonomies such as this in the relevant domainS,:teachers Are'better

,able:to asseSsijidentifI Atrengths and weakneSses in,objective form

instructionalbtrategies and materials, and.evaluateoutcomes.
_

specialetitcatorS often end :14 teaching_highly Obtective skills,

and use

Without them

but skilla Which Are too frequently trivia]: or unnecessary for the child in

question. The taxonounies provide the teacher With a guide that directs his
./

assessment; this

With taxonOmies ,

is a'primary advantage of requiring the step in the system.

teachers easily mokre from the domain 'level (e.g., "Whidh

doMains can be considered as strengths arid which can be considered as weak-

nesses for this child?")_to the,broad skill leVel ("If math is a serious

weakness, .
does the weakness lie in the broad skill of 'Stets using numbers

and numerals, addition, subtrdction, . , etcr) to the enabling skill

level ("If' addition is the first broad skill'in which the child is. week,

,)

the formal operations of addition,
. does the weakness lie in-addition lefts',

or additiOn.problem solving?"),
.

Identification of Relevant AttribUtes (hasessment)

Ihe:identification Of the relevant attributes of the child an& hi

.environment better known as asiesSment, is.comprised of ihree.impOr&at.:.



omic Level

Assessment Phase

3. ssessment Meihods.VSed.

.Figure 2 illustrates the relationships, amqng the'three concepti. In,the

Screening phase of aLsessment, the teacher uses these assessment method's to

letermine which of the relevant attributes 'of the child and his envitonment

warrant special assistande: informal consultation, structured interviews,

, inspecticn Of preViously collected data; and screening devices (Auestionnaires,,
.

rating scales, etc.) She term, attributes referstto the large domains that

tiadhers often,find themselves concerned with in educating children. Examples

, include skills in reading, mathematics, ancrwriting, classroom'conduct,

family' cohesion, and so on. In Screenin,gi the purpose is not particulaily tp

"nail down" highly specific enabling skills that need improvement. At this

Stage of'Assessment, .the methods and instruments are not usually valid or

-
reliable enough tO:take fine-decisions at the enabling skill level._ Rather,

the teacher simply wants to learn whith of the entire tange of attributes

will require thelostconcerted eMoit on her part.

During the secon&phase of assessMent, Clinic,Assessment, the teachet

uses broad-band norm-teferented tests, criterionrefetenced tests, obset_l

-

Vation, and referral to confirm or deny the importance Of.the needs spedified

-during Sdreening. .TentatiVe hypotheses Are also proposed tegarding the

btoad skills which underlie each attribute araa'or domain.. A second purpose

In Clinic Assessment is the telescopic narrowing doWn of instructional entry

points'. 'Each phase of assessment brings us cloger-to specifying those short

tetra objectives that the teacher Will atteMpt to impart to the child.
)

During the thirdephaSe of asSessment, Follow-up ASsessment, the teacher

.employs narrow-band Criterion-referenced tests and Observation syStems to



TAXONOMIC

LEVEL

ATTRIBUTES

ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT-

. . PHASE METHOD USED
ti

ATTRIBUTES
BROAD SKILLS

SCREENING
(MUSH)

SCREENING DEVICES

%-INiPEcTION OF
'PREVIOUSLY COLLECTED

DATA
IliF6RMAL CONSULTATION

STRUtTURED INTERVIZIS

STARDARDIZEDTESTS
CLINIC ,.NONSTANDARDIZED TESTS

ASSESSMENT OBSERVATION SYSTEMS
'(MELON) REFERRAL

BROAD-SKILLS FOLLOW-UP NONSTANDARDIZED TESTS
& ENABLING'SKILLS ASSESSMENT OBSERVATION SYSTEMS

(ROCK)

INSTRUCTIONAL ENTRY PROFICIENCY LEVELS

Fig. 2 Relationships amo assessment variables.



identify.the speCific strengths and weaknesses of the thild and his environ-

nent at. the oenabling skill level. An observation schedule used to measUre

,instances of compliance to teacher requests,would be an example of an in-

strument used in Follow-up Assessment. A criterion'-referenced test con-

structed to treasure the child's knowledge and use of contractions is another

exanple.

The real point in going through all of these phased during assessment is

that educators can riever hope to assess iridiVidually every major and minor

objectWAhat'we have for children. The tine, expense, and effort involved .c

in using narrow band instruments makes it impossible except in theory.. The

latter discussion gives a flavor of the flow of events in the first task area.

Below are the broad instructional objectives teachers' are expected to perform

during the Identification of Relevant Attributes (Assessment). Instructional

objectives in this Section and those to follow are undergirded by a series of

short term objectives which are components of the instructional objective.

SELECT 1 . Given several question0 about an actual child and
ASSESSMENT his environment, select the assessrrent netho'cls and
METHODS & instrunents that can best answer the questions.
INSTRUMENTS

. .
CONSTRUCT 2. Gkven several questions about an aCtual child and
ASSESSMENT hiA environment, construct assessment instruments
METHODt & that can best answer the questions (assuming that
INSTRUMENTS appropriate instrunents are unavailable) '1' t

COLLEGE 3. Given the methods and instruments for assessnent,
ASSESSMENT collect the assessment data according to the. instruction
DATA suggested by the producers of the instrunents and incorporate

appropriate means to record the raw data.

SUMMARIZE 4. Given raw assessment data, sununarize the data. in a
ASSESSMENT*r relevant and meaningful way in order to help anst4er'
DATA assessment questions.



INTERPRET .5.. Given accurate, relevant, and meaningful summarieS
SUMMARIES OF of assessment datainterpret the sumMaries and
ASSESSMENT discusS'their implicatiOns with regard to.the.

- DATA assessment questions-.

ASSESS. 6. Given summaries and interpretations of assesament---
NEEDS & data derived from a variety of assessmentmethods
TATE ENTRY and resources and covering a variety of attributes,
-PROFICIENCY determine the attributes most in:need of 1.mprove-
LEVELS ment and.state estimates of the child's entry

proficiency levels.fOr each broad Skill'and the .

enabling skills which Undergird each broad-skill.

Selection of Broad Ob'ectives and Evaluative Components'

The need for the teacher to have a taxonoty of goals and objectives

from the,start will become clear at this stage in the DTM. It is,here

that the teacher- translates the broad skills named as needs diming assess.!.

ment into relatively long-teri (or broad) objectives for the child. For

instance, if addition, a-broad skill'of Mathematics, was found to be a

weakness during assessment, in this phase it is the teacher's job to specify

in clear, unambigumfs form a broad ob'ective,which will allow the gathering

of data which indicates whether or not the instructional objective has been :

attained.

Second, he must specify the instrument he will use to, evaluate whether

\_
141r not the child has attained.the broad objectiVe. Inasmuch ad.the broad

skill was preViously measured during assessment, it makes Sense that the

same instrument or an equ valent instrument be used,to evaluate instructional

outcomes. Therefore, it is mportant for the teacher to know what objeCtives

.oOmpribe the attribute area before,beginning to, apply this model.

- There are three broad instructianalibbjectOes that teacheiiere

expected to perform to,criterion levels in the Selection of Broad Objectives

andiEvaluative pmponents.-.1,Tbey are:

SPECIFY 1. Given a hierarchy-Of attributes in need of improvement
TERMINAL and their related broad skills, specify observable
BEHAVIOR & terminal behavior and the conditions Under which the
CONDITIONS behavior will occur for each 1?road skill.

,

3,0

6



SPECIFY

MINIMALLY
CRITERTAXOR

_ACCEPTABLE
'PERFORMANCE

2. Given several kinds of terminalbehavior and varying'
conditions.under whidh the behavior will odcur, Spetify
the criteria for minimally acdeptable performance..

SPECIFY 3. Given several broad objectiVes foi a child, specify

EVALUATIVE ' evaluative components and classify them according to:

COMPONENTS-
a. type.of evaluation ,(forMative-SuMmative)
b, type of mastery (absoluterelative) .

C., type of data (percentage, rate, .duration, etc.)
d. method of evaluation (criterion-referenced

observation, etc.)

Task Analysis and Selection of Evaluative, CoMpionents.

Once again, the need'for a "bUilt-in" taxonomy of goalsand objectives

,

t the outset is apparent. It is during this stage of the DIM that the

teacher task analyzes or "breaks down" the terminal behavior of each broad

objective specified in the previ ) task
area and identifies the enabling

sAlls that are requisites for the performance ofOhe instructional objactive.
\

For example,'if hand-eye coordination can be cOnsidered one of.the.broad

skills Of ihe gross motor domain, then it,is possOle to.task analyze hand- .

eye coordination into ouch enabling skills as "catching" '.1id."throwing"

(Reid,-1976). Wewise, if phonetid analysis ca4 beconsidered a broaa-skill

in reading, then examples of enabling skills un/4erlying the brOad skill might

include letter recognition, initial consonants, medial consonants, consonant

blends, vowels and so on.

After the enabling skills are identified, the teacher must specify; in

.tlear unambiguous form enabling objectives which will allow satisfac ory

evidence to be gathered that will indicate whether or not the ,child has

mastered the.enabling skill. As they-are useehere, enaling objectives,

or any 'objectiyes for that matter, are, precisely stated definitions of

the more ambiguous terms used to identify enabling skills Xtis as if the

teacher is saying, "Now, when I talk about masterylof.initial consonants,

11



here's what I mean: When orally presented with a representative sample of

60 words beginning with each-of the consonants in the alphabet, the child

will supply the correct initial consonant sound with 100% accuracy on

threR ecutive days."

e teacher has written the enabling objective for an enabling

can specify characteristics of the instrument ihe will use toskill, she

evaluate mastery of ,the objective by the child. Since the child's pro-

ficiency level was previously estimated durihg assessment, the same or an

equivalent instrument should be used to.evaluate instructional outcOmes.

And again it is crucial that the teacher know which enabling skills And

enabling objectives

procedures%

comprise the broad skill befote beginning asSehment

There are three broad instructional objectives that teachers are

in Task Analysis and Selection of Evaluative.Componenis.expected to perform

They are:

LIST ENABLING 1.

SKILLS AND
SPECIFY ENABLING
OiTECTIVES

SPECIFY
CRITERIA FOR
MINIMALLY'
ACCEPTABLE ',-

PERFORMANCE

Given several instructljonal objectives for broad hkillsi,
analyze the terminal be avior, list the enabling skills
comprising the terminal lehavior, and *cify an enabling
objective for each enab ng skill in need of improvement...

2. Given several enabling:skills in need of improvement
and their concomitant enabling objectives, specify
,criteria for minimally acceptable performance,

3. Given several enablirig'objectives for a, child,,specify
evaluative components and classify them according to:

a: type of evaluation (fórmativesummative)
be type of mastery ,(absolUte-relative)
c. type of,data (percentage, rate, duration, etc.), .

d. method of evaluation (criterion=referenced Tist,
observation,'etc%)

Selection and Use.of Instructional Strategies and Mhterials

Contrary to the'opinions Of some,,the authors'believe there are a large

number of teadhing principles that teachers could and should 'uie when they develojill

12
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instructional strategies. Individuals such ,as Blake (1976), Bugelski (1971)

reCecco (1968) , and Skinner (1968) have contributed much to the specification.

of these principles by applying research on the psychology of learning and

mo. tivation to teaching practice. Unlike many of the current "theories.'

presented in special education texts, these vprinciples or conditions of

learning are not at all mystical, nor are they new. Fey example, the

literature on distribution of prabtice and overlearnint exXends back to the

1930's. Me characteristic effects of different schedules of reinforcement

Were experimentally studied as far back as the 1920's. Itard enVloyed operant,

principles 175 years apo.. Not only are -they not mystical, many of.. these con-

ditions of learning are rather well-knoWn.to teachers. For instance, most

educators are aware that learners need immediate feedback or knowledge of results

in order to make adjustments in their future performance. Nevertheless, the

authors find teachers who wait fer days to let the child know that he behaved

incorrectly . . or badly . . . or even,very well. Frequently, teachers

fail to let the child know how.he behaved incorrectly and how he might change

in order to behave correct11;. We find teachers who refuse to use drill

techniqües even. when the objective specifies speed and rote memory as the ter-

minal goal (e.g., cpultiplication facts) .

drill regardless of the type of learning

So far, the authors have identified

Contrarily, other teachers° use

involved.

about 20-30 general conditions of

acquisition, retention, and transfer (i.e.

of the specific type of learning involved)

apply to specific types of learning (i.e.,

problem solving, discrimination learning,o

connected discourse) . The many conditions

conditions that apply regardless

and about 24-30 Conditions that

verbal learning, concept fearning,

motor learning, and dealing with

affecting motivation which, have

been advanced so effectively by advocates of behavior nodificationoconstitute
Nr,
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another well-documented set of basic principles. We belie:7e that if we

impart these 80 or so teaching principles to teachers and they consiStently.

apply them, these skills will carry then; far beyoild most of the pieudo-

empirical teaching approaches that are foisted,on feathers in the field every
°

day. In short, we tend to be skeptical of commercial publishers who promote

"The 'Latest Thing in Educational Technology," cleverly paCiaged materials

composed of lightweight, colorful boxes with a handle, or quick and dirty

assessment instruments designed to save the teacher time and.the administra-

tion:money. We are conservatilte in the sense that we prefer to employ educa-,'

tional approaches that have repeatedly shown themselves to.promote in 'children

tore effective approaches in living..

There are three broad instructional.obj ejtives that teachers are ex-
.

pected to perform in the Selection and Usef Instructional Strategies and .

Materials. They are:

DEVELOP AN
APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGY

ADOPT, ADAPT,
OR DESIGN

, INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

T

101%V4i____EMENT THE
STRATEG

1. Given a task anaiysis of a broad and the enabling
objectives,for each enabling skAll which underlies
the broad skill, develop an appropriate instructional
strategy to match the components of the enabling objec-
tive(s) and the characteristics of the child.

2. Given an instructional strategy that matches the
components of the short term objeceive(s) and the
characteristics of the child; adopt, adapt, or design
materials that are commensurate with the strategy that
has been developed.

3. Given an appropriate instructional strategy and
materials that are commensurate with the strategy, .

implement the instructional strategy as it was developed.

Iraplementation of Evaluation

Since the specific instruments to be used in evaluating instructional
_.4.

outcomes were selected during the objective specification phase, the

teacher has only to collect, summarize, and interpret evaluation data in

this final phase of the DTM. In this way the teacher can determine the good-

ness of the strategies and materials used.
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Although rather specific, narrow-band instruments which allow data

to be collected formatively,are recommended for evaluation purposes. All

of the methods mentioned in the Identification bf Relevant Attributes'

(Assessment) are conceivably appropriate here. Sinca the instruments and

performance objectives for teachers are approximately the same as those

employed durng assessment, teachers who have successfully completed the

former phase usually have little trouble implementing evaluation. Likewise,

if objectives have been clearly developed, the teacher should have little

difficulty determining the efficacy of the instructional strategy.

When tht objective has been attained by the chile, the teacher siMply

reroutes to the list of enabling objectives yet to be achieved and selects
f

and implements a strategy designed to facilitate the,C-hild's mastery of

the next set of sequential objectives. As evaluatibn data indicatemastery

of the new objeCtives, the cycle is again repeated.

Behavior Management and Other Task'Areas

Although a rather elaborate system is employed to evaluate hOw welr

teachers interact with children, svace limitations prevent its discussion

here. However, Herr, Eaves, McLauOlin, And Horn (1977) have deseibed the

aystem rather thoroughly for.thosainterested in pursuing,this iMportant

cotponent of the DTM.

In addition to the seven core components of the DTM briefly discussed

in this paper, teachers are also evaluated on the-skill theY exhibit in

these task areas:- Working with Resources, Working with Parents, Professional

Activities, Knowledge of Trends, and Knowledge of Content Areas. The int-

.

plementatibn of evaluation in the latter task areas has been the most recent

effort in the program. Consequently, the available data are considered more

tentative than results obtained with regard to the core areas.

15
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onclusion

The extent to which objec es are attained by the teacher is

determined by,ongoing observations aS well as careful.insPection of'his

Teacher Competency Journal (Eaves and McLaughlin, 1977). The Journal is

a 115 page criterion-referenced.instrument which asks the 'teacher to Provide

'information that supports the decisions he has made in the educational pro-

cess throughout the year. ror example,if the teacher decides it is'necessary

to Conatruct an observation,schedule during assessment, the fo1lol4ng infor-

mation must be provided in the Journal: (a) statement of the purpose of the.,

observation schedule; :(b) definitions of -the behavior to be observed; ,.(c)

development of the instrument;-(d) a record sheet; (e) pilot normative'

data collected during the development of the'instruMent; (f) sreliability

data. If these requirements are met and reflect competent performance, the

teacher,receives reinforcing feed-back and an excellent evaluation on the

particular objective. If not, constructive criticism is'given and the teacher

may correct eriorS before.formal evalu,ition takes place. In 41,teachers

often provide multiple demonstratibns of their knowledge ahd performance on

323 objectives during'an acideMic experience.

Problems exist which must be oVercome. For instandeauperviaors of

teachers muat be extremely competent practitioners of the Diagnostic Teaching

Model. Such individuals are hard to locate; the job of training supervisors,

P

is also difficult,. Determining criteria for the mastery of given objectives

' is onerous. AlFhouih reliability and validity evidence 143 available, it

must .be extended. .Perhaps the most needed research, but the most difficult:

toyconduct, is the analysis of pupil acheivemenp when pupils,of teachers

strained to use the DTM%are comPared With those-of teachers trained in..other",

systems. Other future needs could be enumerated, but they tend to be the

16



sort of,time-conSumi4g' endeavors any complex system must,work through

before enjoying widespread acceptance. Although the'procesS is never-

ending, and sometimes. tedious - -even boringthe authorS believe it iS the sort of

undertaking which must be conducted if we, as speciil eduostOrwish to

gain a bona fide place in the professional community.

(".
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TAK.ANALYSIS AND.ITHE ,

DEVELOPIONT OF"TAXONOMIES OF -,d0ALS. AND OBJEtTIVES:.
. .
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'Task Analysis and the

DeveLoomen of TaxonOmies of Goals and Objectives

Task analysis, despite being a descriptor of numerous Curricula,

research articles, and posit,ion papers in tcent .years,haS tended, tO 'be

. defined in termg of theibientation Of the particUlar author. it will, /

' become clear' in a subeequent seCtion of .thii paper:that there are ndmer,-

ouS orientations around which the_1:4arlous models of task analysis revolve.

Consequently, the following, definition which" is Consistent, with, the mddels to

be- discussed, is Offered. , Task analysis is a description of the requi-

site and prerequisite skills recuired to perform a particular task.
14".

Zinn offered a task analysis of the desired behavioral outcome,

"Making ta telephone call.." It is represented in. Figure 1.

CONVERSATION
OR HANG UP

WAIT FOR
ANSWER,

DIAL
NUMBER

WAIT FOR
jIAL.TONE

gick. uP

RECEIVER

Look UP
OR RECALL
NUMBER

Fig. 1. Task analysis of making a, telephone call.



It is apparent that therequisite skills for making:a telephone caU

are described in the cubes below the desired outcome. -However, to remain

consistent with the^definition provided, the requisite skills should be

fUrther described as object-tiled along the gUidelines offered byJiager (l96,2 ).
,

A numbe.of sCholars.have focuSea theiF attentton On the.13.0-nefitS:of

the task-analysis approach (Davies, 1973; DeCecco, 19684, Gagne, 1965; Junkala,

1972; Lettick, 1973; Rawsoh, 1971; Siegal .1972; Vallett, 1972): -Most authors

are consistent with Gagne (1965, p. 24) who suggested that,task analysis before

a learning sitUation will facilitate'the development of new capabilities..,New
r

tasks'must be analyzed to determine if the prerequisite skills are presently

in the respande repertoire of;the pdpir. tf the pupil is capable of the 'fte-

requisite ski4s, then the learning of the new task should procede'easily. If

prerequisite.skills are found,lacking; they muSt'be taught or the learning

sequence,will be. "blOcked:in subseqUent trials" (G4ne,-1965, p:173).,. _In a

iimilar vein junkila. (1972).emphasized task analilais as a Taorel3recise defi

nition of readinegs. A teacher must know what a child will have t "do in

.task before he can know ifthe child i "ready to learn-;-----)

The' value of task analysis' is also seen as an alternative to the, 1440

gasbord of gimmicks" In teadhing .(Rawson, 1971; Frank,,197.3).. Rewson: (1971).

stated that the teaching, of:language should be dote . . in-a srrn"Ctured,.

'seqUential, cuMulative, thorough munner." Seigel (1972) also suggested task

analysis.as a.method of returning to a definition of. teaching ". . . in the .

- -

limitedand somewhat confined7etspecifIc.sense of iMparting knowledge, and .*

.7

Val lett (19721, Lettick (1973); and others have ttdvocated' the task analy-_.

sis approach in teachifig exceptional children. Vallett (1972), acknowledging
. &

the difficulties Of,placement of children in special education on'the basis.
&

of IQ scored, saw task analisis 'as offering a more precise evaluation of

children. Iiith a task analysis priorato.assessment specific.instrudtional

decisions can. Be made.which are Televant to,the individual child.

. j



It is thus apparent that task analysis is viewed bylt numbef of pro-

fessionals.as being an effective vehicle in enhancing the assessment and

;

:teaching of both typical arid atpiCal children. ,The literature.also Sug-

gests that task analysis has been used in a=number ofdiverse settings.

,Brodt (1973) and Martin and Brodt (1973) have described an effective task
.

analysis apProach id the cntriculuM-design for.hospital corpsmen. O'Con-

nell (1974) has developed a task,analysis of self help skills for the re-

tarded. 'Siegal (1972) has suggested a tisk analysis for auditory recogni-

v

tion of vowel sounds, cashiering skills, understanding the "more,than and

"less than" signs, understanding place values,,and developing aotolerance

A

0-'for:body contact. Taionomies of objectives are also,available for academic

'subjeCt Areas such as reading (SRA Associates, Criterion Reading) and Mathe7.

.matics (Eaveg, 1974; Key Math, SRA)..
,

The next section, of this paper is a description of the role of task

analydis in systems development. Some of;the common models of task analy-

,

sis will-be discuSsed. tiggestions will then be Offered as"to how far.to

break down a skill and the,specific steps involved in breaking down a task.

-Fihally, guidelines for evaluatng a task analysis will be presented.

Task Analysis in Systems Development

Gilbreth, early in this centurye and later Taylor used a.task analysis

approach il exploring industrial behaviors in an atteMpt to discover the

"best!" Way'..of working (Davies, 1973). In the early 195o'a the U.S. Air

Force'dtilized this approach to train personnel. 'The Air Force wished to
,

avoid the time lag between new eqUipment and the evailability of persons
, .

trained to use the equipment (Miller, 1962a), Despite a relatively long-

history of task analysis:1in saMe.arees, it is only. a recent development in

edUcation;

Task analysis does not stand alone in education nor in..industrial or

'Military, strategies. .It is part of What has become known as the.systems

30
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approach. Gagne (1962) considered some of the most important andspectacula

developmentS of the current age to be systems. system is essentially a

unique combination of machines (Gagne's term), into's Complex oiganization.

whose output exceedt the sum of the parts. Forinstance, as Gagne suggested,

the telephone is not simply a tool for transmitting and amplifying the human

voice but is a huge ommunication system. The system to which Gagne referred

is depicted in figure.two.

It is apparent from figure two that tfie early system's major concern

was coordinating the inteigration of man and machine. Indeed, it is within

this framework that task analysis had its genesis. The model of task

analysis described by Miller (1962a, 1962b) is in direct reference to the

system depicted in figure two.

ft
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

SateMent of systempurposes

Advanced design;loperations design

Assignment of functionS.
to man and machines

[ MACHINES i

DESIGN STAGE

DEVELOPMENT; STAGE

Task description
Task analysis
Job design

Job aids
Selection
Training

Training devices
Performance measures

Complete components Team traiping

TESTING STAGE

-1
System training

System evaluation.

'OPERATIONAL STAGE

Figure 2. The procedures used in the deVelopment'of human com-
ponents of systems and their order of.operation in relation to
the stages of system development. Procedures used for equipment
development are not shown in detail.

e

It should be noted that to Gagne the system is composed of purposes

andgoals ab well as a design stage. In the design stage the task'is de-.

scribed (a statement of requirements) and analyzed (specific behavioral
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requirements of the task). A more detailed differentiation task desciip....

tion and task analysi is offered by Miller (1962b, p. 1975. It is also;

clear from figure "io thar subsequent to the task analysis, a developMent

stage ocdurs foll 'ed by a testing stage and system evaluation stage. Al-

though it is no included, in this diagram, most systems include a feedback

looi which ca signify a needed change in goals, design or development.

Glasser (1962; p. 6) was one of the first profesSionals to envision

an instru ional system. A modified version diredgly relating to sdhool

teachin was diagrammed by DeCecco (1968, p. 12). DeCecco's system (after

Glass r) is described in figure three.

INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES

ENTERING
BEHAVIOR

ItNSTRUCTIONAL

ROCEDURESL1
FIGI5, DE.CZCCO'S INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM.

PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT

, . .

The DeCecco instructional syStem can be seen as an outgrowth of,the

system outlined by Gagne.- Both syStems have goals andprocedures as well as

evaluation or final performance assessment, Alo n'both apprOaches,.task
. .

analysis is an integral part.

A more recent and detailed system for education has been outlined by

educational technologists Knirk and Gentry ('l971). This sytteM, outlined

ia.figure four, clearly demonstrates the pogition of task analysis in the

total operatio f the system. (§ee figure four).

The Knirk and Gentry system has several advantages for educators'over

the previou sysiems described. The cube containing task analysis reflects

the growing concern of professionals for the need.of adequately' described

tasks. Furthermore, the task analysis is viewed as part of the total sys-
.

tem.and not sufficient in and of itself. The instruCtional prescription

cube indicates:that theoretically, an identical task analysis coUld be

implemented in a number of differefit ways.. Evaluation will often be
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followed.by revision, And this, as the system approach.suggests? is be

expected. Finally, the feedback loop is viewed as influencing any one Xor

more) of.the compartments of the system. In possibly more concrete terms,

Zihn describes an instructional system as including ". . . all equipment,

procedures, materials, facilities, personnel, etc., required to produce
.

learning. The systems approach involves.the management of these various/

el'ements so as to maximize the. learrling of.the individual . . ."

DETE

A

GOAL
INATION

ANALYSIS.

...V V

INSTRUCTIONAL
PRESCRIPTION

ladelimmOVERWMAilm...OVIVeal

I.

-

FEEDBACK

FIG. LI, KNIRK GENTRY .(1971) EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

Miller (1962a) warned that task analysis may suggest efficlint method8 .

tve

REVISION

.1

EVALUATION

,

IMPLEMENTATION

V' X. . voftv v ...V.......

I.......onovio 4 . . .
a o

. .

of acquiring specific'proficiencies; but it will not presOribe them. 5imi- 4

larly, Gagne (1965,: p. .26) indicated that instruction mav be derived from
kr4

analysis but,the terms are notsYnonymous. Siegal'(1972) has even suggested

that specifiC methodology should not be spelled out by t*ask alllyets since

the teacher should be given considerabl& latitude in selecting instructional

materials.

The instructional systeM adopted in this journal is outlined in figure

0 0

five, .Consistent with current terminology in special'edUcation this system

is called The DiagnOstic Teaching Model.. 'Unlike the Ktirk and Gentry Model,

.the Diagnostic Teaching Model suggests that Ole relevsnt attributes of the.
1
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Child and his environment must be identified before meaningful goals or

anstructional objectives can be met._ Similar tts the KnkrK and Gentry Model,

Task analysis plays a fundamental role in the total model. It is also

clear, upon perusal of the flov chart, that feedback mechanisms are

ly importadt in the diagnostic teaching model.

TART HERD

SELECT .NEXT .

OBJECT IVE
Atli). REPEAT

PROCESS
A

YES

SELECTION OF
TAXONOMIES OF

GOALS AND -
OBJECT IVES

NO

ID ENT IF ICAT ION
OF RELEVANT N°

7 ATTRIBUTES
(ASSESSMENT ) .1

SELECT ION ,t)F
INSTRUCT
AND PALUATIVE

COMPONENTS

ir
TASK -A NA LYS IS'
AND SELECT IOIj
OF EVA LUAT I'VE

COMPONENTS

S ELECT ION AND
I USE OF INSTRUC-
ITIML SIMT1M IES
I A Np ATERIALS

NO

CORRECTLY\SELECTED?

YES

CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED?

YES

extreme-

, 0 BJECT IVES

AND EVA LUAT IVE COMPONENT
APPROPRIATE?

YES

. ANALNSIS, s
:IND EVALUATIVE COMPONENT

APPROPRIATE?

YES

STMTEG IES
AND MATERIALS,

A PPROPRIAT E?

YES

DIP LE fEQIW
OF EVALUATION

EVALUAT ION A CCURA.TE?

Fig. 5. Flowchart for the Diagnostic Teaching Model
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TrOnimmary, task analysis has:been Viewed as an.integral part of systems

design engineering since psychology,first concerned itself with integration of

man and"machine. Systems ap'proaches to education have been outlined, which

grew out of the systems development of industrial and military organizatiOns.

The Knirk"and Gentry (1971) instructional system and the Diagnostic TeaChing.

_Model were described with,tNeif suggested advantages. The latter modell

adopted for this journal. Despite the.importance of task analysis inin-

structional systeths, a cautionary note wai included, ,suggesting that task

analysis and instructional analysis are independent phenomena (Merrill, 1973).

That the systems approach is now infiltrating special eduCation is evident

in the models described by, Wallace and Kaufman (1973, p. 117) and more re-

cently Guralnick (1975).

MODELS OF TASK ANALYSIS

It vas mentiOned 'at theebeginning of this review that different defini-
,

tions of task analysis appear to be generated from.a host of different models

of task analysis. Thip section of the review will address itself to a number
^

of approaches to task analysis and with the efficacy of the various approaches.-

Miller (1962a), concerned primarily with military tasks, Offered one of

the first models of task analysis. He suggested that the following informa-

tion, rele nt to the task should be considered in training individuals.

1)

2)

3)

0

4)

'Goals of the task

Task ReleVant Stimuli, Does he need.to fcan , search, or identify?

Retention:" Does the task require short4term d1uiIry or long-term

memory?

Interpretation and Problem Solving: To what extent are these

skills inherent in the task?

5) Motor Response.Mechanisms: How does the task demand that he respond?

Gagne in his The ConditiOns of Learning (1965) text outlined eight types

of learning. In eac f the eight types the conditions for learning _differ.
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Also, the.eight types of learning are hierarchical with each step requiring

-the previoUs steps as requisites. Hence; A task must be analyzed in terms

of the requisite types of learning necessary for the developtent Of the new

. task. HIS eight conditions of learning include:

1) "Signal Learning: The indtvidual learns to mhke 4 general diffuse

-
response to a signal. This is the classical conditioning response

avlav .. . .

2) S imulus-Response Learniug: Thelearner acquires a precise re-.

sponse. to a d criminated stimulus. What is learned is a conneC-

(:_tion . .

3) Chaining: What is'acquired is'a chain of two or more.stimulus-

*response connections . . .

A .

4) Verbal Association: Verbal association is the learning of chains

that are verbal . .

5) Multiple Di
is

crimination: The individual learns to make different

identifying responses to many dierent stimuli, which may

pmemble each other in physical appearance tO a 'greater or lesser

degree.

6) Concept Learning: The, learner acquires a capability of making a

common 'response to a class of stimuli.that may differ frbm-each

other widely in physical aOpearance . . .

7) Principle Learning: . . . a chain of two or more concepts

'8) Problem:Solving . . ." (Gagne, 1965,.p. 58-59)

Junkala (1972) viewed task analysis as ultimately a three-dimensional
1

analysis which includes the cognitive, affective and modality-processing

demands of dle particular task. In his paper, however, he was concerned

-only with the cognitive dimension. Junkala suggested that the cognitive,

asPects of a particular task must include.analysis of the perceptual, coding

and conceptual demands.

Johnson (1967) offered steps in the task analYsis of the modality-

procassing.demands of tha task. .Her.initial concern was with learning
,,.,
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'disabled children, Her StepsittlUded;.:

'1), Is,the task Prim4rilY intrasen-sory or'.ineertenSory?':

-.1) What is the sensorymodality that-is involved?
a

3); Ia the task essenti411Y verbal or notrverba1?
r

4) What is the level ofthe task in terms Ofperceptual difficulty

Ov memOry- difficulty?

5) What is the-expected 10de, Of response9

te the problem one of rodeption or exPresSion?

'Popham and Baker (1970) desttibed inetructional sequencing as part f

a system they have de4iSed Instructional sequencing:is equivalent to.task

analysis.. TheY allow,the practitioner great latitude in determining the

subtasks.of a particular skill. The:behaiiioral goals Which must be speci7

fied are broken into "en route behaviors. They areConcerned with content

analysis and behavior analysis. The latter analysis refers to the type of.

learning inherent in the task.. Thus,the'Popham and Baker appr ach borrows

some of Gagne's (1965) ideas and.incorpOrates theth into a conte t approach.

Another method for task analysis has been information proc ssingo. This

or is based'on the premise that instruction should be related to he informa
.

tion processing necessary for performance (Davies, 1973). Thigis an approach

which may Attract physical educators since 'Whiting (1971) has already viewed

the acquipiti6n of ball skills,in this paradigm.

-The task analysis model offered by Knirk and Gentry (1971) is diagrammed

in figure six. In brief, their analysis includes the folloWIng:

1) "reducing the goal to its, several general objectives

2) .restating generel objectivee as terminal objectives and writing

a criterion item fot each terminal objective

3) delineating, the tasks that make up each general objecti4e

4) writing enabling objectives and criterion items for each of the .

tasks

5) placing the objectives into a behavioral hierarchy

30



6) 'balancing the objectVes

7) sequencing the- terminal objelliyes." p. 58-59)

=1,

11GCAI'+'. STEP#1,

-1
BreakS down into. severel
General 4bjectives

ol1.11

L.
,

Go, FTG:-]2

i1edtate.in.behav-1
prnl terms(Ter7
minal Objectives)

/

A
Gmeral objective
broako down into\

/several tasks (T)\

S-r..Pg1

1 'Criterion item
I (CI) written
for each ter-

' minal obje&tive

I

I.

1 STEP/12.

-A

/ T

r
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1 in )0hrty-'.
ioral terms
(enablinr A

'objective),I

1

!

,EG
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1
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each enabling
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Figure 6, . Task Analysis
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(ince this procedure is accomplished, the authors have posited that a

behavioral hierarchy (figure seven) will be generated,which suggests the
-

A

order in which the objectives,should be learned. This journal adopts a

similar hierarchy approach.. Coals are broken into broad objectivesrthen

written,and brbad objectives are diVided into enabling ohjeCti

Althaugh a nuMber of:models of task analySishave been offered-there
-

appears to be 4 lack of.-definitive statements aS to-precisely, how ta-analyze

the task. Far-example, Popham and Baker (1970) aS well as Knirk and Gentry

.(1.971) suggest'breaking.Jhe task into subtasks or subbehaviors. But how

many subtasks? Shauld my task analysis of X be the same as that produce&
. .

by someone else? Will 'the task analysiSfor a gifted child differ from

the-analysis for a retarded chhd? Actually, there aPpears to be some aon-

sensus on these points in the literaturecf' The actual analysis, or number

of steps is of course-important but in the evaluation of the sydtem, the

efficacy of the analysis will be noted and can be modified: Miller (1962b)

stated that task analysis .is a heuristic description of activities and as'

such, is dependent upon the inventiveness and creativity of the analyst.

Davies (1973) has described the seeking of the 4one best" method ofanaly-
-

sis to be a fruitless search.. Educator Siegal (1972) felt that each step

should simply prepare the student for the next step. This was the primary

requirement for a valid seqUence. Similarly, Lettick (1973) stated that

steps should be.in the largest units the child can iike. If the task proves

impossible, break it down farther.. It appears, therefore, that although

.

some controversy between models of task analysis exists there is reasonable

.

consensus that once within a model the actual analysis will vary depending

upon the needs of .the students and inventiveness or:the analyst. The ulti-

mate efficaCY of the sequences prescribed must be evaluated by the system

as.a whole. As mentioned in the previous section, the feedback from the

performance aseeesment is,iMportant in mOdifying the task analysis, hence,

change is a part of the system; thus, no best way,will be a arent.
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The comments in the previous paragraph should not be conatrued to

'imply that any,task analysisis adequate. There are minimum guidelines

in the literature which will be alluded to in a subsequent section. The

question at hand-now, however, is Whether thare is any supporting litera-

ture for the efficacy between models. This writer was unable to find any

empirical daEa which.might suggest the benefits of one model of analysis

over another. a

' Sherrill (1972) has delineated two basic forms of analysis taxonomies.
0

A process taxonomy-and a task and skill analysis taxonomy Were identified.

The perceptUal-motor approach to the remediation of learning.problems or

information-processing are examples of the former While Knirk and Gentry

(1971) and Popham and Baker's (1970) aPproaches are examples of the latter.

This two part sevaration appears to be consistent with the two theoretical

models of diagnostic-prescriptive teaching identified by Ysseldyke and

Salvia (1974). Indeed, diagnostic-prescriptive teaching is considered as

a_sybtems approach to teaching. tsseldyke and Salvia advocate the acknoV-

ledgement of a processability training model and a task analysis model of

diaglostic-prescriptive teaching. The authors.provide evidence relating

to the relevance to instruct4on, reliable and valid assessment, diagnostick-

prescriptive links and benefits in accountability which 'supports the efficacir

of the task analysis aPprOach. Hence, although some evidence questions,the

value of the process task analysis,there appears to be no empirical evidence

in sUpport Of any of the specific tasks and skill analyeis taxonomies.
r

A'number of models of task Analysis which,have appeared in the lftera-

ture haVe been described, albeit briefly. It was suggested by'Sherrill

(1972) that the majority of the medela could be considered,either a pro-
.

.cesS approach or a task and skill analysis approach. It Was argued that

Sherrill's dichotomy waS closely,related to the two models of diagnostic-.
-

prescriptive teaching identifie0 by Ysseldyke and Salvia (1974), which

clearly suPported the task aftd.skill analysis'approach over, the process-

1.14 approach. Yet, despite the presumed efficacy of the task and skill



analysis models:there doet not appear .t0 be any data available in support

.

of-any of these Models over each other. .Finally; there appeart to-be same

cOnsensus.that.once:a Particular model has. been chosen the specifid break

clown:of the eask Will be determined by the needs cifthe stildent and in the

creati'vity Of the teacher.

TASK ANALYSIS:. SUGGESTED STEPS,AND EVALUATION

A number of mOdels of task analysis have been identified and briefly

described. There appeats to be suppOrt for those models whACh emOhaSize
'

a,task and skill taxonamy over a process taXonomy.: However, some of the

task and skill. taxonomy apProaches (Pophath and Baker, 1970;lialiaceland

Kaufman, '1973;' Frank, 1973) do not appear to provide Sufficient guidelines

for the.practitioner.. These models simply indicate that a task should be'

analyzed into its component parts. Since it provides specific'guidelines,

th model.of task analysis offeredby Knirk and,Gentry"Will. be adopted,in

modified form.

Guidelines

1. Establish a major goal for the attribute area. This may be s'tated in

general terms devoid of specific criteria of.perfOrmance.

2.. %The major,goal should then-be broken into broad skillt based on in-

spection of

'4'. empirical research
...

b. observation of a sk lled performer

c. consultation with subject matter expert

d. consultation with curriCulUm guides

e. . consultation with other teachers

f. asking, what prerequisites and en route behaviors does one

require to beable to perform the Major goal.

If

ir
the ma ar goal'is particularlyy'aguel Mager (1970) has offered-five

steps to more ecisely delineate the goal.
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Restate the broad-skills as instrUctional Objectives-and-write a.crite-

rion item for-each. In other words, an. inOructionalwo8jectiVe>ger,-.

;962) with stated performance', conditions under which performonce is tty

' , 4

occtir and criteria for.succeas must be eatabiished.

4. Arrange-the broad skill objectives in order of presentation:

a. logically

b. according to the sequ.ence suggested by the information sources.

5. Tasks must then.be specified,which make up the broad skills. These tasks

are o en called enabling skills.

6. Arrange the enabling skill.s in order of presentation.

7. Write the enabling skills as short term objectives as per 3 above.

8. Break down 11-e enabling objectives into inore specific behaviors ik

required.

9.. Write Specific objectives (as per 3 above) for .the specific.behaviors.

10. Evaluate all objectives with the checklist to follow.

11. Place the task analysis in the system adopted, specify,and implement

instructional strategies and materi , and evaluate.

These guideline's should. reault in analysis similar to figure 7.

It was -previously. indica d that empiriCal data Was non.-existent (Save,.

the process vs. task dichoomy). However, the, following check-list has been

published which be used by the practitioner prior to iniplementing_the

analysis iii a system. The list is frOm Thiagarajan (1973,.cited by O'Connell,

1974).
a

I. "Interrelationships among objectlives

I. SUFFICIENCY

Does the list include a sufficient number of objectives to assure'

the performance of the main task or the attainment of the goal?

2. NECESSITY

Is each objective in the list necessary for the performance of

the main task or the attainment of the goal?

,* 1



. LACK OF REDUNDANCY

. ,

Does the list avoid restating the same -objective in different:

formats?

LACK 'OF TRIVIALITY

.

Is each objeCtive higher, 'or more complex, than the stated or

implied entry behavior of the target sequence?

5. SEQUENCE

*Are the,objectives arranged in an orderly sequence, if there

is one?

aI. Extrinsic evaluation

6. LEVEL OF LEARNING

Is the objective stated at the highest level of learning dehired

by the aubject matter expert?

7. STEP-SIZE

Is the size of the -task implied in'each 913 ective optimal for

. the target Students?

a. LEVEL OF SPECVFICI7'

Is the amount of detail.in each objective appropriate to its

reader (teacher, student, tesi constructor or instructional

designer)?.

9. LANGUAGE

Is.the vocabulary'and style of lapguage suited to the reader of

the objective (teacher, student,,test constructor or instructional

designer)?

10. BREVITY

Does the objective avoid all troneCessary verbiage?

III. Intrinsic evaluation of individual objectives

U. BEHAVIORALITY

Does the objective speci0 an unambiguOus student performance and/

or-a product of such performanCe?

37
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1 . RANGE

Does the objective specify the range of situations in which the

.student'is to perform in terms of the object of the behavioral

term, environmental conditions, Thysical demands,and/or cOntent

specification?

13. AIDS

DOes the objective specify the.tools, eqUipment, reference materials,

job aids and expert inputs which the student mey or may not use?

14. STANDARDS

Does the objective specify the-minimum criteria' for acceptable-
,

student performance in terms of such factors as time limit, per-

centage of accuracy, error'tolerance, essential terms or concepts,

process standards and expert approval?

13. PROCESS INDEPENDENCE

Does the objective avoid specifying or implying any instructional
4

or learning process? (p. 28)"

Although the guidelines and procedures within may appear formidable for

the task analyst,there are suggestions in the literature for facilitating

the process of task analysis. Lippert and Drucker (1973) suggest a brain-

storming approach with individuals writinedown objectives dn index cards

called Lippert Cards. A designated loader then,selects cards one by one and

the tótal group discusses releVancy, clarity, etc. Also Thiagarajan (1973)

has attempted to ease the pain of task analysis by inventing a game called

TAG. Essentially, teams win points for original suggestions and lose points

for lack of clarity or redundancy.

`*-
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CHAPTER THREE

ASSESSMENT IN ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
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,Assessment in Academic Programs

Assesiment of the visually impaired, as with any exceptional group,

can be af)Proached from many different perspectives. Tx'aditionalists

usually advocate the use of norm-referenced.tests as the most effective

means available for assessing academic functioning. The more avant-garde

menbers of the field aver that criterion-referenced tests produce results

that have more utility in academic progranuning. ,In this chapter, the

authors attempt to place the variety of assessment _methods we now have

available in their proper perspective. As often happens when profesSional

groups enter a period of chanege, imbroglios develop and issues are presented,
"0.

as ,though they were either black or white, with no shadingS of gray. The

truth is generally somewhere in the gray area. The major portion of this

chapter outlines, a systems approach' ilor the assessinent of the child and his

environnent. The Second part focuses on- what can be done to facilitate the

assessment of visually inpaired youngsters.

42
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411 viIew, the method that would proviiê the best estiinate would be one that

.o &Systems Approactor.the Assessment
of the Child and His Environment

The.addition of the term, environment., in this -Section ofthe chap er

the authots believe, tho:first formal response to Lillys (1970) suggestion

that
.

..,we move from defining exceptional children' to defining 'exceptional
,

situations within the school."." His suggestion should be applauded becauSe^

it takes into account the'obvious possibility that the source,of a school

problem is not necessarily a pernicious "Superego," a bedeviling "mental'

block," or some other assumed perjorative entity which is currently de-

filing the child's body. The implicatiOn of this view is that the assessOr

must go .well beyond collecting ratings, test responses, or observation data

Concerning the child. The same sort of data collection must go on with

reference'to people, settings, materials, and specific situations within

the child's environment. The following discussion shows how both child .

and environmental factors pan fii into a systematic assesstent model.

A Rationale for Decision-Making

All assessment methods are used to collect estimates of the current

status of the person or situation that is being assessed; they provide a

means for gathering evidence of many kinds rigarding the variables included

in the assessment method. Ideally, the method"that provides thebist estimate

of current st us is the methOd of Choice for any specific assetisment question

that is-asked. However, the ideal is seldomt e context within which

assessment is conducted.

Suppose that we were interested in a child's current performance in

the use of standard Englishsrammar ot the school playground. What is the

method of choice when such a question IA to be answerd?' From one point of

employed a technique organized ft such.a way'as to record every utterance
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of the child for some rather lengthy periodpf'time. These utterances

could be analyzed later and a very accurate estimate'could be made with

regard to the child's typical use of English grammar on the ,playground.

On the other hand, we could ask the youngster's teacher for her opinion

about his grammatic, behavior on ihe playground. This could be accomplished

using a loosely structured interview technique or by requesting that she com-
..

plete a rating scale or questionnaire on the subject. Or, we might administer

stahdardized test.purported to measure the examinee's use of English grammar

and employ the results to predict that behavior in the playground ietting.

In a real.situation, is the method that provides the best estimate alsothe

method of choice? If not, on what criteria do we make the decision?

The answer lies in how inEerested we are in pinpointing the child's

typical-behmd:or in the situation. Frankly, there ire few, if any, reasons

we would want such an accurate estimate of playground grammarr as is provI:ded

by.the first method. We would probably be satisfied with the estimate derived'

from one of the other methods under most dircumStances. The answerb_ to

three highly related questions enter into this decision: (a) how important

is it that the person being assessed show competence on the variable to be

estimated? (b) how accurate must the estimate be in/order to be considered

accurate enough? (c) how much time, expense and effort can be devoted in

,gatheringsdata for the_estimate?

Importance o'f the Variable

0
While all assessment questions should be directed to important variables',

it is true that some important variables hre even more crucial than other

important variables. For instance, one reason why handwriting skill iS

frequently shunted into 4 secondary role in the general elassroom.scheme

is probably because most edueatprs today simply don't consider the skill

as crucial as basic arithmetic or,reading skills. That minimal legibility
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s usnally accepted can easily be shown by randomly examining the handwriting

of practicing professionals in most areas of.study. Whether or not one

agrees with the example, most profess onals probably can construct

hierarchy of skills their presumed importance to the child and

his future functioning in the real wo,rld . sBecause of this, assessment of'

$1

some variables takes precedence over others; that is,. the more important
,

the variable; the more'accurate the estimate must be, and_the more time,

expense, and effOrt we are likely to devote in gatheiing the data for ehe

.

estimate:

Accuracy of the Estimate

AlthoUgh the *role of accuracy

clear9by now, an intervening factor

f the estimate is presumably fairly

requires further,discussion Of accdracy:

'and our ability to make highly aCcurate estimates-. pependineon the breadth

of the assessment,questione ate,more or lesS.ableto proVide accurate

-estimates. Ar example; conaidet the;question,.. "Can the child write the

Correct answer when 'auditly:presented with the addition-problem, 6 +-3

By repeatedly sampling a yOungster's rbehaVior, we can:e"stimate. his. Usual:
I

responseto thiS stimulus with accuraCy equiValent to mc:It reasonable

expectations. However, when we attempt to measure the child's typical be=

havior with respect to the domain like arithmetic, we are doomed to achieve

a less accurate estimate. Theoretically, we could individually assess every
-

major and minor function in theakea of arithmetic, but the time, expense,

and effort required would make this a piocess to be.eschewed during.initial

assessment. Consequently, although the estimate soughe is a very important

one, when broad-based questions are asked, we are usually limited to relatively

.,small (less than ideal)-samples of the child's behavioral repertoire or other

environmental events Of interes bf course, such a limitation neither

7itiate8 the requirement thai the assessor select the most accurate method:



available,.other factors.being equal, nor does it neutralize

of collectingdong term, formative assessment data.

Expense, and Effort

The rationale for considerinthOw this variable fits into the selection

f assessment methods has been explicitly discussed in the two previous

sections, .0ne additional point Should:be Made, however, 'Too.frequengy,

the time, expenSe, and effort required by various assessment methods becomes
-

the,oVerriding factoir in deterMining the methoddf choice. With'reCognition

that there are absolute limits on the time, expense, and effortthat can be

spent in addessment, under-MOStrConditiohs-, thisvariabIe should be the4east

decisive of the three. 11 the question being asked is a crucial one, it is
4

,often wdrth the extra tittle, dkpense end effort it takes tO get a more..-'''

accurate estimate.

Variables of Importance In
AsSessment Process

An assessor must be very knowledgeable concerning three variables that

form the foundation of his decisions: (a) the attributes or dharacteristics

of the child and hid-environment that are relevant to his future well being,

(b). the resources that.are available which can be used as aids dUring the

aasessment proces6, and:(o) the assessment,methods which.exist that can be

:used to help inVestigatethe.attributes of.the Child and'his:envitonment.o

This is especially true here, since assessment is viewed as a unique process

for each child.

Relevant Attributes

Depending.on circumstances ( .g., age, sex, dekree of visual impairment),

the. particular cluster of relevant attributes may vary somewhat, but generally,

assessors are interested ih the domains of language (including, listening,

'speaking, reading, spelling, and writing skills), mathematics, social-ethotional



' adjustment, physical development (including the senses, health, And fine
-0

and gross motor skills); intellettual ability, and environmental factors

in the chiles .hothe; 'classroom and community AJ. of ,these attributes

shoUld be of intereStto the aSsessot Whether be is,41 baseball.coach sthool
>

nurse, or Science teacherbecause they potentially interact;With one another,

.fliaking-the assesSment of each important to4a1lthe others'. For 'instance,

it is common for A child to experience academic and motor.difficulty because

his visiod is mildly impaired. Likewise, we.have seen,social-emotiona1 and

4

academic iltOblems'that stem from overly solicitous or overlY rigid parents

/ -

and teathers. .Mercer (1973) and others-haYe clearly demonstrated how en--
, -

vironmental circUmstences affect measures of IQ. Example's of interactions.

like these are endless.

Further, the assessor-must have a Yery clear understanding of what-the:

attributes "reading", "mathematics" and so,On mean to him. This undetstanding

should bein the. fOrm of a taxonomy of goals and objectiyes which may be

\

adopted from the work of others or May be a synthesis of all'the.asseisor

has learned from readings and experience. In such taxonomies attributes ere

broken down into-broad skillS,-broad.skills into enabling skills, and sO

on, then highly diScrete behavior is specified in objectives.,, Although.no

extant hierarchy of skills cies proven generally accepted by all, unless the

assessor has some such hierarchy in mind as he assesses a child, he will do

little.more,than collect a conglomeration of.est mates which follow no

logical sequence and cannot be interpreted in any integrated way, It is

not within the scope of,this chapter to present examples of'extant taxonoMies,

but they are available to educators for several domains (e.g., adequate

taxonomies of teading have 'been published by Science Research Associates and

aandom Rouse).
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Available Resources

There are at least five types of resourtes the Osessor can use to

help

him gather dita. The types and a partial list of examples include:

(1) individuals in the school (e.g., former and current teachers:school

psychOlogists, guidance,counselors, school nurses, social workers, admin-

istrators, lunchroom workers, peers); (2) individuals.in and near the

home (e.g., parents, sililings, other relatives, the child'ilimselft neighbor-
'

hood children and their parents); (3) coMmunity agencies (e.g., mental. 'health

clinics, counseling services, Easter Seal Society, educational diagnostic
.0

clinics, local associations tor handicapped children); (4Y independent,

professionals (e.'g., famif.y physicians', neur ogists, psyChiatrists

otologists, deneists, family counselors); (5) literary-resoUrces.( .g.,

textbooks, profeSsional journals and.Magazines, referencel3oOks). In some

cases'the resource can actually"gather data for the assessor (eg., school

psychologist); in other instances tbe resource.contributes the data (e.g.,

sibling); finally; some resources provide information which leads to better
,-

.decisions concerni4ithe assessment strategye.g., referelte books).

A'Ssessment Methods °

Eight methods have been identified by the authors that can be used by

assessors to collect information abdut any givenchild and his enVironmental

7

circumstances. Below are destriptions of the mbthods and some comments

regarding their usefulness:

1. Inspection of Previously Collected Data refers to the perusal,

of anecdotal. notes, prior test results, physical examination reports, etc.

that are contained in the child's record files. It is important to recognize

that there-are usually, several files for any particular thild and eaCh may

contain information worthy of collection (though it may be spotty or in--

complete). A review of available resOurces will provide clues concerning

the possible locations of these-files. One cannot assume that those r ponsibl
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for the child will automatically identify'the locations of the,previously

collected data; frequently.,.the assessor must systematically. ask'whether
.

4

Or not the-dat&are available and, if so, where...

2. InfOrmal Consultation May be,used with resources.who know things

about the child that the assessor does not knoW.
. Althoughthere is no

Concerted effort to.prepare.for informal Consultation and theinformatio0:$

not systematiCally obtained with a clear-cut guideline in mindit may still-

yield valuable tesults (e.g.;, clues for further aSsessment). The-method

requires little time; but tHe accurady of the-infOrmation must be held

suspett without.additional support.

3. Structured Interviews may be toised for eiEher specific or generic
0

purposes. Advance, planning with respect to the pUrpose and guidelines of

tthe interview is the main keyto the effective use ofthe.method. Some common,

purpose6 incIUdelathering information about.the domains within which.the

child has difficulty, acquiring a medical and/or faMily,history, and deter-

mining what resources have previouslr collected information abbut the child

and his environment. Structured interviews require relatiirely little tipe,

but the data obtained is only as good as the asSessor's ability to ask the

right quest-ions and the resource's ability to provide helpful answers.

4. Screening Devices in the form of questionnaireS, rating scales,

checklists, and inventories comprise the last of the "quick and dirty"

assessment methods (i% ., methods that gather data in a hurr7, almost in-

variably through report). As with the previous methods, screening devices

like the Behavior.Problem Checklist and the Self Help. Skill Assessment

Checklist are efficient.instruments, but the accuracy o th estimate may

vary widely depending.on the resiondent's skill in rating as well as the

reliability and validity of the device itself.
4



5. Normrreferenced.Tesis provide sampleaof the examinee',s behavior,

usually collected in an optimal setting-, that canbe coMparea to hiS pge

or occupational peers in some specifiable population. Some ma* wish to-
,

classify these tests as "quick and dirty.", much as'the foregoing methods

were categorized. The charge is certainly justified in many ways, but all .

such instruments, as they have been defined here, do have the advantage

that the estimate is the direct result of the behavior of the one being

assessed and not the result of someone's 'opinion about the behavior. ,It

must also be recognized that the terms, norm-referenced test and criterion-
.

referenced test, in this sense, are not'mutually exclusive. The KeyMath

Diagnostic Arithmetic Test clearly shows how one truMent can,attempt

to serve.both purposes. .Admittedly, because of the'nature of the two types

of .tests (i.e., one stratifies examinee's scores from highest tO lowe;t,'

the other.seeks to determine whether or not objectives have been mastered

by the examinee), the constructor must lean heavily toward one purpose or

the other. Nevertheless, it is presumably not useless to abtain an estimate

of how the child faired in comparison to his peers,.even when the test is

primarily intended to estimate ab'Solute mastery of objectives. 'A final

advantage of norM-referentad tests is that they Offer suggestions for more

pecific assessment, in spite of the fact that they seldom say much about

(u.nctional behavior in settings within the natural environMent (e.g., class-

roo4, home, community). And, like the other methods presented so far, they

are efficient.

6. Criterion-referenced Tests are precisely the same as norm-referenced

tests but for two characteristics: (1) they do not have normative data

that"can be used for comparative pu poses; (2) they are often developed by

individuals who have little com ence in test construction. 14hile the firSt
0

characteristic is not a serious roblem, the second is an insurmountable



disadvantage, 'Too frequently, advocates of criterion-referenced tests forget

2

that the factors which govern the construction of such tests are verrsimilar.

to those bv which norm-referenced-tests are fudged2 Depending on length

and the specific items within *the testi they may atteMpt to measure global

-domairisje.g., "mathematicsYor ifery precisely stated Specific objectives.

If they are well constructed, criterion-referended-tests dad be far more-

useful lor some purposes than-the best norM=referenced test available.

7. Systematic Observation refers to the c011ection of assessment data

ai the .behaVior to'be measured spontaneously occurs, usually in the natural,

environment. Although global inferences about.behavior can be derived, from

such data (e.g., classroom climate), the recent trend has been toward the

observation of relatively discrete behavior (e.g.,J:kut tif seat; talk outs).

Like any other assessment method, observation can be carelessly doneto

the point that "data" become little mdre than anecdotal dotes about Vhat

the assessor supposes he saw occur. tinder these circumstances, the more ap-

propriate name of the method used is screening. device. Other sources present

a tHorough descriptiOn.of the factors that govern the construction of useful

. observation sysEems (Bersoff, 1974; Medley & Mitzel, 1963; Wright, 1960);.

' therefore, these factors will not be discussed here. However, it is worth

.
noting that systematic observation, as an assessmeni method, does,have a

well-developed'base on which the efficacy of any, particular observation

system may be Judged. Consequently, the assessor should have a firm grasp

-k--)f this knowledge base before attempting the wide spread use of the method.

.8. Referral (Request, for Services) can be used to good advantage if

time is not crucial. Depending on the person whose services are requested,

any of the,other methods may be used in data gathering. For instance,.a

2
c.f. Gronlund (1965)1 beCecco (1966)
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school psychologist might be asked to administer a general achievement test

\ti,,

or a colleague-might be request d to observe systematically to obtain in-

formation about the teacher's qua ` ty of interaction with the child. As

:a consequence of the diversity of possible requests, estimates derived from

this assessment methe& will vaty in utility according to the

procedure or technique employed.

Y*
From Mush Through Melon to Rock

specific

In any assessment endeavor that purports to view the whole child, thbre

.exists the tmmediate problem of determining hot./ to do so. The authors have

contended that criterion-referenced measures are

Major strengths, as they are cutrently presented

to lie in the lOrMuntioh of enabling objectives

line of assesament, se to

to accommodate situations

his circ4mstances. 'If we

not the total answer. Their

in the literature, seem

far the child, the bottom

speak. They are typically far too inefficient

in which one knows very little about the child,and

cannot realistically assess every enabling

objective we consider desirable for the child's future well-being, what

alternative de we haVe?

The answer is that during the early part of assessmetlt we must be

willing to accept.evidence of relatively low power, which'at the same:

time is highly efficient in terms of time, effort, and expense requiced

to collect it. As assessment

adopted.that provide evidence

progresses, less efficient methods can be

in which we can place a great deal of confidence.

This view is similit to the one offered by

orientation of this paper is different, we

and general point of view.

Figure 1 illustrates a scheme for the

Yarger (1974). Although.the

are indebted to him for his terms

estimation of the quality of

evidence gathered during the assessment of the child and his environment.
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Screening

Clinic
Assessment

Follow-Up
Assessment

MELON

ROCK

'MUSH

Criterion-ref-*
erenced Tests
Observation

Systems

Examples of Assessment

Norm.refer..
enced Tests

Criterion-ref-
enced Tests
Observation

Systems
Referral

Methods
--

Informal
'Consultation
Structured In'

terviews
Inspection,of
Prior Data

Screening
DeVices

Fig. 1 A sdheme for the determination of the absolute'quality of evidence

gathered during the assessment of the child-and his environment.

Adapted from Yarger, 1974
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In thd figure, the levels of quality of evidence can be defined as fia ows:

1. Mush 7 evidence thdt may be.,rather inaccurateusually
.suimmative, and allows only tentative.conclusions at)the
attribute level.

2. Melon - A dence that is moderately accurate, usually eitfier
-summative r intermittently formative, and allows fairlydefinite
conclusions concerning attributes and broaciskills..

3. Rock 7. evidence that is highly accurate, intermittently or Contin-
uously formative, and 'allows 'rather precise conclusions regarding
.enabling skills.

the levels of quality actually cut across the three phases of asdessment

,(i.e.,..screening, clinic assessment, follow-up ease ment). By.tfiis it id

meant that any level of quality may be collected during any phase of assess-

ment.in spite of.the fact that each phase is characterized ty.one evidencia

quality,level. It should also be noted that the terms depictinghe'three

quality levels not perjorative in ,nature. Yarger was right in his

reference to resea ch an0,evakuation activities and it is also true.here

that, n ...no claim is being made for the absolute superiority of one quality

level over another. Rather, each level-of evidence must be judged by the

41

motivation for its procurement as well As its intended.use,ft

Screening (Mush),_

Evidence collected during screening,is farther removed.from the sieci-
.

cification of enabling objectives than any other data collected during

assessment. Its main purposes are to uncover the views of those who have

prior knowledge of the child and his work and tO gather some preliminary

evidence which will guide later assessment decisions. Screening evidence

is characterized by:

1. Its use of opinions and prior records as a data base.

2. Its broad 1C4e, which includes all the attribute areas previously
listed.

3. . Its use of informal consultation, structured interviews, insPection
of previously collected'data, and screening devices aS assessment
methods.
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4. The efficiency with which data are collected.

5. The tentativeness of the,conclusions which can be drawn from most
sources of knformation (hence the term "mush").

6. The opportunity provided for the collection of enVironmental
information (e.g.,attitudes,. expectations,Anior instructional
strategies).

. .

Although screening evidence is often "mushy" with respect .td instructional

decisions that'can be made_as a result, it does possess two advantages,which

justify its use. First, it provides the assessor a picture of.those resource

people who ha e had the most conthct with the child in the past. ,Thus,.the

realipm wit which parents view their child's successes or failures tin be

observed, he skill with hich the child's former teacher selected materials
h

can be determined, pee attitudes toward the child may be 'polled, and so on.

Secondi/screening hel s to generate hypotheses about those-attributes Of the

child 'which are most.i improvement as wellras rule in or rule out

some attributes as candidates for intensive reMedial help. The inspection
4

of previously collected data frequently serves this latter function, if the
0

"ate is of the "melon' or "rock" variety.

Screening then, results in twO lists. Th .first list contains the

attributes considered to be strengths concerning the child and.his environment.
-1c

The second contains those attributes considered as weeknesses. Of course,

many-of the designations are necessarily tentative at this stage and require

clinic assessment to support or deny them.

Clinic Assessment (Melon)

The main function of clinic assessment is to estimate-the current status

of the attributes that were tentatively identified as strengths and weaknesses_
c

during screening. The broad skills which underly these attributes are assessed

during this phase as.well. Clinic Assessment is characterized by:

1110,
1. Its use of, direct behavioral data as opposed to the'opinions of

others.



14,

2, Its "telescopic" narrowing.down of possible points for intervention,
later on.

3. Its use of referral arid relatively broad-based norm-referenced
tests, criterion-referencedtests, and systematic observation as
assessment methods.

4. The efficiency with' which the data is collected.

Its use'of optimal and "simulated" environments As the primary
settings for data collection.

Clinic Assessment fills an intermediate poSition'between the three

assessment phases. Although the data are generally as good as or better than

those collected during screening, they are seldom as worthwhile instructionally

as follow-up aSsessment, hence, the term "melon". should be mentioned here

the results of the Clinic assessment are not viewed in isolation; rather, the

interpretation of.the results is an actuarielproceSs in which all current;y

available data (including'those gathered'during screening) are taken. into

account. Therefore, as evidence is accumulated,. h May turn into "nelon"

and "melon" into "rock".

There are twnmajor outcomes to Clinic assessment. First, more confidence

can be placed in a revised list of Strengths and weaknesses (at the attribute

level) than wasipreviously possibl. Second, important evidence Is gathered .

concerning the broad skills underlying each attribute.' Such evidence leads

the assessor to yet more specific hypotheses abOut enabling skills to be tested

during follow-up assessment.

Follow-Up Assessment (Rock)

'The major purpose 'of this phase'is to estimate the current status of the

enabling Skills identified'as potential strengths and weaknesses at the end

"Of clinic assessment. It is very important at this stage that a "lOwest

functional level" be established to preclude the possibility that instruction

will begin on an'enabling skill that is beyond reasonable expectation for the

one who'is to be instructed. Below are the main charaCteristice of follow-up

assessment:
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It use di ect behavioral evidence exclusively.

2. It docume ts the need for instruction concerning speCific endbling
skills.

It uses only precise (narrow,based) criterion-referenced tests and
observ tion as assessment methods.

4. is relatively ineff&cient-in terms of time, effort, and eXpense.

5. Ass ssment ddta-are collected solely within the child's natural
env ronment.

del

From behavioral point of viewn data co1lec4ed during follow-up

assessme are the most yalid of all. This is because behavior is assesSed

so freq ently and in such small "bits" that there cen be little dOubt that

it rep esents
4

the construct or enabling skill in.question (DeCecco, 1968).
- ,

1Cons quent1:7,,suCh evidence can usually be considered as "rock hard" in

Yar er's terms.

The most important Outcome of the follow-up assessment is a profile Of

he behavioral strengths and weaknesses of the child and his environment.

eaknesses can then be strengthened systematicallyiby specifying enabling

objectives for each weak enabling skill, selecting and implementing instructional

strategies, and evaluating their efficacy. Follow-up assessment data serve

a valuable function during evaluation because they become the baseline used

for comparison with formative data collected during instruction. Used this

way,'data for evaludtng instructional strategies become "rock".type data

instead of "melon" or "mush" as is so often the case.

Summary

In an attempt to place available assessment methods in.perspective, an

alternative assessment model was presented. Thia model effectively allows

the assessor to winnow the multitude of attributes, broad skills, and

abling skills into strengths and weaknesses of the child and his environment.

When the model is applied, less efficient assessment methods which require

the collection of formative data (e.g., criterion-referenced tests and



systematic observation) are used only for those attributes and broad skills_
0

previously shown to be 'in crucial need of improvement by more efficieut

assessment pethods.,

Assessment of Visually ,Impaired Youngsters

The prevalence estimate of visual impairment among school-aged children .

is 0.1% (U.S. Office à Education, 1975) Since there are sd few visually

impaired children, it is not surprising to find that there exist few adequately

.constructed ,assessments for use with these youngsters.

With regard to norm-referenced instruments, there are two major problems

to overcome: (a) commonly used norm-referenced instruments contain many

visually I'loaded" items, effectively preventing the visually impaired from

demonstrating their knowledge and skill; (b) available instruments rarely

have'norms based on the visdally.impaired population. Although the contrary

ii.\ot unheard of, psychometricians generally overcome the temptation to

apply visuelly loaded tests to visually handicapped children: The decond

problem is mare:Commonly abused'by assessors. 'For example, although there'

are no norms collected on the visually impaired population" Bauman (1972)

comments, "One af the best illustrations of (a) test we can use without change,

is the verbal scale of the Wethsler Adult Intelligence Scale . . and in

part for thia reason is the most used of all the mental measures with,blind

clients (p. 219).1 According to the Standards for Educational and psyCho-

logical_Tests and Manuals, published jointly by. the.American Psychological

Aissociation,.the American Education Research Association, and the National

Council on Measurement in Education.(1974), such practices are to be esthewed

by assessors.. In short, tests should be normed'on samples of individuals

whoie characteristics are representative of the.individuals who will.be assessed

with the test Iater oh.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SELECTION AND USE oF INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS
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Selection and.Use of.Instructional
Strategies and Materials

A great deal is known About how children.iearn and hoW theyare

motivate& If it is true that education has been unsuccessful in

training youngsters for adult athievement and happiness, we must not

claim that It 1.6 ,because we know too little about learning md motiVation.

'Many disciplines (e.g., psychology, child development, educational psycho

logy, education, sociology) have contributed to our understanding of

.learning and motivation; research efforts by.some investigators date

back over two hundred years (Kanner, 1964). Bpecial educators have

added to our kAowledge considerably, exemplified by the work of Blake

(1974, 1976), in which she draws together Whats known about children's

learning. Behaviorists (e.g.; B. F.,Skinner and Albert Bandura) have

laid the groundwork Which explains how individuals are motivated-to perforM

work they are capable of doing. Educators and special educators have

extended that,knoWledge (e.g., N. G..liaring and Richard Whelan). It is

the author's position that,.if teachers consistentlyapply what is already

kfloWn about effective teaching, they will be highly successful,in preparing

-students for effective adulthood.

In this chapter the core of effective teaching will be desáribed.. The

description will come in two parts:_ general conditions which influence

learning and motivational conditions that influence performance.

General Conditions Which Influence
-Acquisition, Retention, and Transfer

Research has shown that there are.some conditions which inflUence

the acquisitian, retentio and transfer of skills similarly, regardless

of the specific type of atning invalvea. Conditions that influence

acquisition are discusd first.
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ACquisition

Acquisition refers to the'learning.of new skills (i.e., original

learning).. The generalizations described below apply whether the pupil

is learning a discrimination task, a set of concepts,..or any other type

of learning. Ten conditions will be presented which deal with acqui on.

The major source of these conditiOns and all those to follow is the work

of slake (1974, 1976), a trailblazer in applying-the results of research

in the classroom.

Intentional. and incidental4earning. Childien learn a great deal

incidentally. For instance, new words may be- included in the speech vo.-;,

cabulary of a child without any specific awareness or any intent on his

part to learn them. Likewise, when children play games (e.g., cowbOys

and Indiana, hide and seek), they learn skills and information that will

be useful to them later. It is fortunate that such learning occurs; it

reduces the load that educators must bear in some degree. However,.learning

incidentally is not the most efficient meihod of learning. Children attain

mastery levels more quickly wheil they 14tetact with instruction and materials

with the intention of learning the infOrmation or skill.

In siMplest terms, the teacher should clearly explicate the information

the pupil is expected to learn, Comments such as, ."The next task is important;

be sure to learn it well," are quite appropriate. Another.way to insure inten

tional learning is the.preparation and dissemination of objectives, but only

when it is certain that the pupils become familiar with the information con

tained within the objectives. /Therefore, the teacher should go over each

objective pripr to the initia ion of instruction on that objective.

Expository and discovejy methods. When expository methods are usecC

during instruetlion, the t acher tets forth'the meaning and purpose of the,

activity. A scourse oft example designed to explain what is difficult to
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understand is used. In short,-an eff(Irt is made to insure that the

pupil grasps the material to be learned. When diacovery methods are used,

the pupil is told what must be learned. Therefore, the pupil learns

intentionally. However, little other information is given. He is forced

to determine how to learn the task and under what conditions the skill

can be applied. In addition, he may-have to-guess where to go in order

to acquire inforMation about the task. Expository methods are sUperior

to diauovery methods when the intent is for the pupil to master the objec-

tiire as quickly as possible. Discovery.methods increase stress and frus-

tration, but do not, of themselves, help the pupil learn how to deal with

such stress and frustration (except incidentally). Consequently, even when

teaching hciteto deal with the negative effects that result from stress and

frustration, expository methods should be used.

Whole and parts methods. In the whole method, the task is taught as

a unity. There is no attempt'to split the'task intO components. In the

parts method, the task (as a whole) is divided into components, or enabling

skills, which, taken together, comprise the whole. These components are

then taught.separately, usually in sequence, until the whole task is Mastered.
,

A combination of these two approaches is.gsnerally better than using either

one in isolation. For example, here is a descript f a parts-wholeparts

method: (a) First, the pupil learns to read a few nOuns, verbs, and

modifiers in isolation (a part); (b) Next, he learns to read these words

arranged in a simple story (the whole); (c) Then, he learns more words in

isolation (another part); (d) The pupil reads more brief passages including

.all thp words learned so far (theyho.le), and so on. The progressiye parts
pa.

method, commonly known as chaining'in behavior modification literature',

could be used to teach a pupil to alphabetize using the first letter in

a list of words, then the first and second letter, and so un.
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Although combined approaches are usua ly superior, the teacher must

make some decisions regarding the approach u e. For example, if the

objective states that an extremely generalized concept be learned, it

is often best to use a whole approach. This would make sense when in-
.

troducing the concept of the universe to a pupil. Upon initial presen-

tation, much of the underlying structure of 'the concept would be too

difficult for the pupil to grasp, not to mention the teacher inability

to divide the concept into discrete parts. In addi4en, there is probably

a point of diminishing returns with regard to breaking tasks into parts.

In theory, even small parts can be divided into staller parts. A rule

of thumb is to avoid further division when,the pupil has shown that he

can learn efficienely at a given taxonomic level. In other words, if the

pupil can learn efficiently at the broad skill.level, do not break the

task into enabling skills; if he can learn at the enablirig skill level, do

not break the enabling skills into specific skills.

Distribution of practice. Massed practice and spaced preCtice refer

to the way in which the pupil's study for masterY is spread out across tiie.

With massed practice, the pupil studies for relatively long periods of time

in a single'session. When pupils crae for an examination, they use massed

practice. With spaced Practice, the pupil studies frequentlY for relatively

shorter periods of time.

Research on distribution of practice varies with the task and charac-

teristics of the pupil. Motor skills are not learned as quickly when massed

practice is used. On the other,hand, when the task involves verbal learning,

the findings are complex and may indicate no significant differences in.the

effects of massed versus spaced practice. "With regard to the learner,

students with short attention spans require that practice be spaced. They

need increaied variety during instructional periods. Other pupils ao better

q
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with relatively longer practice sessions because frequent changes in.task-

and orientation cause them confusion. These pupils Oten need.more time

to wariup for

change just as

better able to

massed practice

"..

a tes; if highly spaced practice is used,i the task'may

they are ready for real practice." Still other pupils are

tolerate rather tedious, mundane tasks and can benefit from

Amount of material. This refers to the aggregate of what i to be

learnedthe total number of elements for which the pupil will be held

.accountable. It is understood that longer 'tasks require more time tp,r

mastery; it is not common knowledge.that, as,tasks become longer, they be.

come disproportionately harder. For instance, doubling the ampunt'of

material does not simply double the number of trials required for mastery.
2

It more than doubles the number of trials required for mastki. 'The amount

of material should ,be minimized to the extent Possible. When exigencies

in the classroom interfere, mord timeto study should be given the pupil

ehan would have been necessary if the material were learned-in smaller pieces.

Recitation.

1

N

Recitation refers to practice without the benefit of

instruction or materials.

of stimuli. When a pupil

It it the repetition of responses in the presence

asks a friend to ask him aset of study questions,

which he attempts to ansWer, he is using recitation..

Recitation,greatly facilitates learning. A 4:1 ratio of recitation

to reading infOrmation is most effective, for instance (Blake, 1976). In

addition, recitation through both bral and visual channels is superior to

1

oral or visual recitation alone.

Oral and visual presentation. 'Instruction can proceed through visual

media (e.g., pictures, printtd matter, slide0, oral media (e.g., lecture,

oral recitation, records), or both (e.g., television, videotapes).



Wheh researchers have investigated the relative effects of these

approaches, they have found them to be similarly effective.- Consequently,

the teacher should look to the task for direction in preparing instructional

strategies. Should the task d itself readily to.the viaual mode .(e.g.,

learning colore), dbviously, visual materials would be emphasized. If the

task lends itself to,the oral mode (e.g., discriminating sounds), rely most

heavily on oral presentations. ,When either mode seems appropriate and

materials are available, use both.

Orientation and attention, Orientation is the act of attaining a

learning set. It is getting ready to respond to information and material.

). Attention is focusing on same stimuli in a setting and ignoring others.

Within the materials to be learned, attention.is winnowing the tatal set

of stimuli and concentrating on speCific stimuli.

The.importance of orientation and attention to learning cannot bebver-'

7)

emphasized. Without them, little leart)i can take *place. Whet pupils are

passing notes about.a weekend party, th e- are not orienting and attending.to

the learning task. What can be done to ensure orientation and attention?

First, allowing pupils to survey the materials they will learn facilitates-

orientation. The teapher can ask them leading questions that will encourage

them to view particular aspects of the materials. telling puPils how the,

materials.will influence their own later succeas increases orientation.

Finally, instructing pupils to "get ready to learn" the material increases

orientation, as does,telling them how they will be held accountable for the

material. Attention can be generated through direct instruction as well:

"Look at the photograph on' page 14." In addition, coding techniques like

underlining, presenting key material in colors, and asking lead questions

which focus attention on particular elements are facilitative. These
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Chniques naturally Isolate material, which leads.to more 'efficient le,arning.

KnoWledge Of results, When a teacher tellS a pupil about the adequacy

of hid performance on_sote taSk, knowledgsof Tesults is.used.. A COmmon

synonym is feedback. In short, the teacher informs the-Pupil about responses

that are correct and responsea that are incorrect. For incorrect respondes

the pupil is told where he went wrong and how to correct his errors.

Feedback.greatly facilitates learfiing; without it, little learning

takes place. If the teacher presents feedback which has dmotional connotations

(e.g., "Great work, Fred!"): motivation as well as learning may be affected.

While positive social reinforcement may enhance the feedback, aversive moti-

vational techniques (e.g., negative reinforcement, positive punishmnt, response

cost) may negate the beneficial effects of feedback concerning errors in'the-

child's responses. That id, the pupil tay focus on the emotional evaluation

of his performance and not on the feedback.which tells.him how to correct

his'performance. Knowledge of results should be Viewed as used by the

teacher to inflUence the pupil -cognitively, not emotionally. In contrast,

if the teacher wishes to influenCe the pupil emotionally, conditions which

.influence motivation should be re-dp--,44hichever decision is made it dhoUld

410
be made intentionally by the teacher.

Structure. Structure refers to the or anization and arrangement of the

material to,be learned. Structure includes how the elements of the material
4

are related to one another. Below is a brief illustration of the taxonomy

or structure of exitities:

Nonliving

Entities
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Plant

Living

Animal
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Other taxonomies can be easily conceptualized: city government, arithmetic

skills, English grammhr.,

When pupils are-able to understand how elements in material "fit

together" they learft.better.: Learning the same number of d arate elements

takes more time. One important aspect of structure Concerns thelaCt that

it allows the pUpil to,see how new material,relates to-previously learned

material and ultimately, where the maeerial will take him (e.g., qualifica

tion for a job, entry into college improved ability to graap current events).

All knowledge has structure. When teachers instruct pupils without

reference to that structure, they experience less success.in imparting

knowledge. Partly, it is because pupils have more difficulty grasping :

apparently unrelated'elements, but partly, it is because the teacher is also

Unclear about the knowledge to be,taught. Therefore, it behooves the teacher

to study the material to be taught and present it in a structured, organized

fashion.

At the highly specific level, task analysis leads the teacher to a better

understanding of the structure of the skill to be taught.. Indeed, task

analysis is usually stressed at the lowest taxonomic levels (e.g., putting

on a shirt, tying shoes). Teachers should apply these same analytic skills

at higher taxonomi,: levels. For instance, they should analyze domains like

reading, arithmetic, and writing-into broad skills, enabling skills, and

specific skills in order to grasp the structure of the material they teach

more thoroughly. The taxonomies of goals and objective& included in thiS
-

bookprepresent the product of such an endeavor,

Retention

Retention refers to.the amount of learned material which is preserved

over time. Simply, it is what is remembered. Several conditions influence
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thedegree to which pupils retain inforthation. Four of these conditions are

presented below.

Aegree of original learnino. When children learn material eXtremely

well during acquisition,,they are much morelikely to retain'the material

across time. Children who experience a low degree of original learning

are much more prone to forget.

To illustrate, consider the child who has attained mastery level

performance on the'tenth trial of instruction and practice. Assume this

to be the objective:

Given the 26 basic Braille letters presented in random order, .

thepupil will orally name each sign asoit occurs with 1002

accuracy at a rate of 26 per minute or better.

In order to ensure retention Of this objective, the teacher should present

the child with five to ten additional trials of instruction and practice

.before moving to new and different types of objectivea.

Instructions and intent. Like acquisition learning, in which pupils

learn material or skills incidentally, children also retain information

incidentally. However, instruc iods are used which direct the pupil to

the specific information that mus be retained (i.e., retention with intent),

the pupil Will rememb that tater al more readily. Brieflyv incidental

retention is inferior to'instr ting the impil concerning the material to

be retained. In ttle 1 r approach, the pupil intentionally focuses on

key material and knows. which material may be deemphasized. When instructing

for retention with intent, .the.teacher bakes such comments as: "Remember

whatI'm going to say nextl" or "Note the raised line drawing on your desk--

it's on your objectives not for thin TIN t."
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Itelianischce. This is a phenomenOn that'occurs following rest after
....

_

massed practice* Here is what happens: (a)- The pupil is given.a lcing

,Iptacticesession on a skill With- littlenr no reSt; CO-gradually during:: ..

/
. , ..

the.practice his performance deteriorates as a result.6f fatigue; hunger,
. .

.

boredom, etc., thUs masking (or hiding) what the Tupil has learned and

retained; (a) the pupilois 'given a rest period which allOws the intervenifik

fantors (i.e., fatigue, boredom; etc.) to dissipate; (d) the puPil isgiven

.411:evalustiontestwhid1z reveals'hiS true retention. If the pupil,had:heen:

-evaluated for retention immediately.f011owing the end of the practice session,'

the results woUld have indicated little retention. These results wOuld be

invalid.That is-because-the Intervening faCtors wouldshave-premented tha.

child from performing at his. best level:

When.teachers evaluate pupil's' tip determine.hoW- much they haVeretained;

they Should besure the pupils are. well rested. Under theSe Circumstances,'"

actual retention of the material will be revealed...*

Type of retdtion MeaSure. There are,three basic measures of retention..

They axe:, (a) Recognition, in which the gupil selects's correct response on

a test. from a-set of.plausil?le. Alternatives; (b) structured t'eca11, n Which,

the pUpilproduces. or supplies responses on a test ( short answer aml

essay .1temS);. (c) reltarning!orHsavingS,-in which. the Pupil.StUdies Previously:
°

learned material again end-the,tilile or effott-required to reattain masteriT.

level is measured.

Diffdrent- results are obtained when these measures are applied to the

Same objectives. .RecOgnition is easiest, relearntng is harder, and structured

recall, is hardest. This generalization is mitigated somewhat by otlier

-

factors ( .g.; number-of-alternatives °in recognition items), but is valid

'when snob factors.are contr011ed:
,
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UnfOrtunatelY, teacherS usually-choose partiCular retention measUres

far the wrong' reasons-. Some teachers feel More camfortable cogstructingy

tests with-essay Items which require structured recall., Such.messures are

relatively.easy to construut.difficult to score reliably. Other

teachers fer multiple chaice tests, because theY.are easily scored,

thOugh'dif cult tp cOnstruct." Such a teacher may not trUat hia ability

to make reliable, valid Sudgments on an essay test. Relearning has seldam,

bee used outside the experimental laboratOry. TeaChers seldordlise it be
e, .

se they are unfamiliar with its application.

best basis to use when choosing how retention will be measured ii

the objecti 4Which is to be evaluated. Congidet the objectives which followl_

Objective 1 Given three brands of food products C .g.,.canned soup

lunch meat, fruit) with.varying prices,,the pupil will

choose the brand with thelowest price with 95% accuracy.

ObjeCtive : Given a pag of problems containing the 100 basic

multiplication facts presented in random order, the

pupil will write answers to each problem with 100%

accuracy at a rate df 25 per minute.

-Objective Given.tax forms by the Internal Revenue SerVice each

year, theimipil wilI complete such forms accurately

emd mail the results to the Internal Revenue Service':

Objettive 1 requites selection Ai prices are pi'esentecLin a uniform.format.

. That is, if'soup A is 20c for an.eight oUnce can and soup C is 19c,for an

eightiounce Can, then he pupWs task is siMple selection. FOr such an

objective-, the use-o a test Whichrequired'structured recall or relearning

Lid be both unne essary and inappropriate.
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'Objective 2-requires'Structured -reCall. . If ,the

'Ypick.the rightlansWer". from a group of four alternatiNtes aft th

pupil' was instructed

the puPil's.,Score on thektest.could not be used to evaivatehis' stery-of

the,objective.: That it because the objective specifically,requirei him
b.

'to supply ay-writing) the anSwer,

. . . : ' .

ObjectiVe 3'thould.be *evaluataby-measuring relearning. Thismeasure
,

. ,

wOuld ptoyide the best estimate cf a skill previously learned. If Part of

the material learned previously,:is retainec4 it should be eVident id the

'savings.accrued irLthe time required lor comple5.4pn of thd task; In general,

relearning measures long term retention.
4

An important aspect of choosing the type of retention measure really,

coucerns the writing of objectives and,. more broadly, the development of

taxonomies of goals And objectiVes. It is at this stage of teaching that

measurement decisions are made regaraing retenticin; later, it is simply a
-

matter of interpreting what the objectiVe describes. Sere is the important

aspect: Objectives shouldbbe written so that the retention.measurd,to be

used it the same,one requirad. in the environment outside of sthool. For

instance, when an individual attempts,to -recall the facts and details con-
o

tained in the President's $tate of the Union Address, he does not-bAvo, .

the luxury oftelecting from among four or five posible -alternatiVes.

Must apply structUred recall to prOduce those facts and details. Con-

sequently,, testing this skill via multiple choice testt is invalid. In

some gates, thereal world environment outside of school requires the

individual-to "pick, the right answer." Of course, telection is the,reten-

tion measure to use in such cases._ Here are some examples: '(a.) Choosing

socks that match; 00 piCk ct'lhasL.that fit; (c) discriminating denominatians

when'paying for purchases in a'store.,
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is the. 'degree to which-a pupil -applies mathrial or'skill learned

vin one situation td situations which differ froM the original learniiig-Sitna-
.

tion.t Positive transfdr occurs when the pupil's performance in the new sita-

.;tion is aided by what he lea,rned in the original situation. Negative transfer
.

:

occurs when the pupil's performance is inhibited by What he learned in the

original situatkon. Teachers want to facilitate positive transfer and inhibit

negative transfer. Three conditions which accomplish this goal are presented
;

be low.

Instructions and intent'. AS is truer for acquisition learning and reten-

tion, pupils transfer better when they are told that they will have to ;transfer

.%

specific information and skills. It'4is.important for. them also 7to know what new

.

sitnationd will require the use df the information.and skill .

This condition isé.asj confused With .another condition which influences

transfer: similarity relations. This latter -condition will be discussed later.
<3.

Instructions and intent is dist nctive in' that it:focuses on informing the

pupil that he will have to use the skill in the'future. This knowledge secures

the pupil s awareness_ and attention,

...

Degree of original learning.. Children who '-master. material at overlearning' .
A

levels not only retain better; they are also better able..to .transfer the

material than pupils who do not acquire the skill:;so completely. When over,-

learning high (e:g., practice continues 100% beyond initial, mastery),

positi\ve transfer is greatly 'facilita When coriditions dxist which- are,

favorable for negative transfer, a high degree Of oVerlearning allows pupils
,

to deal with those conditions wre"effectively, therebY reducing negative

transfer. Consequently, teachers should give students' instructpn and
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practide Which allow them to attain high levels f overlearning.

Similarity relations. Similarity-relations refer to two ways .in

which situations can differ when the pupil must transfer from the original

learning situation to the transfer situation. Each difference will be dis

cussed separately.

First, the stimuli in the two'situations.differ but the tesponseS,

remain the same. For instance, road signs in many parts ok the United States'

have reCently changed. International.signs are noW Used which alloW.non.-

-
readers and fore1gner4 to readily understand their meaning. Individuals who'

originally learned under the old system- must transfer'the very same respOnses

to new and different stimuli. .When such circumstances exist,the teacher.
-

must point Out to the pupil' how the stimuli vary from the original stimuli

.aS well,as how the stimuli remain the sarde (e.g., they are still signs fOund

along roads which provide information to the traveler). In addition, the

teacher must inform the pupil that the response remains'the same even though

the Stimuli differ in many ways.

Second, the stimuli.in the two situatiOns remain the same, hutthe

responses differ. For.instance, speaking quietlTin a library is . important

when it is open and others ate trYing to concentrate but it 'is not important:

after hours when others are gone: Using relatively heavy'pressure is appro

priate for stopping a car with'standard brakes, but inapproPriate for the

same car which is equipped with power brakes. Altnough the ordinaiY'water

snake and the water moccasin:ate nearly identical in appearance, only the
. .

.bite of the latter need be feared, because it is poisonous. When such cirt.

cumstances exidt, thg teacher. must point out to the pupil how the responses

vary even though the stimuli rmaiti essentially the same.
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In-both cases above the teacherts job ia.to instruct thepupil:

'specifitallY aboUt how-he should deal with varying:stimuli and resionses..

4

The pupil should be Made aware of the possibility of positive and negative

transfer.. He should be taUght how.to avOid the'effects of negative trans

fer and facilitate, the effects of positive transfer for sPecific, common

environmental sitUations.

Specific conditions which influente specific types of learning. It

would be inappropriate to end this part ok the chapter without discussing

conditions whose.effect iSspecifit lar types of learning. Brake

(1974) described 34.conditions which variously aPply to discrimination

learning, con-Cept learning, verbaldearning, motor learning. dealing with

connected discourse, and problem solVing. .Some conditions are more power'

ful in their effect than others, but all have support for their use derived

from basic research conduCted by educational psychologists, experts in

child development, psychologists, and special educators. a1owing is a

'list of each learning type and-the condttionse'wbich influence it. The

reader will be Amply reinforded fOrA,earning and applying them in his-orH

her classroom. Unfortunately;:/their presentation is beyond the scope of

this volnme.

MotiVational Conditions
Which Influence Perfbrmance.

Terms

It is with some reluctance that this part of the chapter Was given a

title which is at variance with the terms currently Used in the field of

special education. In fact, motivational conditions which influence performance

is simply a descriptive phrase that is synonymous with conditioning or what is

410

'commonly Called behavior modification in today's parlance.
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re are. seVeral reaeons behind this decision. First, the title

indi tes the relationship it has with the first part of the chapter (i. .9

co itions whiCh influence learning). Second, the title implies that there
.

4 e useful distinctions to be made among the terms used to,separate the

-parts of the chapter (i.e. , learning, motivation, and performance). Thind,

the terms used in thip section are not new terms. Motivation 4hd performance

are concepts which hav6 a long and rich history in the stpdy of human behavior.

In special education, we have given them too little attention.

Definition of Motivation

A motive is an idea, object, or event*that causes a person to adt in

a particular way. Motivation is the state of being moved to act by the *

motive. For instance, one has the motivation to sleep learn, achieve,

etc. In naturally occurring situations, we seldom know the specific motive

which causes a person to act in a particular way. But in the classroom we.

. consciously provide children with moEives which cause them to act in ways

we deem desirable. 'Usually, teachers are strongly influenced by societal

values when they choose the.acts they motivate pupils'to perform. OCcasion'ally,

school officials codify such values,by adopting a.,specific curriculum oy set

of social standards tO_which pupils' behavior ie compared. This part of

the chapter deals with conditions.which influence the motivation and thus,

the PerforMance of children. First, some clarifying comments are needed.

Need for Motivation When Learning_

A reasonable.Synonym for'motivation ii desire. Consider,the.pupil

who has no desire to learn,objectives which are relevant to school. He

is likely to be lethargic when presented with instructional materials.

Further, he may be easily distracted and he may misbehave frequently.

Under such tircumstances the conditions presented in the first part.of
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this chapter are rendered quite ideffective. The conditions which influence

learning are based on the assumption that the child iemotivated to learn

the material or skill. Wit4Out sUch motivation he will.learn only inci
w, .

dentally, which we know to' an ineffectiye condition for learning. In

c.
short, high motivatiOn maximizes the effects of the conditions of learning4

.

but is-not,-by itself., sufficient to ensure a high-Ogree of learning.

Even.the mbst motivated youngster will not learn Much if the teacher has

failed to apply he conditions which inflUencq learning appropriately.. Con
/

verse19, the extensive and appropriate use.of the conditions of learning is

not, by itself, sufficient to enSure a high degree of learning either. It

is the effective pairing,Of the, conditions which influence learning with

the motivational conditions which influence.performance'that ensures a high

degree of learning. .

The-Distinction Between Learning and Performance

In practice, when educators want to estimate learning; they usually

measure the child's'performance on a test after a period of instruction,

assume his motivation during testing to nortal" (whatever that may mean),

and infer 'earning on the basis of his performance on the test. Such,a._

practice is fraught with threats to its validity. pnly the assumptiOnof-
.

II normal" motivation'will be discussed here inasmuch as it hasbeen lageiy

ignored by other authors. 'In addition, the distinction between learning

and performance hinges on this assumption to a great extent..

Nearly alltests whicVmight be used to estimate learning assume that

the child is' motivated to "do his best" on the 'test. If theoessumption is

true, then the.child's ultimata store canmore easily be ascribed to his

learning. If'not,' the score may be a-funbtion of.learning or motivation.

or a combination of the two (not to mention other possibilities which have



have been widely discussed, such as test eiror and test invalidity)... Con.

sider three children, all of whom have learned the same amount. One child

exhibits a.level of motivation to petfotm on the teat which iS about-the

same as most othetchildren for'whom the test was designed. Another child

has a very strong motive for.perfording well on th.e test: Perhaps it.is to
st,

rank first in his class or perhaps a highly valued acholarship will result'

from a high score:" A third child has ',A low lal;el of motivation to perform

well on, the test: Perhaps the test administration will prevent him fram

taking a trip with his parents or perhaps it will interfere with his wotk

.on,the school newspaper. .As a result of their differences in motivation,

it ia very likely that the three youngsteA,kwill 'obtain scares on the test

which are quite different even though all three have actually learned

the same amount.

How much impact does variance.in motivation have on estimates of learning?-

lcThis is an important, albeit rhe orical, question since it has not been

studied very,Much. Indeed, it is itartling to.realize how.little attention

has been paid thiscrucial variable, by reseatchers. Ihough the field abounds

with Measures of intellect and ill sorts of achievement, there.exist no

generally accepted instruments which Asseas motivation. In addition, few

test manuals contain more than a paragraph or two concerning the motivation

of the examinee. At best,'vague references are made regarding effective

tappott uilding and "reaching" the, child. .Yet, it is quite logical to assume

variations in-motivation can lead Co estimates of "learning" which Vary well

,beyond standards for practical significance. ,It is important to point out

that these latter variances are solely the result of Motivational differences

and have nothing to do with learning.
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As should be clear, learning is difficult, if not impossible, to

measure directly. In addiption to-more reliable and valid instruments,

we need worthy estimatei of the child's level of motivation during impor-.

tan performances. In the meantime, it is most imPortant to recognize

a child's behavior on a test (or-at any Other time),is simply a

measure of performance during that period of time. Many factors contribute

*to this performance Other than learning (not the least of which is motivation)..

A Comment About Learning Ability, Motivation to Perform, and Treatment Approaches

'The chief tmportance of analyzing performance concerns our interest in

constructing effective treatment approaches for pupils placed in special

education. In recent history, ,,pecial education has not been noted for its

excellence in accomplishing this goal. In fact, Dunn (1968) considered many

special education practices unjustifiable.. This section will attempt to .

cast assessment pradtices into a model which leads'directly to the construe!.

tion.of effective treatment approaches.

Consider performance deficits. -It-was suggested in the previCile section,

and it is hypothesized here, that there are two primary personological%vari-.

ables which account eCr performance deficits: low learning ability and low

mOtivation to perforM. In a haphazard way, research has identified two treat-
.

ment approaches Which .addtess themselves to these causes of performance
-

deficits: conditions which influence learning and .eonditions which influence

the motivation to perform. The former conditions mere presented in.the first

part of this chapter. The latter conditions will be presented after this

section.

'The two sets of 'conditions have distinctive features. The Main diatinc-

tive feature of all' conditions which influence learning is that they make

the acquisition of new infOrmation or skills easier. They do so .177 clarifying
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the material for the pupil, by introducing the structuie of the Material

in arcUnderstandable manner, by providing useful feedback on cOrrect.and

incorrect.yesponses, and go on. Notice that changes in Motivational levels

came only as a-side product of these conditions, but not as a centre/. purpose.

:The main distinctive feature of motivational conditions is:that all such

conditions are aimed at IncreaSing the extent to Which the pupil Wants or

desires to perform the tasks at hand:. Thty do so by' promising and then

delivering a valuable pay-off to the pupil for sucCessful performance; In

'this case, notice that changes'in learning-levels come only as a side prOdbot

of the conditions, but not as the'central purpose.

If the relationships discussed above are true, then recommendatibns fbr

the practice Of Special education are easily determined. We mustl spend

far more time discriminating the reasons for the performance deficits of

individual children than we have in the past. For the child who exhibits low

. .

learning ability (perhaps the classically emotionally disturbed child), the

primary treatment approadh should focus on the conditions which influence

the motivation to perform;

Some readers might'argue that, since both sets of conditions, properly'

used, lead to iMproved performance, both sets of conditions should be used

regardless of the causes of the,performance deficit. In an ideal situation,

_

the argument certainly is unassailahre. HOWever-,- the falldwing-trutha-muet- '

force us to search,for the treatments which are most beneficial to out

clientele while deemphasizing others:

1. Teacher/pupil ratios obviate the constraint that not all pro-

pitious treatments may be implemented with every child.

2. Facilities and equipment necessary for preparing all possible

treatments is not available in most special education settings..
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3. Teacher training programs are forced to matriculate trainees

much too rapidly to expect them to impart.all possible treatments

to all trainees.

Other counter arguments could be added; .However,sifice.the recommen-,

datibns in this section are based on variabIgh which hypothetically account

for performance variance among children, what is most obviously needed t

resolve argument is research designed to teat .the hypothesis. Then, if such

.

differences aftong children are verified, research must be done to determine

'whether treatments-discussed in this chapter align theftselves.with the

learning/motivation dichotomy in terms of instructional outcomes. Given

positive results, the field of special education Can begin to'aSsociate

diagnosis and treatment.with assurance that positive results will accrue. ,

Zncreasing, the Strength of, Existing Behavior

The title of this section, which uses traditional conditiOning termi-

nology, highlighss the fact that motiVatiónal conditions apply most effec-

4 ,

tively to previously learned,behavior. The title implies that the purpose is

to give the pupil reasons for wanting to perform particular types of ,behavior

more frequently, with more intensity, for longer periods, eec. -The infotmed

reader will note two differences between.usual texts on conditioning and

the pages which follow. First, conditions like shaping, chaining, prompting,

ntl-modi441nr-hrtfe-teen-taittetr.Thesercon-ditiOns dre oeppr1y IOg1fed
11

kmong the conditions which influence learning. For instance, shaping and

chaining are variations of the whole and parts methods. They are motivational

e.

(Ally insofar as the completioh of any task is reinforcing. Their key elemepts

concern the fact that the skills or information areleatned more readily

the pupil. The secOnd difference is that conditibils ordinarily discussed

only briefly insofar as they apply to positive reinforcement or negative

0
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reinforcement are dealt with1Tere more extensively. Because these conditibns

ate usually di ssed briefly, praetitioners often fail to apply, them,

correctly.

Positive reinforc ent. An increase in the strength of a behavior which

results from the presentation of a positive reinforcer is known as positive

reinforcement. A posltive reinforcer is any,objeC1,'event, or idea which
, a .

strengthens the behavior it follows. .EXamples of positive reinforcers commonly

cited in the-literature are types of food, drink, praise, and competition.

Food and drlk, are considered primary reinforcers because an organism's .

need forlihem is innate or at least learned very early in life. Praise

,and competition are considered as examples of secondary reinforcers be-

cause they are clearly notvinborn, but learned later in life0

Positive reinforcement and vtgative rdinforcement (to be di'Scussed next)

are the two cornerstone procedures on which anY motivational strategy°depends
1

if a behavior is tobe strengthend. Assuming forethe moment that all other

conditi6ns have, been taken into account properlythe teacher simply waits for

the occurrence oAhe blhavior to be strengthened and, when.the behavior is

observed, presents the pupil with the reinforcer. Because-the pupil desires

to receive the reinforcer (e.g., smile, nickel, extra recess), the behavior

which,caused the reinforcer to be presented is str thesed. It is this

relationship between behavior and reinforceMent that csuses many Americans

,to go to.work each day, Work is produced in order to gain.a pay-off (or

reinforcer). For many the reinforcer is money, which can be used to gain

other reinfprcers (e.g., food, shelter, clothing, entertainment)., The

,relationship operates in the same way in the classroom. Behavior which

the pupil is capable of performing is likely to occur only to the extent

that the pupil is motivated to perform it., ,Reinforcers provide such

motivation.

),
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Negative reinforcenent. An increase in the strength of a behavi.or which

results from the cessation o a negative reinforcer is .known as negative

reinforceuent. A negative einforcer is any object, event, or idda which,
f-,,(

when removed as a Idonsequence *of a behavior, strengthens that behavior. A

negative reinforcer is an aversive stimulus ih the pupil desires to have

removed from his environmentl. His motivati for performing "the behavior

to be strengthened is .to-, cause the aversive stimulus to be removed._ Perhaps

the classic example of a pr 1 ctical use of gative reinforcmeent is that of
the mother 'who nags her daughter to clean her MO TI1 . The nagging continues

1

more or less continuously umtil the daugh er cleanster :room'. Then, the
w. .. . 0. * '11nagging stops. , t room cle ning has bee negatively reinforced, the daughter

.

is more. like;y keep her rrm clean
.

the future. Here are three more.
,.

*

examples of negati'Ve reinforCers and tlpe behavior they ,reinforce: (a) hunger
..

reinforces eating; (b) fatigu rein cep slOapr (c) an alarm clock ringimg

reinforcbs awakening.
c

The teacher's role in using nOatiyt reinforcemont successfully is to

ensure that the 'presentation of\4i negative reinforcer is consistent and Cannot
e

be escAped or avoided except by 4rforming the denired behavior.. This may be

difficult, in an muclf as otudenite may fail to attend classes, run away, or

become aggressive whenInegative reinforcement is used too mush of the tim

class. A good rale of thumb which will overcome these negative snide effects,
1

is to use negative reinforcement a 13 an auxiliary condition }Jilt never as a

central theme of the ladSroom operation. If positive reinforters are used

90% of the time, students sejdo,p1 co* to view the classroom or teacher as

generalized aversive stimuli..

Mel of reinforcer. The.re are two types of reinforcers: primary rein-

forcertf,and rie1ndary reinforcers. Primary reinforcers influende behavior

at birth; they need not be le'arned by the organism. secondary reinforcers,
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which are learned, gain their reinforcing value from primary reinforcers.

?Ilen a neutral stimulus is repeatedly paired with a primary reinforcer, the

neutral stimulus acquires reinforcing value which it did not have prior to

the pairing. Therefore, mothers, who initially are neutral stimuli to their

/- babies, take on secOndary reinforcing value when their presence is repeatedly

paired with feeding, a primAry reinforcer for the infant.

Not all secondary reinforcers must be paired with primary reinforcers

in order to gain reinforcing value. Neutral stimuli may become secondary

reinforcers when they are paired with powerful secondary reinforcers as well.

Therefore, money (a secondary reinforcer) maY be used to buy a ticket (another

secondary reinforcer) to attend a movie (a third secondary reinforcer). By

the time he reached adulthood, it is virtually impossible to hypotheiize the

chain of'pairings which have led to the development of a long list of secondary

reinforcers for any given individual.

,Specific, reinforcer used. There are many seneralized-reinforcers in

the environment. These'are reinforcers that have similar positive value for

most human beings. For example, money, a smile, a pat on the back, and a high

school diploma are considered as generalized reinforcers. However, it is

problematical to assume that individuals value anyyarticular generalized

reinforcer equally. It is not only false that generalized reinforcers are

equally valued, it is also faIde that they are valued at all by some indi-

viduals. Some children, whose reinforcement histories are quite different

from most youngsters, may cringe in horror if their teachers attempted to

hug them. For such children, a smile and a pat on the back may have the same

effect as a paddling or a slap in the face.

.Too often, teachers choose specific reinforcers on the baiis of their

4110 own preferences, assuming th'at what is "good" for them is "good" for children.

It is equally inappropriate for teachers to select'a specific reinforcer
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because "most third-graders are reinforced bY it.' instead, reinforcers should

be selected as an actuarial process: Observe the child during pettods of

freedom to determine what objects, events, and activities he is attracted

to. By all means, closely monitor the effectiveness of selected reinforcers

and use only those that are maximally effective. Finally, pair neutral

stimuli with existing primary and secondary reinforcers in order to establish

new reinforcers which can be used to motivate the child.

Delay
of reinforcement. The longer reinforcement is delayed following

a desirable behavior, the less effect the reinforcer will have on the behavior-
/1

it follows. Consequently, good teachers attempt to reinforce children

immediately_ following a behavior they wish to increase in strength or

frequency. How quickly does the effectiveness of a reinforcer decrease if

its delivery to the pupil is delayed? No one knows precisely, but it is usua ly

accepted that "seconds count" when ieinforcing children. It is likely that

the effect may be even more dramatic when handicapped children are involved.

That is why some special educators wear aprons or pouches Containing easily

accessible reinforcers. With such containers, they have a ready supply of
4

reinforcers which can be presented to the pupil almost before the response

is demonstrated.

Amount of reinforcement. When determining the amount of reinforcement

to use, the teacher can only make one correct choice; however, (s)he can make

two serious mistakes. Ideally, teachers dispense just tht right amount of

reinforcement to maximize motivation. However, it is eas to err by offering

l'
too mUch reinforcement. Besides being inefficient it tidi, this costs money

and effort by the teacher. Presumably, it could also be trimental to the

pupil because he might learn to expect too much from his nvironnient. Such

children will find the natural world outside the classroonia harsh envirbnment

after experiencing such a retnforcement history in the cl room.
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The second mistake:is to present too little reinforcement following the

desirable behavior. This it probably more common than the first mistake and

leads to no obseritable improvement in-motivation or performance. It seems

important to point out that when tod little rein orcement is ditpensed, it

does not mean that the specific reinforcer (e.g., praise, candy) is wrong.

Rather, it means that not enough of the reinforcer is offered in order to

have a positive result. It means that, if more vigorous praise were used,

for instance, or if two M&K's were given intteadof one, the level of the

behavior measured would significantly increase. ,

Novelty of the reinforcer. Novel reinforcers have not often been ex-

perienced by the child before. Since they are new, children are frequently

motivated to perform in order to obtain them. Some novel reinforceri are

a new toy, an unusual snack, or a "surprise" activity., Teachers can use

novelty as a means to motivate,children; however, novelty dissipates often

rather quickly. Therefore, most novel reinforcers should be used infrequantlY

in order to maintain interest and variety in the curriculum. _One cannot

legitimately expect them to Carry the weight of a motivational program in-

definitely.

SChedule of reinforcement. Reinforcement schedules vary in two ways:

(a) the ratio of behavior to reinforcement may change; (d) the time between

instances of reinforcement may change. In addition, both ratio and time,

or interval, schedules may be either fixed or variable. There are four

basic schedules of reinforcement: fixed ratio, variable ratio, fixed inter-

val, and variable interval. Each is discuised separately below.

. The simplest type of fixed ratio schedule is the fixed ratio: 1 schedule.

It is also known as the continuous schedule of reinforcement. The term,

fixed ratio: 1, means that the pupil is reinforced for every identified

desired behavior he emits. The ratio (i.e., one reinforcement for ever)'
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occurrence of the desired behavior) is fixed because it -doesn't chan e-from

instance to instance. The numeral in the term indicates how many occ4rrentes

of the behavior must-take place before reinforcement will be given. Therefore,

'a fixed ratio: 7 schedule means that reinforcement will recur after every

seventh occurrence of the desired behavior- A way to abbreviate fixed ratio

schedules is to use only the first letter in each word, a colon, and the appro-
,

priate numeral (e.g., FR:3, FR:80 FR:23).

It is important to know about different schedules of reinforcement be-

cause they have characteristic effects on the behavior of organisms. These

characteristics and others to be discussed present the teacher with particular-

advantages and disadvantages. For example, conaider the figures below.

Figure 1 illustrates the improvement in performance that commonly occurs when

An FR:1 schedule is used. In particular, note how steep the slope of improve-.

ment is. Also, notice that at no point does the slope become horizontal;

this would indicate that the organism was resting (i.e., that no instincei

of the desired behavior were occurring). Now, inspect Figure 2 which approx-

imates the improvement in performance that commonly octurs when other fixed

ratio schedules are used (e.g., FR:6, FR:11). Although the slope of imprOve-

ment remains steep, it is not as steep as the FR:1 schedule, indicating slower

improvement. And note how the organism commonly rests or takes a break from

producing the desired behavicir immediately following reinforcement (N.t.:

reinforcement is indicated by the short diagonal lines extending from the

slope).

The advantages of the FR:1 schedule are obvious. It leads to rapidly

improved performance with few, if any, nonproducttve periods. There are two

Main disadvantages in using the FR11 schedule. First, reinforcing every

occurrence of the desired behavior is extremely time consuming for the teacher.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative record of a typical continuous rein-
forcement schedule.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative record of a typical fixed ratio sched-
ule of reinforcement.
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Clio.Clearly, teachers cannot 1,e expected to continuously reinforce every de-
.

airable act emitted by every child in the classroom. Second, continuous

reinforcement rarely occurs in nature. Certainly, it does not occur for

common acts performed in the classroom. Consequently, we do the child no

favor by,encouraging him to anticipate continuous reinforcement in the

real world by giving it to him in the classroom.

The extremely attractive advantages of the FR:1 schedule when contrasted

pith its decidedly unattractive disadvantages leaves many teachers on the

horns of a dilemma. The solution is to use the inefficient but highly

effectime FR:I:schedule during the initial stages of intervention in order

to generate a more robust behavioral level. A rule of thumb (more intuitive

ithan grounded in tcience) is to employ the FR:1 schedule until the behavioral

Ilevel is approximately one-half of the ultimate criterion specified in the

:instructional objective. This insures that the behavior will not decrease 'When

an intermittent schedule (as contrasted with a continuous schedule) replaces

With which intermittent schedule should the continuous schedule be

replaced? Although other fixed ratio schedules (e.g., FR:8, FR:16) lead

to high response rates, it will be recalled that they also generate pauses

after reinforcement when the ratio requirements are high. For this reason,

it is recommended that teachers not use intermittent fixed ratio schedules

in interventions. The following discustion will answer the question posed at

the beginning of this! paragraph.

In using a variable ratio schedule, the teacher continues to reinforce

after a predetermined number of occurrences of the desired behavior. However,

the number in the abbreviation (e.g.,

occurrences of the behavior that must

FR 5) indidates the averege, number of

take place prior to reinforcement.

For any given instance,of reinforcement, the actual number occurrences
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of the behavior may be above or below number specified in the abbreviation.

Here is an illustration of the impleme ation of a FR:10 aaledule.

1. Develop a list of numerala hich have an average of 10. For

instance: 13, 6, 17, 8, 10, i3, 9, 5, 17, 12, 2, 1, 19, 8, 3, 15,

11, 1, 20, and 10.

2, At some logical starting point, say the beginning of a lesson,

begin counting the number of occurrences of the desired behavior

(e.g., completion of an addition fact). mtmediately following his

completion of tha 13th fact, reinforce the child.

3. Begin counting the number of occurrences of the desired behavior

again. When the child has completed the sixth addition fact

follawing the last reinforcement, provide him with another reinforcer.

4. Repeat step three, moving to the next numeral in the list until

all of the numerals are used. At this point, the average ratio

of behavior to reinforcers is 10:1. This comprisel,a complete set

f trials using a FR:10 schedule. Its use can be extended to any

number of trials simply by increasing the length Of the list. The

only stipulation is that the numerals-lust average ten.

Figure 3 shows the improvement in performance that commonly results

when a variable ratio schedule is used. Note that the slope is steep, iudi-

cating relatively high response rates and rapid improvement. Also, note

the lack of pauses following reinforcement. Because the organism cannot

know in advance when the next reinforcer will be offered (as it can when

a fixed ratio schedule is used), it is encouraged to maintain a 'steady, con

sistent rate of behavior. The advantage for the teacher is that reinforcemnt

need not occur after each desired response. However, the teacher must count

the numbet of the desired responses emitted and the improvement in performance

is not as steep as seen in the FR:1 schedule. These are clearly disadvantages
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of the variable ratio schedule. Nevertheless, it is more efficient than

the FR:1 and maintains a high degree of effectiveness. For these reasons,

it is recommended that teachers shift to a reasonable variable ratio schedule

when applying the rule of thumb for FR:1 schedules! How long should the

variable ratio schedule be maintained? An intuitive rule of thumb is to

continue applying the variable ratio schedule until initial maStery of the

instructional objective is attained. That is, if the criterion in the

objective indicates 95: accuracy as the mastery level, the variable ratio

schedule should be maintained until this point.

The neXt schedule of reinforcement has no practicable use in the

classroom. However, since it is somettnes unadvisealy used by teachers

it will be discussed here. In using the fixed interval schedule, the

teacher reinforces the first occurrence of the desired behavior that takes

place following a specified time interval. Fof instance, if the schedule

were on FI:3 (minutes), the teacher would wait until three minutes had

passed since the last reinforcement. Then (s)he would wait until the de

sired behavior occurred. Immediately following its occurrence, the teacher

wOuld pretent the reinforcer. Next, (s)he would wait three more minutes.

When three minutes had passed, (s)he would reihforce the next occurrence

of the desired behavior, and so on.

Figure 4 illustrates the improvement in performance that commonly

occurs when a fixed interval schedule is used. Note the low slope, indi

cating a slow rate of improvement. Also, note the pauses that occur imme

diately following reinforcement (shown as scalloplike lines). This occurs

because the organism can determine when the next reinforcement can occur.
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10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Time

Fig. 3. Cumulative record of a typical variable ratio
schedule of reinforcement.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Time

Fig. 4. Cumulative record of a typical fixed interval
schedule of reinforcement.
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The pupil learns that he will not be reinforced regardless of his productivity III

until the fixed amount of time has pasted. Consequently, we see a gradual

increase in the desired behavior just before the time limit is passed.

Obviously, the disadvantage is that this schedule results in long, unproductive

periods of inactivity. Taken together wirh its loif rate of improvement, the

schedule should not be purposefully used in the classroom.

When initial mastery of an objective has been attained, it is recommended

that the last schedule of reinforcement be applied. The variable interval

schedule, though it is,difficult for teachers to grasp, has several advantages

to promote its use. First, a description of its use is in order. Like the

fixed interval schedule, when the teacher uses a variable interval schedule,

(s)he reinforces the first occurrence of the desired behavior that takes

place following a specified time interval. The difference is that the time

interval varies from trial to trial. The average interval across a series

of trials is equal to the numeral specified in the abbreviation used to

identify the schedule. Here is an illustration of the implementation of a

VI:15 schedule:

1. Develop a list of numerals which have an average of 15. For

instance: 19, 6, 29, 3, 25, 18, 20, 31, 22, 14, 19, 7, 11,

9, 8, 17, 15, 12, 13, and 2.

2. At some logical starting point such as the beginning of a lesson,

begin measuring a 19 minute interval. When the interval has passed,

observe the child. /mmediately following the first occurrence of

the desired behavior (e.g., makes an appropriaie contribution

in a class discussion), reinforce the child.
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3. Immediately following reinforcement begin measuring a 64zinute

interval (the second interval it the list). When 6 minutes have

passed, observe the child. Reinforce the first occurrence of

-the desired behavior followitg the 6 minute interval.

4. Repeat step three, moving to the next intervale in the list

until all of the intervals have been used. At this point tha

average itterval measured will be 15 minutes. This comprises a

complete set of trials using a VI:15 schedule. Its use cat be

extended to any number,of trials simply by increasing the number

of intervals in the list. The only stipulation iskthat the inter-

vais must average 15.,

'The main -error teachers make when applying a variable interval schedule

is to reinforce at the end of the time interval without waiting for the

occurrence of the desired behavior. Obviously* this Maounts to noncontingett

reinforcement and often,leads to superstitious behavior in the pupil. He

may repeat whatever behavior he performed just prior to reinforcement.'

Although that behavior may increase in strength* it is'almost certain that

the desired behavior will remain unaffected.-

Although it is difficult to conceptualize* the vsriable interval schedule

is among the easiest to implement. Figure 5 illustrates the improvement in

performance that commOnly occurs'when a variable interval schedule is used.

Although the slope is characteristically low, again indicating a slow rate of

improveMent, it is not a disadvantage because the criterion level of behavior
_-

hes already 'beet reached before the variable interval schedule is implemented.

:Therefore* improved performance is unneceesary. Notice that unproductive

pauses do not occur and that the rate of behavior is stable. /n addition*

4riable interval schedules are highly resistant to extinction and closely



approximate contingencies found in the natural environment. Teachers who

use variable interval schedulgs find that such schedules are similar to

"doing what comes naturally." This is also advantageous for tit. child.

When the skill has been learned to oveilearning levels, lie, expectancies

for reinforcement are very mulch Aligned with what he can genuinely expect

from the real world outside the classroom.

Figure 6 comprises a model for using schedules of reinforcement in an

'instructional strategy. In effect, it summarizes the foregoing discussion.

Briefly, a continuous, or FR:1, scheduleis used until about 50% of the

mastery level it attained. Then a variable ratio schedule is implemented

until initial mastery is reached. Finally, a variable interval schedule

is used during,the phese intended to insure ove4earning. Since these rules

411446
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of thumb are not based on empirical evidence, the teacher may wish to ex-

periment with other rules. For instance, positive results may accrue even

when continuous reinforcement is stopped at 25% af 'mastery. Then, (s)he can

, move on to a more efficient variable ratio schedule. However, she should

remember that variable ratio schedules are less effective than the FR:1

schedule and the rate of improvement can be expected to be slower.

Deprivation and satiation. Deprivation is'a reduction in the availability

of reinforcement whibh leads to an increase in the effectiveness of the rein-

forcement. Satiation is the opposite. That is, satiation is an overabundance

of xeinforcement which leads to a decrease in the effectivenesi of the re-

infercement. Deprivation is the state in which a hungry, thirsty, or popr
e

person finds himself. That individual may perform tasks willingly that he

would ordinarily eschew in order to obtain the food, water, of money of which

he has been deprived. Sometimes people "get too much of a good thing." -

The over=eater and over-drinker may become physically ill in suchA state

of satiation while the wealthy individual\may lose interest in accumulating

more money. When ,teachers are interested in increasing the strength of a

behavior, it is important that the pupil not reach a state of satiation

with regard to the reinforcer. If satiation is attained, further attempts

to strengthen the behavior will fail, at least until a state of deprivation is

reinstituted. The rule of thumb for the teacher is to use a variety of re-

inforcers when motivating children. In consequence, pupils maintain a more

or less constant state of mild deprivation.

Use of significant others. When a pupil Admires attributes or charac-

.teristics embodied by his teacher, at least two positive effects occur:

(a) the pupil is more likely to desire to perform tasks asked of him by

his teacher; (b) the pupil is more_likely to imitate the performances of

1.1 u
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the teacher. The same is true of other individuals who tlecome significant

for the pupil. These facts. can be used to good effect by !Ole teacher. For

example, if the class leader supports the notion ofInoducing a lass play

or newspaper, the probability is that-other children in cl+Is will be

supportive. In another vein, time spent with a significan other may be used

as a reinforcer for improved school performance. Sinific4it oth rs who

perform tasks proficiently that the pupil finds particularlT unde irable may

effect a change in the child's motivation to perform the teak. Te teacher.

thould consciously look fOr ways to use the significant others o

when developing a motivatIonal strategy.

child

Premack Principle The Premack Principle states that, or an two

activities in which aft individual can engage the activity with th higher

probability of occurrence can be used to reinforce the activi y wit the

-lower probability of occurrence. There are many opportunities.to apply

this principle in schools. For instance, the viewing of a favored film

(high probability behavior) may be made contingent upOn completion of an

ndesirable or monotonous seat work assignment (low probability hehavior)

A.special treat after lunch may be made contingent upon the use of good

table manners. during lunch. Such high and low probability behaviors are

not hard to discover. However, as in tht use of significant others, the

teacher muit consciously look for high & low probability behavior and organize

her class in a way that will make use of the Premack Principle. Implementa

tion is easy after the initial grOundwork is accomplished.

Token econopy or token system. The token economy is not a condition

of motivation, per se. Rather, it is a complex combination of motivational

conditions organized in such a way that predetermined behavior is reinforced

secondarily on a predetermined schedule. Other conditionS like amount of



reinforcement, type of reinforcer, and delay of reinforcement are spelled

out in advance as well. It is a motivational strategy which can be applied

to several children because its very structure allows children to indivi-

dualize in terms of the specific reinforcers obtained. This is accomplished

through the use of tokena, which may take the form of poker chips, holes

punched in a token card, or checks made by the teacher ona tOken card. Many

other creative tokens'have been used.

Tokens are analogous to the currency used in the U.S. Monetary System.

Pupils earn tokens by performing various work desired of school children.

They a paid for the work, with tokens. The tokens are then used as,money

to purchase goods and services which are'available in the economy. - The goods

and services are known as "back-Ups" In tokerreconomy parlanCe. Back-ups

should be available in many levels of value. That is, pupils should,have

low priced back-ups as well as moderate and high priced back-ups. This

will allow pupils who earn "low wages" to be reinforced A small amount even

though they have not worked proficiently; on the other hand, it encourages

fligh "wage earners" to learn and practice saving for more expensive back-ups.

iLow "wage earners" often observe the contrast between their buying power and

that of "high-wage earners" and become motivated to earn more tokens by

attaining higher performance levels.

What kinds of back-ups are to be used? They should be appropriate to

the age of the youngsters in class in the first place. For instance, teen-

agers will seldom pay to be first in line or finger paint. These back-ups

would probably be very appropriate in a first grade class, however. Second,

the back-ups ought to be selected with the reinforcer preferences of indi-

vidual pupils in mind. For example, if Carl has an unusual interest in

submarines and airplanes, the teacher should ensure that such high probability
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behavior is available as a back-up. The teacher might identify these badc-ups

'specifically with Carl in mind: (a) age appropriate stories about pilots,

aviation, and the stinnarine service; (b) 30 minutes in the library; (c)

model airplanes and submarines; d) photographs or drawings of airplanes

and submarines. An expensive re erence book on aviation might be a back-tio

which Carl could only earn by saving all year. In summary, the back-ups

should be selected with great care. If those selected are not greatly de-

sired by the children in a class, the token eccoriony will certainly fail.

How are the desired-tasks identified, the completion of which will

require reinforcement by the teacher? Like the selection of back-trs, two

methods are used. First, detertnine those important tasks which conform

with the' role of the appropriately behaved ptil. Prestunably, they would

include such tasks as participation in class discussions, accurate completion

of seatwork and homewc;rk assignments, acquiring permission to engage in

some types of behavior, and so forth. Since the teacher cannot reinforce

every appropriate behavior of every pupil, nor even intermittently reinforce

sUch behavior, (s)he should focus on those which require inproverrent among

the class in general. Therefore, if scores on tests are lower than desirable,

the teacher might award tokens for improved test scores. The second Method

of selecting reinforceable tasks is to key the selections to individual

children. Therefore, Sam might be reariforced for legible hathoriting, Sally

for intoroved grooming, and Jake for keeping his desk neat. Other fawns

would not be reinforced with tokens for such behavior since they do not

represent weaknesses for other children. Of course,_the_children are in-

termittently reinforced through praise, high marks on report cards, positive

notes to the child's parents, etc.
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A major difficulty faced by teachers developing token economics is

the matdhing of pay-offs (or the nunber of tokens given for a particular

desired behavior) to the prices for back-ups. Obviously, the amount of rein-

forcement should be large enough to have a motivating effect, but not so large

as to 'bankrupt" the teacher. These difficulties can be minimized simply by

knowing the Children well. Pelatively higher "wages" ahould be paid for

behavior which is more resistant to change, while lower pay-offs should

be paid for behavior Which is less resistant to improvement. Errors in pre-

dicting such relationships can lead to unequitable wages among the children

and ultimately a Chaotic monetary system. Since some errors are likely to be

made, even when teachers are good predictors of the effects of pay-offs,

teachers should be aware that changes are necessary in the system in order

to make adustments when inequities occur. This remains true throughout the

oourse of the implementation of token economy. For instance, when Sam,

referred to earlier, habitually maintains a clean desk, the logic for paying

him for the behavior no longer applies. In fact, if scheduling the rein-

forcement and the frequency of reinforcement have been handled correctly, the

frequency of reinforcement will have been reduced very gradually to a level

which is consistent with life in the world outside the classroom. Some teachers

are surprised to learn that children almost always understand the logie of eilentually

eliminating pay-offs for behavior. They readily accept the fact.yht the skills for

which they receive tokens in the third grade will not qualify for a pap-off in

fourth or fifth grade.

Before now, the reader has probably wondered how the teacher pays for a

token economy. It is obvious that back-ups often cost money. The answer is

not simple. Much of the'cost can be-Offset by paying close attention to
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the possibility of selecting back-ups which are free. Here are some back-ups

which cost nothing in terms of money: Receive free time to play a 4ime,,/invite

a friend to lunch, view film oh Friday, run errands, lead a class disbussion,

feed fish, pop milk cartons, organize a bulletin board, and make a phone call.

For -4oung children, these possibilities can greatly asspage oasts; it is more

difficult where older youngsters are concerned.

In order to obtain back-ups which would ordinarily cost money, the

teacher must be more creative. For instance, some businesses, in return for

publicity or simply for good public relations, will provide beat-ups. Here

are some businesses to consider: theatre (free tickets), quick food restaurantS

(hamburgers, french fries, etc.), hobby shops (models, puzzles, tropical fish),

department stores (toys, tools, stockings, clothing), record stores, bowling

alleys (free tickets), and horseback riding stable0 (free rides). Another

possibility, articularly when a back-up is intended for a specific child

and is costl4 involves separate contracting with the parents of pupils. Many

parents are more than willing to provide a new bicycle for their child in retuxn

fOr significantly improved school performance. One must be careful when approaching

parents, however. First, there may be legal or aftinistrative problems involved.

Therefore, the teacher should consult with adminietrative officials beforehand.

Second, many parents are diametrically opposed to, "bribing° children for adequate

school performance. It is possible to overcome such attitudes* but the task must

be approached with diplomacy. In summary; the teacher must innovate by cOnsidering

circumstances in the comemmity when trying to obtain financial support forback-ups.

With a little thought and problet solving, many idea*i will present themselves

(e.g., obtain out-dated books from the city library or school system).
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As may be surmised from the preceding paragraph, token economies are

controversial. In this section, some of the reasons for the controversy will

j

be discuased, The reader will be left to judge the viability of implementing

a token economy f.n his/her own classroom. One should keep in Olnd however, that

circumventinusome of the controversial isOes may simRly lead to'a token

economy which is too distorted to have a powerful effect. For instance, the

avoidance of all reinforcers which cost money will probably lead to a system

which is more trouble than it is worth.

Proponents of token economies point out their many advantages. For

example, tokens avoid the occurrence of satiation effects during a lesson.

In effect, they take the place of the many MEW* that might have been dispensed

if tokens were not used. In addition, tokens allow the teacher to maintain

a more or less constant state of deprivation during the lesson. Since tokens

can only be spent during predetermined periods, the child must wait for the

ultimate reinforcer for which he is working. However, the tokens effectively

provide the pupil with powerful secondary reinforcement in the meantime.

Tokens are easier to dispense than most other reinforcers except verbal

praise. However, by their very nature, token economieg tend to increase

the amount of praise given by forcing the teacher to pay attention to good

behavior. The frequent pairing of token reinforcement with verbal praise

usually increases the secondary reinforcing effect of the praise. It also

makes the job of "weaning away" the tokens easier when mastery levels and

overlearning are attained. An important advantage of token economies is

diet they can include every pupil in class, but at the same time provide

each student with individualized back-ups.

Token economies do involve some problems (e.g. note the discussion

on financial support). For instance, token economies take time for children
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to learn. Thisof course, is time that might otherwise bt spent on more

traditional learning objectivec However, when one considers that pupils

are learning haw a money system can work (one which is similar to the One

they will live with as an adult) and how to save for desired goods andll

commodities, the problem of time investment seems less severe. Under Special

circumstances, some teachers have been able to use real currency, whith mikss

the learning much more functional. Transfer of training is1part of the

learning process itself.
1

Critics have called the use of tokens an academic form1of bribety.

However, bribery is defined as payment to an individual for perform4g

an unlawful, unethical, or immoral act. Certainly token etonomies d not

serve this function; rather, children are paid forprforming lawfu4 ethical

moral acts. In fact, the sitUation is very similar to that of the dult who

is paid for his prodUctive work on the job. Parents often respond So such

rebuttal that children should not expect to be paid for the work they do at

school. This iS a philosophical issue which will not be considered here.

However, the following line of thought would argue for the practice of

paying children for their work. Token economies do not provide children with

a pay-off for un-challenging work. In fact, a concerted effort is Made to iden-
,

tify only those tasks which are difficult for the child to perform (either for

cognitive or affective reasons). While it is true that adults do not generally

expect to be paid for easy tasks (e.g., dressing), few adults would Work for

long at challenging tasks without pay or the expectation of ultimatelucra-

tive pay (e.g., as when adults pay to attend college)*

Token economies provide pupils wtth unusual and undesirable opportunities

and temptations to engage in theft. When ordinary poker chips or bottle caps

are used as tokens, children sometimes steal from one another. tn addition,
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pupils may bring "counterfeit money" into the system by raiding an available

soft drink machine for bottle caps. To the extent that the selection of III

common objects-as tokens creates an "open invitation" for'theft and counter
.

feiting, such a circumstance is clearly undesirableiBowever, the circumstance

does provide the teacher with an opportunity to show haw fiat money,inflates

the money supply and demeans the value of all the money in the system.

This beneficial outcome does not nearly overcome the negative effect

of having to deaf:with the inappropriate behavior, of course. In any case,

teachers can avoid the situation altogether by selecting rare objects as

tokens (e.g., buttons of a particular type) or by using a hole punch in a

shape which pupils are unable to duplicate (e.g., diamond, star).

As can be determined from the foregoing discussion, token economies are

complex systems for managing the behavior of children. Teachers with only

textbook knowledge of their use can expect to face difficult problems when

they attempt to impiiment such a system. With thoughtful judgment, the

problems can be resolved with the result that classroom management becomes

more effective.

Meintaining the Strength of Existing Behavior

Assuming the teacher is successful in increasing,the Atrength of

a behavior to a point which is considered satisfactory, how can that level

of strength be maintained across time? If the behavior, when it occurs, is

entirely ignored, the answer is that the behavior will not be maintained.

Eventually, it will cease to be seen entirely. Learned behavior must continue

to receive some degree of reinforcement if it is to be maintained. The

primary method for ensuring that a behavior continues to be reinforced, and

thus maintained, following instruction is known as "thinning the schedule"

or reinforcement fading. This method and three secondary methods will be

described in the following sections.



Thinning the schedule. This te refers to the process of decreasing

the frequency with which A behavior is reinforced. A variable ratio schedule

might be thinned from one reinforcement for every three responses on the

average (i.e., VR:3) to one reinforcement for every five responses on the'

average (VR:5). A variable interval'schedule might be thinned from a VI:10

to a VI:12. Such small changes in the ratio or timing of reinforcement are

not detectable by most children. Behavior is maintained or actually acce

lerated as a result. After repeatedly thinning the schedule in this way,

the provision of reinforcement becomes pro$ressively easier for the teacher

and even more beneficial, ,the schedule becomes mire similar to the levels

available in the natUral environment.!' If verbal reinforcement has been con

sistently paired with the scheduled rein orcer, it is possible for the verbal

ii

reinforcers to carry the load of maintaining the behavior. Ilany teachers are

able to intuit how quickly to shift from relatively "rich" schedulespithiener

schedules. Teachers who are inexperienced with this process should,lhowever,

ibe more systematic, perhaps recording the timing or ratio en

lure that they are "on schedule." This is important because, if a s'hedule

lis thinned too quickly, the current level of performance may not be aintained,

or worse, the behavior may cease to occur entirely. The rule of thum

If error is unavoidable, be certain that the error results in thinnin'4 the

1

scheduleroo gradually and not too quickly.

Limited hold. This process adds one requirement to the usukl interval

schechile. It requires that the first desired behavior following a timed

interval occur within a specified period of time. Therefore, if the desired,

behavior (e.g., writing a correct answer to aft addition fact) did not occur

within say, 30 seconds following the required interval (e.g., seven minuCes

on a VI:4 schedule), nd reinforcement would occur on that trial. A new
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interval would be started and following the termination of that interval,

if the behavior did occur within 30 secontis, the behavior would be rein-

forced. Although the example deals with a VI schedule, the process can

be used for naturally occurring fixed interval schedules, such as due dates

for term papers and the like.

' Differential reinforcement of 11.1412 rates. Some classroom behavior

emitted by students is appropriate and well established, but Occurs at fre-

quencies considered Eoo low for successful functioring. Or, behavior which

wai preViously exhibited at a level considered accep able falls to an un-
,

acceptable level. In either case, differential reinforcement of high rates

(DRH) may be used to Maintain the behavidr at a more desirable level. Some

children perform highly accurate seatwork, but work at a speed which would

not allow them to.succeed in years to follow, for example. The teacher might

withhold reinforcement for accurate work and begin to reinforce only accurate

work which is accomplished more quickly (i.e., at a higher rate). Other

children dawdle when preparing to go to lunch.or recess, forcing other

children to wait. The teacher might reinforce such a child only on those

occasions when he was fully prepared within two minutes.

DifferentiaL reinforcement of low rates. This operation is the reci-

procal of t%a one described above. Differential reinforcement of low rates

(DRL) is used when a child performs an appropriate behavior, but at too high

a tate for stiCcess. An example would be the child who talks so much he

literally "takes over" any discUssion in which he engages. Willingness to

talk is certainly an activity we want to encourage in children, but the

behavior can be carried too far. If alnl, schedule were used, the teacher

would reinforce the pupil for talking only if he produced say, 40 words per

minute or fewer during a class diicussion. Other behavior which might be

reinforced with a DRL schedule follows: over-eating, over-assertion, and,'

"gushy" politeness:
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1teducing the Streng,th of 5xistinK Behavior
'

DeCreasing the strength of undesirable behavior is, unfortunately,

also part of'a teacher's job. When children misbehave; it is importaAt

for the teacher to know how to,use techniques Which have proven effective

nese. In the following sections six conditions are discussed which lead

to the reduced strength of undeVablepehaVior.

Positive punishment. A decrease in the strenith of a behavi6i whith

results'from the presentation of a positive punisher is known as positive

punishment. A positive punisher, it any object, event, or idea which reduces

the strength of the behavior it follows. Examples of positive punishers

6mmonly cited in the literature are spanking, public ridicule, electrical

shock, and angry reprimands. These examples probably do represent generalized

positive punishers (i.e., punishers which have similar effects on most of

the population), but it would be a mistake 'to assume thai they are punishers

for all children. The author has observed children who did nor"bat an eye"

when paddled vigorously-13y authority figures. The reader may know of children

for whom public ridicule has no apparent effect. Other disclaimers could be

presented. However, the conclusion which must be reached is that positive

punishers (and negative punishers which will be discussed next) may only be

determined by observing their effects on the behavior they follow. Therefore,

it is possible to find that some children are effectively,punished when

given public commendations for their scholarly work or good citizenship.

In order to use positive punishment, the teacher simply waits for the

occurrence of the behavior to be reduced in strength and, when the behavior

is observed, presents the pupil withlthe punisher. Because the pupil wishes

to avoid the punisher (e.g.t a slap on the hands, an angry look) in the

future, the behavior which caused the positive punisher to be preseneed is

reduced in strength (i.e., lets likely to occur in the future).
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The U. S. legal system is based on a system of punishment. One reason'

Why many .people conform to the lawis to avOid punishmeni for breaking the

law. One type of punishment inyoked against law breakers is a jail sentence.

Should the law breaker confOrm to the law,Zollowing his aentence positive

punishment has occurred. That is because the punisher; a jail sentence,

was added to the environment folroWing the-behavior (i.e., breaking the

law). An her kind of punishment is also invoked in ou,r\leogal system: A
c

is called ive uni ent or response cost. It occurs when a behavior

is reduced in strength as a result of the removal of a positive reinforcer

from the individual's environment. Court judges use responbe cost when

they fine a person for breaking the law.

' Teachers.use similar conditions in the clessroom. Children who mis-

behave may be given extra homework, sent to/the principal's OffiCe for

'disciplinary action, or scolded; Such, management practices are intended to

reduce the strength of the misbehavior which preceded them.

Negative punishment (response cost). This motivational condition is

the decrease in the strength of a behavior Which results from the removal

of a positive reinforcer from an individual.. A,negativeTunisher is any

object or event which, when taken away-from an individual as a consequence

of a behavior, reduces the strength of that behavior.' It is important to

emphasize the term, removal, in the definition. In negative punishment, a

valued object or event is taken away from the chi/d. This implies that the

child is in possession ,of the positive reinforcer immediately prior to punish-

ment. This condition may easily be confused with extinction, in which a

normally presented posieive reinforcer is withheld. In this instance, the

child does not actually possess the positive reinforcer at the time the

behavior occurs; since the positive reinforcer is withheld, the child never
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does possess the reinforcer. When a teacher confiscates a child's comic

book because he read it during a math assignment, the condition.used is

negative reinforcement. Here are other examples of negative reinforcement:

(a) a parent who fines a youngster $3.00 for staying out past curfew; (b) a

teacher who takes away points on an assignment because the work was performed

sloppily; (c) the teacher who takes away a child's lunchtime dessert because

he used profanity; (d) the preschdol eeacher who turns off the lights in

the clasiroom.when children are misbehaving.

Negative punishment is most effectively used in Conjunction with a

token economy (see presentation above). When children behave well, they

are reinforced positively with the presentation of tokens. In contrast, when

they behave inappropriately, tokens may be taken away. In many classrooms
V

which do not use a token economy, thetchildren possess few objects or events

which may be legitimatily taken away.

Extinction, ,This is the reduction in the strength.of a behavior which

occurs when reinforcement for a previously .reinforced behavior is discontinued

or withheld. Assume that Americans iuddenly stopped receiving paychecks for

their productive work. Following iuquiries, they were told that, for an

. indefinite period, employees would receive no pay for their work. It is

very likely that many Americans would choose to stop working. Although we

would not wish to reduce productive behavior (as in the example), extinction

can be used efficaciously to reduce nonproductive or undesirable behavior.
t7.

Tn the classroom; it is not uncommon' to find students who are either

positively or negatively reinforced as a consequence.of undesirable behavior.

Tor instance teachers may unconsciously positively reinforce a pupil for

pretending to berill by sympathizing and ministering to his "difficulties."

When other pupils laugh at a pupil's undesirable antics, he may be reinforced



by their laughter. When children goad a pupil to perform tome misbehavior

(e.g., ,draw on a bathroom wall), such-goading may constitute an aversive

stimulus and negative reinforcement may_resulf. te way to reduce such

misbehavior is to extinguish it withhold further reinforcement

'following iis occurrence).

It may be difficult to use extinClion effectively. First the teacher

is .seldom aware that the pupil is being reinforced for misbehavior. 'Often,

when the teacher is the one reinforcing the undesirable behavior, an external,

objective observer must be brought into the classroom in an attempt-to un-

cover the conseqUences in effect. Second, whep pupils are themselves

reinforcing undesirable behavior, such pupils' cooperation must be enlisted

by the teacher. That is, they must be willing to discontinue their rein-

forcement. Sometimes students are unable or unwilling ta-cooperate. Third,

extinction leads to reactions in the Oupil which may be demoralizing for,

the teacher. For instance, misbehavior often becomes dmflated immediately

following the institution of extinction. It is as if the pupil assumes that

no one has noticed his misbehavior and therefore, tries harder to obtain

reinforcement. In addition, if the misbehavior was on a variable interval

schedule of reinforcement, it may Ake a-long time for extinction to take

effect. -It will be recalled that intermittent schedules tend to be more

resistant to extinction than continuous schedules. In summary, although

teachers like to uie extinction (it assuages the need to focus on the unde-

sirable behavior), the condition is usuilly less influential than other

conditions discussed in this section.

Tyne of punisher. Whetheror not.there exist types of punishers which

are analogous to the types of reinforcers discussed earlier (i.e., primary

and secondary) has not been considered in the literature. Hypothetically,
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such "primary" punishers (e.g., physical pain) and "secondary" punishers

.(e.g., frowns, verbal rebuke) should exist and may effect behavior in ways

reciprocal to primary and secondary reinforcers. "Secondary" punishers

might be learned as secondary reinforcers are learned (i.e., through

repetitious pairing with "primary" punishers). In any case, manipulatiOn

of such hypothetical conditions as these is not supported by research.

This is not to say that such conditions do not exist; it simply means that

such research has not been undertaken.

Specific punisher used. This condition was briefly'considered in the

introduction to this section. The main idea is that; while there are many

generalized punishers (e.g., paddling fines), each individual is affected

by specific punishers in unique ways. The variation of affects is wide.

Consequently, teachers must pay close attention to ehe punishers selected

to reduce behavior. They should be matched to the individual characteristics

of the child. In order to determine what punishers are most effective

in influencing a particular Child's motivation, the best method is to

observe the effects of various punisheri on the pupil's behavio.

In America, we are interested in preserving the human rights of our

citizens including not only adults, but children as well. Obviously, the

selection of punishers may impinge on these human rights. Although it would

be comforting to assume that all teachers in our country miintain a high
*

regard for their pupils' human rights, this is probably a fallacious assump

tion. The wise teacher actively consults with significant others in the

child's environment and ob'tains contractual agreement before implementing

punishing contingencies in the classroom. This includeS such individuals

as the child's parents, administrators, and not least,.the child himself.

This effectively precludes the probability that the teacher will knowingly

or unknowingly violate a child's rights as a human being.
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Utley, of Iminishment. Presumably, thel longer punishment is delayed
1

following the misbehavior, the less effective is the punishment. Unfortu-
,

nately, such a phenomenon has not been widely investigated. The teacher Should

consider this-fact before deciding how swiftly punishment should be meted out

as a result of misbehavior.

Feverity of punishment. Research has shown that-the severity of the

punishment used has a marked effect on the behavior it follows. Briefly,

the rule Of thumb is: The more seVere the punishment, the greater the reduc-
.

tion in the misbehavior. This is another instance in whith the teacher can

%like only one correct choice, but can err in two ways. If the punishment

is too'mild, the pupil will be unaffected by it. If the punishment_is too

severe, a profound reduction in the strength of the misbehavior may result,

but anger and hostility are,likely to result as side effects. The "ideal"

level of severity is difficult to achieve, particularly when one considers

the fact that the same punishers have different effects on different

individuals.

Because of the problematical nature,ofthis condition, the wise

teacher consults with others to arrive at an acceptable solution. This

group should include the parents, administrators, and the child at a

minimum. The agreement should be formalized contractually.. lf-idch agree-
,-

ment cannot be reached, other conditions must be used.

Satiation (iegative, Practice; Beta Method). This condition was-discussed

at some length in the section on increasing the.strength of existing,behavior.

As will be recalled, in that context, satiation was_to be avoided. However,

undesirable behavior can'be succesSfully reduced in,strength by consciously

using the satiation effect. For example, when a father catches his son

smoking a cigarette and then forces the child to smoke an entire pack with-

,

, out stopping, generally, satiation will occur. Often, especially if nausea
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occurs, smoking, cigarettes is eliminated permanently. Children who have

gotten sick eating green apples seldom repeat the episode. In some respects,

satiation resembles another condition called overcorrection. When over-
.

correction is used, the pupil "corrects" his misbehavior to an extreme

degree. For instance, when a pupil is discovered sticking chewing gum to

the bottoM of his desk, the teacher might demand that he remove the gum,

not only fromhis own desk, but from every desk in the school. For. both

conditions, an important feature is that, to be maximally effective, the

behavior must be repeated to a fairly extreme degree. The child Who smokes

only cigarettes in a rbsi may not be much affected;_he may well surrepti.,

tiously smoke again. The same would be true for other.examples.

Differential reinforcemenrof incompatible behavior and differential

reinforcement of other behavior. Under some conditions, it is possible to:=11
decrease the strength of an undesirable behavior by increasing the strength

of another, incompatible behavior. Thii-is an example of differential rein-

forcement of incompatible behavior (DRI): When Johnny began to spend too

muchtime out of his seat, wandering around the room, his teacher began to

reinforce him whenever 0:.e noticed that he was in his seat. Obviously, if

the child increases the amount of time spent in his seat, then out of seat

time.necessarily decreases. The great advantage of DRI'is that the focus

of attention is on a desirable behavior. Thus, the negative side effects

of punishing contingencies (e.g., angerl dislike, hostility, vengence) ate

eliminated.

Another condition which is positive in nature and may serve to reduce

the frequency of an undesirable behavior is called differential reinforcement

of other behavior (DRO). For instance: When Johnny began to talk out too

often in class without permission, his teacher began reinforcing him whenever
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he,raised his hand for permission to talk. Notice that when DRO iq used, it

is possible that the behavior reinforced will increase in.frequency without

an accompanying decrease in the strength of the undesirable behavior. In

the example above, Johnny may raise his hand for permission to talk more often,

but he may Maintain the same level of talking out serves true prior to imple
.

mentation of DRO. For this reason, teachers.should carefully measure changes

in the undesirable behavior and avoid the mistake of assuming that, because

the "other" behavior increases in strength, the misbehavior automatically de7

creases in strength.

Here is an important rule of thumb to keep in mina when either of these

conditions is used; Use DRI or DRO when the undesirable behavior is, not ex

treme (e.g., disruptive) When the behavior is extreme, US6 DRI or*DRO in

conjunction with some othevoondition (e.g.-, positive punishment, response

cost) which ditectly influences the misbehavior. When such a dual system

is used, the student receives feedback which helps -him understand what not

to do and what to do instead.

A final,word on punishing contingencies. In educa*tional circles, the

use of punishment has.received poor reviews. Professors in institutions of

higher education caution trainees to'aktoid punishment at all costs. Teachers

in the field are made to feel guilty on those occasions when they implement

punishing consequences. Yet, it is a rare teacher T.tho never considers

punishment as the most viable motivational consequence in some circumstance.

Rarer still is the teacher who has never used punishment to influence children's

motivation.

It is the position of the author that, with due regard for the real

dangers involved, theuse of punishment should be once again accepted as an

effective method of managing the behavior of growing, maturing youngsters in



the schools. I do not deny the value derived from research which has shown

us how punishment can do great harm to the quality of human lives. But

perhaps it is now tire to realize that.pun shment is not entirely heinous

and may in fact have sound attributes.

As educators, we do handicapped chilldren no favors when we allow them

to maintain and even escalate.their levels of abusive behavior, toward

themselves and toward others. When teachers allow children to believe (through

example) that the world at large will reinforce them for socially acceptable

behavior and ignore*unacceptable behavior, they do children a great disservioet

If such a world could function successfully, perhaps we would all enjoy more

comfortable lives. But the truth is, such a world could not exist. Even if

an individual lived the life of a hermit, far from the nearest fallow human, ?

nature would punish him for failing to conduct his life in a Manner consistent

with ecological rules.

What we should be striving for in education is a consistent reduction

in the need for Punishment, not prohibition of it. .Such an approach has no

possibility for success.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TUE ARITHMETIC-DOMAIN

1 31

e



Broad Skil1j Enabling Skills,

Specific Skills, and Record Sheet

Arithmetic Domain
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The ArithmeticHDomain

In this chapter and those to follow, materials are presentd

in a particular sequence. Here is the sequence: (a) Broad ski li,

enabling skills,-specific skills, and record sheet for pupil attain-

ment of the skills; (b) Taxonomy of goals and"objectives; (c) Instruc-
,

tional strategies.

Broad skills, enabling'skills, and specific skills are simply

"shorthand" terms which allow the teacher A 'quick reference and

guide to the structure and organization of the domain. Each skill

is more thoroughly defined in its objective in the taxonomy of goals

and objecttves. Both skills and their corresponding objectives axe

tagged with identical numerals for easy cross-referencing. Each

skill-listed has a convenient space which allows the teacher to re-

cord a pupil's pre- and poit-test scores on a test designed to assess

mastery of the objective.

The taxonomy of goals and objectives, as noted above, is in-*

it tended to define precisely-what is punt by the more Smbiguous "short-

hand" terms known as skills. For example, the first Skit. in the

arithmetic domain, an enabling skill called, "write numerals, 0-10,"

is defined this way in the taxonomy of goals and objectives:

Given pencil and paper, the student will write within thirty

seconds the numerals zero (0) through ten (10) in sequence

without assistance.

Notice that the objective specifies an observable behavior (i.e.,

... will write..."), important conditions under which the behavior

will occur (i.e., "Given pencil and paper ...," "... without assis-

tance"), and a criterion for minimally aCceptable performance (i.e.,

... within thirty seconds..."). Although the specification of

these three components was not possible for every domain, an earnest
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attempt was made to reduce ambiguity in each objective specified.
Atti.

This allows substitute and new teachers to better grasp the material

to be imparted to pupils. When possible, taxonomies and skills were

roughly partitidON into levels.

The final part of the sequence, that is, the instructional stra-
A,

tegioa,*are necesiarily incomplete. Only a seleCtion.of,strategieS

for each domairi Is presented in order to give the reader examples of

how the conditions of learning and motivation may be built into a

lesson plan which the teacheetan use in the classroom. The reader

-
should be aware that the conditiOns which influence learning and

motivation can be toabineein an infinite number of ways. Clearly,

'any of the strategies presented could be improved upon if the tea-
*v

cher has information about the characteristics of the child-tO-whom

the lesson wiil be presented.
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TAXONOMY OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

ARITHMETIC DOMAIN

1:35
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LEVEL Pre, Post .11)M0IIER-4-NMEMTION
Test Test

a ,

.

Pre Post
Test Test

(2)0PERATIONS

.

Pre Post (3)MEASURE4MT,
Test Test GEOMETRY, 4

RELATIONS

Pre Post (4)PROBLEH
Test-Test SOLVING

Pre Pest (5)100LS 4
,Test Test RELATION%

.

-
.1.1.1 Write Numerals, 1.2.1 Combine

Objects,
1-10

1.2.2 Separate
Objects,
1-10

...

,

.

,

.

0-10

1.1.1.1 Recite

Numbers, 1-10

3.1.1.2 Associate

,

.-- Numbers

Dletated w10:10

141.2 Write Numerals
/Outs; 0-10

1.1.2.1 Verbalize

Numbers/Pictured
Objects, 0J-10

1.1.2.2 Associate
. Numbers Dictated

u/Dots, 0-10

1.1.2.3 Associate .

Numerals w/Dots,
0-10

___.-

2

s

_-__________ --:.
.2.1.1 Write Numerals,

0 -20 ')' S

-

2.1.1.1 Recite Numbers,

2.2.1 Add/Sums
to 6

2.2.2 Subtract/
Minuends
to 6

2.2.3 Add/Sums
to 10

(

2.2.4 Subtract 2.
i Digit/
Minuends to
10

2.2.5 Add 3, 1

DlAithiss
Regrouptug

2.2.6 Add 2

Digits 4 1
'Digit Sums
to 20

2.2.7 Subtract 1
DIptit from
2 Digits/
Minuends

2.2.8 to'20
2.2.8 Add 3

Digit*/
Sums to
20

2.3.1 Write Coin Write Facts/

..--___

.

.

.

1 3 7
-

Values from
Pictures

4

.

-
Pictured
Problems- Solve-Word1- 20

2.1.1.2 Assuci.Ite
Problems/Sumu
to 10

s

.

Numbcss

Dictated sr/
Numerals, 0-20

2.1.2 Write Numerals/____ ____
Dot4, 0-20

2.1.3 I:me Numeral',
0-100°

2.1.3.1 Recite Numbers,
0-100

2.1,3.1 Associate
' Numbers Die-

tated w/

Numerals, 0-100
,

,

.

--



LIV1E

3

.
Pro Pont (1)HIflIE 4 NUMERATION
lest Test

Pre Post (2)0PE-WIONS Fre Post (3)NEASURLMENT,Test Test Test Test 6E0METRY,
RELATIONS

3.1.1 Identify Ordinals/
tOths

3.1.2 Write, 10-100
by 10's

3.1.3 Associate Ex-
panded Notation
w/ID's & l's

3.1.4 Ascociate Numerals
v/ Expanded
Notation, 10's
4 l's

.3.1.5 Associate Unit'

Fractions w/
Pictured
Diagrams

Pre Post (4)PROILE11
Test lest SOLV1NC

Pre Forst (5)TOOLS 4
fest Test RELATIONS

3.2.1 Write 3.3.1 Identify
Addition Coin

0 Facts/ Value/
Timed Words

3.2.2 Write 3.3.2 Identify
Subtrac- Time/ht.,
tion

II hr.
Facts/
Tim

3.2.3 Add 2, 3.3.3 Use_
Digits/ Arbitrary
No Re- Measurement
grouping

3.2.4 Subtract 3.3.4 Measure
2, 1 Inches
Digits/
No Re-
grouping

3.2.5 Inid 2 3.3.5 Measure
Digtts Centimeters
4'1

Digit/
Regroup

3.2,6 Subtract 3.3.6 Identify
1 Digit
from 2 Lighter
Digits/ Objects
Regroup

4

4.1.l -Write, 5-100 by
S's

4.1.2 Write, 2-100 by----.-_-_
2's

1

4.1.3 Associate Expanded
Notation w/10's
4 l's

4.1.4 Identity Expanded
Notation/3 Digits

3.3.7 Identify

Cold,
vo

4.2.1 Add 2, 4.3.1 Identify
2 Digits Money/
/Regroup Words

4.1.1 Add 2,
3 Digits

/ilegrodp

4,2.3 Add 3, 2
Digits/
Regroup

4.2.4 Subtract
2, 2.
INP11 /

4.3.2 Identt14
Sequence
/Number,

da., wk.,
mo., yr.

43.3 Identify
Timen hr.

4.3.4 Identity
Timt4

fjp

3.4.1 Iden-
tify
Facts 4
Opera-
tions/
OneAStel
Word
Problem.

3.4.2 Solve
One-Stel
Word
Froglike*

.

4.4.1 Iden-
tify
Facts&
Opera-
tions/
One-Ster
Word
Problems

4.4.2 Estimate

/One-
Step
Word

Prmblems
4.4.3 Solve

One-Sttp
MOrd
Problems

3.5.1 Use
Calculator

4.3.1 Use

cation
Division



Level 4 (tuned)

EVEL Pre Post (1)NLIIIIER 6 NUMERATIgN
Test. Test

Pre Post (2)0FERATIMS
Test Test

tre Post (3)MFASOREMINT.
Test Test GEOMETRY,

REE41100$

Pre Post (4)PROOLEM
Test Test SOLVING

4.1.5 Associate Fractions
v/ Shaded Regions

4.1.6 Identify Fractions

4.2.5 Subtract 4.3.5 Measure
2, 3

Inches.
Digits/

is in.
Regroup

4.2.6 Write 6.3.6 Identify
Hultipli- Equiv.
cation

in.. ft.
Facts/
5s12/
Timed

4.2.7 Write 4.3.7 Measure
Division mm., cm.
Facts/
605/
Timed

4.2.8 Multiply 4.3.8 Identify
2 Digits Equiv.
by 1

mm., cm.
Digit/No
Regroup-
ins

4.2.9 Divide 3 4.1.9 Read
Digits

Thermo-
by 1 meters,
Disit/No to

Regroup-
ing

4.2.10 Divide 2 4.3.10 Read
Digits Thermo-
by 1

MIGters,
Digit/Re- C°
rainder

4.2.11 Add 4.3.11 Identify
proper

Weight on
Fractions

'Pictured
/Like

Scales
Denomina-

(U.S.
tors

Standard
Metric)

4.2.12 Subtract 4.3.12 Identity
Yroper Equiv.
,Fractionr oz., lb./Me
Denomin-
ators

4.3.13 Identify
Equiv.
1., kg.

4.3.14 Identify
Equiv.
e., pc.,
qt.

re Post (5)100LS L
est Test RELATIONS
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Pr* Punt .(2)0PERATIONS ,r4! Post
Telt Test rest Test

5.1.1 Identity Expanded
Notation/4 Digits

5.1.2 Identity Numerator
or Denominator

5.1.3 Reduce fractious

14

am. ww ----.----
(3),IVANDSLWIT. ere Poet (4)PRORLEN Pre Punt (5)T00

CIONETST,'1. Test Test SOkVINC Test Test RELA '

RELATIONS 4

4.44-44
4.3.15 Identity

Equiv.

...
1. kl.

4.3.16 Identity
Circle,"
Square,
Rectinglo,
Triangle
w/ Name.ilui

----.---- 5.2.1 Write
holt! -

5.3.1 Add,

Subtract
Facts/ Honey/
10t12/ Regroup
Timed

5.2.2 Write
Division
Facts/

5.3.2 Identity
Time/br.,

min.. sec.
12(1110/

Timed
5.2.3 Nnitiply 5.3.3 Identity

2 Digits
by 1
Digit/Re-
group

Equivalent
in.,,it.,

5.2.4 Nksltiply 5.3,4 Identity
2, 2
Digits/
Regroup

Equivalent
mm., cm.,
m., km.

5.2.5 Divide
2 Digits
by 1
Digit/
Regroup

5.3.5, Identify
Equivalent
ot., lb.,
fractional
tb.

5.2.6 Divide 5:3.5 Identify
3 Digits
by 1
Digit/

Equivalent
ot., lb.,

fractional
Regroup Ib.

5.2.7 Divide 5.3.6 Identity
3-4

Digits
by 2

41607,..M. .0m/S1111.41MMI,

Equivalent
c., pt.,
qt., gal.

Digits/
Regroup *

5.2.11 Add 2 5.3.0 Compute
Proper
fractions

Perimeters
Polygons

11...1. 10101101. .1111..

/Sums
t 1/

(U.S.

Standard
Reduce 41atricY

5.2.5 Add 2
Nixed
fractions
/No Re-
"ronpina

5.4.1 Idan- 5.5.1 Interpret-
tiEy picture
facts& I Graphs
Opera-
tions/
Two-Step
,Word

Problems
5.4.2 Estimate

tell

Word
Problems

5.4.3 Solve
Twu-Ster
Word
rtoblem,
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Lon' $ %Lanett)

LEVEL Pre Post
Test Test

(I))WM* 6 NUM1RATION
.

Pre Post (2)OtERATIONS ?re
est Test Test

Post (3)WASUREMENT,
test GEOMETRY, 6

RELATIONS

fte Post (4)PROILEM
Test Test SOLVING

re ?pst (5)1001.3 6
eat Test RELATION%

----------

-4.-

. 5.2.10 Subtract

. .

.- -__.

-a.- ...--
Nixed

Tractions
/No Rel
gtooping
/Redue

5.2.11 Identity

Properties
ot Whole
Numbers

6

---_

6.1.1 Identtly Numerate
to Ten Millions
v/ Names

6.1.2 Compare Common
Ft4tAluOil

6.1.3 Ideutity L.C.D.

6.1.4 Chang. Imptoper

?ructions to
Milted Fractions

6.1.5 Change Mixed
?factions to
Improper tractionr

6.1.6 identity Lepton-
entiol Wootton
Millions

.

.

6.2.1 Ada 5. i 6.3.1 Mu ltiply
'lousy/

Regroup

Add,Sub-
trAct

set., min..
ht., do.,
wk., mo.,

Xr./Re-
group
Interpret,
Dimenelon?
UAL.
Drawing
AJJ, Sub-
tract in.,
It., yd.,
ei./Rtr-
group

,

Add, Sub-
tract mm.,
cm., N.,
kedge-
group

Rrad

Thermo.
miter
fo, 0

I4eutity
Equiv.

lir.. T.,

?Wilton-
el T.

.--

I

,

.

...._

6.4.1 Wen- 6.5.1 loony5 or
More "

Digits/
Regroup

6.2.2 Subtract .6.3.2

--- 6.3.3

6.3.4

.

tify
Fects4
Opera-
Lions/
Two-St p
Gott!

Problems
6.4.2 Estimate

Two-Step
Nut 41

Problems

6.4.3 Solve

Iwo-Step
Wend

Ittoblem,

OJC Gr
/Slop)

14 '5'

III

2, 5
Diglts/

I

.--- 6.2.3 Multiply
2, 3
Digits/
Regroup

6.2.4 OLvide
-

3 or
More
Digits
bg, 2

Digits/
Remalutler- 6.2.5 Add 2
?roper
rraclions
/Convert
Sum's/

Reduce
6.2.6 Aciti 2

6.3.5

6.3.6
Like
Milted

Fractious
iRrgroup
/Seduce

6.2.7 Subtract .

4.--..

6.3.7
Like
Nixed
fractions
/Regroup
Ian kw,*



1.4,10 I r. (0.1010

6

Pre Post (1)MUMUR & NUMERATION
Test Test

Fr, Post (2)OPERATIONS Pre Post (1)MCASUREMENT,
Test Test Test Test GEOMILTRT, 4

4.2.11 44.1 2

Unlike
Fractions
/ReJuce

6.2.4 Subtract
Unlike
Fraction
/Wore

6.2.10 AdJ 2
Unlike
Piloted

Fractions
/ReJuce

6.3.1 Add Sub-
tract
os. lb.,

6.3., Add. Sub-
traCt g.,
kg./ita-
group

16.3.10 Add, Sub-
tract c.,

group

6.2.11 Subtract 6.3.11 Add. Sub----
, Unlike Ct4ct ml.,

Mixed 1., kl./
Fractions Regroup
Reduce

6.2.12 Multiply 6.3.12 Compute
Perimeter

Numbers Parallel-
by ogre..
tractions , (V. S.
/Reduce Standard

6.2.13 Multiply Metric)
2 Proper.
Elections
/Reduce

_

1.1.1 Identify
valent Fractions/
DecimAis

1.1.2 Change fractions
to DOCIMAS
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1.2.1 Divide
3 or

More
Digits
by 3 or
More
Digits/
Fraction
Remainder

7.2.2 Multiply
2 Mixed
Fractions

/Reduce

.
2.3.1 Divide

Money/
Regroup

2.3.2 Identify
Wive/eat
tsp., tb.
es. C.,

pt., it.,

sal.

Pre Post (4)141011LEM

Tent Test SOLVING
Pre Post (5)700LS 4
Teat Teat RZLATIONS

.111

1.4.1 14en-
Lily
Facts&
Opera-
tions/
Iwo-Stet
Word

Problems

7.4.2 Calmat*
/Toe-
Step
Word

Problem.'

.1104.1.1.1Wal.I.M....-...1111..

aeon/Wm/No

73.1 Interpret
Oar Crap!**

/Compound

7.5.2 CoTpute
Average
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level 7 (Con04)

iviL Pre, rest (1)NUMPER 4 NUMERATION
Test 'feta

7

Pre Post (2)011RATCONS Pre Post (3)NEASUREMENT, Pr9. Post (4)PROILEM
lest 'Test /cot /est GEOMETRY, & litTestc swam;

RELATTOWS

'48

7.1.3 identify Decimals
/Nimes

7.1.4 Round of( to
Millions

7.1.5 Ronald DOctm31*
/1008s - Milts

1=marwao:g.

7.2.3 Divide
Whole

Numbers
by
Fractions
/Reduce

7.2.4 Divide
Fractions
by Whole
Numbers
/Roduce

7.2.5 Divide
2 Proper
Fr*ctions
/gothic.*

1.2.4 Divide 2
fixed
Fractions
/Rtdocs

7.2.7 Add, Sub.
tract

Mixed
Decimals
/100ths

7.2.1 Multiply
DecimalaL

7.2.9 Divide
Mixed
Decimals
by Whole
Numbers

7.2.10 Divide
Whole
Numbers
by Mixed
Docimals

1.2.11 Divide

Decimals

/4 Digits
by 2
Digit,

7.3.3 Identity 7.4.3 Solve
Lints,

Angles,
lays,
Line

Two-Ste
Word
Problem

Svgmunts
7.3.4' Compute

Area/
Square, 1
Circle. j
Triangle.,

Rectangle
(U.S.

Standard

7.3.$
-Metric),
Compute
Circum-
latency
(U.S.

Standard
-Metric)

Pre Yost (S)TOOLS 4
Tost.Iest RELATiODS
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I.
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.

Pre reit (11RUDIEA.R SIMULATION
Test Telt

Ptefost (2)0tERATIONS
Test Test

,

t

Pre' Post (3)HEASUREMENT,.
Test Test GEOMETRY, A

RELATIONS

Fre POst (4)PROBLEM
Test Test SOLVING

Pre Post (S)TOOLS 4
Test Test REL4T1ONS

7

i

. ,

7.2.12 Divide

,

.

.

.
--...

.

3-4-
Digits
liy2
Digits

I.
(Whole,
Numbers)
/Remain-
der to
1000tbs

8.1.1.1dentlfy,Equiv- . 6:2.1 Identify 8.3.1 Identify 8.4.1 Iden- 8.5.1 Interpret
-

*lent Decimals
/Percents

1

8.1.2 Identify Equiv-

...

2 of a
Number

-8.2.2 Identify

- ,
EqUivslent
Tears,
Centuries,
Decades

,

8.3.2 Identify

.

. tity
Pacts&
Oper-
atlons/
Two-Stel
Word
ttnblem.

_8.4.2 Estimat,

Line°
Graphs/
Simple

.

8.5.2 Interpretslant fettenta
Nixed t.ttCommun
Fractions

.

.8.l.3 Identify Equiv.-,

Number
from 2
Rate

8.2.3 .Ideniify

Time Zones'
/U.S.

.

8.3.3 Identify

/Two-
Step
Word

Ptoblem
8.4.3 Solve

Eine
Gill+ !
Compound ,

6.5.3 intel.;.Tet
, alent Hticed or

Common Tractions
/Perceni-s

.

I One
Number is
of

Another
6.3.4. Compute

. Geometric
Pleures
se/ Names

Twn-Stel
Word
Ptublvm

Circle
Graphs

. -
. ,

.

Volumes

/Solid
Geometric
Shapes
(U.S.
Standard
.Hetric)

. ,.

E.G.

II

.

Pre Test Post Test

,
LND -MM.

,

-.
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IEVEL 1

TOPI6 : NUMBER AND NUMERATION

The student will write the numerals zero (0) through ten (10)
in sequence.

Given pencil, and paper, the student Will write within thirty, (30)
seconds the numerals zero (0-) through ten (10) in sequence without
assistance.

Minimum: 11

1.1.1.1 Me student will recite the nunbers orie (1) through ten (10) in
sequence.

Me student will reCite within ten (10) seConds the numbers one'
through ten (1-10) in sequence without assistance.

Minimum: 10

Me student will associate the dictated number zero - ten (0-10)
with the written numeral,

Given ten (10) dictated,-numbers zero - ten (0-10) and four (4)
choices for,each, the student will circle the correct nunistal.

Minimum: 11

1.1.2, The student will write the numeral foi each set of dots.

Given ten (10) sets of dots, each with zero (0) to ten (10) dots,
the student wili count the .number of dots arid write the correct
nurteral for each set.

Minimum: 10

The student will tell the cardinal number zero - ten (0-10) of
pictured objects.

Given ten (10) groups of pictured objects, th student will tell
the cardinal number for each .group.

Minimum: 10
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1.1.2.2 The student will associate a dictated nuther zero - ten
(0-10) with the cardinal number.

Given ten (10) dictated numbers zero' - ten (0-10), eaCh
with three (3) sets of dots representing cardinal, numbers,
the student will select the set of dots represented by
each dictated number.

1 . 1 .2 . 3

Minimum: 10

The student will aisociate the numerals zero - ten (0=10)
with the cardinal number.

Given ten. (10) numerals, eath with three (3) sets of dots
representing cardinal nuthers, the student will select the
sets of dots represented by each numeral.

TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

1.2.1 The student will combine groups of objects one - ten (1-10).

Given ten (10) groups of objects, two groups at a time,-the
student will combine the groups into one grbup.

Minimum: 5

1.2.2 The student will separate groups of objects one - ten (1-10).

Given five (5) *groups of objects, one group at a time, the
student will separate each group to form two (2) groups.

Minimum: 5
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LEVEL 2

TOPIC.1: NUMBER AND NUMERATTON

2.1.1 The student will write the numerals zero (0) through
twenty (20) in ,sequence.

Given pencil ahd paper, the student will write, within
ninety (90) seconds, the numerals zero throUgh twenty
(0-20) in 'sequence withouU assistance.

Minimum: 21

2.1.1.1 The student will recite the numbers one through twenty
(1-20) in seqUence.

The student will recite, within twenty-five (25) seconds the
numbers one through tmenty (1-20) in sequence without
assistance.

Minimum: 20

2.1.1.2 .The student will associate i random selection of dictated
nuabers zero through twepty (0-20) with the written numerals.

Given ten (10) dictated nunbers zero through twenty (0-20)
and four (4) Choices for each, the student will circle the
numeral heard.

Minimum: 10

2.1.2 The student will write the numeral for each set of dots.

Given twenty (40) sets of dots, each with zero (0) to twenty
(20) dots, the student will count the number of dots and write
the numeral for each set.

MinimuM: 18

2.1.3 The student will write nunerals froM zero to one hundred
(0-100):

0

Given a matrix (form), the student wil'l write the numerals
from zero to one hundred (07100) in sequence without assistance,
using one numeral per box within the Matrix.

Minimum: 95
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2 .1.3.1 Me student will recite the numbers one-huldred (1-100) .

The student will recite within two minutes the numbers
one-hundred (1-100) in sequence without assistance.

Minimum: 9 t3

2 .1.3.2 The Atudent will associate the dictated ntinber zero-
. hundred (0-100) with the'written numeral.

Given twenty (20) dictated nunbers, and four (4) written
choices for each, the student will select the `correct
answer.

Minimum 18

TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

2 .2 .1 The student will add two (2) nurbers having um less
than six (6).

Given ten (10) addition problems, the student will conpute
and write the correct sum for each problem.

Minimum: 9

2.2.2 The student will subtract two (2) ntnnbers having minuends
less than six (6).

Given ten (10) subtraction problem, the student will compute
and write the correct difference for each problem.

Minimum: 9

2.2.3 The student will add two numbers having SUMS 'less than ten
(10) .

Given ten (10) addition problems, the student will compute
and write the correct sum for each problem.

t Minimum: 9

2.2.4 The student will subtract two (2) nunbers having minuends
less than ten (10).

Given ten (10) subtraction probleins, the student will compute
and write the correct difference for each problem.

Minimum: 9
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2.2.5 Tne student will add three (3) single digit numbers having
sums less than ten (10).

Given ten (10) addition problems, the student will coMpute
and write the correct sum for each problem.

Minimum: 9

2.2.6 The student will add two (2) nunbers having sums less than
twenty.(20).

Given ten (10) addition problems, the stddent will compute
and write the correct sum for each problem.

Minimum: 9

2.2.7 Tne student will subtract two (2) numbers having minUends
less than twenty (20).

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, the student will compute
and write the correct difference from each prbblem.

Mini:num: 9

2.2.8 The student will add three (3) single digit numbers having
sums less than twenty (20).

Given ten (10) addition problems, the student will compute
and wrilte the correct sum for each problem

Minimum: 9

TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY, AND RELATICGS

2,3,1 The student will write,the total numerical value of pictured
coin combinations.

Given five (5) pictured coMbinations of coins, the student will
write the value of each combination.

Minimum: 5
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TOPIC 4: PROB EM SOLVING

2.4.1 The student will write factsfrom pictured problems.

Giveh-five (5) pictured problems, the student will write the
facts. '

Minimum: 5

2.4.2 The stddent will solve word problems requiring addition of
two (2) numbers having sums less than ten (l0).

Given fiVe (5) word problems, the student will write the correct
answer for each problem;

Minimum: 5

0
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LEVEL 3

TOPIC 1: NUMBER AND NUMERATICN

3,1.1 The student will identify ordinal numbers from first through
tenth.

Given ten (10) sets of ten (10) dots, etch with one dot
designated, and four (4) choices for each, tbe student will
select the correct ordinal number for the designated dot.

Minimum: 10

3.1.2 Ihe student will write the numerals to one hundred (100)
by tens (10's), beginning with ten (10).

The student will write within one (1) minute the numerals
to one hundred (100) by tens (101s) in sequence without
afsistance.

Minimum: 10

3.1.3 The student will associate numbers in exp5tded notation,form
with the numeral (tens and ones).

Given ten (10) numbers in expanded notation-form, and four
(4) choices for each, the student will select the correct
numeral for the expanded form.

Minimum: 9

3.1.4 The student will associate a numeral with its expanded notation
form (tens and ones).

Given ten (10) numerals, and four (4) choices for each,'the
student will select the correct expanded form for the nuneral.

Minimum: 9

3.1.5 The student will associate a unit fraction with a pictured diagram.

Given ten (10) diagram, each indicating a unit fraction, and four
(4) choices for eadh, the student will select the correct unit
fraction for the diagram.

Minimum: 9
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TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

3.2.1 The student will demonstrate mastery of the addition facts.

Given forty-eight (48) facts, the student willyrite within
two and one half (2;) minutes the correct sum for each
addition fact.

Minimum: 46

3.2.2 The student will demonstrate mastery of the subtraction facts.

Given forty (40) facts, the student will write within two
and half (211) minutes the correct difference for each
subtraction fact.

Minimum: .38

3.2.3 The student will add two (2), two (2) digit addends with no
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) Choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for eadh problem.

Minimum:

3 2.4 The student will subtract two (2), two (2) digit numbers with
4no regrouping required.

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) chol:e4sNor
each, the student will compute and select the correct answe
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

3.2.5 The student will add a one (1) digit addend to a two (2) digit
addend with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) addition prOblems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

3.2.6 The student will subtract a one (1), digit number from a two (2)
digit number with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) choices for
eadh, the student will compute and select the correct answer for
each problem.

Minimunu 9
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TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY, & RELATICNS

The student will'identify the nurerical value of coin
combinations from words.

Given five (5) coin combinations in word form, and four
(4) dhoices for each, the student will select the correct
numerical value.

14inimum: 5

.3,3.2 The student will identify time notation by the hour and
haif hour.

Given five (5) pictured clocks with settings on the hour and
half-hour, and four (4) choices for each, the student will
select the correct tire notation for each setting.

Minimum: p

.3.3 The student will. use arbitrary units of measure.

Given five (5) classroom items, the student will measure the
items, record the measurements and indicate the units used.

Minimum: 5

3.3.4 The student will measure length in inches.

Given four (4) line segments, a twelve (12) inch ruler, and
four (4) choices for each, the student will measure the line
segments and select the correct length.

Minimum: 4

3.3.5 The student will measure length in centimeters. (Metric)

Given five (5) line sigments, a metric ruler, and four (4)
choices for eadh, the student will measure the line segments
and-select the correct length.

Vanimumt 4

3.3.6 The student will determine weight as being heavier or lighter

by lifting objects.

Given five (5) sets of two (2) objects, each varying in weight,
the student will tell which is heavier or lighter.

Minimum: 5
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411) 3.3.7 The student will identify temperature readings below forty
degrees (40) as cold and above ninety (90) as hot on a
pictured Fahrenheit thermometer.

Given four (4) pictured Fahrenheit thermometers, each with
a temperature reading of forty degrees (40) and below, or
ninety (90) and above, and two (2) choioes for eadh, the
student will select hot or 'cold for each temperature reading.

Minimum: 4

TOPIC 4: PROBLEM SOLVING

3.4.1 The student will identify the facts and operations required
to solve one step word problems.

Given five (5) word problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will select the correct answer for each problem.

Minimum: 5

3.4.2 The student will solve one (1) step word problems.

Give4 ten (10) one step word problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9
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TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

4.2.1 The student will add two (2), two (2) digit addens with
regrowing required.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will compute and select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimm: 9

4.2.2 The student will add two (2), three (3) digit addends with
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choicee for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

4.2.3 The student will add three (3), two (2) digit
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) addition problem, and four (4)
each, the student will compute and select the
for each problem.

Minimum:

addends with

choices for
correct answer

4.2.4 The student will subtract two (2) , two (2) digit nutters with
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

4.2.5 The student will s ra t two (2), three (3) digit numbers wiih
regrowing required.

Given ten (10) subtraction problem, and four (4) ChOices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

16,2
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4110 4.2.6 The student will demonstrate mastery of the multiplication
facts through five times twelve (5x12).

4P,

Given forty (40) facts, the student will write within two (2)
minutes the correct product for eadh multiplication fact.

Minimum: 39

4.2.7 The student will demonstrate mastery of the divieion facts
through sixty divided by five (60+5).

Given forty-five (45) facts, the student will write within two
and one-half (21/2) minutes the correct quotient fereadh division
fact.

Minimum: 43

4.2.8 The student will multiply a two (2) digit factor by a one (1)
digit factor with no regrouping required.

'4.2.9

Given ten (10) multiplication problem, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will compute and select the oorrect answer
for each prOblem.

Minimum: 9

'The student will divide a three (3) digit dividend,by a one
(1) digit divisor to obtain a two (2) digit quotient and no
remainder.

Given ten (l0) division problems, and four, 00 choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for eadh
problem.

Minimum: 9

4.2.10 The student will divide a iwo (2) digit dividend by one (1)
digit divisor and obtain a one (1) digit quotient and remainder.

GiVin ten (10) division problems, and fOur (4) choices for eadh,
the student will compute and select the cOrrect answer for oath
prdblem.

Minimum: 9

4.2,11 The student will add two (2) proper fractions with like denominators..

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9
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4 .2 .12 The student- will subtract two (2) proper fractions with
like denominators.

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4)- choices
for each, the stUdent will compute and select the correct
answer for each problem.

;
Minimum: 9

TOPT.0 3 ME A6UREMENT , GEO TRY , AND RELATIONS

4 .3.1 The student.will identify money nota\tion in dollars and
ants' from the word forms.

" Given tell (10) anOunts of money in word form, and four
(4) choices for each; the student will select the correct

.
notation.'

Minimum:

4.3.2 The student will identify the correct sequence of the days
and months, and the number of days, weeks and months in a
year..

Part I
Given the days of the week in random order, the student will
order the days in corre ct sequence .

Part II .

Given the months of the year in random ordar, the student will
e

order the nonths in correct 'sequence.

Part III

Given four (4) qUestions about the46year1 arid four (4) choices

for each, the student will*select the correct answer.

Minimum: Part I 7

Part II 12

Part II I 4

4 . 3. 3 The student will identify time notation by the quarter hour.

Given five (5) pictured clocks with settings on the quartet
(1/4) hour, and four (4) choices for,each, the student will
select the correct time notation for each setting.

.Minimum: 5
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4110 4.3..4 The student will identify tine.notation in hours and multiples
of five (5) minutes.

Given five (5) pi9tured clocks'with settings on hours and
multiples of five (5) minutes, and four (4) choices for eadt,
the student will select the correct time notation for each
setting.

Minimum: 5

4 .3.5 The student will nelsure length in-inches and/or half inches..

Given five (5) line segments, a twelve (12) inch 'ruler, and
four (4) choices for each, the student will neasure each line
and select the correct length.

Minimum: 5

4.3.6 The student will identify equivalent linear measures in inches
and feet.

Given five (5) linear measures, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will:select the correct equivalent measure.

Minimum:. 5

4 .3.7 The student#11.11 measure length in millimeters and centimeters:
(Metric) v-

Given five (5) line segments, a metric ruler, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will neasure each line segment'and select
the correct length.

Minimum: 4

4.3.8 The student will identify equivalent linear measures in millimeters
and centimeters. (Metric)

Given ten (10) linear measures, and four (4) dloices for each, the
student will select the correct equivalent treasure.

Minimum: 9

4 .3. 9 The student will read (?) pictured Fahrenheit thermonieters with
different temperature readings, and four (4) choices for each, the
student will select the correct temperature for each thermometer.

Minimum: 5'.
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4.3.10 The student will read i pictured Celsius thermmeter.
(Centigrade)

Given five (5) pictured Celsius thermometers with different
temperature readings, and four ,,(4) °choices for each, the
student will select the correct temperature for eath thermometer.

Minimum: 5

4.3 .11 The student will identify the weight measure of an untown
object in ounces, pounds, grams, and kilogram's as indicated
on pictured scales.

Given five, (S). pictured scales, each with the weight of an
object indicated, and four (4) choices for each, the student
will select the correct weight for each object.

Minimum: 5

4.3.12 The student will identify equivalent weight measures in ounces
and pounds.

Given ten (10) weiaht units, and four (4) choices for eath, the
student will select the correct equivalent weight measure.

1
Minimum: 9

The student will identify equivalent weight measures in grams
and kilograms. (Metric)

Given ten (10) weight units and four '.(4) choices for each, title
student will select the correct equivalent weight.

Minimum: 9

4 J.14 The student will ident*ify equiyalent liquid measures in cws,
pints, and quarts. .

Given ten (10) liquid measure units, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct equivalent measure.

Minimum: 9



4.3.15

4 .3.16

The student will identify equivalent liqUid measures in liters
kiloli ters . (Metric)

Given ten (10) liquid measure units, and four (4) choices for
eadi, ,the student will select the correct equivalent meaSure.

Minimum: 9

,The stu&nt will identify pictured plane (2.D) geometric shapes.
(circles, square, rectangle, triangle)

Given four (4) manes "of plane (2D) geonetric shapes, and five
(5) geonetric drawings, the student will select the correct
drawing for each geonetric name.

Minimum: 4

TOPIt 4: PROBLEM SOLVING

4.4.1 The student will identify the facts and Operations required to
solve one (1) step word problems.

Given ten (10) one (1) step word prohlets, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct answer for each
pthblem.

Minimum: 9

4.4 .2 The stUdent will estimate the solution_ for one (1) step word
problems.

Given tan (10) , one U.) step word problems; and four f4) choices
for each, the student' will estimate and select the corn:rot answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

4.4. 3 The student will solve one step word problems.

.Given ten (10), one (1) 'step word problem, and four (4) choices
for'each, the student will select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9



TOPIC TOOLS AND RELATICNS

4.5.1 The student will use.a m tiplication - division grid.

Given a multiplication - division grid, five (5) problems,
and four (4) choices for each, the student will select the
correct answer for each problem.

Minimum: 5
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LEVEL 5

TOPIC 1: NUMBER AND NUMERATION

5.1.1 The stuwill identify expanded notation from four (4)
digit numbers. .

Given ten (10), four (4) digit nunbers, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct expanded form
for each numeral.

Minimum: 9

5.1.2 The sttdent will identify equivalent oommon fractions.

Given 10 pairs of fractions, one with a missing nunerator or
denonanator, and 4 choices for each, the student will select
the correct numerator or denominator which makes the fractions
equivalent.

Minimum: 9

5.1.3 The student will reduce fractions to lowest terms:lb

Given 10 fractions and 4 choices for each, the student will
select the equivalent fraction in lowest terms.

Minimum: 9
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5.2.1

5.2.2

TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

the student will demonstrate mastery of the multiplication
facts through ten times twelve (10 x 12).

Given thirty-five (35) facts, the student will write within
two (2) minutes the correct product for each multiplication
fact.

Minimum: 34

The student
through one

Given forty
(2) minutes

will demonstrate mastery of the division facts
hundred twenty divided by ten (120 t 10).

(40) facts, the student will write within two
the correct quotientN(or each division fact,

Minimum: 39

5.2.3 The student will multiply a two (2) digit factor by a one
(1) digit factor with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) multiplication problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will compute ind select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

5.2.4 The student will multiply two (2), two (2).digit factors with
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) multiplication problems, and four (4) choices
_for each, the student will compute and select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimumr 9

5.2.5 The student will divide a two (2) digit dividend by a one (1)
digit divisor with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

ninimum: 9



5.2.6 The student will divide a three (3) digit dividend by a one (1)
digit divisor with regrouping required.

G n ten (10) division problems and four (4) choices,for each,
the udent will compute and select the correct answer for each
proble .

Minimurn 9

5.2.7 The student will divide a three (3) or four (4) digit dividend
by a two (2) digit divisor with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
probleml

Minimum: 9

5.2.8 The student will add two (2) like proper fractions having a sum
which is less than one (1) and reduce the sum to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

5.2.9 The student will add two (2) mixed fractions with no regrouping
required and reduce the sum to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

5.2.10 The student will subtract two (2) mixed fraciions with no regrouping
required and reduce the sum to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the stUdent will compute And select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9
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5.2.11 The student will identify properties of whole numbers,

Given ten (10) equations, and five (5) names of properties,
the student will match the correct name with the correct
equation.

Minimum: 9

TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY, AND RELATIONS

5.3.1 The student will add and subtract money with regrouping
required.

Given ten (10) addition and subtraction problems, and
four (4) choices for each, the student will select the
correct answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

5.3.2 The student will identify time notation in hours, minutes
and seconds.

Given ten (10) pictured clocks with settings on hours,
minutes, and seconds, and four (4) choices for each, the
student will 9elect the correct time notation for each
setting.

Minimum: 9

5.3.3 The student will identify'equivalent linear measures for
inches, feet, yards, and miles.

Given ten (10) linear measures, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct equivalent
measure.



10 5.3.4 The student will identify equivalent linear measures in
millimeters, centimeters, meters, and kilometers. (Metric)

Given ten (10) linear measures, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct equivalent measure.

Minimum: 9

5.3.5 The student will identify equivalent weight measures in
ounces, pounds, and fractional pounds.

Given ten (10) weight units, and four (4) choices for iach,
the student will select the correct equivalent measures.

Minimum: 9

5.3.6 The student will identify equivalent iiquid measures in
cups, pints, quarts, and gallons.

Given ten (10) liquid measure units, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct equivalent
measures.

Minimum: 9

5.3.7 The student will identify equivalent liquid measures in
milliliters, liters, and kiloliters. (Metric)

Given ten (10) liquid measure units, and,four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the corilect equivalent
measure.. !

Minimum: 9

5.3.8 The student will compute the perimeters of polygona,
(U.$. Standard - Metric)

Given ten (10) drawings of,polygons with the length of the
signs labeled, and four '(4) choices for each, the student will
select the correct perimeter for each polygon.

Minimum: 9
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TOPIC 4: PROBLEM SOLVING

5.4.1 The student will identify the facts and operations
required to solve two (2) step word problems.

Given ten (10), two (2) step word problems, and four (4)
choices for each, the student will select the correct
answer for each problem.

5.4.2

Minimum: 9

The student will estimate the solution for two (2)
step word problems, and four (4) choices for each, the
student will estimate and select the correct answer for
each problem.

Minimum: 9

5.4.3 The student will solve two (2)*word problems.

Given ten (10), two(2) step word problems, and four (4)
choices for each, the student wIal select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

TOPIC 5: TOOLS AND RELATIONS

5.5.1 The student will interpret picture graph .

Given one (1) picture graph, five (5) questions, and
four (4) choices for each, the student will select the
correct answer for each question.

Minimum: 5
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LEVEL 6

6.1.1 "'The student will associAte numerals with number names to ten
millions.

Given ten (10) number names, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will select the correct numeral for each nuMber
,name.

Minimum: 9

6.1.2 The student will compare common fractions.

Given ten (10) pairs of fractions, the student will select the
_fraction which has the greater value in each park.

Mininnun: 9

6.1.3 The student will identify the least common denominator for
4fractions.

Given ten (10) pairs of fractions, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct least common denominator
for each pair.

Minimum: 9

641.4 ,The student will change improper fractions to mixed fractions.

0
Given ten (10) improper.fractions, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will select the correct mixed fraction for each improper
fraction.

Minipm: 9

6.1.5 The student will change Mixed fractions to improper fractions.

Given ten (10) mixed fractions, and four (4) Choices for each,
the student will select the correct improper fraction,for each
mixed fraction.

Minimum: 9
#

6.1.6 The student will identify numerals to millions in exponential
notation.

Given five (5) numerals to millions, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct notation for each
numeral.
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TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

6.2,1 The student-will additive (5), five (5) or more digit addends
with regrouping required.

Given ten (10) addition'problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will capute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

6.2.2 ,The student will subtract a five (5) digit subtrahend from a
five (5) digit minuend witkregrouping required.

Given ten (10) subtraqion problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

6.2.3 The student will multiply two (2), three (3) digit factors with
regrouping required.

Given ten (10) multiplication problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

6.2.4 The student will divide a three (3) or more-digit dividend
by a two (2) digit divisor, and express the remainder as a fraction
in lowest terms.

6.2.5

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices fox each,
the student will compute and select the correct remainder-for each
problem.

Minimum:

The student will add two (2) proper-fractions having a sum which
is greater than one (1), change the sum to a mixed fraction or
whole numher and yeduce ta lowest:t.erms'.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for,each
problem.

Minimum: 9
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6.2.6 The student will add two (2) like mixed fractions with regrouping
required and reduce the sum to lowest terms.

,Given ten 40) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the ttudeni will compute and dlect the correct answer for each
problem.

Miiimüni: -9

6.2.7 The student will subtract like mixed fraetions with regrouping
required and reduce the difference to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) subtrEction prqblems, and four (4) choices for .

each, the student will compute and select the'correct answer for
each problem. ,

Miliimum: 9

6.2.8 The student will add two (2) proper unlike fractions and reduce .

thesum to lowest-terms.

Given ten (10) addition problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and telect the correct answer for each
problem..

Minimum: 9

6.2,9 The student will subtract two ( ) pr
reduce the difference to lowest terms.

ike fractions and

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute kid select the correct answer for
each problem.

Minimum: 9

6.2.10 The student will add two (2) unl k mixed fractions and reduce
the sum to lowest terms.

Given (10) addition p e s and our (4) choices for each, the
student will compute nd select he correct answer for each problem*

Minimum: 9
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6.2.11

6.2.12

The student will subtract two (2) unlike_mixed fractions with
regrouping requited and reduce the difference to lowest terms.

4-,

Given ten (10) subtraction problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the stuaent wall compute and selectthe correct'anSwer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

The student will multiply a whole nuiliber'bya fraction and
reduce the product to lowest terms....

Given ten (10) multiplication problems, and. four (4) Choices
for each, the student will coinput and select thO' correct Answer
fot each problem.

Minim 9

6.2.13 The student will multiply two (2) proper fractions and reduce ,

the product to lowest terms.

6.3.1

Given ten (10), multiplication problemS, and four-,(4) choices
for each, the student will compute an'd Select the correct answer
for eaCh problem.

Minimum: 9

TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY; AND RELP:TIONS

The student'will multiply money units with regrouping required.

Given ten., (10) multiplicgtiOn problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct answer for each
problem.

-

Minimuni: 9

6.3.2 The stlident will add and sUbtract time units in seConds, minutes,
hour, days, weekS, months and years, with. regroupifig required.

Given ten (10) addition and subtraction prOblems, and four (4)
choices for each, the student will select the correct answer'for
each problem,

Minimum:. 9
01,
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6.3.3 The student will interpret and dimension scale drawing.

Givyn a.scale drawing (1" = 6') with seven (7) unknown
dimensions, a twelVe inch (12") ruler, and four (4) choices
for ch dimension, the student will measure the line,and.
sel ct the correct answer IRr each dimensipn.

Minimum

6.3.4 The student will add and subtract linear measure in inches,
feet, yards, and miles with regrouping required.

Given
(4)

answ

ten (10) addition and tUbtraction probleiafour
oices for each, the s,tudent will select the Correct

r for each proplet.

imum: 9

The stu-twill add and subtract linear measures-in milliMeters,
centimeters, eters, and kilometers with regrouping required.

Given_ten (10) addition and subtraction problems, and four (4)
choices for each, the studertwill select the correct answer
for-each problem.

Minimum: 9

/
.

6.3.6 'The student will read A combination Fahrenheit-Celsius
(centigrade) thermometer.

Given five (5). pictured Fahrenheit-Celsius'thermometers,
and four (4) choices Ior each, the-student will select the
correct reading for each thermometer.

Minimum: 5

-The student will identify eqUivalent weight Measures in pounds,
tonal- and fractions of tons.

Gil:fen ten (10) weight units, and-four 120 choices for' each, the
student will select the correct equivalent weight measure.

Minimgm: 9

6.3.8 The student will add and subtract weigbt measures in ounCes,
pounds, and tons with regrouping required:

Given fen- (10) addition and sUbtraction problems, and four
(4) choices for each,'4the student will select the correct answer

ch problem.

Minimum: 9 ,
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6.3.9 The student will add and subtract weight measures
and kilograms with regrouping required. (Metric)

6.3.10

Given ten (10) addition and subtraction problems,
(4). choices for each, the student will select the

#answer for each problem

in grams

and four
correct

MinimuM: 9

The student will add and subtract liquid measures"in cups,
pints, quarts and gallons with regrouping required. ;I

,Given ten (10) addition and,subtraction problems, and four
(4) choices for each, the stUdent will select the correct
answer tor each' problem.

Minimum: 9

,

6.3.11 The student will add and subtract liqad meavres
liters, and kiloliters with regrouping required,

Given ten (16) addition and subtraction problems;
(4) choices for each, the gtudent will select the
for-each probleM.

Minimum: 9

b'

in Milliliters,
(Mptric)

and four
-

correct answer

6.3.12 The student will compute the perimeter-of parallelograms,
(U.S. Standard - Metric)

11.Given:ten (10) drawings of parallelograms with the length
of the sides labeled, and four (4) choices for each, the
student,will select the correct perimeter for,each parallelogram.

Ainimum: 9

TOPIC 4: PROBLEM SOLVING

The student will identify the facts and operations required to
solve two (2) step word problems.

Given ten (10), two (2) step word problems,-and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct Answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9



0 6.4.2 The student will estimate the Solution for two (2) step word
. problems.

Given ten (10),two (2) step word problems and four (4) choices
for each, the student will estimate and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

6.4.3 The student will solVe two (2) step word problems.

Given ten (10), two (2) step word problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will-select the correct answer for tach
problem.

\ Minimum: 9

TOPIC 5: TOOLS AND RELATIONS

The student Kill interpret simple bar graphs.

Given one (1) simple bar graph, fivel (5) questions,
and fOut (4) choices for each, the student will select the
corfect answer for each question.

Minimum:7, 5'

Oia
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7.1.1

4EVEL 7

TOPIC 1: NUMBER AND NUMERATION

The student will identify equivalent common fractions and
decimals.

Given ten (10) fractions or deciMals, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct fraction for each
decimal and the correct deciMal for each fraction.

Minimum: 9

7.1.2 The student will change a common fraction to a deciMal.

Given ten (10) common fractigns, and four (4), Choice6 for
each, the student will select the correct decimal for each
fraction."

minimum; p

7.1.3 The student will assOciate decimal numerals with the nuMber
names. (decimals to thousandths)

biven ten'(10) number names, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will select the decimal for each number name.

Minimum: 9

7.1.4 The student will round off whole numbers to millions.

7.1.5

Given ten (10) whole numbers, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will select the correct answer for each
whole nUmber.

Minimum: 9

Thestudent will round off decimals to tenths and hundredths
(laths 100ths).

Given ten. (10) decimals, and'four (4) choices for each, th
student will select the correct answer for each decimal.

MiniTum: 9
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TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

7.2.1 Thestudent will divide a#three (3) or moreldigit dividend by
a three (3) digit divisor and express theiremainder as a
fraction in lowest terms.

Given ten (10) division problems, 4nd four (4) chOices for
each, the student will-compute anctselect the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.2 The student will multiply two (2) mixed fractions and reduce the
product to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) multiplication problems-asa.d_ r'.f." (4) choices
for each, the student will compute and select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.3 The student will divide a whole nuMber by a fraction and reduce
the quotient to lowest terms'.

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

-Minimum: 9

7.2.4 The student will divide a fraction by a whole number and reduce
the quotient to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) division probldins, and foUt (4) thoi'ces for.each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.5 The student will:divide twO (2) proper fractiong and reduce-the
quotient to lowest terms.

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
The student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9.
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7.2.6 The studentwill divide two (2). mixed numbers and express the
quotient in lowest terms.

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will Compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.7 The student will edd and subtract mixed decimals to hundredths
(100th's) apd express the sum or difference in correct decimal
form.

Given ten (10) addition and subtraction problems, and four
.

(4) choices for'each, the student will compute and select the
correct answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.8 The student will multiply two (2) decimals and eXpress the
product in correct decimal form.

Given ten (10) multiplication problems, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will compute and select the Correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.9 The student will divide a mixed decimal by a whole number and
express the quotient in correct decimal form.

Given ten (10)-division pibbleMs, and four (4) choices fpr each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.10 The student will divide a whole number by a decimal And express
the quotient as a whole number.

A

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum:
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7.2..11 The student will divide a four (4) digit decimal by a two (2)
digit decimal and express-the quotient in correct debimal form.

GiVen ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the student will compute and select the correct answer for each
problem.

Minimum: 9

7.2.12 The student will divide a three (3) or four (4) digit whole
number-by a two (2) digit whole number and express the remainder
in correct decimal form. -

Given ten (10) division problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the stpdent will compute and select the correct remainder for
each problem.

Minimuml 9

7.2.13 The student will add integers.

Given ten (10) addition problems of integers,- a number line,
and four (4) choices for each, the student will select the
correct answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9

TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY, AND RELATIONS

7.3.1 Ttle student will divide money with,regrouping requir

-Given ten (10) division problems, and four (),-Oi1oices for
each, the student will select the correctanswer ior each
problem.

Minimum: 9

7.3.2 The student Will identifyKequivalent liquid measures in teaspoons,
tablespoons, ounce5.,6ups, pints, quarts, and gallons.

Given ten 9Wliquid measure units, and four. (4) choices for
each, t -etudent will select the cOrrect equivalent measure.

9
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7.3.3 The student will identify lines, line segments, rays, and
angles.

Given ten (10) names of one space geometric shapes, and
ten (10) geometric drawings, the student will match the
correct drawing with each geometric name.

Minimum: 9

7.3.4 The student will compute the areas of squares, rectangles,
circles, and triangles. (U.S. Standard Metric)

Given'ten (10) drawings of plane. (20) geometric shapes, the
measurements of each, and four (4) choices for each, the
student will select the correct area fqr each shape.

Minimum: 9

7.3.5 The student will compute the circumference of a circle.
(U.S. Standard - Metric)

Given ten (10) drawings of circles with diameter or radius
labeled, and four (4) choices for each, the student will select
the correct circumference-for each circle.

MinimuM: 9

TOPIC 4: PROB EN SOLV/NG

7.4.1 The4student will identify the fac s and operations required
to solve two (2) step word problems.

Given ten (10), two (2) step word problems, and four (4)
choices for each, the student will select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

7.4.2 The student will estima the solution for two (2) step word
probleMS.

Given te (10) wor problems, and four (4) choices for each,
the stud nt will ielect the correct estimation for each
problem.

Minimum:
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111/ 7.4.3 The student will solve two (2)* step word problems.

iven ten (10), two (2) step word problems, and four
( ) choices for each, the student will select the correct

a wer for each problem.

Mi mum: 9

TOPIC 5: TOOLS AND RELATIONS

7.5 The student will interpret compound bar graphs.

Given one (1) .compound bar 9raph, five (5) questions, and
four (4) choices for each, the student will select the
correct answer for each question.

Minimum: 5

7.5.2 The student will find the mean (average) of a series of
numbers.

Given five (5) series oi numbers, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will select the correct average for
each series.

Minimum: 5
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LEVEL 8

TOPIC I: NUMBER AND NUMERATION

8.1.1 The student will identify equivalent decimals and percents.

.Given ten (10) percents or decimals, and four (4) choices
for each, the student will seledt the correct decimal for
each perbent and the correct percent for each decimal.

Minimum: 9

8.1.2 The student will change percents to common fractions or
mixed numbers.

Given ten (10) percents, and four ,(4) choices for each,
the student will select the correct common fraction or
mixed number for each percent.

Minimum: 9

8.1.3 The student will change common fractions br mixed numbers
to percents.

Given ten (10) mixed nuMbers or common fractions, and four
(4) choices for each, the student will select the correct
percent for each.common fraction or mixed number:

MinimuM: 9

TOPIC 2: OPERATIONS

8.2.1 The student will find the percent of a given number.

Given ten (10) percent problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the,correct
answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9



4111.2.2 The stUdent will determine the number when the percent and
rate are given

Given ten (10) percent problems, and four (4) choices for
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

Minimum: 9

8.2.3 The student will determine what percent one number is of
another.

Given ten (10) percent problems, and four-(4) choices for .
each, the student will compute and select the correct answer
for each problem.

TOPIC 3: MEASUREMENT, GEOMETRY, AND RELATIONS

8.3.1. The student will identify time units in years, decades, and
centuries.

Given ten (10) time elements in years, centuries, decades,
and ten (10) choices, the student mill Match equivalent time
elements.

-minimum: 9

8.3.2 The student will id2ntify time differences in the sevem (7)
lipiMe zones of the United States.

-Given a map of the seven (7) time zones with designated,,"
cities, the names of ten (10) cities, and four .(4) choic4s
for each, the student will select the correct time for each
city.

Minimum: 9
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8.3.3

1

T40 student will Ideptify pictured =plate (20 and S'olid

(3D) geometric shapet
\

) -

Given ten (10) names ofplane (2D) and (3p)

geometric shapes, and ten 10) geometric drawings, the
student will seleet the co rect drawing for each geometric'
haft*.

Minimum: 9

. 8.3.4 The student-vill tomiSute the volume of solid geometric

8.4.1

shapes.

Given ten (10)
and four (4) ch
correct volume

Minimum: 9

1/

4: .
#

1 ;

'ASurements of solid geometric shapes4
ces for each, the student will select

or each problem.
.,

TOPIC 4: PROBLEM SOLVING

The student will identify the facts and
to-Solve two (2) step word problems.

'c

iven ten (10), two (2) step word prob
oices for each, the student will se
r"each problem.

inimum: 9

the

operations required 47

ems, (4)

ct the cor ect answer

(23 Step8.4.2 The studept will estimate yle solution for two
wordp-roblems.

Given telt ('10): two (2) step word problems, and
choices for each, the Student will estimate and
correct answer for'each problem.

, Minimum: ,9

four (4)

Aelect the

8.4.3 The student will solve two (2) step word problems.

/

Given ten (10), two (2) step word problems, and four
(4) choices for each, the student will select the correct
answer for each problem.

Minimum: 9
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TOPIC 5t TOOLS AND RELATIONS

8.5.1 The student will intert)ret simple line graphs/.

Given one (1) simple lple graph, five "(51 queistions,
and-four (4) choices for each, the,student wi1l select
the correct answer for each-question. ,

Miniium: 5

8.5.2 The student will interpret compound line graphs.

Given one (1) compound line grsph, five (SI .stions,
and four (4) choices for each,: the student wii. select
the Correct answer for each question.

Minimum: 5

0

8.5.3 Tbe student wil) interpret circle graphs.

Given'one (1) circ raph, five (5) questiont, and
four (4) choices.for each, the student will seledt the
correct answer for each question. *

Minimum: 5
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Lesson Plan

Scope

This lesson plan is developed in order to extend the Student's

understanding of the division algorithm when a two (2)-digit7divi-

dead is divided by a one (1)-digit divisor and there is a non-zero

.ramainder.

Ob ective 4.2.10

Given ten (10) division problems and four (4Nelphoices for each,

the student will compute and select the correct answer for each-pro-

blem.

Initial Presentation

"Today I would like for you to add three important'new words to

the list of Math Skills Terms in your notebook." (Using the over-

.

head projector for large print students and a braille worksheet for

others, the teacher introduces these words):

remainder divisible multiple

"Divisible and multiple suggest the operations of arithmetic."

"What are these operations?" (use overhead)

2 x 6 = 12 12 + 2 = 6

(In the meantime distribute a set of fourteen (14) counters to each

student and introduce the concept of remainder.)

"How many sets of three (3) are in a set of fourteen (14)?"

When the student points out that he has two (2) counters left*,

ipdicate that two (2) names the remainder.

Reinforce this concept by having some students came to the front

of the room. Then ask all but one or two to sit down.
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"These students are remaining in front of the room. They are

'the remainder when the rest of the set have returned to their seats."

Next demonstrate the relationship between taking objects away

and subtraction and between separating sets and division which is

the process of repeated subtraction.

Use equations such as:

(a) 14 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 n Cb) 12

14 - C (4 x 3) n -5

14 - 12 n 7

n -5

2

What is the remainder when you divide 12 by 7? By 8? By 9?

Divisible - means capable of being divided.

Multiple - is the product of a quantity like <35 is af..dof 7:

Remainder - is the final undivided part after division that is

less than the divisor of the number left after sub-

traction.

Twelve (12) is divisible by 2, 3, 4, and-6 because the remainder

is O. Is it also divisible by one (1) and twelve (12)? If 0 is the

remainder, a number is divisible by another number. Is 10 divisible

by 2? By 5? By 3? Even numbers like 2, 4, 6, 8 are multiples of 2

because they are divisible by 2. Odd numbers like 1, 3, 5, 7 are not

divisible by 2. All right. To find the quotient of 13 2 n, use

this procedure.

First, divide. You-thlnk:

Thirteen (13) is not a multiple of 2 but 12 is. Twelve is the

multiple of 2 less than and closest to-13 that is divisible by 2.

(Demonstrate the following example on the overhead and use a braille

worksheet explanation too.)
(J1
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(a) 6 rl

2 I 13
12

1

Multiply: (2 x 6) write the product underneath the

dividend (13). Draw a line beneath the 12

to indicate that division is finished.

Subtract: 13 - 12 1

Write one (1) beneath the line. The quo-

tient is 6, remainder 1.

Two is contained in 13 six times and the remainder is 1, (Allow

time for discussion and review of the process of dividing a two-

digit dividend by a one-digit divisor with a one-digit quotient

and a remainder.)

Discuss which of the following numbers are divisible by 2:

3, 5, 8, 7 18, 15, 14, 9

erhe above nuMbers appear in oral discussion in the text, ARITH-

METIC 4, Laidlaw, 1963.) Ask volunieers to work the following

algorithms on the chalkboard.

12 + 2 n 14 + 2 n 19 + 5 n

Instruction and Practice

You know that a good detective depends upon clues to help him

solve important cases. You may want to use a clue at the top of

your paper to help you solve your problems. Suppose we write these

capital letters DMS ia the upper left hand corner of your practice

papers before writing your name or the date. O.K.7 These letters

will provide clues to the steps in working a division problem. Of

course you understand the D is for divide, M for multiply and S for

subtract. These letters provide clues to the steps in working your

division problems.
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Assign worksheets which follow for practice. The student will

continue solving problems using divisors through 9 and non zero re-

mainders. Extensions will include writing multiples of even numbers,

solving one step story problems and using the numberline.

Evaluation

Given ten (10) division problems, out of four (4) choices for

each, the student will compute and select the correct answer for each

*p4.,

problem.

Instruction and Practice
(Supplement for Adaption for braille student):

The braille student will use the Cranmer abacus for recording

the product in the second step of a division problem.

For example: 2 rl

) 13
12

1

The student will write the problem. _Divide 6 into 13. He will

then write the 2 above the three ones in the quotient. Next he will

record the multiplication step on the abacus (6 x 2 .1 12). He will

mentally subtract the dividend minus the product of the divisor times

the quotient (6 x 2 12), (13 - 12 .1 1). He *ill redord rl after,

the 2 in the quotient. Next he will proceed to write the product, 12,

beneath the dividend, roll ontkspace down, draw a line for subtradtion

and bring down the one. This procedure is especially helpful as an

aid for the student in keeping the correct place value in longer divi-

sion problems. (It is important for the teacher to help the student

to keep mistakes at a minimum because the braille system does not

allow for error.)

'46
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Generalization and Transfer

There are many situations where the public must use division

in its daily activities. A teacher must be able to divide equitably

when giving grades to a class. A parent divides equally among his

children. Child/en d vide treats among friends.- In business a grocer

*

or merchant must price goods accurately.

Being "fair and square" is a trait peoide honor and revere.

In order to do so, one must be able to compute division facts quickly

and accurately. And if one cannot he/she might be cheated out a

money or other valuables. So students should work hard on this division

process in order to be proficient at it. This is a very important

segment of education in mathematics.
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1.
Find die quotient and remainder.

411-9±3-1n 5÷3= n in each one.

8+3 A quick review= n
a c

3. 44-3= n 25+3= n 1. 4i1e- 45-52 4Th 471-2.

2. 10÷3-- n

n 23+-3= n 2.* 4Y-217 47-147 476- 4)26

204-3 = n 512.. 5Y5 55-20 5r10
5. 17÷3= n

10 11 15 14 17 18

19' 21 22 23 25 26 2? 30 31 33 34 35
+4

A Remainder Other Than Zero Divisors of 4 or 5

In the picture above the numerals tiples of 4. They are divisible by 4.
with circles around thein name mul- -How are the multiples of 5 shown?



ii ou can -use multiplication and
addition to check division. The
e9uation 194- 5 = n and its check are
shown below.

In the check, multiply the divisor
by the quotient and add the re-
mainder to the product.

Oral Tell the number smaller than,
but closest to, the ddend that is
divisible by the divisor.

a
1 - 4i2-2. 4)73

2. -473- 4r11. 47.57

3. 4)79 4115 4T38 4Th-9

4. 47 4Th 471-0 4)11

a
5. itm

6. 4r-i-9-

7. 572'5

8. 5721

4727

4n.74.

5M-2-

5ifg

4)-13-

47.4

5)1T§-

5)-57

4r17

413-6

55-4

Written Copy each division in rows
I through 8 above. Find each answer.
Check by using multiplication and
addition.

A quick Teview

1.

3.

4.

5.

a
652.

6i5g

73-472.

8)-72

c d

65-Ei

6712 6Y-315

7T55- 7)427

7128 .73-C6

8itio "06
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Lesson Plan

cope

This lesson plan is designed to increase student's understanding
*

and ability in the multiplication of- two digit nuMbers by a one digit

number. It teaches blind and partially blind students the procedure

by using the braille writer and/or pencils and paper.

Objective 5.2.3

The student will multiply
,

git factor by a one digit factor

with regrouping required.

Given 10 multiplicationproblems and 4 choices for each, the

student will compute and select the correct answer for each problem.

(minimum 9)

Initial Presentat on

Tell the students it iv time to work on arithmetic. Remind the

children that they should know the multiplication facts (1-12), and

that they are skilled in multiplying a one (1) or two (2) digit number

, by a one (1) digit number. "Today-, w e are ready to begin to work on

the arithmetic skill of multiplying a two (2) digit number by a one (l)

digit number with regrouping required." Guide students to realize that

multiplicatiOn is a more efficient method of finding sums of equal addends

than column addition. (e.g., 3 x 2S = 75 is a faster and more efficient

method fhan 25 25 4- 25 75.) Pemind the students that the number to

be multiplied is called the multiplicand. The number you multiply by iS

called the multiplier'. The number obtained by multiplying is called the

product. WI;en two or more numbers are to be mulitiplied, each of them is

called a factor. The multiplicand and the-multiplier are actually naMes

of factors.



A majojoncern of the teacher is arithmetic with blind and visually

impaired children is working effectively and simultaneously with each

member of a s, when all of theM may be working on different grade

levels and/ r in individual programs. Almost all students will learn the

algorithm sr multi lying by ones: however, some students maTneed to use

a Multiplicatio c art. Tell students that they are going to review the

multiplication facts, and remind them that those who need to may use the

multiplication chart (braille and/or large print). Provide chArts for

those who ask for them. (See chart.)

"Now we are ready to work on our new skill." Tell students to get

out their writing materials (braille writers and/or pencils and paper).

Read and explain the objective, including the mastery criteria, to the

students. Have the students copy the objective from dictation, and tell

them to keep it iz their notebook. Emphasize that they are going to learn

topultiply a two (2) digit factor by a one (1) digit factor with regrouping

.reguired.

In introducing regroup ng in multiplication to students, tell them

that the same Mechanical process used in regrouping in addition also

applies here. The student familiar with regrouping procedures seldom haa

difficulty, transferring to multiplication from addition. A single multiplier

is used to multiply the two ( ) numerals in the multiplicand. Progression

is from right to left as with addition and sub action. Regrouped numerals

are added to multiplication answers and are include as part of the total

. answer. Suppose the answers in regreiuped numerals are gteater than 9, as

when you multiply 3 x 4 or 30 x 4. Then you will mak changes in form.
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State the two (2) methOds pertaining to multiplying a two (2) digit

factor by a one (1) digit factor. suppose you want to solve the problem

using the equation method, 3 x 32 .= n. Rename the factor 32 as a sum of
'

tens and ones, that is, 3 tens 4- 2 ones, or 30 4- 2. Then the partial pro-

ducts are easy to find. 3 x 32 - n becomes 3 x(30+2)=n. This means that

the 30 (3 tens) is to be multiplied by 3, and also the 2 (2 ones) is to

be multiplied by 3. These multiplications give the partial products and

you merely add them to get the product. Tell students to study the equation.

Now try the same multiplication problem by using the 3-step method. Explain

spacing to students in the 3-step method. This is.especially difficult for

braille students, since they ha,:e to estimate the number of spaces needed and

use backspacing on the braille writer.

, 3--aep Method

3x2 ones = 6 ones 32 Means 30 4. 2

3x3 tens - 9 tens x 3

Add 6 Partial Product

90 Partial Product

\s.
96 Product

Tell the students to Litudy the 3.--tep method. Ask students to explain

spacing to you. Then tell. the L;tudents to get their; arithmetic books

(braille andior large print), and Lftudy the equation and 3-step methods.

Ask students to explain each method etyou. Reinforce students' responses

and attendihq behavior.
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Instruction 4nd Practice

Provide the students with a- pract ce sespion. Usually the time

allowed fer a braille student should be double or triple that for a

print student. 'There. i1l be .variations of this rule depending on

the students. The teacher should use his or her own judgment. However,

due to the difficulty of lining up problems in braille, it takes the

, braille sudent more time than the print student. The,students are

given several problems to read and compute. HaVe children read and

compute problems using regrouping. While students are working with

eaeh method, check with tach one individually to see if they are having

difficulty, and provide them-with-corrective feedback. Call attention to

00
what regroupingmeans, atid remind students a single multiplier is used to

multiply all the numerals in the multiplicand. Remind students that pro-

gression is from right to left as with addition and stibtraction. After

students have completed this activity, provide them with a practice

session orally explaining to you using the same problems. As they com-

plete this practice session, review the cbrrect answers. Let the students

use model equation and model. 3-step methods during the initial practice

sessions. (Approximate practice time five, fifty-five minute periods).

Provide another practice session to multiply a two (2) digit factor

by a one (1) digit factor with regrouping. Feedback procedures should be

given as described previously. Provide as many practice sessions as are

needed as described above, but gradually remove models. Review the steps

to follow and the spacing procedures with students before each practice

session. Continue to provide knowledge of appropriate results and reinforce-

ment-
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Oral and written recitation activities must be incorporated into

instruction and practice. The activities should include the equation

method and the 30step method using the text (braille and/or large print),

and oral: explanations and questions. Students should be asked to write and

explain multiplying a two.(2) d git factor by a one (1) digit factor with

regrouping required. No sample method or help can be used during this

recitation. Continue to provide corrective feedback and reinforcement

_
during recitation. Students should'complete all the oral and written

exercises, including tbe self-Evaluation, in the text. Tell the students

this is necessary to become proficient in this skill.
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Sampla Practice

Find the value of n in each of the following dquations by using

the equation method.

1.

4.

7.

2 x 32 = n

4 x 19 = n

4 x 24 = n

2.

5.

8.

3 x 23 = n

5'x 13 = n

7_x 63 = n

3.

6

2 x 37 = n

6 x 15 = n

Use the same problems to name the products using the 3-Step Method.

1.

6.

32

x2

15

x6

2.

7.

23

x3

3.

8.

37 4. 19

x4

5. 13

x5

24

x4

63

x7

1' 4



Evaluation

The initial presehtation and instruction-and practice activities

described aboye will probably take two to three weeks to.cceplete

(one-period 55 minutes a day every day). 'When the,students are-com-

:pleting the activities with few errors, you should begin to evaluate

your objective. Your evaluation should take oneicrass pe od,(55 minutes).

Permit the students, especially the braille atudents, to u e the abacus

in computation if they desire; however, the answer must be written irf

braille or large print. The evaluation, will consist of 10 multiplication

problems and 4 choices for each,,and the student will compute and select

the correct answer for each problem. Written instructions (braille and/or

large print) will be provided for students.
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Sample Test

Directions: Here are 10 multiplication problems with 4 choiCes

for each, compute and select the correct answer for each problem.

Write your answer on a separate sheet of paper.

1. 43 x 5 6. 77 x 6

a. 215 a. 462

b. 251 b. 426

c. 125 c. 624

d. 2015 d. 4242

2. .33 i 7. 27 x.5

a. 56 a. 125

b. 36 b. 14?

c. 66 c. 135

d. 63 d. 315

3. 56 x 3 8. 52 x 8

a. 160 a. 316

b.. 168 b. 406

c. 618 c. 260

d. 681 d. 416

4. 51 x 4 9. 93 x 8

a. 204 a. 724

b. 240 b. 744

c. 24 c. 814

d. 201 d. 7044

5. 48 x 64 10. 86 x 9

a. 298 a. 794

b. 33g b. 763

c. 288 c. 736

d. 248 d. 774
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Lesson Plan

Scope

The following lesson plan teaches computation of perimeter of

a "parallelogram.

Objective 6.3.12

Given ten (10) drawings of-parallelograms with the length of

sides lat:eled, and four'(4) choices for each, student will select

correct perimeterfor each.

Initial Presentation

Define a parallelogram as a quadrilateral whose opposite sides

are parallel in pairs. It is assumed that the students have a knOw-

ledge of the terms quadrilateral and parallel. Point out that paza1-

lelograms include rectangles and squares the most common paral-

lelogramz.-

Let the students handle parallelograms several days before the

_actual lesson is to'be taught. Discuss objects in the classroom

and outside the classroom that have the shape of a parallelogram.

Encourage students to bring examples to class.

On the day of the introduction of the lesson explain the ob-

jective to the class,including the mastery criteria.

Present each student with a drawing of two parallelograms.

Blind students would use raised line figures made by the teacher

or the Graphic Aid for Mathematics available from the American

Printing House. Partially sighted students woad, use large block

hand-drawn figures..

Examples:
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Each student will touch the lines marked "1" as the teacher

explains that the "1" stand for length. The same process would be

repeated for the line marked "w" which stands for width. The same

procedure would be repeated as many times-as necessary to assure

the students' understanding of length and widtheof a parallelogram.

Numbers would next be substituted for the "1" and "w" on each

parallelogram. 1:lake sure that,each student has his'own individual
e

examples. 4" 4"

Examples: ,.1. .... 2" NNNN.\ ,

4

4" 4"

Let each'student orally give the number that represents the

length and width of the parallelogram. Demonstrate to the students

that if they add, all four numbers representing the sides of the paia-

llelogram, they will have found the perimeter. Give several stu-

dents the opportunity to explain how to find the perimeter by add-
,

ing all four sides.

Present the students with the formula P 2 (l+w) in both large

print and braille. Explain the meaning of the formula and that it

is a short cut for obtaining perimeter. Encourage the students to

memorize the formula as it will save time in, workineproblems later.

With,the-help of the students, use the formula to find theperimeter

of several parallelograms. Reinforce students' responses.

Instruction and, Practice

Provide each partialay sighted student with large"print work-

-sheets of parallelograms with the length.and width given. Blind

students would be given raised line figures with numbers written

in braille. Allow students to use the formula for finding perimeter.

Problems should be checked individually as each student cOmpletei

one. (See Worksheet #1.)
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A practice session should also be provided for students invol-

ving use of the formula from memory. Provide-each student with a

worksheet containing parallelograms with length and width given.

Students should use the formula to set up an equation and'solve it

to find the per.ter. (See worksheet #2.)

Example:

Evaluation

4

The initi4 presentation and instruction

P is 2 (14%) (Student provides
formula)

P is 2 (4+2)

P .8 2 (6)

.8 12'

practici activi-

ties will probgbly take six to'seven (6-7) days to complete,with

students working approximately forty (40) Minutes per day. Stu-

dents then.must write the formula for finding the perimeter of a

parallelogram and set up and solve an equation for each parallelo-

gram. -After solVing each equation students will selecX one of

four choices for each parallelogram. (See Test.)

Generalization and Transfer

Throughout the lesson emphasis will be placed on the use of

perimeter in oiher situations such as finding the perimeter of a

basketball court, football field, or swimming pool. Other exam-

ples include finding the dimensions of walls for wallpapex or paint,

finding the length of a drivewayfor pavihg or finding the dimensions

for buiading a porch.
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WORKSHEET #1

NAME

Formula: P = 2 (1 w)

(A)

(C)

6"

C-(1(

7

3"

DATE

(3)

8'

2'

200

2'

8"



NAME

(A)

( WORKSHEET #2

5111

12"*

7"

(D)

201,

DATE

(B) 8'

18'.

2 94

2"

.*



NAie

Test - Perimeter of Parallelograms

(1)

(3)

(5)

5'

A. 14'
B. 14"

C. 7'
0.10'

10'

. A. 42!
et. 31'

C.. 341

A. 60'
B. 35'

121/2'

C. (6014'

D. 1711'

202

DATE

(2)

(4)

(6)

8"

A. 24"

B. 22"

9"

C. 20"

0. 19"

31.1

A. 63"
B. 32"

C. 18"
0. 16"

A. 30"
B. 48"-

C. 144"
0. 60"

ft



- A. 175'
B.,350'

C. 225'
D. 150'

301/2"

203

(8)

9"

75'

100'

200'
D. 107'

A. 454"
B. 45-2/2"

13-3/41!

2:0

C. 22-3/4'
D. 22-3/4"



Lesson Plan

6cope

This lesson is designed to teach arithitic principles using

story woblemb that deal with real life situations involving only

two mathematical steps. It,is limited to story problems using two

operations to solve the problem.

Objective 7.4.1

Givin five (5) story problems whereas two mathematical opera-

tions are used to solve the problem, the student will solve the pro-

blems with 100% accuracy.

Initial Presentation

Get the students' attention by enthusiastically telling them

that it is time to do math. Read and explain the objective. Tell

the students that the lesson should be interesting because they are

going to work problems that involve real life situations. Ask each

student to k of one. Example; Bob.went to the store for his

mother. H bought a loaf of bread that cost 890 and a pound of cheese

for $2.69. ow much change did he receive from five dollars if the

4% sales tax is included in the price? Tell the students that in

order to solve this problem they must remember that two steps are involved.

Ask a student to identify the two steps. Jeff says "addition and subtraction"

Another student may say what figures to add and what to subtract. The answer

(7)
is then given. For fUrther understanding, the students may check the examples

in the text.
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Tell the students, that i9 orjer to solve word prdblems there are

a few helpful hints and reminders: (a) when you find the sum or total

of two pr more different numbers, you add; (b) when you have to find

the sum of repeate%y 4dding the same number, you may either add or

multiply; (c) When xou have to find the difference between two nutbers,
t *

you subtract; (d) when you have *o find how many times one nuMber is

contained in another, you divide-. The most important thing is deriving

the right answer.

Instruction and Prac ice
,o

Each student willbe provided with a braille or large print book

and worksheets (see Worksheet #1). Each worksheet will contain several

story problems with cleai directions as tq the nuMber of steps involved
* V

before solving them. Example: Study each problem carefully by reading
s

it at least twice. There are only two steps involved in solving them.

ued

--and solve each. This %.411 be individual work. While students work to

solve the problems, the teacher will walk around the room to provide

assistance when needed. Any reference material the students have on hand

#
'taw be used to help them solve the problems.

After all students have finished, the problems should be solved orally

in class to check for clarity. fQuestions are entertained and corrections

made after mistakes are found.

The teacher assigns anothe'r group of story problems as homework. These

problems are brought in the next day and discussed in the classroom. Reinforce

the fact that these are the types of problems that people deal with on a daily

basis. At lefst five sessions should be devoted to story problems.
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Evaluation

Activities involved in the initial presentation and instruction

4 and practice activities desr_..ribed prior to this section will,probably

. take several dayt; to complete. Upon completion, a written examination

- will be given to see how well each student undeistands story problems

involving only two steps. Ng mastery is not attained, this work should

be re-taught at another date in the very near future.

Generalization and Transfer

Instruction throu out the learning process will focus on the

importance of the four asic mathematical operation10,- addition, sUbtraction,

multiplication, and di siuz. The .roblemg are selected to neet varying

levels of ability and in The problems are related to experiences

that the students have had r will encounter in the future.

When it is felt that this teak has been mastered by students, aSk them

to make up original problems and bring them to class. Stress the need for

each student to bring in ailrleast two problems. This will, hopefully, show

how mudhunderstanding has been gained.

For more understanding and practice, the class night pretend that they

are one big family' and plan to purchase some new items for the home. They

must figure out what each person's share will be. Other interesting genes

or ideas may be used for fun and understanding.

The understanding gained from the two-step problems will be used in most

day-to-day situations. These activities would include buying lunch, clothing,

personal items, figuring out bank accounts, cooking with recipes, and various

other occasions. Students will have to deal with problem solving all of their

lives. Ali activities are designed for high positive transfer.
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WORKS4EET #1 III

1.4.1 Story Problems

Reaqeach prbblem at leAt twice. Decide which operations to use.

There are only two steps needed to solve each. After you have decided

what to do, solve each problem below:'

1. Mr. Appleby had a balance of $8,72.31 in his checking account.

He paid bills by,Fheck as follows: $13.26, $73.50, and $157.59. What

was his balance?

2. Mr. Stevenson boulbt 300 eggs and put them in tartons containing

a dozen eggs. He scl,d them for 50 a dozen. How much did Mr. Stevenson

40

make?

3. flow muCh Change*shobld you receive from a ten-dollar bill after

buying,two (2) full fare tickets when a full fare ticket costs $1.56?

4. Mr. Phillips averaged 975 miles of driving a month. About how

far did he drive in 3 years?

5. Miss Jew received $12 as a birthday present. The next day she

spent $2.98 for a doll and $1.20 for a ball. How much money did she have

left?

207
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Lesson Pl."

- Scope

This lesson plan is oe...;igned to teach students the prisciple of

changing percent,, to comno or mixed fractions.

Objective 8.1.2

The student will Chanle percents to common fractions of mixed

nunbers. Given ten (10) percents, an tour choices for each, the (-

6

,student will select the coirect common number fraction of mixed wafter

tfor each percent ith 95% accuracy,

initial Presentation

Explain equivalent, pPec nt, and tratic,n, Ask a student-if he/she.-

woullibe a diffetent person if someone called him/her by a nickname.

Point out that nicknaves do not 'change the person and that we have different-
.

naves for numerals which 'moan the sAme amount,

Steps for Changing percents to common or mixed nuverals:,

1. To change a percent to a common fraction (2 nethods)

a. Make a fraction by wttij the given number as 'the numerator

and number 100 as the denominator; then reduce to lowest terns.

Ex. Pc* 8/10,

b. Or, if the common fracti3n ciu1vaIent is known, write the common

fract on directly. tx. 40, .

2. If the percent is greater than 100%, the answer is a nixed number:

Ex. 130% 1 10/100 130.
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We citn change,50% to a common fraction by writing it as a fractiOn

and then reducing it to the lowest terms by dividing the numerator and

the denominatoi by the largest number that can bc divided 'exactly into

both:
.1

50% = 50/10.0 = 50t. 50

,100-:. 50

"-As yod_know in aritImetic language signs ,take the place of words,

For example -% is called a'percent sign."

Student will rename percents to fractions (50% -= 1/4, 25% = 75% =

3/4, and 125% = 11/4). Make sure student computes each answer.

The presentation will require-prctice, oral and written, until

concept is Understood.

Emphasi-ze that the-numerals in percents may represent any whole'

numbers and are not limited to numbers less than 100.

Instruction and .Fractice

The activi(ties should include.,oral and written practice in 'changing

Rercents to fractions. Review and illustrate steps .before each activity

and have student explasin why certain answers are* correct`or incorrect, with

corrective feedback and reinforcement..

Evaluation'

Evaluation will take 10'; of each class period following introduction'

and warm-up. until- mastery is attained. Make sure student computes each

answer.

Generalization and Transfer

Review steps in changing percents to fractions.

Students should be given practice activities after each session for

motivation. Some activities could be:
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1. Pie games where student must change percents to fractional

parts (i.e: student must cokuiPle a whole pie before becoming

a.winner).

2. TiMed wqrksheet arilis to improve rate of respen60.

3. Challenge matches where two students try to stump eaph,other.

Students should be able to apply the steps'to percents not listed in

the original list. They spould be able to sUpply new percents for

practice activities:. Tell them that they can use the same steps learned

with the new percents. This calls for a positive transfer situation.
---

Plan forlractice activities that' will require application of percents in

the rear-world. Some possible activities include:

1. 25% of pupils at rAB are in 3-th grade.

2. 30% down on a stereo, record player.

3. 50% off all Priceti, etc.
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Oral Practice

Explain how you would change each of the following percents

io am equivalent fraction:

35%

86%

33 1/3%

6% 76%

98% 13%

40% 128%
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Written Practice

1. If Mr. Nilson pays 25% down on a house, what part of the

purchase price 4s his down payment?

2. In a certain area 16 2/3% of all crops wet@ destroyed by

floods. What part of the harvest was saved?

3. What part of a graduation class is planning to go to col-

lege if 40% filed applications for entrance?
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. Evaluation Tet 8.1.2

Draw,a line beneath the equivalent fraction for each percent.

'75%

a.

1/3

,-,

b

1/4

c

3/8

d

3/4

. 2. 25% 1/4 . 3/8 6/7 315

3. 8% 1/9 2/25 4)./8 7/9

4. 40% 2/3 1/8 2/5 3/8

.5. 1/5% 1 1/5 3/8 1 3/4 1 2/3

6. 16 2/3% 119 4/9 1/4 1/6

t

7. 125% 1 2/3 1 3/5 3/8 1 1/4

8. 85% 9/11 17/20 3/8 18/19

9. 46% 23/50 17/20 3/7 1 5/8
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CHAPTER SIX

THE LANGUAGE ADTS DOMAIN
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Bro4d Skills, Enabling Skills,

Specific Skills, and Record Sheet

Language Arts Domaiu
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'Table 2

Language Arts Domain

Level
_.

Pre- Post-
..GrammarTest Test

. .

2..4.1*. Define singular
- and plural noun

%

2.4.2. Plural nouns, -s.

2.4,3. Plural nouns, -es

- 2.4.4. Plural nouns, -ies....... -

2.4.5. Nouns, irregular
plurals

I 2.4.6. Plural nouns

2.4.7. Rules for plural
nouns

4

2.4.8. Common nouns

. 2.4.9. Proper nouns_-_-

2.4.10. Writing days and
months in text

.
.

2.4.11. Capitalizing days
and months

2.4.12. Capitalizing--
buildings and
stree s

2.4.13. Naming proper
nouns

2.4.14. Capltalizing--_-
titles
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4

Leve).
Pre- Post-
Test Test Grammar

4

owsmemowimmas

.11

4.1

2.4.15. Capitalizing "I"

2.4.16. Singular possessive.
pronouns - apostrophe

2.4.17. Plural Possessive
pronouns - apostrophe

2.4.18. Irregular plural pos-
sessive nouns

2.4.19. Define sentence

2.4.20. Sentences, clauses,
and phrases

2.4.21. Define and illus- ,

trate types of sen-
tences

2.4.22. Name and punctuate
types of sentences

2.4.23. Definition and func-
tion of subjects in
"telling" sentences

2.4.24. Nouns as subjects

2.4.25. Definition and Ainc-
tion of predicate in
"tellihg" sentences

2.4.26. Use of predicates

2.4.27. Define "verb of be-
ing"

2.4.28. ,Discriminate "verbs
of being"

2.4.29. Define "doing" verb
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Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test

1 /

Grammar

2.4.30. Discriminate "doing" verbs

2.4.31. Symbol for noun

2.4.32. Sentence patterns-_L..

2.4.33. Symbol for "doing'verb

2.4.34. Contractions---

2.4.35. Define "helping" vcrb

/
2.4.36. Discriminate "helping"

verbs

2.4.37. Define yerb tense

2.4.38. Pattern I sentences---

2.5.1. Sentences and nonsentences

2.5.2% Capitals and end punctu-
ation

2.5.3. Inverted subject and pre-
dicate

5 2.5.4. Conjugation of come, run,
and eat

2.5.5. Define simple subject

2.5.6. Discriminate simple stib-
ject

___

(

2.5.7. Discriminate simple pre-
dicate

2.5.8. Articles introducing
nouns

21t..3
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Level Pre- Post-
Test Test Granular

. 2.5.9.

2.5.10.

Using singular and plural
nouns

Using singular and plural
possessive nouns

2.5.11. Function of verbs

2.5.12. Discriminate active verbs
and verbs of being

2.5.13. Using am,
and were

0 .11m...M1=11

.1111 1100

1

~ .18101.

.1.M11111.1110

4IMMOMMIY1107.

ymilmommim

.,..30=0

are,' was,

Using here and there

2.5.15. Discriminating main and
helping verbs

2.5.16. Using sing, ring, break,
and choose

2.5.17. Ustriglet and leave

2.5.18. Define pronoun

2.5.19. Using pronouns as com-
pound subjects

2.5.20. Subject pronouns with
verbs of being

2.5.21. Object pronouns vith
action verbs

2.5.22. Object pronouns with
prepositional phrases

2.5.23. Naming possesstve pro-
nouns

2.5.24. Function of possessive
pronouns
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Grammar

,

2.5.25. Possessive pronouns and
apostrophes

2.5.26. Discriminating adjectives

2.5.27. Adjectives and nouns
*.

2.5.28. De4ne "adjectives modify
nouns"

.....__..... 2.5.29. Using them and those

5 2.5.30. Using this and that, here_-....-

,and there

......_, 2.5.31. Defineadyrb

2.5.32. Forming adverbs from
. adjectives

2.5.33. Define direct object, in-
direct object

-.

2..5.34. Use of well and good__--

2.5.35. Using negative words
*

2.6.1. Discrim ate noun signals
.

.......... ....---

2.6:2. Identi ying verbs in con-
tract ns

,

2.6.3. Conjugating verbs-regular
6

. 2.6.4. .Conjugating verbs-irregu-
lar

2.6.5. Using lie and lay

2.6.6. Subject pronouns

.2.20



Level Pre- Post-
,

Test Test Graawnar
-...
--,

2 . 6. 7. Using we and us

2. 6. 8. Define descriptive adj ec -
t ive and limiting adjec-
tive

2 . 6. 9. Degrees of comparison

2. 6. 10 . Define and use proper ad-
j ective

,
2 . 6 . 11. Adverbs modifying other

adverbs

2. 6. 12. Comparative forms of ad-
6 verbs

2 . 6. 13 . Define and use preposi-
tional phrase

2. 6. 14. Discriminate prepositions
and adverbs

2 . 6. 15 . Us ing at, to: among ,betweerw
and in, into

2 . 6 . 16. Define conjunction

2 . 6. 17. Using conjunctions
,

2. 7. 1. pronounWine

List types of pronouns2. 7 . 2 .

7 2. 7. 3 . Discriminate nouns

2. 7. 4 . List types of nouns

Z. 7.5 . Define ad j ective----
,
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Grammar

2.7.6. Define adverb
7

2.7.7. Define interjection

2.8.1. 'Using predicate nominative

2.8.2. Define compound subject
and,compound predicate

2.8.3. Contrast simple and com-
poun4 sentences

2.8.4. Define predica te adjective---- .

2.8.5. Using pr-edicate adjectives

2.8.6. Discriminating subject---
verb agreement

2.8.7. Singular and plural forms--....
of indefinitepronouns

8
. 2.8.8. Contrast regular and ir-_---

regular verbs

2.8.9. Contrast nominative and
objective case pronouns

2.8.10. Define nominative case

2.8.11. Define objective case

2.8.12. Name the degrees of com41----- ...

parison

2.8.13. Rewrite sentence fragments---.
and run-on sentences

2.8.14.. Using semicolons, colons,---
italics, quotation marks,
apostrophes, and hyphens
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TAXONOMY OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

LANGUAGE ARTS DOMAIN



Language Arts Domain

Level 4

2.4.1 Given the task, the pupil will clearly extlicate the differences
in meaning of singular nouns and plural nouns.

2.4.2

a

Given,25 singular nouns, the pupil will form plurals by adding
-s to the singular nouns with 95% accuracy.

2.4.3 Given 25 singular nouns, the pupil will forkplurals by adding
-es to the singular nouns with 95% accuracy.

2.4.4 Given 25 singular nouns, the pupil'will form plurals by dropping
the final y and adding -ies to the root with 95% accuracy.

2.4.5 Given.25 irregular nouns, the pupil will change the singular
form of each to its current plural form with 95% accuracy.

,2.4.6 Given 25 randOkly selected nouns which require varying changes
in order to form plurals, the pupil will write, the correct plural
forms with 95% accuracy.

2.4.7 Given tha task, the pupil will write the three basic rules for
forming plurals from singular nouns.

Given a list of 25 nouns, half of which are common nouns, the
pupil will write an S on the common nouns and circle the proper
nouns with 95% accuracy.

2.4.9 Given the task, the pupil will write 25 pr4er nouns capitalizing
each.

.2.4.10 Given a list of 19 dayi,and months, the pupil will use any six
of the months and any three of the daYs in a story. In etch

instance, the day and the month will Oa mmitten out conpletaly,
not abbreviated,

2.4.11. When asked to use the names of six months and three days in a
story, the pupil does so, writing each month and day with an
initial capital letter.

2.4.12 Given a brief story in which building and street names are
used, the pupil:will capitalize each building and street name,
corfecting the misuse of the lower case.

2.4.13 Given the comband, "Write 25 proper nciuns," the pupil will do
so, capiEjalizing each first letter with 95% accuracy.

A

2.4%14 Given a lis of book story, poem, and report titles, the pupil
will capitalize cpfectly the.first letter in words which should be

capitalized wi 95% accuracy.
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2.4.15 .Given a reading selection with no capital letters, the pupil
will capiealize the word, "I" each time it occurs.

2.4.16 Given a reading selection in which the apostrophe has been
omitted froth singular possessive nouns, the pupil will add
apostrophes correctly with 95% accuracy.

2.4.17 Given a reading selection in which the apostrophes have been
omitted fram plural possessive nOuns, the'pupil will add
apostrophes correctly with 95% accuracy.

2.4.18 Given 25 nouns which in plural possessive form do not end in
-s, the pupiltwill correctly write the plural possessive
form with 95%1accuracy.

('

2.4.19 Given the task, the Pupil will orally define the term, sentence.

2.4.20 Given 25 sentences and qentence fragments (e.g., clauses and
phrases), the pupil will correctly classify each sentence,
clause,.and phrase in writing.

2.4.21 Given the types of sentences (i.e.; declarative, interrogative,
exclamatory, imperative) the pupil will define and give an
example of each.

. .22 Given a mix of 25 sentences representing the four different
types, name each type and iitace the appropriate punctuation at,'
the end of each sentence.

2.4.2 Given the task, the pupil will write the definition and
function of the subject in "telling" sentencei.

2.4.24 Given a list of 25 nouns, the pupil will write a grammatically
correct sentence for each, using the noun as the subject of
the sentence.

2.4.25 Given the task, the pupil will write the definition and
function.of preAsates in "telling" sentences.

2.4.26 Given a list of 25 predicates, the pupil will write a grammat-
ically correct sentence using each predicate.

2.4.27 Given the task, the pupil will define,in writing,the "verb of
being."

2.4.28 Gillen a reading selection, the pupil will write an X on all
fl verbs of being."

2.4.29
verb."
Given the task, the pupil will define,in writing,the "doing

2.4.30 Given a read1fl selection, the pupil will write an X on all
"doing verbs."
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2.4.31 Given the question, "What is the symbol for.noun?" the pupil-
wji. write the answer.

2.4.32 Given the task, the pupil will name and identify sentence
patterns with 95% accuracy.

2.4.33 Given the question, "What is the sYmbol for 'doing verbs " the
pupil will write the answer:

2.4.34 Given the group of 48 contrac.tions, the pUpi1 will translate
word pairs into contractions, will translate contracpions into
word pairs, and will recognize contractions in a sentence
translating them into apprdpriatd word pairs. These tasks
will be performed with 95% accuracy.

2.4.35 Given the task, the pupil will define,in writing,the term,'
"helping verb."

2.4.36 Given a reading selection, the pupil will write an X on all
"helping verbs."

*

2.4.37 Given the task, the pupil will define these imlaortant verb
tenses: presedt, past, and future tense.

2.4.38 Given the task, the pupil will write 25 Pattern I sentences
which consist of nouns and verbs containing more thin one word
with 95% accuracy.

Level 5

2.5.1 Given a selection of 25 sentences anenonsentences*in a four-
to-one ratio respectively, the pupil will place an X on all
sentences with 957. accuracy.

2.5.2 Given a set of 25 sentences with no end punctuation and
no capitals, the pupil will add end punctuation and capitals
with 95% accuracy. 6

2.5.3 Givea the task, the pupil will write'25 grammatically correct
sentences in which the subject and prtdicate are in inverted
order.'

*

2.5.4 Given ihe task, the pupil will write sentences which correctly
use the present, past, and future tense of thede verbs: come,

run, eat.

2.5.5 Given the task, the pupil will define the term, simple subject.

2.5.6 .Given 25 sentences with simple subjects and modifiers, the
pupil will place an X on each simple subject with 95% accuracy.

2.5.7 Given 25 sentences containing simple predicates, the pupil will
write an X on each simple predicate and identify it as a verb
with 95% accuracy.
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2.5.8

205.9

2.5.10

2.5.11

2.5.12

2.5.13

2.5.14

Given the task, the pupil will write the three articles which
introduce nouns.

Given the task to write a term paper on any subject/ the plpil
will use singular and plural nouns correctly on 95% of the
occasions on,which nouns are used.

Giventhe taskto write a-terra paper on any subject, the pupil's
use of singular and plural possessive nouns, accurate 95% of the
time.

ow
Given the task, the pupil will describe the function of the verb
in a sentence.

.

iGiven a reading selection, the pupil will dentify in writing
the "active verbs" and the "verbs of being" used in the sentences.

Given the task, the pupil will write sentences in which the verbs,
am, is, are, was, and were, are used correctly with singular and
plural nouns

Given sentences in which the terms, here and thete, areused, the
pupil will add the form of "verb of being" to be used with 95%
accuracy.

2.5.15 Given sentences containing both main and helping verbs, the pupil
will write an X orr-the main verbs and circle the helping verbs
with 95% accuracy.

2.5.16 Given the task, the pupil will write sentences using the present,
past, and future tenses of these verbs: sing, ring, break, and
choose.

2.5.17 Given the task, the pupil will use the terms, let and leave, in
ten sentences each with 95% accuracy.

2.5.18 Given the task, the pupil will define the term, pronoun.

2.5.19 Given the task, the pupil will use pronouns as compound subjects
in 25 sentences with 95% accuracy.

2.5.20 Given 25 sentences containing verbs of being, the pupii will add
the appropriate subject pronoun with 95% accuracy.

2.5.21 Given 25 sentences'containing action verbs, the pupil will Alethe
appropriate object pronoun with 95% accuracy.

2.5.22 Given 25 sentences containing prepositions, the pupil will add the
appropriate object pronoun with 95% accuracy.

dr"

2.5.23 Given the task, the pupil will wkite each of the possessive pronoun*.
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2.5.24 Given the task, the pupil will write a description of the
function of possessive pronouns.

2:5.25 Given the request, "Please write 25 sentences containing
possessive pronouns," the pupil will respond without the,.uie
of apostrophes.

2.5.26 Given'a list of 100 words, 35 ofwhich are adjectives4 the
pupil will place an X on each adjective with 95% accuracy.

2.5.27 Given a reading selection, the pupil will write an X on all
adjectives, including those which follow the nouns they modify.

2.5728 Given the task, the pupil will explain what is meant by the
statement: "Adjectives modify noung."

2.5.29 Given the tadk, the pupil will write 25 sentences contaifiing
the terms, them and those; the sentences will be grammaticallY
correct.

2.5.30 Given the task, the pupil will write 25 sentences containing
the terms, this and that'without the unnecessary terms, here
and there.

2.5.31 Given the task, the pupil will define the term, adverb.

2.5.32 Given the task, the pupil will form adverbs from adjectives
by adding -ly.

2.5.33 Given the task, the pupil will define the terms, direct 2121e4_
and indirect object.

2.5.34 Given the task, the pupil will orally explain the standard use
of terms, well and good, as parts of speech.

2,5.35 Given the task, the pupil will write 25 sentences using
negative words in a varifty of forms with 95% accuracy.

Level 6

2.6.1 Given 25 sentences, the pupil will place an X on all the
noun signals with 95% accuracy.

2.6.2 Given the task, the pupil will write the verbs contained in
25 contractions with 95% accuracy.

2.6.3 Given 25 regular verbs, the pupil will write the principal
parts of each ve'rb and the past participle with 95% accuracy.

2.6.4 Given 25 irregular verbs, the pupil will write the principal
parts of each verb and the past participle with 95% accuracy.
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2.6.16 Given the task, te pupil will define the tarp, onjunction.

`\
2.6.17 The pupil will demo strate his grasp of the conj tion by

using it in 25-se tences with 95% accUracy.

2.6%5 Given the task, the student will write 25 sentences in which
the verbs, lie and,lay, are Used correctly.

2.6.6 Given the task, the pupil wili write 25 sentences in which the
subject forms of pronouns are, used in declarative and interroga-

/
tive sentences.

2.6.7 Given 25 sentences in ighich a blank is left where the terms,
we or us should be, the p oil adds the correct term with 95%
accuracy.

2 .6 .8 Given the request, "Defi what is meant by deacriptive
adjectived and limiting d'ectives," the pupil will do so
with §5% accuracy.

2.6.9 &lien sentences in whi the comparative forms of adjectives
should be used, the pu,il chooses the correct form with 95%
accuracy.

2.6.10 .Given the task, the pupil wili define the-term, proper
adjective and demonetrate its use with 95% accuracy.

2.6.11 Given the task, t4 pupil will write 25 sentences in which'
adVerbs are usedjEo modify other adverbs (n = 13) Or
adjectives (n

2.6.12 When ask do so, thepupil will deronstratg the comparative
form fa4ve,bs with 95% accuracy.

2.6.13 Given th task, the pupil will define the term, prepositional
phrase/ nd write 25 exaeples of prepositional phrases with
95% accuracy.

4;2.6.14 5;iven sentences in which both prepositions and adverbs are
/used, the pupil will place an X On all prepositions and circle

all adverbs with 95% accuracy.

. 5 Given the task, the pupil will correctly use (mai preposition
in these pairs: at to; among, between; in, int°. ,

Vevey

,2.7.1 Given the task, the pupi will define the term,,pronoun. .

2.7.2 Given the taek, the pupil will list the types of pronouns.

2.7.3 Given a reading selection.,,the pupil will write an X on all

nouns with 95% accuracy.
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2.7.4

2.7.5

2.7.6

2.7.7

,2. 6 1

2.8.2

2.8.3

2.8.4

2.8.5

2.8.6

2.8.7

2.8.8

2.8.9

2.8.10

-2.8.11

2.8.12

2.8.13

2.8.14

;Given the task,

Given the task,

(iven the task,

the pupil will list all the types of nouns.

the pupil will define the term, ad'ective.

the pupil will define the term, a

'Given the_task, the pupil will define the terms intesiection.'

Level 8

Given the task, the pupil will write 25 sentences
predicate nominatives with 95% accuracy.

pit)1111:dptit=:.define the terps,
:t2ZI:cth:ntdat

containing

compound

Given the task, the pupil will contrast (in writing) the
dharacterististics of simple and compound sentences.

Given the task, the pupil will define the term, predicate
adjective.

Given the task, the pupil will write 5 sentenees containing
predicate adjectiveg.

Given 25.sentences in whi,Ch about half of the sentences have
agreerent between subject ind verb, the pu9i1 will place an
X on those sentences which agree with 95% accuracy.

When asked to do so, the pupil will write the singular and
plural forms of indefinite pronouns.(i.e., each, either, both,
several).

When asked to do so, the pupil will write the contrast between
regular and irregular verbs.

When asked to do so, the pupil will-write the contrast between
nominatiVe case pronouns and objective case'pronouns.

Given the task, the pupil will define the term, nominative cafe.

Given the task, the pupil will define the term, objective

Given the request, the pupil will name the degrees of comparisol:
positivte, comparative, and superlative.

Given a series of 25 sentences, Xragments and run-on sentences,
the pupil will use grammatically correct English to restructure ,

them. The criterion for mastery is 95% accuracy.

Given 25 sentendes in which semicolons, colons, italics, quotati
marks, apCstrophes, and hypens have been omitted, the pupil will
insert the punctuation marks as they are needed with 95% accuracy
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Lesson Plan

Scope

The following lesson plan will cover instruction for the short term

objective for teaching contractions. The particular items will change

(i.e., from trie "not" words to the "to be" words. etc.), but the basic

arrangement will be maintained.

Objective 2.4.34

Given the group of 48 contractions, the child will translate word

pairs'into contractions, will translate contractions into word pairs,

and will.recognize contractions in a sentence translating them into

appropriate word pairs; these tasks will be performed with 95% accuracy.

Initial Presentation

Billy, for the next few days I will be helping you learn about con-

tractions. Here is what they look like. (Billy will'be presented with a

card of 42 contractions.)

Look these over. Perhaps you can read some of the words or part of

the words. Can you? Good. i will read some more for you. As I read them

listen and see if they sound familiar to you. Do they? Yes, they are words

we use in speaking everyday. They are short ways of saying things like do

not, have not, is not, and did not.

Right now go around the 'room, pick out a friend, and talk to him or

-

her about anything you like, a TV program or something like that. Talk for

a few minutes, but while you're talking listen carefully and see if you can

count how many times you or *friend use the short form of two words that we

call a contraction. Look at the clock and come back after you have spent

five minutes doing this.
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How many times did you or your friend use that kind of word, a

d\.4contractionl A lot. Yes, we do use these words a lot when we are

speaking.

You will also see these words when you are reading and later, you

may use them when you are writing and you want to make what you are

writing sound like every day language. It will help you learn to read

better if you can reognize these vntractions and know what two words

they stand for. You probably know some of them already. I am going to

help you learn all 48, so you can see them and know what they are, quickly

and easily.

Here is the way yli learn the contractions:

1. First you will look at two words and read them, and you will

look at the contraction next to the word. The contraction

will be underlined because it is the answer. Then, I will

take away the answer, and you will write it on the paper.

2. Next you will look at some contractions and read them, and

you will look at the two words next to the contractions. The

two words will be the answer; they are the two words the con-

traction stands for, and they,will be underlined. Then / will

take away the answer, and you will fill in the blank with the

correct answer.

3. Last you will look at some sentences and read them. There will

be contractions in the r!entences and they will be underlined and

will have two words written abOve theM. You will name the contrac-

tion in the sentence and tell me the two words it stands for. Then I

will give you a new sheet without the underlining in the sentences

and without the extra words. You will read the sentence, find the

contraction and tell me what two words it stands for.
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4. When you seem to know the contractions well you will be.given

a test with_the three tasks I've mentioned and all of the

answers on it. You will study the test and then I will take it

'away. You will then take the same test without the answers on

it and try to do as many as possible, as quickly as possible.

When we have finished you will be able to recognize and translate

contractions as easily as you use them in your conversations now.

That is what we will be doing. Do you have any questions? If you

have any at any time feel free to ask me.

Instruction and Practice

Essentially, instruction will be a reiteration of the information

presented in 3A.

With regard to practice, the following steps will be implemented

repeatedly until the objective is mastered:

1. Present a cue card for the "not" contractions using the prOmpting

methods below: (use with one group at a tine e.g., is, are, was)

Teacher presents the pair
orally and visually

is not
are not
was not
do not
does not
did not
have not
has not
had not
can not
could not
should not
would not
will not

25

isn't
aren't
wasn't
don't
doesn't
didn't
haven't
hasn't
hadn't
can't
couldn't
shouldn't
wouldn't
won't

234

Teacher presents
the stimulus

is not
are not
was not
do not
does not
did not
have not
has not
had not
can not
could not
should not
would not
will not

411
ol*
.1.111.

410.1410.011/140,

.111,7
arms.rwills

..01101

ilM111114Ii

Billy's
response



2. Present the not" contractions but arrange them in a random

order and have them on cards with the word pair first and then

the contraction. Use a large table and use a kind of word

puzzle method. The cards will look as follows:

Ido not ,don'ti

Present one card at a time completing the card for Billy until

all cards are on the table. Then remove the answer cards, mix

them up and give them to Billy to piece appropriately. (Use the

next group of words - for example, do not, does not, did not)

3. Present Billy with a cue card which has three sentences each

containing a contraction which has the word pair above it; the

contraction should be underlined. Then remove the cue card and

present him with another card containing the same sentences but

without the underlining and word pairs. Have him pick out the

contraction and name the word pair.. The cue cards might look

like this:

has not
Mary hasn't done her homework.

have not
I haven't seen that movie.

had not
If he hadn't paid, he would have lost his job.
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Mary hasn't done the homework.

haven't seen that movie.

If he hadn't paid, he would have lost his job.

(Againiuse the next group of words such as the
"have" words.)

4. Once Billy.hAs worked with all of the word grove for "not" in

one of the presentation forms, hold massed practice sessions.

Each session should include all words using presentation method

1, 2, and 3.

5. Following each massed practice session and a brief rest period,

present Billy with a study test which has all three presentation

methods represented,and using combinations of all of the word*.

The answers will be written in for Billy to study. When Billy

indicates fie is ready, give him a test similar to his study-test

but without the answers and instruct him to work as quickly as

possible filling in the answers1

The above presentation methods shoUld be used for all of the

different word groupings of contractions (i.e., for the "to be,"

"to have," "will," "would;" words as well as the "not" words).

Befer to pages 237-243 for example practice sheets, study-test,

practice cards, and contraction tables

Evaluation

When mastery seems to be attained, the Co raction tzwentory Will be

administered to determine if indeed mfstery has been met. M4ninis ion,

1
'scoring, and interpretation instructions accompanying the
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.

(An additional section will be added to the test to coyer the revised

objective; ii will include testing of,the sentenCe reading' and identi-
c t

fication of contractions in sentenCe)

When Mastery is confirmed, practice on the whole will continue for

a period of time equal to'that of:the original Mastery time in order to

accomplish 200% overlearning. Then evaluation will occur again,

Generalization and Transfer

The behavior objective and practice presentation methods include

the,provision for generalization when Billy is taught to recognize and

translate contractions in sentences:

41,1'

'
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Presentation 1

1. is not

2. are not

3. was not

4. do not.

5. does not

6. did not

7. have not

8. has not

9. had not

10. can not

11. could not

12. should not

13 would not

14. will not

4

EXAMPLE PRACTICE SEEET

isn't

aren't

wasn't

don't

doesn't

didn't

haven't

hasn't

hadn't

can't

couldn't

shouldn't

wouldn't

won" t

1. is not

2. are not

3, was not

4. do not
.

5. does not

(\lid not

7. have not

8. has not

9. had not

10. Fan not

11. could nat

12. should not

would not

14. will not
.



I doesn't j

4

EXAMPLE PRACTICE CARDS

Presentation 2-

db not

don't

does not

did not
I didn't1

-
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EXAMPLE PRACT/CE HEET

Presentation 3

has oot
Mary (hasn't) done her homework.

_

have not
I (haven't) seen that movie.

had not
If he (Wadn't) paid, he would have been thrown out.

Fold Here

Draw a line under the contraction. Write the word pair above it.

1. Mary hasn't done her homework.

2. I haven't seen that movie.

3. If he hadn't paid, he would have been thrown out.
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Presentation 2

Write the contraction:

1. is not

2. are not

3. was not

4. do not

5. does not

6. did not

7. have not

EXAMPLE OF TEST

Write the word pair:

1. I'm

2. she's

3. he's

4. it's

8. has not

9. had not

10. cannot

11. could not.

12. should not

13. would not

14. will not

5. that's

6. you're

7. we're

8. they're

Pnderline the contraction and writ the word pair above it:

1. I've finished the book.

2. What you've done is fipe.

3.- The house we've painted is white.

4. They've come home for Christmas.

5. Do you know where he's gone?

6. She's acted sick the past three days.

I'd finished My homework when he called.'

8. I would have mide supper if you'd come home.

9. We'd gone on vacation when he called.

10. I would like to know what they'd done.

To make this a Study Test, copy this pa4e and fill in correct answers.
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CONTRACTION TABLES

"Will" Table

Pronoun Will Contraction

I will I'll
you will you'll
they will they'll
we will we'll
he will he'll
she will she'll
it will it'll

"Would" Table

Pronoun Would Contraction

I would I'd
you( would you'd
they would they'd
we woufd we'd
he would he'd
she wbuId she'd
it would it'd

"Let us"

Verb Form

let

Us'

us

Contraction

let's
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CONTRACTION TABLEB

"To be" Table

Pronoun

she
he
it
that
you
we
they

To Be
Verb Form

am
is

is

is
is

are
are
are

Contraction

I'm
she's
he's

that's

you're
we're
they're

or

'To ha ' Table

Pronoun

To Have
Verb Form Contraction

I have I've

You have you've

we have we've

they have they've

he has he's

she haS she's

I had I'd

you had you'd

we had we'd

they had they'd

he had he'd .

she had she'd
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CONTRACTION TABLES

"Not" Table

Verb Form Not Contraction

to be:
0
notis isn't

are not aren't
was not wasn't
were not weren't

to have:
have not haven't
has not hasn't
hit not hadn't

to do':
..

do not . don't

does not doesn't
did . not didn't

can:
can not can't

could; not. couldn't

should:
should

would:
would

will:
will

not

not

shouldn't

wouldn't

won't
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, Lesson Plan"

Scope

This lesson plan teaches that the dictionary is one of the most

useful reference books one can own. It can help one learn to spell,

pronounce; and understand the meanings of words in social studies and

in ali other subjects in school. It will help the student learn new

words or new waYs of using words he/she already knows. In a dictionary

the words are arranged in alphabetical order to help one find any word

quickly and easily. This lesson plan teaches the effective use,of the

dictionary to locateinformation by us ng alphabetical order, guide

words, pronunciation key, syllabication, and the choice of appropriate

meanings.

Obecttve

The learner will make effective use of the-dictionary to locate

information, by uSing alphabetical order, guide words, pronunciation

key, and syllabication, and by choosing the appropriate meaning of the

word for the context in which it is used in social studies.

Initial Presentation

Tell the students it is time to work on dictionary skills in social

studies. One of the important study skills is knowing how to use the

dictionary. The dictil;Uri ry is a long list of words arranged alphabetically.

The dictionary is used not only to increase vocabulary but also to refer to

when preparing reports. Remind the children that they may need to check the

sp,IAWfO-r a written report or the prononciation of a word for an oral

report. In these and similar cases, the dictionary will be a helpful study

aid. rt can be of great help, in school and out, if used correctly. Explain
-N
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to students that they have studied dictionary skills in reading, English

and spelling, and that they will continue tO study these skills in order

to make effective use of the dictionary to locate information. Emphasize

to the children that one of the most important things to remember is that

the words in the dictionary are in alphabetical order. The words looked up

in the dictionary are called entry words. Guide the students to realize

that they can make effective use of the dictionary to locate information in

social studies by using alphabetical order, guide words, pronunciation key,

and syllabication, and by choosing the appropriate meaning of the' wird for

the context in which it is used. Tell the students to get their writing

material (braille writers and/or pencils and paper). Read and explain the

objective, including the mastery criteria,,to the students. Have the students

copy the objective from dictation, and tell them to keep it their notebooks.

Emphasize that they are going to learn to make effective use of the dictionary

to locate information in social studies.

State the five skills necessary tp make effective use of,the dictionary.

They are 1) ability to alphabetize, 2) ability to use guide words, 3) ability

to use pronunciation key, 4) ability to interpret syllabication and 5) ability

to choose definitions. Explain each skill- in a dictionary the words are arranged

in alphabetical order. To begin, one of the most impOrtint things is to learn__

to use alphabetical order with ease and skill. It -is very easy to arrange word*

in alphabetical order if each,w rd begins with a different letter. However,

many words begin with the same letter, such as able and across. 'In this case

look at the second letter in each word. think, "Ab will come before Ac." Now,

think about arranging,the words: above, across, able, and act. The two words

that begin with ab will be first. This time look at the third letter in each

word. In other words,.if the first two letters of any word are the same, look

at the third letter.
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the one that fits exactly. If the meaning of a word is not known, look

in the dictionary. The dictionary uses several methdds to add to a

persdn's understanding of a word, such as:

1. The dictionary explains some words with a single-word

definition that mean the same or almost the same thing.
II

2. The dictionary often uses longer phrases of explanation.

3. The dictionary may use the word in a sentence or phrase to

show the meaning by example.

4. Many of the words in the dictionary have more than one

meaning. When a word that is looked up is defined with more

than one meaning, be sure to choose the meaning that fits the

sentence in which the word is used.

Tell the children to read the definitions of the following words

from the dictionary: weather, globe, and season. Reinforce students'

responses and attending behavior.

Instruction and Practice

Provide the students with a practice session. Usually it takes the

braille student a longer period of time to complete the dictionary work

than it does the student using print. There will, of course, be variations

of this rule depending on the students. The teacher should use his or her

-'own judgement. Ask the question, "What skills are necessary to use a

dictionary well?" Have the children read from the text, John Smith, Wilderness

Leader. In addition, play the tape on Captain John Smith. Give the.students

the following words to locate information on using the dictionary skills taught:

survey, wilderness, continent, possession, and barge. The tine allowed for

this, practice session should be two class periods (approximately 55 minutes

each). If more time is needed, the teacher should allow for it.
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While children are working, check with each one individually to see if

he/she is having difficulty, and provide them with corrected feeklback.*
4

Call attention to the skills necessary to make effective use of the

dictionary to locate information. After students have completed this

activity, provide them with a practice written session. While the

students are using the dictionary, (braille and/or large priht), and

completing the written work, provide them with corrective feedback.

When they complete this practice.session, review the correct answers.

Let the students ask for help during the initial practice sessions

(approximate practice time, two class periods, 55 minutes).

Provide another practice session if neCessary to make effeaive

use Ot the dictionary to locate information. Feedback procedures should

be given as described previously. Let students ask for help. Provide -

as many practice sessions as are needed similar to those described above,

but gradually encourage students riot to ask for help, but to work more

independently without assistance. Continir to provide alipropriate knowledge

of results and reinforcement.

Oral and written recitation activities must be incorporated into-instruc-
i

.tion and practree. The activitie4houldinclude textbook, oral ciuestions,

dictionaries, tapes, and listed words. Stud ts should be asked to make

effective use of the dictionary to locate_Information.' No help can be Used

during this recitationt Continue to provide corrective feedback and reinforce=

ment during recit4tion.

Students need to know how to get as much help as possible from the dictionary

since they will continue to-meet new words everyday.

2 1
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Evaluation

The initial presentation and instruction and praatice activities

described above will probably take several days to complete (55 minutes

a day). When.the students are completing the activities with ease and

with few errors, begin to evaluate the objective. Tile evaluation should

take one class period allowing more time as needed for individuals. The

evaluation will consist of students making effective use of the dictionary

to locate information by uaing necessary skills. Written instructions

(braille and/or large print), will be provided for students (see aample

test).

Generalization and Transfer

Review the skills procedure pertaining to making effective use of

the dictionary to locate the information. Tell the students they will

be tested on these skills procedures again in the near future. Specify

that you want them to be able to use the dictionary skills effectively

and with ease to locate information independently. Review the skills

necessary to make effective use of the dictionary. Give the students a

practice test. Plan half the practide time it took for original practice

session learnings. The materials and activities should be different from

the activities used for acquisition. Possible activities include:

1. Using spelling dictionary to locate information on spelling words.4

2. Using the glossary in reading books to gain information.

3., Using an encyclopedia to report on a topic.

Evaluate for retention after these practice sessions.

First, the student should be able to use the dictionary to enlarge his/her

vocabulary in day to day activities in school and out. Second, the student

should be able to locate information in; other reference books by using dictionary
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example-of an activity is to use the encyclopedia to gather

information on a particular topic to be used for a special program. Another

example qf an activity is to design and make a telephone directory for
4

personal use and convenience.

Descrebe the oyerlap between the sld and the pew tasks. Remind the

students that they already know how useful the dictionary can be. Emphasize

-that when the student needs to know how to spell:, pronounce, divide, or learn

the meaning of a new word, the dictionary is a most valuable study aid.

Sample Test

Directions: Below you will lind ten sentences with an underlined word

in each. Read the sentence'S carefully. Use the dictionary to locate each

underlined word. Say the word silently. Read every meaning of the word and

choose the meaning that'fits the context of the sentence. Write the nuMber

of the meaning of the word that fits the underlined 'word at the end of the

sentence. Braille students will need to number each sentence on a separate

:efpaper. They should write the underlined word and the nuMber 'of the

meaning right after the word. WOrk carefully, but as quickly as possible.

l. The outing kindled their interest in the early days of the

railroads.

2. The climate in Macon, 6eorgia is -usuaiij ather himi .

3. The surface of the aloPp has been divide by gee aphers into

360 equal parts by drawing meridiant; from pole to pole.

4. The men had to cross the ocean in order to get to America.

S. You should be able to describe the.difference between a continent

and an island.

6. The terrible hurricane hit the mint of rlorida.

2 73
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r.-

7. West Of the great Plains are the mountain ranges wrth high, dry

plateaus and desert lands between them.

8: The first spinning machine built in the United States.designed

to make use of water power was built in Rilode Island in 1790.

9. Please locate the equator on the globe.

10. It is important to learn to trade with other Countries.

Lesson Plan .

Scope

The following lesson plan teaches--the learner about the sections of

a newspaper.

ADbiective

TO learn about the sections of the neWspaper.

.%ISS
Initial Presentation

The daily newspaper is an abundant and readily available source of

information for teachers and children. It can be a supplement to almost
./

.

'any textbook in grades kindergarten through 12.

Many maior newspapers provide -1kNewspaper in Education) (ug) Program.

As part of the NIE program teachers are exposed to educational materials related

to news ers, given discodnts on newspapers bought for classroom use, and given

tours of t e newspaper office.

N :

.

o stimulate curiosity and interest in newspapers before they arrive, place

a lar
:17 wrapped package with a sign attached to it reading, "Do Not Open Until

,September 20th (or whenever you plan to start using newspapers) somewhere in

fie
the classroom. Then, on the day your bundle of papers arrive, place them inside

o

the package and let students open it.
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Explain to the students that ihey are going to be learning a great deal

about newspaperS in the weeks to come. The first day each child should have

his/her own newspaper,and should be allowed to take it home with him/her that

day. Even blind students should be given a paper,on this day in order for

them to become familiar with it. After the first day, students may share

newspapers since sometimes they are too large for one child to handle. Students

should be given an opportunity to spred the newspapers out on the floor and

examine them for about five winutes lind students will'benefit from the

comments Made by their sighted p

After the students have amined the newspapers, gather the children

in ;iioups %id let them taik.about their discoveries. Explain to them that '

newspapers are fragile. Demonstrate how to turn the pages and show them how

the newspaper is put together in sections.

Direct the students' attention to the index on the front page. Compare

it with a le of contents in their reading books. Remind the students that

an index or table of contents helps the reader find information quickly.

Looking at the index the student will see that the main topics of the newtpaper

are in a column on the left and directly across from each topic is a page number.

This page number indicates the page on which the_student will find the topic.

iisk students where they cOuld dhd cept44n information, suCh aS:

Dear Abtpy Football scores

High and loW temperatures of this city

4
TV programs at 7:30 p.m.

Editorials -Cont-cs

Remind the students to use the index on the front of the page of the

newspaper instead of flipping y(Isgh the paper.
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Instruction.and Practice .

Eadh. 'me that the newspaper is used, all sighted dhildren should

..Y-"{-make use o .:V-- ow-vidion'aids needed to enable them to see the small.

print. It should be emphasized to the blind students that knowledge of

a newspaper is just as important as reading it.

Have the students turn to the front page. Point out the name of

the newspaper, price, place of pUblication, date, etc. Some students

may be Able to give the name of their awn hometown newspapers_. Emphasize to

the students that even thOugh all newspapers are not the same, basic news-

paper terms will apply to all newspapers.

Help the students find the editorial page. Explain to the studeas

that the editorial page oontains facts and opinions of tele newspaper editors

and also opinions from7the public in the form of letters. Bead at least

two of the editorials and help the children distinguish between fact And

opinion. Head some of the letters to the editor and encourage comments

from the students. At a later date the students will belable to formulate

an opinion and write their own letters to the editor.

Examine the sports pages. Make the children aware that, unlike the

.editorial page, the sports section bonsists of a number of pages. Point

/out different sports Written aboUt on these pages and ask the 'ldren to

name their favorite sport. List all the differertt sports in one

paper under two tit s orts you play alone, and sports yourplay in teams.

Name three sports for eadh title.

In discussing the news pages, explain whatis meant by local, state,

national and world news: Help the dhildren find a story of each type and

read them. Lead the children to diicover that each type of news is usually

in a section of it.s own but may be contained in another section.
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a local news story may be continued on a page with state news due to lack

of space. After the students have had some experience in locating and

reading different types of news stories, have the Children cut out a story

of each type and label it. The teacher must read the stories to the blind

students and help them make their choices. Using raised maps let the students

locate the origin of news stories on a United States br world mqp-and ctVect

the stories with their place of.origin with colored yarn.

Explain to the students that the classified ads are usually located at

the baCk of the newspaper. lising the index, the students should'turn to the.

classified ads. Help the student locate the ads far the following:

1.. A lost dog

2. A 1975 Ford for sale 4

3. Employment for a college graduate

4. Part-time employment for 'a high school

5. A 3-bedroom house for sale

As each ad is found, read it and entourage comments from the students: Explain

any abbreviations used in the classified ads.
,

Using the index, help the students find the entertainment section. Give

each student apractice sheet to figure entertainment costs for a couple.

Many sections of the newspaper, such as horoscopes and "Dear Abby,"

would be introduced along with 'other sections as they are encountered.

.Evaluations

g'
The instrbction and prActice activities could be expanded to' st the

school year or could be completed in a number of days depending on the depth

desired. Each session would probably last'forty ta forty-five (40-45) minutes

per day. When the students are able to use the index to find the various sections

of the newspaper begin to eva te them, Teacher observation is most important.,

(See practice sheets.)

,
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Generaliration and Transfer

Throughout the lesson,enphasis should be placed on the use of news-

papers in daily life. Students will use newspapers to find extended weather'

forecastsiv favkprite television listings, entertainment available,
),

horoscopes, and to keep'themselves informed of current events. Blind

4.

students will usually have a reader to help them with needed information.

Many cities, such as Macon, offer cassette tapes of Home Talking News.

These tapes are compilations of items of interest from the local paper which

are furnished to handicapped people by a savings and loan company.
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PRACTICE SHEET

Entertainment

A. Imagine that you are a teen-aged boy taking a girl out to dinner and

a movie. Go through-today's newspaper ads and decide where you would

like to eat. Clip ad and paste below.

B. Now decide which movie you would like to see. Clip that theater ad

and paste below.

Hcw much will dinner cost for two?

How much will two tickets cost?

How much money will you need for this date?

If you had $20 for this affiar, how much change would you have?

4
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PRACTICE SHEET

A Scavenger Hynt

1. How many sections does the newspaper have?

2. On what page do you find the first want ad?

3. Name a person written up in "People."

4. Who drew the cartoon on the editorial page?

Who is the Executive Editor of the paper?

6. How many letters from readers are there?

7- What does your horoscope say for the day?

8. What is going to be high temperature for the day?

9. What are the moviès at the Maco mall Quad Ci'nema9

10. game a famous person written about'\n the sports section.
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LESSON PLAN

Scope

This lesson plan is limited to only two parts of speeth .- nouns

and pronouns,

0111ective

When presented with a short passage containing at least one word

of all eight parts of speedh, the student will.identify the words for

two parts of speech.

Initial.Presentation

Get the students attention by enthusiastically telling them that it

is time to have grammar. Read and explain the Objective to them. Tell

students that there are eight parts of speech but today only parts will

be studied -- noUns and pronouns. Ask the students to look around the

classroom and, nanie the things they see. Tell them that all the objects

,they have named are nouns. Many things which are associated with the classroom

but which cannot be seen or tawhed are also nouns: interest thought,

education, instruction; and cooperation. Define noun. A noun is the nane

of something - something whidh, you may or may not be able to see or toudh.

Some eXamples are:

Persons -- mother, father, mayor, teacher

Places -- ,ianyoh city, kitch.A1

Things -- train, lamp, year, bread

Ideas -- grief, desirv, speed, democracy

Ask ajstudent to gilk the nouns of 'several sentences. For example: A

saw and a heihmer were lying on the bench. Hopefullyi soMeone will point

out the three nouns found in this sentence: saw, hammer, and bench., Tell
A

the class that a word is a proper noun when it names a particular person,
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place'or thing. Example:. Harry went to Denver on'Easter. Ask for the

proper nouns. The students should correctly point out the proper nouns --

Harry, ilkilver, and Easter.

Emphasize that acOmmon noun does not name a particular person, place,

or thing. Here is a list of some common nouns:

Persons -- child, teadher, movie star

Places -- town, meadow, street, gym

Things -- book, airplane, scissors, shed

Ideas -- jwit4ce, anger, friendship, fear

Tell the studentL tht a word is a common noun when it is used as the name

of any one of a wole class of erorLs, places, or things, for example:

A boy went to the city on a holiday. Ask the students to name the common

nouns found in the sentence. Hopefully, they will pick out boy, city and

holiday. Tell the students that thu form of a noun which refers to two or

more persons, places, yr things is the plural *km, Pemind the students that

plural means more than one. Give an example of this:- The girls ii those

classes hav writtCii poems. Cite the plural nouns: girls; classes and poems.

Give a short passage to th tudents to see how well they understand

nouns: A flock of birds passes over our heads. They are off for far distant

lands, Perhaps they will pause 'Or a winter in the south. Flying for long

distances i part of the life 'of most Northern birds twice in one year, it

aware that some student might have difficulty doing this assignment and this

work may take sew -1 days before each. student will have a great degree of

success in doing it.

Pronouns: a word is a pronour. Wh n it is used in place of a noun. Tell

the students that there ar e. several types of pronouns: example personal,

indefinite, reflexive, intensive, and demonstrative pronouns. Then give an

example of each typ.
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Personal pronouns are those which have different forms for the first,

second, and third persons.* E mple: They told us and we thanked them.

Tney, us, we and them are perso al pronouns. Other words used as forms of

personal pronouns are I, me, you he, him, she, her and it.

Indefinite pronouns are thos which do not-take the place of any

definiAe nouns. Example: yerybody knows someone in the group. Neither

knows anyone: both strangers,

Many other words, such as each, nobody, somebody, few, some, several,

may be.used as indefinite pronouns.

Tne words Who, which, what, and whom are used as intersozt2*_Ampro-
.

nouns in quest ons, Bamples: Who or what broke that window? Which wasa-a1,

broken? Who do you suspect?

A reflexive pronoun refers to a noun used earlier in the sentence,

usually the subject. Example: Mary saw herself in the mirror.

Other words used as forms of, reflexive pronouns are myself, ourselves,

yourself, yourselves, himself, itself and themselves.

An intensive visb22.n is used to emphasize a noun or another pronoun.

Example: John himself mailed the letter. I do this job myself. Intensive

pronouns have the same forms as reflexive pronouns,

A -demonstrative pronoun is used to po nt out a person or thing. Example:

This is my home, and these are my things. This and these are demonstrative

pronouns.

it is felt Chat the students understand pronouns, give a short

passage t3 see if each student can pick out all of the ,pronouns found in it,

Example: That is an interesting picture. I bought it for myself, Not

everyone cares for old pictures; I iIce them very much. It reminds me of

an old city in France.



Instruction and Practice

Each student will be provided withe braille or large-print textbook.

Braille writers will be available for braille students when needed. The

teacher will assign a given lpsson in tile textbook with directions as to

what to do.

Exercise

Directions: Find the nouns in the following passages. Underline each

common noun onCe and each proper noun taice. Braille students shodld copy

all nouns and put a C_ beside common nouns and a P beside proper nouns.

One day last week, Father took a friend of mine and me to the city.

We visited a museum and the Roxy Theater. We ate dinner at a big hotel

calird the Commodore Hotel. We got to the/Pennsylvania Station just in

time to catch the Stmset Limited for hoee.

After students fihish this exercise, have them check and discuss far

understanding. Distinguishing between comron and proper nouns poses pro-

blems' for sone students. Individual and group work should be worked on

for severpl days to make sure all siudents understand the difference.

Exercise

Directions: . Read the following paragraph and pick out all nouns.

Put the common nouns in one colt= and the proper nouns in another.

Glacier climbing has brought my father a great deal more than an

enjoyable Job. One day when he was a young man, he and two others were

on duty at Eliott Glacier on Mount Hood, Orevon. Suddenly, someone

called, Help!" As they knew how-nmny a disasteillad taken

V
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place when someone had-fallen into one of the deep crevasses on the glacier,

the men at once started toward the voice. "'hey had taken every precaution

before starting on patrol. They eyes were protected by sunglasses and their

hands'by mittens,,and they wcam spikes on their feet. They had a great

deal of rescue training and were able to proceea down thesheer side of

the glacier without mishap. 'They found a man lying flat on the ice, barely

able'to hold another man who was roped to him and aangling over a crevasse.

My father helped the lead man pull the other man up.

"I slipped," explained the secopd man. ,."There was slackness in the

rope. It mas my fault. If the rope had been taut, I wouldn!t have lost

my footing. I don't know how I can express my thanks to you for your aid."

To reinforce this lesson, the teacher might ask students to write

original paragraphs or choose paragraphs from novels to read, and pidk

out nouns in them to discuss with the class.

The same types of mOivities may beused for teaching pronouns.

Students should be reminded that pronouns are words that take the place

of nouns. For example: Bob went to the store. Bob is a noun. He went

to the store. He is a pronoun. --,:

After a discussion on pronouns, have students work out the following

exercise on pronouns.

Exercise

I.

Directions: There are several pronouns in the following quotations.

Write the pronouns on your paper after the nuMber of each quotation.

. Books think for me. (Charles Lamb)

2. I never think of the future. It comes soon enough.

(Albert Einstein)
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3. Tine is but the stream I go fis ing in. (Henry D. T4oreau).

4. She wears her clothes as if they wera thrown on with a:pitchfork.

(Jonathan Swift)

5. In the faces of men and woren I see God (Walt Whitman)

6. Life is very short, and very uncertain; let us*spend it.as

well as we can. (Samuel Johniog)

7. I wear the chain I forged in lits, (Charles Dickens)

8. A teacher affects eternity; hVan never tell where his

influence stops. (Henry Adams)

4.

Exercise

Directions: The nouns in the following paragraph4re overworked.

Ask students to read the paragraph and decide which nouns need to be

replaced by pronouns. Rewrite the paragraph using pronouns w)re appro-

priate.

When Ted net Lorraine, Ted noticed that Lorraine 4ass carrying

several books. Ted offered to help Lorraine. Lorraine thanked Ted.

Hopefully, thei will rewrite the passage like this:

When Ted met Lorraine, he noticed that she was carrying several

books. He offered to help her. She thanked him.

If it is felt that the students'need, more drifl,reteach sore of the

things'previously taught. Finding pronouns should be fairly-easy after

a good understanding of nouns.
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Evaluation

Upon completion of this objective, a written test (see sample test)

will be given to the students to see how well they understand nouns and

pronouns. If-mastery is not'attained at this point, the lesson will be

tetaught at a later date.

Generalization and Transfer

Wbrds, which are building blocks of language, are used in eight

different ways. They have, therefote, eight different names which are

called parts of speech. It is hoped this plan will teach two things

about nouns and pronouns -- what they are iiid'how they are ubed.

Hopefully, this plan will'help studentt performing the following

tasks:

1. Writing reports, letters, etc.

2. Distinguishing between proper and common nouns.

* o
3. Understanding the printed page.

4. Using words in all kinds of writteh work.

2.s
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Written Test

A

*mins and Pronouns

Directions: There are twenty-five nouns in the following passage.

Make a list of them on your paper., Some nouns will be listed more than

once.

Beownly is a great hero of Old English literature. When the king

of a neighboring land needed aid, Beownly accepted the challenge. A

great giant named Grendel Was terrifying the kingdom. The monster would

strike in the night, and each time would eat several men. Beownly met

Grendel without any ueapons. With his_superior strength the great

warrior tore off the arm of the fiend. The news of his acconplishnent

spread throughout the country.

'Written Test

Pronouns

Directions: There are several pronouns in the following passages.

Make a list of them on your paper. Some pronouns are listed more than

once.

In the spring I hiked through a national park. Around ne were many

kinds of animals. On several occasions I spotted some deer. I found a

doe and her spotted fawn in a little glade. Men they saW me, they ran

quickly into the forest. I was glad that they Were protected by law.

At one time the Key deer, approxinately the size of a large Collie, were

hunted without restrictions. Almost all of them were killed by hunters.

Now the population of Key Deer ii increasing in the Big Pine Key of

southern Florida. During colonial times game laws protected the white-

' tailed deer from hunters.

For many hours-I wandered among 'the scores of animals. As I approached,

I could hear animals as they scurried through the trees in alarm. Soon after

sundoUn I returned to my car.
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Scope

This lesson plan is designed to teach the Meaning andiuse of an .

Exclamation Point.

ab'ective
4

1be learner will correctly use an Exrlamation Point.

Given ten (10) written sentences in Which punctuation has been omitted,

:the student will demonstrate command offive punctuation skills wiih 95%

accuracy.

Initial Presentation

Review some of theTunctuation marks learned to date.

In the.English language there are several Marks used to indicate pauses

in a sentence and to express command and enmtions which make the meaning

clear. We use periods (.) at the end of statenents, and ccomas (,) to separate

the day from the year when wriling a date and to separate the name of a city

from the 'state. We use a question :mak (7) at the end of a sentence that asks

something.

An exclamation point (!) is used at the end of a sentence to show expressions

of fear, joy, anger, excitement, or some otper strong enbtions. Examples:

1. My dog is named Butch. (period)

2. Butch was born in Macon, Georgia (comae)

3. Whom did Butch chase? (question mark)

4. How the lightning flashed: (exclaMation point)
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Tne class will play a gane based upon the usage of the correct

punctuation mark to reinforce their know 1 dge of the ilarks. The class%
is divided into teams A and B. Someone on team A may give a sentence

for someone on team B to give the correct punctuation.

The chief value of this game is not to win but to learn to punctuate

accuratelY.
Ihr

Instruction and Practice

Practice each punctuation mark talked about separately. And then

have a practice session with all together.

Provide worksheets with sentences that need punctuation (period, comma,

question mark, and exclamation mark). Review and illustrate exanples, orally

and in writing, before each practice session: Continue to provide experiences

until mastery of exclamation point is attained. Provide instant feedback during

practice sessions'. See related practice at conclusion of this plan.

Evaluation

Wheh students are completing the practice sessions without errors,

evaluation of objective should begin. See sample evaluative test.

reneralization and Transfer

Review the use of periods, commas, question marks, and exclamation marks.

Tell students they should be able to define the punctuation marks and write

examples of each. Some possible activities:

1. Timed worksheets to improve rate of response.

2. Challenge matches where two students try to stunp each other.

3. Students should be able to create sentences not used in the original

practices for punctuations.
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Evaluative Test

Pead'these sentences, put an exclamation point where it belongs.

!

1. Bob is a good friend of mine

2. Hurry, hurry, or we'll be late

. Please pass the butter

4. Is this your bpok

S. Oh, there goes my best hat

6. Look out for that fixe,engine

7. How I wish I hadn't done it

8. What delicious pie this is

9. How that boy can run

10. Is there a bird nest in that tree

Period, Question, and Exclamation Point

Put the correct punctuation mark at the end of each sentence below.

V-
1. Did I tell you what Butch did

2. Mother left him in the car

3. He tore the paper off the cake

4. Can you guess what he did

5. He ate most of the cake

6. He got frosting all over him

7. What a mess our car was

8. How angry Mother was
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Belated Practice

Period - Question Mark

Put a period at the end of each sentence that tells something and *a

question mark at the end of each sentence that asks something.

1. The class visited an airport ,

2. They went co Viednesday

3. The pupils watched the planes land

4. Several planes took off from the field

5. The airport is very large

6. May I help you raise the flag

7 . Bob raised his hand

B. It is raining outside

9. My kite is higher than yours

10. Mere is your kite
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Lesson Plan

The following lesson plan will cover instruction for the short term

objective listed-below. The student should be able to locate specific

information in his/her own after spending a few sessions practicing

locational skills.

Objective

The pupil will demonstrate ability to use resources of the library

lay using the table of contents and index of a particular book to answer

specific questions.

Initial Presentation

"Is there any way a reader can find out what is inside a book?" (a

student may nention the card catalog.)

"The card catalog is a good suggestion; however, it doesn't tell much

except 14tiat the book is about in, general."

"Beading a bock is another way to know what is inside. But sometimes

we need to find important information quickly, and we -do not have time to

read an entire book."

"Turn to page 145 in your English book, Patterns of Language, and read

the section entitled "Using Nonfiction Books Effectively." (A discussion

about using this table of contAmts follows. See illustration I.)

"Here is a sanple of a table of contents. (illustration II.) Do yOu

see the minerals on the left? They stand for the chapters in the book. Those

nunbers co the right stand for the pages."

"Please write your name, the date on the paper and write the answers to

the following questions."
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"1. To what chapter would you turn in order to find out where the

Spice Islands are?

2. In which chapter might you find a great recipe for Gingerbread?

3. What chapter would give information about honey?"

(A discussion ensues.)

"14ost non-fiction books contain information. They have a table of

contents which is in the front of the book aullq it tolls on what page each

part begins. The table of contents also tells us how a book is organized."

"Sone books are divided into parts or units with chapter* in each unit.

The table of contents shows this. Knowing the plan of a bock helps us to

locate special information. When our time is limited, we can read the

Chapter which tells us the special information we need) then we do not have,

to read d entire book."

"Many people go to the library to do research. Resealkh means making

a careful, diligent search about a specific item or topic. This Research

Game 'should be fun to play in class." (See illustration III.)

%

Now, a table of contents gives us an idea of where to look for specific

information. But an index will help us to go directly,to what we may\need
N

to know without having to waste a lot of time leafing through a bobk.1

If you had to find information on the causes of thunderstorms, you

Using a Table of Contents

would probably look in a science book. Suppose you fdund a book with this

table of contents. Do you see anything that migh,t help you?

1. ScienCe All Around Us 5

2. Day and Night 31

3. Light and Sound ves 55

4. Heat from the S 79
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5. Weather from Day to Day 101-

6. Things to Try 133

Information on thunderstorm would probably be in Chapter 5, starting

on page 101. The table of coqtents above is for a book that is organized

in chapters, a book can be organized in different ways. It may be divided

into units. Then each unit is divided into chapters or sections. Here ii

part of a table of contents from such a book.

the first unit and part of the second.

ONE PEOPLE IN COMMUNITIES

It shows the organization of

1. The Old Ways . . . ..... 3

2. The Changing Environment 9

3. Alike and Different 13

4. Adapting to Changes . 18

5. Learning Cultural Traits 23

TWO COMMUNITIES IN DIFFERENT PLACES 31

When you pick up a book, look at the table of contents to se* how the

book is organized. It will save time when you are'looking for something.

"An index is an alphabetical list of names or topics in a book. An

index is much more detailed than a table of contents. Often topics and

subtopics are listed together."

"An index gives a page number ior each topic and subtopic listed. The

subtopics are listed in alphabetical order too."

"Please turn to your English book, Patterns of Languages on page 71

and 72 you'see a table of contents and index also. Let's compare the two.

(A discussion follows) See illustration I again. (Students point out where

various kinds of information will be found.)
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"Let s look at the listing of subtopics under books. How many are

listed?. Why are two pages given after the subtopic reference?fl

Instruction and Practice'

"Before you look for informatioil yo:u may want to think.about your

t

subject. What do you want to know or learn? How th.will you use is

information? Asking yourself questioncs will help you to organize the

information you want.*

"Here are some practice sheets to use, You will find that after

completing these exercises you will feel at home when you select a topic

for locating specific information. Just reid the directions before ach

lesson carefully. I Oill_be-glad to answer any questions you have con-

cerning the work. You can check your answers with the key in the back of

your workbook to see if your answers are correct when you complete each

exercise." (The students can complete each exercise in about five minutes

and then check.)

Evaluation

Here is an excerpt from a reading workbook, Skills in Asading: Level

B from Goals in Peadin9 published by Harcourt Brace Javanovich, Inc., 1974

edition, which will serve as a test.

Have students read the terms in Index A, Index B, and Index C, Illus-

tration V, next students should read the questions and write the mord or

words, giving the answers plus pages listed in these sample indexes.
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Evaluation Test

1. Which index g1ves a reference about collecting?

2. In Index B, how many pages give information about rock layers?
4
V

3. In Index CI' how many page references are given for non-porous rock?

4. Name three types of rocks listed in /ndex B: (More than three are

given.)

S. Which pages in Index A have illustrations for metamorphic rocks?

6. Which index gives the most exact-reference to the effects of water on

rocks?

7. Which two indexes includecross-references?

8. Index C, under what entry would you look tind out about rocks in

layers?'

Generalization and Transfer

Suppose a family needs a new car. People know that a car is a very

expensiFe purchase. Most people spend a great deal of time searching for just

the right car which will e the family, give good mileage, not obst too much

for upkeep, or need repairs too often. Many times, a parson who is in the

market for A new car,, will go to the public library where he/she can look up

special information about automobiles in a magazine, or periodical, called the

Consumer Report. This magazine tells exactly which model of any make car is a

better value for the money and why.

Mothers are always researching cook hooks for new recipes for new ideas

for the family meal. An index is most helpful for locating this specific in-

formation. A mother may even look inforMation regarding whiCh brand of soap

or which product washes clothes cleaner or what brand of carpet cleaner is Norio

economical.
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A boy or girl can even look in the Consumer Report, to find out which

ten-speed bicycle is_safer, more economical and will have a longerslifetime.

Many things can be learned by using a table of contents dt an index:

Research can save a family money and bring much happihess when an

item is really worth the investment.

time.

Knowing how to look up specific information quickly can really.save'
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From Patterns of Lansuage. Illustration /

001logits

1 Your Library 7
2 Tbe Key 15
3 Fact and Fiction 22
4 Reference Books 27 ti
5 More Reference Books 33

PrettyliAsPrettyDoes 40
7 Periodicals 45
8 Do You Have to Pirit a Report? 51
9 Looking Ahead in the Library 56

10 Libraries Everywhere 62
Gloom 67
Wu 71
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Contents (Illustration II)

1. Ice cream, Gingerbread, Cinnpmon Buns, and Candy ..... .

4

11

2. Chocolate, Cocoa, and Cocoa Trees 14

3.. The Mystery of Vanilla ,24

4. Pepper - Black, White and.Read 30

5. The Cinnamon Monsters 4 .. .37

6. Little Nails from the Spice Islands 42

7. The Little'Nut Tree 48
1 6

7

B. Mustard for Hot Dogs% 54

9. Gingetbread and Ginger 60

,10. The Moat Hicpensive Siice in the World
,

*.
64

11. ,Su4arb from Plantsi Trees, and Bees , '70

Index .1 79

Research dame (Illuatrateon iiI)

"We can pla,A Research Game today if you would like.

Please se ect a non-fiction book from the closkrooM library. Then on

your paper write ten questions which could be answered by referring to the

Table of Contents or Index." (allow ten Minutes)

Give ten points to'the researcher who finishes ffrit, nine to the
A

second, etc. All players get one point for each correct answer. Pass books

and questions back to owneT after theTare exchanged. The owners will

correbt and score.

Frdm Bookmark ReadinV,Program:Skillsbocl4i,,

Unit 7 Sources of'Information ,
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 1

.0ne part of a table of contents i§ shown below. It shows the title ct

one chapter in a science book and,the subheadings ih that chapter. Looilt

over and then answer the questions that follow. "(In doing this exercise .

and some of those that follow, you will find soMe special wor44s that you

may not know. You can find most of these words in the GlossariN However,

you do noi need to know the meaning of all the words in order'to do the

.exercises.)

STORIES THAT ROCKS TELL . . . 210

Rbcks, Formed by Heat 211

Hot Springs and Gevsx,rs 220

Things You Can Do 223

Sedimentary Rocks 224

Studying Sedimentary Rocks 228

How Rocks.4are Changed 229

Some Things to'Do 232

Gfeat Glaciers . . . 233

Things to Remember . 237

1. To,Whet page wohld you turn for a general statement about the chapter?,

2. What is the.neme of the section that would tell about the relationship

-

between hot springs and geysers?

3. If you had started.a rock collection, where might you find information

on experimen u could do with them?

4. You have r ason to think that some rocks are sedimentary. Where would

you look to 'find more information about them?

5. Where would you turn for a summary of the chapter?
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Illustration IV

Here are parts of the indexes from three different books. Each part

includes the entry.for rocks. Notice the ways the different idejces are

set up. Then answer the questions that follow. (see Evaluation Test).
4

Index A

(Numbers in underlined type refer to illustrations.)
-

rocks, 4,4,7, 346, 347, 347; erosion of, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 31, 32, 352;

extrusive, 347, 349; igneous, 36, 36, 37, 39, 347-51, 384, 349, 350, 351,_

354; intrusive, 347, 149; kind of, 346; metamorphiC, 41, 41, 356-57, 357;

sedimentary, see sedimentary rock

Index B

Rocks

folde 9-231; 232 metamorphic, 230-231; 237

,how they ake'chahged, 229-231; 237 molten, 211-,212; 215-218; 215; 237

igneous, 211-219; 222; 223; 226; 237 sedimentary, 224-228-237

layers, 225-227
*

Index C

Rock: always changing, 83-84; arranged in layprs (see also Rock, sedimentary),

109-110; baked, 164-165; broken by wave , 89; carried by g1aciers,67, 68;

6changed by plants, 79-80; changed into s il, 80; cracked by snnAs heat

(with experiment), 74-75; cut away by water, 62; dissolved in water, 55;

flows under pressure, 131; igneous,,14, 14, 147, 149, 152-154; Made

minerals, 49; materials from soil, 82; melted by heat 137; metamorphic,

164-16; molten, 138; non-porus, 3, 41, 43, 46; porous, 33, 43; sedimentary,

115-118, 120, 12, 134, 140, 164; split by plants 78? volcanic, 145, weather.
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Lesson Plan

Scope

This lesson plan teaches the i'mportant skill of writing and reading

short-form weirds in Braille. It is advantageous for the student to.learn

this skill of both reading and writing simultaneously. Writing exercises

can be drawn from the words titilized in the lesson being taught.

Ob'ective 5.3.2

The student will identify st)ort-form words in braille writing. Given a

list of 76 words in full spelling, the student will be able to write correctly

in braille the short-form word fi each with 100% accuracy for 3 consecutive

days.

Initial Presentation

Enthusiastically tell the students it is time to work on braille writing.

Remind the children that braille, as officially approved,-tomprises two

grades. 'Gra e 1 braille is in full spelling and consists of the letters of

the alpha e , numbers., punctuatidn, and a number of composition signs which

-to are special to.braille. Grade 2 braille consists of Grad 1 and 189 con-

tractions and short-form words, and should be known as "English Braille."

One grade of braille is merely a continuation of the other, but with vari-

ations in rules. Tell the students that Grade 2 English Braille is the

official international system of Braille. Explain to children thlit since,

for iheir meaning, 1,raille characters must depend upon the position of the

dots in the cell, aft well as the number of dots present, it is essential that

they learn by.space relationship what position any dot, or group of dots,

occupies. Remind the students that they should know the braille alphabet,

numbers, and most of the punctuation and composition signs. Also, tell
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them that they are skilled in writing malty of the braille contractions.

"Now we are ready to work on a new skill in braille writing - learning and

using short-form words." Explain to the studens that in addition to con-

tractions, English Braille contains a total of 76 short-form words. These

are abbreviated forms of the words they represent and begin with the same

letter or contraction as the complete word. In other wqrds, "They are short

ways of writing long words. They also can be used alone or as part of a

word. These words-have been grouped together in order to facilitate

learning through association. Guide studentwto realize that by using short-

form words theyowiil be able to write faster, and that less space will be

required than for spelled out words, e.g., little (11) and necessary (nec.)

Tell the students that you are aware that they already know some of the

short-fort words, but that now they are,ready to learn and use all 76 of

them. Have children get their braille writers and paper, then read and ex-

plain the objective, including the mastery criteria, to them. Lie. he

students copy the objective from dictation, and tell them,to keep it in

- their notebook. Emphasize that they are going to learn all 76 of the short-

form words and use them in their writing activities.

State the 9 parts of the rule pertaining to writing short-form words,

and include examples. Short-form words should be used alone or as part of

a word, e.g., acly (accordingly); (be) ss (besides); undcvd (undeceived);

fatly (firstly); belld, (belittled). Underlined letters' indicate the

abbreviations for shorttform words which are used in the braille writing of

the word.
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a. Short-form words must not be divided at the end of a line,

but they may be separated from any syllable addition, e.g., immrly, not

imrmly (immAdiately); percv, not per-ov (perceive).

b. A short-form word should be used as a whole proper name only,

e.g., Louis Brl, (Braille); Thomas Ll, (Little); but not Hapgd, (Hapgoid);

Dooll, (Doolittle).

Note: Short-form words which are common words are riot to be considered as

proper flames when they appear in names of books, articles, -chapter headings,

publishers' names, etc. e.g., Children's Prest, MY FRIENDLY _WHY.

c. An addition may be made to a short-form word provided it does

not result in'incorrect spelling.

d. An addition may bp made to a short-form word only if it retains

its original meaning and would not obscure recognition of the work. e.g.,

"milst" in mustn't, but not in mustache. use after in aftermath, but not

in rafeer.

e. preconceive, not'preconcv; pre-concv, not pre-concv. Since the

contraction for "con" cannot be used in the middle of a word, the short-form

word "conceive" Should not be used if a prefix appears before it, e.g.,

However, it should be used when the word is
misconceived, preconceived, divided, eeg., mis-conceived, pre-conceived

f. an addition may be made to a short-form word provided the com-

bination could not be mistaken for, or have the appearance of, another word.

The short-form words for "after," "blind," or "friend" should not be used

when.followed by a vowel, e.g., afterimage, aftereffect, blindage, blinded,

,blinder, blindest, friended, befriended. However, they may be used when

followed by a consonant, or a hyphen in a divided word., e.g., blind-ed$

befriend-iag; after-image afterbirth blindness friendly.
$ $
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g. A short-form word must not be used if it would cause confusion

in pronunciition or in the reognition of an unusual word. e.g., 2/iribmt

(a portidge); not stirab; Port Said, not Port Sd.

h. The apostrophe should always be inserted-in the exclamation Val"

(hia!) to distinguish it from the short-form word for "him", hm .

i. When the proper names "Al" or "Ab" appear at the beginning of

a sentence, they should be preceded by the letter sign to distinguish them

form the short-form words for also (al) or about tab).

Provide the students with a complete list of all short-foria words.

Tell them to study the rule and the list of 76 words. Ask the students to

explain each partY of the rule to you with the examples. Reinforce students'

responses and attending behavior.

Complete List of Short-form Words

About ab

above abv

according ac

across acr

after af

afternoon afn

afterward afw

again ag

against ag(st)

almost alm

already air

also al

although al(th)

altogether sit

deceive dcv

deceiving dcvg

declare dcl
*-

declaring dclg

either ei

first f(st)

friend fr

good gy

great grt

herself h(er)f

hiaha

himself hmf

immediate imm

its xs
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always saw

because (be)c

before (be)f

behind (be)h

below (be)1

beneath (be)n

beside (be)s

between (be)t

beyond(be)y

blind bl

braille brl

children (ch)n

conceive (con)cv

conceiving (con)cvg

could cd

receive rcv

receiving rcvg

rejoice rjc

,rejoicing tjcg

said sd

should (sh)d

such s(ch)

tfieuselves (the)uvs

thyself (th)yf

///
'itself xf

letter lr

little 11

much u(c)i)

must u(st)

myself Ind

necessary nec

neither'nei

o clock o'c

oneself (one)f

ourselves (ou)rvs

paid pd

perceive p(er)cv

perceiving p(er)cvg

perhaps p(erTh

today td

together tgr

tomorrow tis

tonight MI

would wd

your yr

yourself yrf .

yourselves yrvs
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Instruction and Practice

Provide the students with ;ractice session. Allow about 5 minutes

practice tine for each of the 9 rules. The students are given several

words to read and write. Have children write the full spelling and the

short-form for each word. While children are writing, check with each

one individually to see if they re having difficulty, and provide them with

corrective feedback. Call attention to what is meant by short-forth words,

and remind students that they will gain speed in writing by using short-

form words. When they complete thit practice session, review the cor'rect

answers. Let the students use the list of short-form words during the

initial practice sessions.

Provide the students with another practice session in writing braille

short-form words. Feedback procedures should be given as described pre-

viously. Have students use the list of short-form words. Provide as

many practice sessions as needed similar to the above, but gradually remove

the list of words. Review the 9 part rule in writing braille short-form

words before each practice session. Continue to provide appropriate know-

-ledge of results and reinforcemeni

Oral and written recitation activities must be incorporated into

instruction and practice. The activities should include braille short-

form word lists, oral questions and use of Braille Drill books available

from American Printing.House. Students should be asked to write and

explain braille short-form words. No sample list or help can be used

during this recitation. Continue to provide corrective feedback and re-

inforcement during recitation. Students should continue to review and

practice reading and writing all 76 short-form words listed in their

Braille Drill books.
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6

Sample Prictice

Directions: Copy the following list of words in column form, and

after each word write the shortform ward for each.

about according across

afternoo again almost

already altogether always

because below beside

between blind braille

children could declare

either first friend

good great ) him

immediate
.

etter littlw

much mu t necessary

4
paid quick perhaps

said receive themselves

together would
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Evaluation

The initial presentation and instruction and practice activities

described above will probably take several days to complete (25 minutes

per day). Obviously, it will take some students a longer'period of time

than other students to learn-and use this skill. When the students are

completing the activities with few errors, begin to evaluate the objective.

Evaluation should take one class period. (55 Minutes) The evaluation

wll consis of 76 braille short-form words spelled out for 3 consecutive

days. Oral instructions will be provideefor Atudents.

Generalization and Transfer

Reinforce the students for achieving the objective. Review the 9

parts of the rule pertaining to writing braille short-form words. jell

the students they will be tested again on writing braille short-form

in a couple of weeks. Specify that you want them tp.be able to write wi h

spted and accuracy all 76 short-form words independently and to verbally

state the rule governing the usage of short-form braille words. Review

the criteria of a list of 76 braille short-form words in full spelling with

100% accuracy for 3 consecutive days. Give the students a practice test.

Plan half the practice time it took for original practice session learnings.

The materials and activities should be different from thelactivities 'used

for acquisition. Possible activities include:

1. Writing braille short-form words in homework assignment*.

2. Writing braille short.-form words in spelling units.

3. Writing braille short-form words in making notes.

4. Using braille short-form words in writing annokuncements.

Evaluate for retention after these practice sesslons.-

*
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The objective of this lesso plan has 2 transfer tasks. First,

student should be abkit to write braille short-form words in all other

areas. Second,.student should be able to use braille short-form words

in day to day writing activities. Example of activities include: writing

experience stories, writing letters tolariends and pen pals and writing
A

descriptive reports on field trips. pescribe the overlap between the,old

and the new tasks. Stress that children need to learpend use braille

short-form words in all day to day'written activities as well as in all

required written. activities. Remind studentstthat by using braille shtlrt-
.

form words, they are choosing the short, faster way to write long words.
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Sample Test

Directions: Write the following words* Beside each, write the

short-form for the word.

aboui

according

after

afterward

against

already

although

always

before

below-

beside

much

myself

neither

oneself

paid

perceiving

quick

beyond above blind

braille across children

conceive afternoon conceiving

could again deceive

deceiving almost- declare

declaring also either

first altogether friend

good because great

herself behind him

himself beneatil immediate

receiving little rejoice

rejoicing must said

should necessary such

themselves o'clock thyself

today ourselves together

tomorrow perceive tonight

would perhaps your

yourself receive yourselves
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Lesson Plan'

Scope

The following lesson plan teaches the 1earner to write a root wo

and to add a designated prefix.

Objective

When presented with "stimulus root word and the examineerequeets

the student to write the same rOot word adding a designited prefix, the

student will correctly write the requested word.- This task will be per-

formed for.14 of 15 different prefix additions.

Initiai Presentation

Read and explain the objective, including the mastiry criteria, to

th( stuJent.

Say to the pupils, 'You already ,know what's stiffix is. Who can tell

what a suffix is?" Students should say that a suffix is-one or more

letters added- to the end of ajoord to changL its meaning. Aak for-

examples. The following might be. given. Ed, added to rake becomes raked.

a added to free becomes freely. Fut added to power becomes powerful. .

Say to the class, "Now perhaps someone would like to define a pre-

fix." It Tay be'that do one in the class can define a prefix. If so,

give the followlng definition to the pupils. A prefix.is one or more

lettere added to the beginning of a root- word to change its meaning.

Say to the pupils, "There are many prefixes, but during the next

few days we are going to learn about four prefixes. The4are un-, im-,

re.4, and di . I wank you to write down on your paper what each of

these prefixes means. Un- means not. Tm- means not. Re- means back or

again.,Dis-means flom, down, or away. Now 'that you've written the

meaning of the prefixes on yaur paper 's go over them.
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Call out.each prefix allowing the students to give the meaning of each.

Review these several times'until the students have a fairly good under-

standini of them.
y

Say to the pupils, "If we take.the root word hapiy and add the prefix

un- to it, what new word will we have?" Students should say unhappy.

Ask the pupils, "What does unhsppy

. happy. Usi the same.procedure
,t

the students an opportunity to make oral sentences with the new words they

mean?" Students should say not

for`able, armed, 41."61Lpd broken.' dive

' have formed.0' Reinforce correct responses.
*.

Use oe same procedure for the remaining three prefixes-as for un-.'

For the'prefix imr,use the words passable, Patieri't, polite, and pure. For

the prefix.re-, use the words call, new, join, and trace. For .the prefix

dis-, use the words agree, appear, bank, and favor. Oive the students an

opportunity to offer any words that they might know_containing the flew

prefixes. Cotrect any errors and reinforce responses.

'

Instruction and Practice

4 Provide each student with a workshek either in braille or large print.4

The v)orksheet should contain 30 words containing prefixes. On the blank

next o the word on the large print worksheet the student should write the

-prefix. The students using braille should*write the prefix on a sepRrate

sheet of paper numbering each accordingly. (See attached worksheet #1.)

While the students are completing the worksheet,

viding corrective.feedback. After all students

sheet, review the correct answers.

the prefixes.

sheet.

At ihe same

walk around the roam pro-

have completed the work-

time review the meaning of

Letthe stddents give*the meaning of the Words on the work-
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Provide the students with a worksheet in braille or large print to

form new words from a root word plus the meaning of .tbe prefix. (See at-
1

tached worksheet #2.) Braille answers should be written on a separate

sheet of paper. Feedback procedures should-be given as described previously.

Provide the students with a worksheet containing-10 root words.

Students should rewrite'the words adding a specitic.prefix to each word.

Worksheets should be'in braille or large print as needed.. Feedbatk pro

cedures ihould be 'given as described previouS-ly..(See attached worksheet:.

#3.).

Evaluation
_

Tbe initial presenta0.on and instruction and practice activitiei will

probably take 4 to 5 d*s to complete. When, the students are able to'com

plete the worksheets withoUt any errdr5, evaluation of the objective should

be begun. See evaluation test attic-hed.

Generalization and Transfei

Students should be able to 'apply the refixes to words that they have

not encountered during the practfte sessions. They should also be able to

spell the new words made by adding prefixes. Plan activities where

students would use words containing prefixes learned. .Students might write

sentences using spelling words, write friendly letters, do some creative

4

writing, and answer,questions iii reading and social studies.-



Worksheet #1

Here are words which have prefixes. Write the piefix on the blank next

to tbe word.

1. replve 16. reyolt

2. uncommon 17. regain

3. disfavor 18. refund

4. refill 19. imprudent

5. improper 20. res.J.

6. review . 21. ;nide

7. imperfect t. 4. di,ihonest

8. dismount 23. improbable

9. rejoin 24. impractical

LO. dislike 25. -disobey

11. respond 26. unfair *-

12. disloyal 27. reform

13. impossible 28. disgrace

14. rebound 29. distrust

15. unfasten - 30. restore

2r..)
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Worksheet #2

Change the meaning of the words in the first column to the meanings in the

sebond column by adding prefixes.

A

Root Word.
1. consider

2. paid

3. personal

4. true

5. continue

New. Meaning

consider again

:paid oack

not personal

not true

stop,

62 real not real

7. Appy, nor liappy

8. partial nut parttal

9. wise *dot wtse

10. arm take awa.: arms

11. count count over dgdia

New Wo'rd



Worksheet #3

ReWrite each root word adding the asstgned prefix.

1. certain 4. un

2. satisfied + dis

3., moderate + im

4. Orove + im

5. appear + dis =

6. view + re

7. expected + un

8. place + re

9. rgisonable un

10. regard dis
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Test for Prefixes

Rewrite each.root word adding the assigned prefix,

1. store + re

2. miss + dis

. 3. proper + im

4. polite + im

5. necessary + un

6. fair + un

7. practical + im

form + re

9. obey + dis

10trust + dis

3
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Lesson Plan

Scope

This lesson plan is des gned to Ceacti the spelling principle for

changing a root when adding'a suffix beginning with a vowel and is limited

to vert roots and the ing inflectional suffix.

Objective

Given a list of 30 verbs, the student will be able to correctly add

the ina inflectional suffix in olinutes with 100% accuracy for 3 conse-.

cutive days.

Initial Presentation

Get the students' attention by 1 ing a prearranged signal, e.g.,

ringing a bell or writing th bjttiv on tfie board. .Enthusiaatically tell

them it is time to work o n scf1ing. tell ,the students to gel- out theiji

*

spelling notebooks. Rein'i-ce appropriate behavior with verbal praise,

e.g., "Bill's ready to work on spelling."

Read and explain the objetive, neluding-the mastery Criteria to

,

the students. Have the students col±y the object ve in iheit notebooks.

Emphasite that they ar going CO learn how to add j to verbs.

State tlre three part of tite pertainin.g to: words where roots

are not changed, words ending in uod words ending in a simile vowel

followed by singl consonant. iiw an overheiid of these three parts of the
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rule (See Table 4-3). Review the examples on the overhead. 'Call attention

to the spelling of doing, coming,.and getting. Ask several students to

explain the three ways one caa spell 4 endings on words. Have the students

copy the overhead, including the examples, for future reference. Call the

students'attention to the-teaching chart displayed in the room (See Table 4-4).

Describe how this chart illustrates how to use the three parts of the rule.

Point out that the e in the verbs ending in e is red. Also point out that

in verbs ending with a single 7owel folThwed by a iingle consonant that the

!
vowel is green and the consonant is blue. AA severantudents to explain

how to use this chart. Reinforde students' responses and attending,beheviot:

Instruction and ?ractice

Provide a separate ') m nute practice sessIon for each of the t#ree
A

parts of the rule, Have a separate workaheet of 10-examples for each Part.

The examples should "be color coded in the same way as the worksheet.' While

the students are completing each worksheet, walk around the room providing

corrective feedback. After the students complete each 2 minute practice

session, review the correct answerr. Have students tell why certain ansystrs
0

are correct or incorrect. Let the students use the information copied in

'their notebook$ or the information on the teaching chart to help obtain the

correct answer during these initial practice sessions.

Provide a 5 minute practice session for all three parts of the rule at

the same time. Have a worksheet with 30 examples. The.worksheet should be

color coded as before. Feedbeck procedures should be given,As described

previously. Provide two more practice sessions as described above, but

gradually fade the prompts and models (i.e., the use of the teaching chart

and information in the notebooks) and the color coded examples. Review and

illustrate the rule before each practice session. Continue to provide

appropriate knowledge of results and reinforcement.
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Oral and written recitation-activities art be incorporated in o

instruction ind practice. The activities should include worksheets, oral

quettions, and games. Students should be asked to write and say the three

parts of the rule and practice using the rule to spell verbs ending inks.

A spelling bee on verbs ending in ing could be held. No prompts or models

*can be used during recitation. Approximately 12 different retitation

activities should be used. Continue to provide corrective feedback and

reinforcethent during recitation:

Evaluation

The-initial presedtation and instruction and practice activities

described above will probably take 4 to 5 days (20 minutes per day) to

complete. When the students are completing the recitation activities

w thout any o'rors, begin to evaluate the objective. The evaluation

*fill take 5 minutes a day for 3 consecutive4ays. S. Table 4-5 for a

sample evaluation sheet.

Reinforce the studelts for achieving the objective. Review the three

parts of the rule pertaining to woids where roots ire not changed, words

ending in -e, and words ending in a single vowel by a, single consonant.

Show the overhead of these three parts of the rule (See Table 4-3). Tell the

# students they will be tested on these rules again in another week. Speckfy that

the stutleutsklinulti be able to (1) write the three parts of the rule abid

wo047(2) use the rule on the list of 30 verbs. Review the criterion of 100%

accuracy in a 5 minute test period. Tell the students they will be given

extra time on the test to write the three parts of the rule. °Give the

students a practice test. Plan five additional 20 minute practice sessions

(it took ten 20 minute practice sessions for original learning). The
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materials and activities ihould be different from the activities used

for acquisition. Possibie activitiers include:

1. Tabli games where the students must use the parts of a

rule (e.i., students must use the rnle to add in& to a verb

before moving his man in checkers).

2. Challenge matches where two students try to stump each other

3. Timed wOrksheet drink to improve'rate of response.

4 Structured recall worksheets in the same form as the

retention test.

Evaluate for retention after the fifth additional 20 minute practice

session. Give the students a ten minute break during the administration of
the test.

Gene alization and Transfer

The objective and scope of this spelling lesson plan has two transfer

tasks. First, students should be able to apply the rule to verbs not listed(

on the original study list. Second, students should be able to apply the

inle in their day-to-day-spelling activities. Provide students with a

list of 30 new verbs. Construct practice activities and materiali like

those used for acquisition teaching. This makes the requLred.responses and .

stimuli very similaro and creUtes a maximum positive transfer situation.

Toll the students about this overlap.

the three parts Of the rule they have learned with thesp,new verbs. Give

110,04 examples. Help them sort tjhe new list of vsbs into three groups (one

Oup for each part of the rule)

Plan at least fAle additional 20 minute practice sessions for these

Point out how the students can use

new verbs. Continue to apply the criterion of 100% acCuracy in a 5 minute

time period.

Plan from five to ten practice activities that will require the students

to use the rule in day-to-dayactivities. Possible activities include:
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experience stories, short letters home, writing answers to questions about

their reading lesson, filling out job applications, etc. Design these

activities to have high positive transfer. As before, describe Che overlap

between the old and new tasks. Stress the need to learn how to use the rule

in new situations.



Table 4-3

Sample Overhead of Spelling Rule

ING VERB ENDINGS

Add ing to most
verbs

If-a verb ends with
e, drop the e before
adding ill.

If a verb ends with a
single vowel followed by
a single consonant, double
the last consonant and add

do----doing
call----calling-
find----finding

come----coming
give----giving
have----having

run----running
shop----shopping

t'
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Table 4-4

Sample Teachinit Chart

red.

placing

ing

find

1

findingl

305

shopping
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Table 4-5

Sample EvaluatiOn Sheet

Directions:

1.

2.

3.

love

Add to the following wordt, making

16.

17.

18.

any changes

vote

necessarY.

swim print

go hit

4. like 19. skate

5. quit 20. spell

.6. help 21. rise

7. live 22. hug

8. trap 23. shoot

.9. ,have 24. use

10. hold 25. rub

11. give 26. smoke

12. plan 274 sell,

13. jump 28. shake

14. face 29. shut

15. trip 30. pick 1
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TAXOTOMY OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVE.S

kEADING DOMAIN

4*



'END GOAL

0.0 The learner will draw conclusions, both stated and inferred; identify
character traits, cause and effect relationships, the mood of a story,
the author's intent; and identify a correct outljne for an sarticle.

Given a story and ten (10) questions with four (4) choices, the learner
will select the corredt answer to each question.

and

Given an article and three (3) variations of.an obtline, the learner
will select thecorrect outline for the article.

Minimum: 9 Part I
1 Part II

LEVEL 0

0.1.1 The learner will demonstrate general vocabulary conceptt..

Given ten (10) dictated words with three (3) pictures for eath,-the
learner will circle the picture for the word dictated.

Minimum: 9

0.1.2 The learner will demonstrate knowledge of positional vocabulary con-
cepts.

Given eighteen (18) dictated phrases with three (3) pictures for each,
the learner will circle the picture for each positional-concept.

Minimum: 16

0.1.2.1, The learner will demonstrate knowledge of positional vodabulary con-
cepts on the concrete level.

Given eighteen tio dictated phrases, the learner will physically
demonstrate each positional concept.

Minimum: 18

0.1.2.2 The learner will demonstrate knowledge of
cepts on the semi-concrete level.

Given ei7hteen (18) dictated phrases, the
with blocks each positional concept.

Minimum:. 18
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0.1.3 The learner will.demonstrate recognition of general ladguage concepts.

Given ten.(10) dittated phrases with three (3) pictures for each, the
learner will circle the picture for each language concept:

4. Minimum: 9

0.2.1 The learher will auditorily di'scriminate likenesses and differences in
words.

Given ten (10) pairs of dictated words, the learner will ihdicate by
touching his chin whether eadh pair is alike or different.

Minimum: 9

0.2.1.1 The learner will identify sounds as opposed to sound.

Given five (5) soundwof equal magnitude, the learner will respond.by
raising his hands when he hears the sound.

Minimum: 5

0.2.1.2 The learner will identify commop sounds.'

Given five (5) sounds, the learner wilf'circle the picture of the
object that makes the sound.

Minimum: 4

0.2.1.3 The learner will match sounds..

Given eight (8) sound boxes, the learner will pair the boxes which have
the same sound.

Minimum: 8

0.2.1.4 The learner will auditorily discriminate differences in unrelated
sounds.

Given five (5) pairs of sounds, the learner will circle the picture of
the bdy with his hands up if'the sounds are alike and circle the
picture of the boy with his hands down if th sounds are different.

0.2.2

Minimum: 5

The learner will visually discriminate between words.

Given ten (10) word pairs, the learner will circle the pairs Which have
identical words.

Minimum: 9
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0,2.2.1 The learner: will visually discriminate between geometric shapes.

Given five (5) geometric shapes, the learner will place each one by the
matching shape on a worksheet.

Minimum: .5

0.2.2.2 The learner will visually discriminate between clock pictures-.

Given five (S) clock pictures; the learner will place each one by the
matching picture on a worksheet.

Minimum: 10

0.2.2'3 The learner will visually discriminate between letters.

Gtven ten (10) letter sYmboli, the learner will place each one by the
matching symbol on a worAksheet. *

0.2.3

Minimum: la

The learner wil/ recall and write the upper aRd lower case letter
symbol for,each letter of the alphabet.'

Given the letters of the alphabet dictated out of sequence, the learner
will write the upper and lower cake leiter symbol for each.

Minimum: 18
a

0.2,3.1 The learner will recite the alphabet in sequence.

Given sixty (60) seconds, the learner will recite the alphabet.

Minimum: 26

0.2.3.2 The learner; will recognize letter symbols.

Given thirty (30) dictated letters with four (4) choices for each, the
learner will circle the letter dictated.

Minimum: 28

0.3.1 The learner will follow directions for a simple three-step task..

Given a different three-step (3) task on five (5) separate occasions,
the learner will fellow the directions to complete the task.

Minimum: 5
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0.3.2 The learner will classify 'pictured objects.

Given five (5).rqws of five (5) pictures each, the learner will circle
the three (3) pictures in each row that are in the same category.

Minimum: 4

0.3.3 The learner will recall details from a sentence.

Given five (5) sentences with.five (5) pictures for each, the-learn.eity.
will circle the two (2) pictures that answer a detail question..

Minimum: '4

0.3.4 The learner will sequence pictures in a logical order.

.0.3.5

Given five (5) sets of three (3) pictures each, the learner will
arrange the.pictures so that they tell a storV.

Minimum: 4

The learner will identify cause and effect relationships.

Given five (5) oral selections with three (3) pictuAls for each, the
learner will circle the picture which answers a cause or effect
question.

Minimum: 4

0.3.5:1 The learner will identify cause relationships.

Given five (5) oral selections with three (3) pictures for each, the
learner will circle the picture which answers a cause question.

Minimum: 4

0.3.5.2 The learner will identify effect relationships.

Given five (5) oral seleCtiotS with three (3) pictures for each, the
learner will circle the picture which answers an 2ffect question.

Minimum: 4

The 4.earner will identify the main idea.

Given five (5) oral selections with three (3) pictures for each, the'
learner will cirále the picture which shows themain idea.

Minimum: 4
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0.3.7 The learner will make inferences.

Given five (5) oral selections with three (3) pictures for each, the
learner will circle the picture wh' h answers the inference question.

PlInimum:

0.3.8 The learner will make predictions..

Given five (5) oral selections with three (3) pictures for each, the
learner will circle the picture which answers the preaiction Question.

Minimum: 4

0.4.1 The learner will tell a story.

Giveb a short prcture storybook, the learner will tell a storfthat
includes the content of the pictures.

4

'LEVEL 1

1.1 The learner w 11 visually discriminate likenesses in word forma.

Given fifteen (15) rows of words, the learner will circle the word in
each row that is identical to the first word.

Minimum- 14

1.2.1 The learner will auditorily discriminate words ending in the rhyming
sounds, ook, an, ake, at.

Given ten (10) rows of four (4) pictures each, the learner will circle
the picture in each row that.rhymes with the first picture.

minimum: 9

1.2.1.1 The-learner will auditorily.discriminate words ending it the rhyming
sounds, ook, an.

Given ten (10) rows of four (L4) pictures each, the learner will circle
the picture in each row that rhymes with the first picture.

Minimum:. 9

1.2.1.2 'Tbe learner will auditorily discriminate Words ending in the rhyming
sounds, ake, at.

Given ten (10) rows of four (4-) pictures each, the lear4r-will circle
the'picture in each row that rhymes with the first picture.

Minimum: 9
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1.2.2 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginning consonant sounds of
the letters, m, b, f, s, t, c, r, h, and d.

Given ten (10) rows of pictures, the learner will circle the two*(2)
pictures in each row that begin with the same Sound.

`Minimum: .9

1.20201 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginning cons
the letters, m, b, and f.

4

Given ten (10) rows of pictures, the learner will circle the two (2)
pictures it each row that begin with the same sound.

sounds of

Minimum:* 9

-1.2.2.2 The learner, will auditorily discriminate beginning consonant sounds of
the letters, s, t, and c.

Given ten (10)-rows-of pictures, the learner will circle the two (2)
pictures in each row that begin_with the same sound.

Minimum: 9

1.2.2.3 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginning consonant sounds of
the letters, h, d, and r.

'Given ten (10) rows of piCtures, the learner will circle the two (2)
,pictures in each row that begin with the same sound.

Minimum: 9

1.3 The learner will sequence the events from A story.

The learner will listen to 'a story. Given four (4) pictures in random
order, the learner will Place the pictures in the order that they
happened in the story.

2.1.

Minimum: 4

arner will
ulary.

Given forty (40)
teacher.

Minimum: 36

demonstrate recognition

4ords, the learner will

of basic pre-primer sight

read each word aloud to the
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2.2.1 The learner will auditoril discriminate the rhyming sounds, ar, ed,
ate, ee, 21, and en.

Given six (6) rows of four (4) pictures.each, the learner will circle
three (3) pictures in each row that rhyme.

Minimum: 6

2.2.1.1 The learner will auditorily discriminate the rhyming sounds, art ed, and
ate.

Given three (3) rows of.four (4) pictures each, the learner will circle
three (3) in each row that rhyme.

Miniffium: 3

2.2.1.2 The learner will auditorily discriminate the rhyming sounds, , of,

and en.

Given three (3) rows of four (4) pictures each, the learner will circle
three (3) pictures in each row that rhyme.

Minimum: 3

2.2.2 The learter,will auditorily discriminate befinning consonant sounds of

the letters, z, w, g, k$ v, 1, n, and a.

Given twelve (12) rows of four (4) pictures each, the learner will
circle two (2) pictures in each row that begin with.the same sound.

Minimum: II

2.2.2.1 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginning colleonant sounds of
the letters, z, w, and

Given three (3) rows of foul', (4) pictures eadh, the learner will circle
two (2) pictures in each row that begin with same sound.

Minimum: 3
47'e

2.2.2.2 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginnins consonant sounds of

the letters, k, and

Given three (3) rows of four (4) pictures each, the learner will circle

two (2) pictures in each row that begin with sall* sound.

Minimum: 3

2.2.2.3 The learner will auditorily discriminate beginning consonant sounds of

the letters, v, 1, n, and D.

Given iour (4) rows of four (4) pictures each, the learner will circle

two (2) pictures in each row that begin with the same sound.

Minimum: 4
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4111 2.3 The learner will sequence sentences in a logical order.

Given two (2) sets of four (4) sentences, the learnerjwill number the
sentences in each set so that they tell a story.

Minimum: 8

2.3.1 The learner will sequence sentences in a logical order.

Given two (2) sets of two (2) sentences, the learner will number the
sentences so_that they tell a story.

Minimum: 4

The learner will sequence sentences in a logical order.

Given two (2) sets of three (3) sentences, the learner will number the
sentences so that they tell a story.

Minimum: 6 ,

2.4 The learner will read the third pre-primer level reader from a basic
series.

The learner will.read aloud to the teacher the last story from a third
pre-primer level reader.

Word errors allowed: 2'

3.1 The learner will
vocabularY.

Given fifty (50)
teacher.

Minimum: 45

LEVEL 3

demonstrate recognition of basic priier sight

words, the learner will read each word aloud to the

3.2.1 The learner will identify rhyming words.

Given twenty-three (23) rows of pictures each with a key word,
learner will circle the picture that rhymes with the key word.

Minimum: 22
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3.2.2 The learner will associate beginning consonant sounds with the letter
symbols, d, Zg 1, n, h, t, r, k, .19 w, f, b, m, Cg v, and a.

Given twenty (20) pictures with three (3) letters beneath each the
learner will circle the letter with which each picture begins.

Minimum: 18

3.2.2.1 The learner will associate beginning consonant sounds with the letter
symbols, b,

2.
d, m, n, and w.

Given twelve (12) pictures with three (3) letters beneath each, the
learner will circle the letter with which each picture begins.

Minimum: 11

3.2.2.2 The learner will associate beginning consonant sounds with the letter
symbols, r, h, f, 1, k, and L.

Given twelve (12) pictures with three (3) letters beneath each, the
learner will circle the letter with which each picture begins.

Minimum: 11

3.2.2.3 The learner will associate beginning consonant sounds with the letter
symbols, j, /, y, z, t, s, and c.

Given twelve (12) pictures with three (3) letters eath eaCh, the
learner will circle the letter with which each pic begins.

Minimum: 11

3.3.1 The learner will secuence the events from a story.

Given a short story to read and four (14) sentences in random order, the
learner will number the sentences in the order that they happened in

the story.

Minimum: 4

3.3.2 The learner will recognize details from a story.

Given a story with five (5) detail questions, the learner will select
from four (4) choices the correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 4

3.3.3 The learner will identify the rain idea ef a story.

Given three (3) short stories and four (4) titles for each, the learner

will read the stories and select the correct title for each story.

Minimum: 3
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03.4

\,\

The learner will

The learner will
level reader.

read the primer level reader from a basic series.

read aloud te the teacher one story from a primer

Word errors allowed: 5

LEVEL 4

4.1 The learner will demonstrate recognition of a basic first reader sight
vocabulary.

Given fifty (SO) words, the learner will read each word aloud to the
teacher.

Minimum: 5

4,2.1 The learner will associate final consonant sounds with the letter
aymbols, n, k, to m, d, z, 1, r, and s.

Given ten (10) pictures with four (4) letters beneath each picture, the
learner will circle the letter with which each picture ends.

Minimum: 9

4.2.2 The learner will identify rhyming words.

Given fourteen (14) lists of five (5) words, the learner will circle
the word in each list that rhymes with the first word.

4.2.3.

Minimum: 13

The learner will recall letter symbols associated with the beginning
consonant sounds, b, m, g, n, 1, k, r, c, ti f h, v, w, s, 2, 1
and

Given twenty (20) pictures, names beneath each one, with the beginning
consonant missing, the learner will write in the berinning,consonant.

Minimum: 18

4.2.3.1 The learner *till recall letter symbols associated with the beginning
consonant sqpnds, b, m, f, 3, t, h, r, c, and d.

/

Given twenty (20) pictures, names beneath each one, with the beginning
consonant missing, the learner will write in the beginning consonant.

Minimum: 18
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4.2.3.2 The learner will recell letter symbols associated with the'beginning
consonant sounds, w, g, k, z, j, v, 1, n, and

Given twenty (20) pictures, names beneath each one, with the beginning
consonant missing, the learner will write in the beginning consonant.

Minimum: 18

4.3.1 The learner will sequence the events from a story.-

Given a short story and five (5) sentences in random order, the learner
will number the sentences in the order that they happened in the story.

Minimum: 5

4.3.2 The learner will recognize details from a storY.

Given a story and five (5) sentences with three (3) endings each, the
learner will select the correct ending for each sentence.

Minimum: 5

4.3.3 The learner will identify the rain idea of a short story.
.0*

Given thirteen (13) storis-and poems and three (3) titles for each,
the learner will select the correct title for each story.

Minimum: 12

4.3.4 The learner will identify cause and effect relationships.

Give; five (5) short stories with a cause or effect question for each,

the learner will select from three (3) choices the correct answer to
each question.

Minimum:

4.3.4.1 The learner will identify cause relationships.

Given five (5) short stories with a cause question for each, the learner
will select from three (3) choices the correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 4

4.3.4.2 The learner will identify effect relationships.

Given five (5) short stories with an eifect.question for each, the
learner will select from three (3) choices the correct answer to eadh
question.

Minimum: 4
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4.3.5 The learner will make. inferences.

Given five (5) short Stories with -an inierence question for,each, the
learner will select from three (3) choices the correct answer to each
question.

Minimum: 4

4.3.6 The learner will make predictions

Given five (5) short stories with a prediction question for ea the
learner will select6from three (3) choices the correct answer to
question,.

.

Minimum: 4

4.3.7 The learner will identify comLrisons and contrasts.

Given five (5) short stories with a Cpmparison or contrast question for
each, the learner will select from three (3) choicearthe correct
answer to each question.

Minimum: 4

4,3.7.1 The learner will identify comparisons.

Given five (5) short stories with a comparison question for sad*, the
-learner will*select from three (3) choices. the correct answer to each
.question.

Minimum: U.

4.3.7.2 The )earner will identify contrasts.

Given live (5) short stories with a contrast question for each, the
learner will select from three (3) choices-the correct answer to each
question.

ci

Minimum: 4

4,4 The learner will read

The learner will read
grade reader.

Word errors allowed: 5

a first grade reader from a basic series.

aloud to the teacher one story from a-first
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LEVU 5

,p) 5,1.1 The learner will demonstraie r000rnition of the Dolch assic Word list.

Given the Dolch list f two hundred twenty (220) words, tt4 learner
will read each word aloud to the teacher.

Minimum: 215

5.1.2 The learner will identify synonyms.

Given nineteen (19) sentences with one word missing and one word
underlined, the learner will select from a choice of four (4) words
a synonym fer the underlined word with which to complete the sentence.

Minimum: 19

5.1.3 The learner will recognize the component parts

Given ten (10) cOrpound words, the learner will
choices the words in each compound word.

of-comround words.

select from four (4)

5.1.4 The learner will recognize thl ts,) .tords for vhich a contiection stands.

Given ten (l0) contract4ons, the learner will select from four (4)
choices the words for which the contraction stands.

Minimum: 10'

5.2.1 The learner will recognize and use the suffixes, 2;.,

Given twenty (20) incorplete sentences and four (4)
the learner will select the word that completes the

Minimum: 18

12214. and 011. ,

Choices for each,
senten4e correctly.

5.2.2 The learner will recall the letter symbols associated with final
codsonant sounds.

5.2.3

Given twenty (20) pictures, the learner will write the letter for the
final sound of each picture name.

MinirOm: 18

The learner will identify letter symbols associated with the beginning
consonant dio,raph sounds, Et, !,11.0 AIL, and wh.

Given twenty (20) dictated words, the learner will select from four (4)
choices the digraph with which each word *.:egins.

Minimum: 18
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5.2.4 The learner( will differentiate 1:etween vowt1 sounds in words.

5.3,4

Given twenty (20) lists of five (5) words each, the learner will select
the 'word'in each list that has a different vowel sound than the other

words.

Minimum: 18

The learner will sequence,the eyents.from a story.

Given a short story and five (.1) s ntences in random order, the learner
will number the Sentences in the or that they happened in the story.

,$

Vinimum: 5
c k

The learner will .use context-clues to complete sentences,.
4

Given,twenty(20)sentences, the learner cdll Select from a grbtrick of
words the word that completes each sentence correctly.

tiinimum:, le

The learner will identify the main idea of a short stovy.
,

. .

-Given six (8) "short stOric4 w/th three (3), phrases for itarbi,the learner

will select !the phrase that tells the main-idea.'

:Unimum: 5
.

"I ,

-

The lear ner will identify cailse and effect relationships.

, a
Given six (8).short stories vith a cause or effect questionfor each,
'she learner will Select, from four N) choices iI.e correct answer to

each auepti..41.
..-

MilliJOUM: '5

5.3.4.1 The learner'will identify cause,relationships..

Given six.(5) short stories with'a cause question for each, the learner
will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each auestion.

Minimum: 5

5.3.4.2 The learner will identify effect relationships.

Given six (6) short stories with an effect auestion for each, the
:earner will select froth four'(4) choices the correct answer to each

question.

Mdmithum: 5
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5.4 The learner will read.a first level, second grade reader from a.basic
series,.

The learner will read aloud to the teacher one sto7 from a first
level, second grade reader.

Word errors allowed: 5

4 LEVEL 6

6.1.1 The learner will,use words that have multiple meanings.

Given twenty-eight (28) sentences and four- 1401-words with multiple
meanings for each sentence, the learner will select othe word that
completes each sentence correctly.

Minimum: 26

B.1.2 The learner will identify antonyms.

, -

Given ten (10) one or twoLtentence itemi,.each with one (1) word missing
and one (1) word underlined,, the learner will select fromHa choice of
'four (4) words an'antonym for the,undetlined worethat will complete
'die sentence correctly.

Minimum: 9,

6:2.1 The learner will identify root words.

Given ten (10) lists of partially underlined words with s, es, ies, or
lLeedings, the learner will select the word-that has the root word
underlinded correctly.

. Given ten (10) words with endings and four (4) root word choices, the
learner will select.the coivect root word far esoh given word.

Minimum: Part I
9 Part II

6.2.2 The learner will'auditorily discriMinate beginning sounds of the two-
letter blends, bl, 21, fl, cl, Al, sl, tr, fr, br, cr, dr, It, aw, at,

SR, and sn.

Given twenty-one (21) rows of pictures, the learner will circle the
picture.in each row thit begins with the same sound as the first

picture.

Mini:num: 18
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6.2.3 The learner will identify beginning consonant digraphs sh, ch, th, und
wh.1=1,

Given twen 20) dictated words and four (4) choices, the learner will
circle t digraph with which each word begins.

Mini 18

. . The learner will identify lang, short, and R-contrlied vowel sounds in
words.

Given thirty (30) groups of words, the learner will select from each
group (1-10) the word containing the long vowel sound, from each group
(11=20) the word containing the short vowel sound, and from each group
(21-30) the word containing the R-controlled vowel sound.

Minimum: 9 Part I
9 Part I/
9 Part II/

6.2.5 The learner will recall the letter for the vowel in dictated words.

Given Venty(20) dictated words, the learner will select the letter for
the votiol sound in each wird.

Minimum. 18

6.3.1 The learner will identify endings to stories.

Given ten (10) short stories with three (3) endinis for eaCh, the
learner will select the correct ending for each*story.

Minimum: 9

6.1.2 The learner will recognize details and inferences.

Given a story with ten (10) questions, the learner will select from
several choices the correctanswer to-each question.

Minimum: 9

6.3.3 The-learneti will identify the main idea of a-short story.

Given five (5) stories with four (4) titles each, the learner will read
each story and select the correct title.

Minimumr 5
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6.3.4 The.learner will.identify comparisons and contrasts.

Given seven (7) short stories with i comparison or contrast question for
each, the learner will select fromfour (4) choices.the correct answer
to,each.question.

Minimum: 6

6.3.4.1 The learner will identify comparisons.

Given seven (7) short stories with a comparison question fortieth, the
. learner will select from four (4) choice's the correct answer to each

question.

Minimum: 6

6.3.4.2 The learner will*identify contrasts.

Given seven (7) short-stories with a #contrast question for each, the
learner will select from four (4) choices the arrrect answer to each
question.

Minimum: 6

6.4 The learner will read the second level, second

baSic series.

The learner will read aloud tO the teacher one
level, second grade reader.

Word errors allowed: S

LEVEL 7

grade'reader from a

itory fraw.a second

7.1.1 The learner will use words that have multiple meanings.

Given twenty (20) sentences and four (4) words with multiple seani46
for each sentence, the learner w411 select the word that completes each

sentence correctly.

Minimum: 18

7.1.2 The learner will use homonyms. f.

Given twenty (20) incomplete sentences and four (4) thoides for each,

the learner will select the homonym that completes the sentence

correctly.

Minimum: 18



The learner will identify two-syllable (2) words and differentiate
between syllabic patterns.

Given ten (10) lists of four (4) -words the learner will identify the
two-syllable (2) word in each list

and

Given ten (10) lists of four (4) Words, the learner will select the
. word that does not follow the same syllabic pattern as the other three
(3) words.

. Minimum: 9 Part I
9 Part

7.2.2 The learner will identify meanings of prefixes and.suffixes.

Given' twenty-Tive (25) words with prefixes or sUffixes, the learner
will select from four (4) choices the correct mewling for each given
word.

Minimum: 23

7.2.3 The learner will identify letter symbols associated with the beginning
consonant blend sounds, bl, 22, fl, cl, sl, st, sm, sn, tr, /15
br, cr, dr, and fri

Given thirty (30) dictated words, the learner will select from four (4)
choices the consonant blend with which each word begins.

Minimum: 27

7.2,4 The learner will identify vowel dipthongs, au, aw, ou, ow, oi, El; and
vowel digraphs, ee, ea, ai, oa, sy, and ae.

Given twenty (20) groups of three (3) wor4s, the learner will select
from each group the word that has a d4Hrent vowel sound from the
other two.

Minimum: 18

7.3.1 The learner will make inferences.

Given ten (10) stories with the middle paragraph missing, the learner
will select 'from two (2) choices the correct middle paragraph to
complete each story.

tlinimum: 9
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7.3.2 The learner will skim for details.

Given a story with numbered paragraphs and ten (10) sentences with de-
tails-from the story, the learner will skim the story to determine the-

numbers of the paragraph in which each detail is located.

Minimum: 9

7.3.3 The learner will identify the main idea of a story.

Given ten (10) short stories and four (4) sentences or phrases for each,
the learner'will select the sentence or phrase that tells the main idea.

Minimum: 9

7.3.4 The learner will sequence the events from a story:

Given a short story and,six sentences in random order, the learner
will-number the sentences in the order that they happened in the story.

Minimum: 6

7.3.5 The learner will identify cause and effect relationships.

Given eight short stories with a cause or effect question for each,
the learne will elect from four (4) choices the correct answer to each
question.

Minimum: :7

7.8.5.1 The learner 'will identify cause relationships.

Given eight (8) short storiegiwith a cause question for each, the
learner will select from four'(4) choices the correct answer to each
question.

Minimum: 7

7.3.5.2 The learner will identify effect relationships.

Given eigilt (8) short stories with an effect question for each, the
,learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer, to each
question.

Minimum: 7

763.6 The learher will make inferences.

Given eight (8) sho stories.with an inference question,for each, the
learner will sele from four (4) choices the correct answer to each
question..

Minimum: 7
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* 7.3.7 The learner will Take predictions.

Given eight (8) short stories with a prediction question for each, the
learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to ach
question.

Minimum: 7

7.3.8 The learner will identify comparisons and contrasts.

Given eight (8) short stories with a comparison or contrast question
fbr each, the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct
wswer to each question.

?lnimum:

7.3.8.1 lhe leatner will identify comparisons.

Given eipht (8) short stories with a comparison question for each, the
learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each
question.

7.3.8.2

7.4

Minimum: 7

The learner will identify contrasts.

Given eight (8) short stories with a contrast question for each, th.
learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each
question.

M,inimum: 7

The learner will read the third grade reader from a basic series.

The Learner will read aloud to the teacher one story from a third grade
reader.

Word errors allowed: 5

LPEL 9

8.1.1 The learner will identify the miltiple meanings of words in context.

r4iven twenty-two (22) sentence's in which i word that has multiple mean-
ings is underlined and three (3) meanings.for each, the learner will
select the correct contextual meaning for eadh given word.

Minimum:

3 3-5
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8.1.2 The learner will identify synonyms, homonyms and antonyms.

Given a story and.three (3) lists of ten (10) words*each, the learner
will select from four (4) choices the synbnym, antonym, or homonym
used in the story for eadh given word.

Minimum: 27

8.1.3 The learner will classify words.

Given twenty,(20) Word' and four (4) categories, the learner will select
the correct citegory for each word.

Minimum: 18

8.2.1 The learner will differentiate between syllabic patterns and identify
the number of syllables in words.

Given-ten (10) items offour (4) words, the learner will select the
word that,does not follow the same syllabic pattern as the other three,
(3) words

and

Given twenty (20) words, the learner will identify the number of
syllables in each word.

Minimum: 9 'Part

18 Part II

8.2.2 The learner will identify prefixes by definition.
_-

Given twenty (20) definitions with four (4) choices for each, the
learner will select the word with the correct prefix for each of the.,
given definitions.

Minimum: 18

8.2.3 The learner will identify silent letters in words.

Given twenty (20) words yith four (4) choices for each, the learner will
select the silent letter or letters in each of the given words.

Minimum: 19

8.2.4 The learner will apply phonic principles to one-syllable

Given ten (10) one-syllable nonsense words with four (4)
each, the learner will select the word which illustrates
principle for pronouncing the given word.

Mixamum: 9 .
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8.3.1 The- learner will distinguish fact from opinion.

Given twenty (20) sentences, the learner will distinguish fact from
opinion by selecting F for statements of fact and 0 for statements of
opinion.

Minimum: 18

8.3.2 The learner will identify comparisons and contrasts.

Given ten (10) short stories with a comparison or contrast question for
each,*the learner will select from four (4) Choices the oorrect mower
to each question.

Minimum: 9

8.3.3 The learner will recognize details from a story.

Given a story and eight (8) detail questions with four (4) choices,for
each, the learner will select the correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 7

The learner will sequence the events from a story.

Given a short story and seven (7) sentences in 'filmdom order, the learner
will number the sentences in the order that they happened in the story.

Minimum: 7

8.3.5 The learner will identify cause or effect relationships.

Given ten (10) short stories with a'cauie and effect question for each,

the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to

each question.

8.3.6

- 8.3.7

Minimum: 9

The learner will identify tbe main idea of a story.

Given ten (10) short stories, the learner will select from four (4)

choices the main idea for each.

Minimum: 9

The- learner will make inferences.

Given ten (10) short stories with an inference question for each, the

learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each

question.

HinimUm: 9
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8.3.8 The learner will make predictions.

Given ten (10) short stories with a Prediction question for each, the
learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each
queition.

Minimum: 9

8.4 The learner will read the fourth grade reader from a basic series.

The learner will read aloud to the teacher one story from a fourth
grade reader.

Word errors allowed: 5

LEVEL 9

9.1.1 The.learner will identify synonyms.

Given twenty (20) sentences each with an underlined word, the learner -

will selecct from four (4), choices the word that has the same meaning
as the underlined word.

Minimum: 18

9.1.2 The learner will makesnalogous relationships.

Given tifteen (15) pairs of related words and one (1) underlined word,
the learner will select from four (4) choices the word.that relates to
the underlined word in the same vay as the pair of words.

Minimum: 14

9.1.3 The learner will classify phrases.

Given twenty-five (25) phrases, the learner will classify them as to
. -

who, what, when, how, and where.

Minimum: 2$

9.2.1 The learner will identify phoneic spellings.

Given twenty (20) wards with four (4) variation* of phonetic spellings
for each and a pronunciation key, the learner will select the correct
phonetic spelling for each word.

Minimum:. 18
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9.2.2 The learner will identify root words.

Given ten (10) words with suffixes, the learner will select from four
(4) choices the correct root word for each.

4

Minimum: 9

9.2.3 The learner will apply word analysis principles.

Given ten (10) two-syllable nonsense words with fo&0 (4) choices for
each, the learner will select the word which illustrates the phonic
and structural:principle for pronouncing the given word.

Minimum: 9

9.3.1 'the learner will mace judgment§ as to the validity of statlments.

Given a story to read and ten (10) statements, the learner will
categoriae each statementias probably true, probably false or no
evidence.

Minimum: 1

9.3.2 The learner will identify comparisons and contrasts.

Given ten (10) short stories with a comparison or contrast question for
each, the'learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer
to each question.

9.3.3

Minimum: 9

The learner will identify main ideas in an outline.

Given three (3) stories and nine (9) ,Iyestions dealing with outline
headings, the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct
answer to each question.

Minimum: 9

9.3.4 The learner will

Given a stcry and
detail questions,
correct answer to

Minimum: 8

identify detaila in an outline from a story.

an outline with three (3) :leadings and nine (9)
the learner will selecZ from four (4) shoicesthe
each question.

9.3.5 The learner vial sequence the events from a story.

Given a short story and eight (8) sentences in random order, the learner
will number the sentences in the order that they happened in the,story.

Minimum: 8
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9.3.8 The learner will identify cause and effect relationships.

Given ten (10) short stories with a cause or effett question for each,

the learner will se,lect from four (4) choices the correct answer to

each question.

MiniMum: 9 .

9.3.7 The learner will make inferences.t

Given ten (10) short stories with an inference question for each, the

learner will select from feur (4) choices the correct answer to each

.question.

Minimum: 9

9.3.8 The learner will make predictions. s.

Gi7en ten.(10) short stories with a prediction question for each, the

learner will select from four (4) choices. the correct answer to each

question.

Minimum: 9

9.4 The learner will read the fifth grade reader from a basic series.

The learner will read aloud to the teacher one story-from a fifth

grade reader.

Word errors allowed:. 5

LEVEL 10

40

The learner will make analogous relationships.

Given twenty '(20) pairl of related words and one (1) underlined wOrd,

the learner will select from four ($4) choices the word that relates to

the underlined word it the same way as the pair of words. 4

Minimum: 18

10.2 The learner will identify affixes by definit4on.. ,

Given fifteen (15) definitions with four (4) choices for each, the

learner will select the word pith the correct affix for each of the

given definitions.

Minimum: 14
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ID:3.1 The.learter will identify cause and effect relationships.

10.3.2

Given five (5) selections with a cause and effect question for each,
the learner-will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to
each question.

Minimum: 4 sp.

The learner will identitt summaries.

Given three (3) selections with four (4) main Idea and summary
questions,for each, the learner will select from three (3) choices the
correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 11

10.3.3 The learner will make inferinces.

Given ten (10) selections with an inference question for each, the
learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to ach
question.

10.3.4

Minimum: 9

The learner will identify comparisons and contrasts.

Given five (5) *elections with two (2) questions for eadh, the learner
will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 9

10.3.5 The learner will outline a selection.

Given a selection and ten (10) questions dealing with outline headings
and subheadings, the learner will select from four (4) choices the
correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 9

10.3.6 The learner will interpret graphic materials.

Given maps, charts and graphs with ten (10) questions concerning the
interpretation af these materials,-the learner will select from four
(4) choices the correct answer to eafh question.

Minimum:" 9
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10.3.7 The learner will identify the mood of a story and the author's intent.

Given five (5) short stories with a question concerning the mood of
the story, the learner will select from feur (4) choices the correct
answer to each question

and

Given five (5) short stories with a question concerning the author's
-intent; the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct
answer to each question.

Minimum: 4 Part I
4 Part II

10.3.0 The learner will identify traits and feelings of characters.

Given ten (10) shart stories with a question concerning the traits 4.

and feelings of the main characters, the learner will select from throe
(3) choices the correct answer to each question.

ninimum: 9

10.4 The learner will read the sixth grade reader from a basic series.

The learner will read aloud to the teacher one story from a sixih
grade reader.

Word errors allowed:

LEVtL 11

11.1.1 The learner will identify mea ings of figurative language and col;loquial
expressions,

11,1.2

Given twenty (20 figurativ expressions, the learner will select from
a list of meapin the ine'that best interprets each expression.

Minimum: 18

The learner will identify meanings of homonyms, synonyms and antonyms.
fl

Given ten (10) sentences, the learner will select from four (4) choices
the homonym that correctly completes each sentence.

land

Give* ten (10) words, the learner'will select fom four (4) choices
the synonym for each 'riven word.

and

Given ten (10) qords, the leaner will select from four (4) choices the
antonym for each given worl.
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Minimum: 9.Part I,'
9 Part II%
0 Part III

11.1.3. The learner Oill use context clues to infer the meaning f6r the
nonsense word in each gentence.

Given ten (10) sentences, each containing one ponsenserword, the
learner wfll select from 'four (4) choices the meaning which will best,
complete each tentence.

Minimum:. 9

.i. .
.

The learner will -."ke .analogoug reldtionships.
,

, .., .

Given twerity (20 pairs of related words aid one (1) underlined word,
the learner will select from four (4) choices the ward that relates to
the underlined word in the same way as the..pair of words'.

.,

Miiim7: 18

11.1.5 The learner:will demonstrate use of the. dictionary:

Given excerpts from a dictionary and ten (10) questions on locating
entry words,,etymology of worda, pronunciations of words, and parts
Of speecW, the learner will select from four (4) choices the Correct
answer td eaCh question.-

11.2.1

11.2.2

o

and

. .*
. Given excerpts from a dictionary and ten (10) questions on meaning& of

words; the learner will select from four (4) choices,the darrect answer
to each question. '

MiniTum: 9 Part I
9 Part II

The learner will apply Word analysis principles.

Given ten (10) polysyllabic nonsense words and four (4) choices for each,
tee learner will select the answer which .illustrates the pbonic and
structural princfple for dividing the given *drd. syllables. ,

Minimum:

The learner will idefitify words with multiple meanings and multiple
pronunciations.

Given twenty (20) phonetically spelled-wordsowith diacritical markin
and two (2) sentences for each, the learner will se/ect the sentenc
in which that word ie used.

Minimum: 18

to.
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ild3.1 :rhe learner wIll recognize propaganda and persuasion.

11.3.2

Given ten (10) selections with a propaganda and, persuasion question fqr
each, the learner will\select from four (4) choice* the correct ansWer'
to each question.

Minimum: 9

1.

Tha'learner will identify time relationships.

Given five (5) paragraphs, each with four (4) sentences in random
order, the learner will Select from four (4) choices the correct time
sequence arrangement for each paragraph.

and

Given five (-SY selections with a time relationship question for each,
the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to
each question.

Minimum: 4 Part I
4 Part II

11.3.3 The learner will identify Summaries.

11,3.4

Given three (3) selections' With-four CO main idea and summary
questions,for each, the learner will select from three (3) choices the

' correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 11 .

The learner will identify cause and effect relationships.

Given five (S) selections with a cause and effect questiOn for each,
the learner will select from four (4) choices the correct answer to

,each.question. _

11.3.5 'The learner will' make inferences.

,r\ .

:.

Given ten (10),selections with an inference'question for eaCh, the
v learner will:select from four (4) choices the correct answer to each

question.,
,

Minimulf: 9

11.3.6* The learner will identify comparisons and contrasts.

All)en five (5) selections with a comparison and contrast question for
each, the learner will select from foUr (4) choices the correct answer,
te each question.

,a

Minimum: 4
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11.3.7 The learner will outline a selection.

Given a selection, a blahk outline, and thirtien (1.3 )questions dealing .

'with outline headings and subhoadings,.the leaxX' wl.li. silectlrom
four (4) choices the cerrect answer to each quettiOn.

Minimum: 12

11.3.8 The learner will interpret graphic materials.

Given maps, Charts and graphs with ten (10), westions conderning the
InterOretation 'of these materials, the lear4her will select fromlour
(4) choices the correct answer to each question.

Minimum: 9

11.4 The learner will read the seventh grade reader from a basic series.

The learner will read aloud to the teacher one story from a seventh
grade reader.

Word errors allowed:
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Lesson Plan

Scope

The following lesson plan will cover most instruction for most of

the relevant parts (marked by *) of the short term objective written below.

In other words, only those items marked with an asterick will be t.

_-
The other enabling skills have already been mastered; thus, they will merely

be reviewed and practiced during the whole segment of the lesson% Of

course, the particular items wi4 change (i.e., from the plural ending -

es, to the verb tense ending - s, to the verb tense ending - les, etc.),

but the basic arrangement will be maintained.

Objecve

Given a 40-item criterior-referenced test which consists of a repre-

sentative sample of the skills written-below, Billy will write answers with

95% accuracy.

1. Recognize that 's is used to indicate possession.

2. Recognize that er and or are used to indicate agent or doer.

3. Recognize that s is used to indicate the plural form of nouns.

*4. Recognize that es is used to indicate the plural form of nouns.

5. Recognize that ies is used to indicate the plural form of nouns.

6. Recognize that ves is used to indicate the plural form of nouns.
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* 7. Recognize that s is used to indicate the present tense of
verbs.

* 8. Recognize that ies Is used to indicate the present-tense of
verbs.

9. Recognize that km is used ,to ihdicate the progressive tense
ot verbs.

*10. Recognize that ed is used to indicate the past tense
of verbs.

U. Recognize that er is used tt indicate the Comparative fors'
of adjectives.

12. Recoenize that est is used to irldto.catertce superlAive form
of adjectives.

13. Identify root words with n endings.

14. Identify root words with est indings.

15. Identify root words with er endings.

*16. Identify root words with ed endings.

17. identify root words with in& endings.

initial Presentation

Billy, the first thing..you will do in the next few days
is learn some word endings. Do'you know what word endings
are? Here is what some of them look like, and what they
mean.

(Present Billy with a set of various model word endingo.)

Look these aver. They're a lot like the letters you put on
the ends of other words, aren't they? And you have already
learned those other endings. Here are the ones you already
know.

Present Billy with complete model of word endings.

in fact, you got all of these endings right when i gave you
a test a few days ago (pointing out the ones he got correct),
so the ones you're looking at nov are probably familiar; that
is, you've probably seen them before. Have you seen them
before? Good.

(Present Billy with picture card showing one box.)

Now, Billy,, haw many objects are there in thisi,icture?

That's right! Good. Thepeii\only one box (emphasizing the
word "box"). Now, here is the word for that picture.
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(Present Billy with a card which ha* the word "box" written on
it and pronounce the word "box" 'for him.)

Can you read that word for me? That's right, Billy! It says
"box."

(Preient iilly with a card showing two boxes.)

Nov, Billy, look at tilts picture (pointing). How manyobjetts
do yOu pee? r,

.N.ight!' There are two boxas (emphasizing the Os endint).

(Preseit Billy with a card xhich has the word "boxes" *written an
it.)

Nbw, look at the word for this picture. It is "boxes" (emphasising

Now, it's your tUrn. Can you read this word?

That's good, Billy! It says "boxes".,.

Now, Billy, I want you to look closely at these two words (pointing
to-tha word cards). You can see that the word which masts only one
box does not have an extra ending. But the word which means More
than one box is spelled with an es 'on the end. This is just like
ithen you add s to the word "cat" when you are talking about more

. than one cat, and you have already learned how to do that. The
,ciatr..enlydifference now is that we added the letters es instead of s.

an see that when we add letters onto the end of a word, we
change its meaning. When we added the es to the word "box," we
made the word mean more than one.

("resent Billy with picture cardsone showing one church; another
showing three churches. Also, present him with word cardsone
with the word "church"; another with the word '!churches".)

Billy; I want you to iook at these four cards. This is a picture
of three.churches (pointing to the picture card). Can you point
to the word which describes the picture of three churches?

A

Thatls great, Billy! The-word is "churches" and it has en es
on the end. Now, can you read this word for me? (Point to the
card with the word "churth")

Sure, it says "church" and it means only one church.

Okay, let's try a few more to sake sure you have the idea.

(Present More samples for this concept. Use pictures of objects
whose words end in ch, sh, s, x, and z, and whose plural forms are
made by adding es. .The_es will be underlined in each plural fora
of the wordt.)
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Okay, Billy, now that vou know that by adding the letters to crtain
words, we can make them mean "more than one". In-fact, Whnever we add
any letters onto a word, we change the meaning of the word. This it;
what you will be doing the next few days. The only difference is that
we won't keep Using pictures. just the same, your job doesn't change-g.
You're still recognizina that letters on the end of words change their
meanings.

Here is the way T will be asking you questions. First, I will say the
whole thing, like this:

witches means more than one witch

k You will look at the words-as I say them. Then I will take away the
answer and say the first part again:

witches means

Then you will sav the rest--that's tailed the answer. The first ending
You will learn is the es ending Which indicates the plural, or "more than
one" form of nouns. Pere are some examples.

'Present Billy with a set of sentences incorporating plural nouns formed
with es.)

I will ask you questions in another way, too. This time, / will show you
a sentence with-a word left out- Also, T. will show you three words, one
of which goes in the blank where the word was left out of the sentence.
Like this,

You may make three
0 ;

wish wishes wish's

,Then I will say the sentence, leaving out the missing word, and you will
choose the correct word froftpthe three choices, and write the word An
the blank. Here are some examples.

(Present Billy with a set of sentences and word choices.)

See? These are the same as part of the word endings I showed you before*
4Jointing to the section of ps plurals in the complete set-'of word enclitis.

Before-vou're through you will know all of these without-even thinking.
But first, you will learn the es endincLto indicate the plural forM of nouns1

t know that it will be hard to learn that letters added onto words make
them mean something different. So, T have underlined'the important letters.
When we afe practicing, you shbuld pay special attention tt thete underlined
letters. It will help you get the right'answers. Now, tell me, what
letters will you concentrate on the most and how are they marked?

Present Billy with an example: classes
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Present Billy with an example: classes

That's right! The underlined letters, es are the ones you
will concentrate on. It is kind of hard to remember all
this, isn't it? But, I know you will be able to learn them.
In fact, you will be able to recognize them without even
having to think about it (smiling).

You see, it's important to be able to recognize the word
endings quickly and easily. Do you know why?...Mell, I'll
tall you. It's so you will be ablovito understand what you
are reading when you read a book about sports, a Mt& maga-
zine, or anything else you read. For example, you will
know right away whether the man received one punch or many
punches on the nose. Later, when you have to dcra lot,of
reading, it will be extra hard if you can't understand what
the,words mean, and it would take too long if you had to,
itop and think about what each word means. Another reason
whY it's important to learn to recognize -what Word endings
mean is so you can understand What people are saying to you.
Can you imagine having tO ask your P.E. coach what he meant
when he told you to throw,three passes to thereceiver?
And, what-if you didn't ask him, but threw only one pass?
Don't you think he would be pretty mad?, ,SO, you will learn
to recognize these endings without even having to stop and
think about them.

All richt, B/11-, 1 Yo,'e only un e. mure tbity, t() tell you about.

It is how I will check to see how much you have learned.

First, I will give you-e sheet like this each day. it has
exercises involving the plural ending es on it. I vill ask
you to answer each item as quickly-and accurately is you can
by writing the answer.

(Present Billy with a sample practice test.)

%
.

CNotice that the j.ittrs:le ar,.. not underlined. So,'you
will have to try to remember that those letters MOM "more
than onel without the lite to help you. '

Next, afjte r you have learned the es ending for plural nouns,
/yill ive you practice and a test on all the word endings
because later, you dwill have to know,them all just like se,

, your Dad, Larry Czonka, CoaCh Funderburk, and other important
people. ,',*

Okay, I've told you what yoU will be doing and how you will
do it. Do you have same questions for me?

(Answer questions-,



TLYou will probably have more questions later. t*s good.

Whenever you are confused or don't understand something,

ask me to explain it to you. 1411 be glad to answer all

...Z---(14.

r questions; otherwise, you will have a harder time

earning these word endings. Now, let's practice with

t es ending which means "more than one."

truction Practice

truction will assen;iAIly be a reiteration of the

information presented earlier'. Instructions will

vary on
I

les to maintain interest, but basically, the

iiaommencrux of t ts will be kept as similar as possible

to reduce onfusion. Of course, modifications will be

made for teaching the different skills, e.g, verb tense

endings, root words.)

With regard to practice, the following steps will be im-

plemented,repeatedly until the Objective is mitered:

(1) Present various plural es nouns using a prompting

method. The layout for this method is below:

I Present.the Pair
Orally and Visually

churchelimans more
than one church

bosses means-sore
than one boss

dishes means more
than one dish -

foxes means more
then one fax

guises means More
than on* quiz

etc.

I Present
The Stimulus

churches mewls
7

-bosses means

dishes means

foxes means

quizas means

etc.

Billy's Response

a

44,

etc.

(2) After lilly has practiced using the prompting method above,

present the es plural endings in a different way. In this

case, Silly's responses will be written (the fors used-
'

during evaluation).

I Present the Pair
Visually

You may maks three

wish wisheirwish's

etc.'

3'Nftj

I Present
The StImulus

You say make
three

etc.
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Mere practice of this type will be used bokiiiee*t
more closely resembles the form used in evaluation.
The items will be varied to-maintain interest and
aOhance motivation.-

-Throughout steps,1 and 2, specific feedback will be
glien including discussion concerning confusion.
Biliy will be continuously praised for correct
sponsee until evaluation, of the short term objective
indicates an:improvement of at least la.

(3) Present Billy with a practide test. Aay, Billy,
write the answer to each item as accurately as you
cin. Work as quickly as possi4e, but be sure your
-answers are accurate. This is 't a timed test.

When Billy completes the teat bith 95% or greater
,accuracy, evaluate mastery of*the short term objective.

braluation::

,When initial mastery of the es,R1ural endings is attained,
a 40 item criterionreferenced test consisting of a repre-
sentative salple of word endings will be administered. This
will occur as soon as it is certain that isiiniscence has haddi
a chance to affect performence. Of course, administration,
scoring, and interpretation instructions for the test will be
followed in order to acquire aa accurate measurement as possible.

When mastery is initially attained for the ehOrt term ob-.
jective, (i.e., 95%,acduracy), practice on the wbole will con-
tinue half again as long'as it took Billy to attain' initial
mastery. Thea,.evaluation will occur again.

Geasralization and Transfer

Instructions throughout the,strategy will emphasise the
usi of skill in recognising word ending: in other sitUations.
Aside from those already mentioned in section A; I will point
out similarities aad differences between the learning tituatiaa
and varioui

Billy, suppose you wanted to write a letter to Larry Csonka.
One of the questions you wanted to ask hie was how many gashes;
punches, and scratChes he usually gets ih one football gsmi.
You would have to know how to write the words. Bow would you

spell "scratches?"

That's right, B1119: You would write the word "scratch," and
add es to the end.
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-Than, if you wantOd to t4k.to him and tell him that one
time when you were ploying football, you got a deep mit and
had to got 2Ostithsa, ycig would have toknor whether to
say tha vord atitpf, or the word stitches. You wOuld
decide whathoe'o not to add the soma way you Alm
that "stitches .aèsni more thao ona stitth." .11ut you -

wouldn't want to havOto stop and think about the example,
and you wouldn't have it in,front of you like you did
during practice. You wauld have to think7ar the wOd in
your* head. You would not have three words to choope from,
either. In.your mind, you would have to know that tha .

'* word has an es on it. , Can you understand the differences,
bat stillsea haw it's kind of tha smoothing? TEIRIFIC!

When it's possible, I will guide Silly into transfer
situations to lethim actually experience.the similarities
and-differences. *For example, I will ask him questioia
requiring answers inirolving nouns nada plural with-es, and
have him write the answers.
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licturt and Word Cards
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1. You may have three

PRACTICE TEST

, guess guesses guess's

2. Tom broke two
dishes dish dish s

3. Billy made A's on all of the
quiz's- quiz, quizes

4. Mary has many pretty
dress dresses dress's

5. Place the on the table. -4
-boxes- box--

6. There aremany'pritty in,Florida.
besch beaches beach s

7. The goOd fairy will grint them five
wish's wish wishes

The gypsies ate the baskei of
peach peaches peach's

9. After the storm, many fell off the trees,.

branches branch branch's

10. Please get out, six
glasses glass's glass.
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EXAMPLES OF WORD ENDINGS

Did you see those shiny
star stars star's

Jack the street this morning,
crotsed crossing crosses

There are many trees, butthis isthe
big bigger -biggest

This is 4-bat and ball.,
Billy's Billy. .Billys

We picked many
daisy's daisies daisy

She hard before every eted.--
studies studying study

A person who farms is'a
farm farming farmer

Mae.

My rope is than Bob's.
longest longer long

Indians used to kill animals for food.
knives knife'e knife

We were when the clock struck nine.
_sleep sleeping sleeped

Each year mOther calis
peach's, peach peaches

The man in the movie is an
acting actor acts

The dog whenever a car comet near.
barks barking barked

Circle the words which have endings:

chest parked ring
born blackest smeller
cheer red broken



Lessah

- Scope

This lesson plan is designed to tea"ch the leai-ner how.to skim for

details and general information. The details help to understand the

main idea. They may give examples ox-additional information, or present

evidence to support a point. This lesson plan includes skimminifor

details only.

Objective: 7.3.2

-Given a-story with numbered- paragraphs and five (5) sentences with

details from the story, the learner will skim the story to determine the

number of the paragraphs in which each detail is located.

Initial Presentationl

Get the students' attention by excitedly telling them that they are

,going to read in a different way today. First, read and explain the ob-

jective to them. Tell the students that rather than read the whole story,

they are.going to skim a very interesting story for some important details.

Stress the importance of noting what he or she thinks is important and

'concentrate on that. A question might come to mind. How does one know

which details are important? First, the purpase in reading must be clear.

Ask yourself: What-am rtrying to le'arn? Tell the students that once

they decide what their purpose in reading is, they will be better able to

decide which details,they must remember.

For example, consider the details in the following paragraph. Skim

the paragraph to learn about the conest'oga wagon in American History.

The chimes of the bells fastened above the necks.of the horses

and the rumble of the sturdy wheels of the conestoga wagon were
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familiar sounds along the highways of Americalduring the last part

of the eighteenth and the first part of the nineteenth century.

Thousands of these brightly painted freight carriers moved slowly

Slong the roads, drawn by sleek, powerful horses which were driven

by a teamster whith a whip under his arm and a 'stogie" in his mouth.

It is believed that the first of these wagons was built in the

Conestoga Valley in Pennsylvania and received its name from the

valley. These picturesque and distinctively American vehicles,

with their curved bottoms, and white canvas*covers, were invariably

painted red or blue and could carry five or six tons of.freight.

They played an important part in the history of America, helping

link our great country together at a time when there were no

other means of long distance transportation. During the Revolution

they were used to carry supplies to the American forces, and later

to carry the settlers and their families to the new lands of the

West, in which period they were known as a prairie schooner.
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Ask the students for the main idea of this paragraph. It is well

stated in sentence five (5). Read the sentence again. Details that'

explain or support this main. idea will be important for an understanding

of the paragraph. Ask for these details. The first sentence tells

when the coneitoga wagons were tn common use. The seCond sentence tells

how many wagons there were and haw they were drawn. Later we learn tiow

much freight the wagons could carry. Two more important details appear

in the last sentence, supporting the idea that conestoga wagons played

an impo ant part in the history of our country. Tell the studenti that

the most important details in the paragraph might be listed like thim:.

1. Conestoga wagons were common during the last part of the

18th century and the first half of the 19th century.

2. :Mere were thousands of such wagons.

3. A wagon could carry five or six tons of freight.

4. During the kevolution, conestoga wagons carried supplies to

American forces.

5. Later they carried settlers to the West.-

Be sure to tell the students that the other details in the pari%

graph are interesting and colorful, but do not play an important part

in hplping one to understand the part conestoga wagons played in Akerican

history.

Remind students that when 1:12.y are reading materials that contain many

details,do not try to remember every detail. 6Recall the purpose in

reading. Ask yourself which details are iMportant for understanding the

main idea and concentrate on fixing those details in your mind.

Instruction and Practice

The, students Will be provided wieh a braille or large print textbook.

Braille writers will also be provided for braille students. The teacher
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will-assign a given lesson inAle textbook with, directions as to what to

do. For example: turn tO page 108 and work out exercise 15.

Exercise 15

Read each paragraph belawmccording to suggestions given. Then

follow the directions for writing your answers. The main idea in

4 le
this paragraph is stated in the first sentence. List the details

that support that lain idea.

Robert Fulton was a talented inventor. As a young man, he invented

a system for getting canal boats from one level to another by hauling

them up a ramp. He tried unsuccessfully to sell it to both England and

France which was then at war. He designed the first steamboat that made

money for its owner. But all of his life he had a secret ambition. H.

wanted,td be a-famous painter.

In this paragraph,the first sentence states the main idea. SktM

for details that are not important for an understanding of that idea.

Southern Brazil produces agricultural products, cattle, and

lumber. Farmers grow large amounts of corn, tobacco, and rice. Most

of the cora is fed to pigs as in this country. Good grazing lands

support beef, cattle and sheep, and quantities of meat ate frozen and

canned and shipped overseas. The.forest of Southern Brazil contains

pine trees of good quality and size, and these are sent by rail to the

country's cities and seaports. However, railroads do not reach every part

of Brazil. In fact, some sections of the country can hardly te reached

at all.

After-finishing these two paragraphs, have students check and

discuss in the classroom for understanding. Skimming for details will

be individual and group work for at least five,days.
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To reinforce this lesson, ask the-students to choose paragraphs of

interest and to skim for the most important details for understanding the

main idea and to bring to class for a discussion. Ask students to choose

interesting paragraphs so everyone will be eager to participate. Hope
_

-

fully, the teacher will be able to determine how well the lesson was

understood..

Evaluation

.
Upon completion of this objective, the students will be given a

written test to determine how well they can skim for details. If mastery

is not attohined at this point, the objective will be retaught at a later

dare.

Generalization and Transfer

Skimming a reading assignment is a good way to get a general idea'

of what it is about before starting to study it. Instruction throughout

the learning period will focus on how to skim for details.

The understanding gained from the lesson on skimming for,details

may be used in many instances. Skimming may be used in thelTollowing ways:

1. Skimming the news for information

2. Skimming books in the library for a given topic

3. Skimming prices fn the grocery store

4. Skimming novels of interest

5. Skimming charts, maps, and tables for information

6. Skimming the telephone directory for certain names.

39u
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Sc

Lesson Plan

This lesson plan is designed to teach the meanings of antonyms,

homonyms, and synonyms.

'Objective: 8.1.2

The learner will identify antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms. Given

twenty (20) pairs of word's in which each pair are homonyms, antonyms,

and/or synonyms, student will write the name of each pair with 952 accuracy.

Initial Presentation

Define the meaning of antonym, synonym, and homonym.

Synonyms are words that have about the same meaning and antonyms are

words that have opposite meanings. Homonyms are words that sound alike

but are spelled differently and have different meanings.

Examples:

Synonyms. Antonyms Homonyms

buy-purchase fast-slow dew-due
finances-funds" love-hate sight-site

Knowing about synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms helps build a vocabu-

lary that enables on-6-'10 ule words accurately, and may be considered a part

of the general study of word meanings. It is very important to use words

that say what is meant. Too frequent repetition of the same words is

undesirable, even though the words may be used accurately.

Aak the class to discusa ways in which it is helpful to know about

synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms keeping in mind the importance of haying

a large vocabulary from which to draw words that.help to express meanings

precisely.
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The class will play a game based upon the use of synonyms, antonyms,

and homonyms to reinfor(3e their knowledge of the words and for motivation.

The class is divided into teams A and B. Someone on team A may give a

word to be matched; someone on team B will match it correctly. The chief

value of this game is not to win, but to learn to use accurately the words

known and to learn new words from others.

Instruction and Practice

Practice sessions for antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms will be

separate, and a session for all three will be 'presented at the end. Provide

a worysheet with one word from each group (synonyms, homonyms, and

antonyms) and have students match them aftd use the new ones in sentences.

Review and illustrate examples before each practice session. Continue to

provide experiencem until mastery is attained. Provide corrective and

instant feedback during practice seesions.

Evalbation

When studenta are completing the practice seasions without any errors,

evaluation of objective should begin. See sample evaluation *sheet.

Generalization and Transfer

Review the definitions of antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms. Tell

students you want them to be able to (1) define these words; (2) give

examples of each; and (3) write sentences using the words given in .#2.

Give practice activities until accuracy is attained. Possible activities

'include:

1. Timed worksheet to improve rate of response

2: Challenge matches where two students try to stump each other.

Students should be able to name antonyms, 8tnonym8, and homonyms not

named in the original practices.
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RELATED PRACTICE

Hononym Worksheet

Directions: Write the homonym for the underlined word in each of the
following sentences.

1. Come through this door.

2. Both his feet were injured.

3. A huge bear came out of the wods.

4. A Rlane is a carpenter's tool.

5. No mail is delivered on holidays.

6. Will you wait for me?

7. The air was fresh.

8. There was a sale on toys.

9. Which is their house?

10. John had a red-sweater.

Write a sentence using each homonym:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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RELATED PRACTICE

Antonym Worksheet

Directions: Write an antonym at the end of each sentence to match the
underlined word.

1. A rabbit is very fast.

.
Grandfather is old.t

a. I hate rainy Sundays.

4. What comes after April?

5. The princess was beautiful.

6. Canada is near New York.

7. The clothesline was loose.

8. Sixteen is an even number.

9. The ancient castle stood on a hill.

10. Cold is a shiny, metal.
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.RELATED PRACTICE

Synonym Worksheet

DireCtions: Write additional synonyms for each synonym given below.
You may use the dictionary.

1. Smart

9 barren

3. hinder

4. count

5. secure

collect

arid

8. assist

9. devour

10. conclude
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EVALUATIVE TEST

Directions: The following pairs of words are synonyms, antonyms, or
homonyms. Study each pair of words. Beside each, write
Homonym, Antonym, or Synonym, depending ou function of each
pair.

4

1. rival - competitor

2. fiber - thread

3. toe - tow

4. relax - tense

5. crisis - turning point

6. flower - flour

7_ finances - funds

8. stupid - intellectual

9. sew - aow

10. vapor - gas

11. weigh - way

12. rural - urban

13. week - weak

14. deny - acknowledge

15. sight - sitW

16. buy - purchase

17. frown - smile

18. before - afte'r

19. love - hate

20. frank - candid
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Lesson Plan6
Scope

The following lesson plan will cover instruction for t of

the short term objective6written below. Moreover,. it is intended.to

prepare the learner.in aspects of critical

order to increase his/her comprehension.

Obj ec tive : 8.3.1

reading and thinking in

Given twenty (20) sentences, the learner will distinguish fact

from opinion by selecting F for statements of fact and 0 for statements

of opinion with 95% accuracy.

Initial Presentation

Do you remember whenr we talked About qualifying words and we

decided that it is a good idea to "ask mental questions" or "talk"

to the writer? You:know that good readers ask questions as they read.

Today we are going to read some statement!. I want you to ask .

the question, "Can I prove this to be true?" If.your answer ieYes,

we call this statement t fact.

Please read the first sentence on your braille skills sheet:

"Fifty American hostages were reported to have been held at the
American Embassy in Iran."

We know that this statement, can be proven to be true. Most facts

about which we are uncertain can,be looked up in a dictionary, news

paper or an encyclopedia.

Now read this sentence:.

"Ie is important to do medical research'in order to find new
antibiotics."

How is the secand sentence different from the first one? It is

impossible to prove the second statement because it states an opinion.

An opinion is what a person thinks to be true.
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We cannot believe eVerything we hear, watch on television, or read.

Radio and television broadcasts include many advertisements which try
4

to encourage us to buy special products. And writers sometimes try

to persuade us to think as they do, Sometimes they leave out important

information which would change our viewpoint. If we do not question or

think, ire may believe all that we hear,sei, or read is true.

Now it is especially important for us to think when we read,and

I do* mean just when a writer is trying to persuade us to accept

his opinion as a proven fact, but getting the writer's meaning is
A

necessary so ihat we car0.elate our experiences and knowledge to his.

We must think and question. Read the following sentences:

1. Dr. Richard Ryer is superintendent of the Georgia Academy
for the Blind.

2. Fried chicken is the best tasting food in the world.

3. Swimming-is a better form of exercise than walking. ,

The first sentence states a fact which you can prove to be true.

But it is more difficult to prove th4 fried chicken is the best tasting

food. The wprd best means the greatest degree of good or excellence.

It is something which is very difficult to prove. It is a matter of

opinion. The second sentence gives one person's opinion of food. The

third sentence cannot be proven to be true either. It does not give

enough information. Jou might ask, "better for whom?" Swimming may

be a better exercise-felr some people, but it might not be better

for everyone. Many factors may be involved in determining the best

exercise for an individual such as a person's health, physical condition,

or agee

Please open your reading book to page 347. Let's read and then discuss

the section on fact and opinion. (See illustration 1.) (rhe student

follows the suggested procedure.)
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Very.good. Now please write the numerals one through five (1-5)

on a sheet of paper. Before each numeral write P for fact and 0 for opinion.

(The exercise is in the text, GOALS mi READINGf published by Harcdurt

Brace Jovanovich, Inc.; 1974 edition, page 349. See Ilustration #2).

We are always reading facts as well as opinions an both are im-

portant in the learning prodess., we gain important information from

facti and we receive help in forming our own opinions by learning the

opinion4 of others. Very ottei the writer helps us to know the difference

when including words like Othe fact is..." "in my opinion...", "I think..."

or "1 believe..."

Let's look at page 350 in_our reading text noting facts.as well

as opinions. Write the numerals ont through eight (1-8) on your*paper.

Then wrttej for A fact or:0 for an opinion after each-.numeral. When

you have finished,we'llAiscuss your answers. (See illustration #3).

Next write the answers toAuestions-one through four(1-4) and

we'll discuss them.

Instructlim and Practice

(Jollowing an assignment in the text the teacher will touch upon,a'

lesson in fact and opinion.)

I want you to remember that it is important for you to recognize an

opinion as well as a fact. You know that a fact can be checked; it is

a matter of record. An opinion is to be judged upon its own merit for

what it is.

Your next assignment is to skim through the story about Benjamin West

and find factual statements which can be proven to be true. You may in-
(,

clude the date of birth.

Allow time for skimming.)
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Very good. Now let's reread the last paragraph in the story. Are

there opinions in the first sentence? aes) Tit the second? CNo) Dis

cuss the meaning of the words creative and original. As you see here in

this paragraph, fact and opinion are.very closely related. The writer

points out.that West was a leading artist in his time.

Lets turn to our skills book for same practice in distinguishing

fact from opinion. (See illustration 4.) Remember to ask the mental

question, "Can this be proved?" Then write F for fact and 0 for opinion

in the space pravided'before the numerals.)

Here is A skills sheet. Today you are given four items and a

dictionary definition for etch. If the statement congerning the word

is a fact, write an F. If it expresses an opinion, write an 0 in

'the space provided.'

Evaluation
-

Given twenty (20) stitences for distinguishing*fect fram opinion,

the learner will write F for fact and 0 for opinion.

Generalization and Transfer

Instructions throughout the strategy will emphasize the separating

of facts from opinions while pointing out to the learner that sometimes

a person needs to have the facts on a given,subject whereas other times

it is necessary to know peoples opinions.

Take the ,Presidential Primaries and the candidates for example.

John Connaly started-his campaign with more funds to spend than any

other Presidential candidate. This is a fact. But recent opinion polls

predict that Bush will win the Republican nomination. Furthermore, a

year ago the opinion polls ranked Senator Kennedy ahead of President

Carter. However, the fact that President Cartees strong response to

the Soviet threat in Iran and Afghanistan hal placed htm ahead in current
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opinion polls makes him the strongest candidate for the Democratic Party

today. Moreover, a statement presented as a fact may be proved'to be

inaccurate or only partly true. Therefore, it is necessary to check the

facts. Fourth grade students may refer to the World Book and thus be

introduced to yet another skill while distinguishing fact from opinion.
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Illustration 1

FACT OR opoumi

When we know somethinvcan be proved, we say it is.a fact.

For example, we know that the rocket Mariner V. passed within 2,480

miles of the planet Venus in 1967. The following sentence states thlt fac :

In 1967, Mariner V passed within 2,480 miles of the planet Venus.

We know, that this statement can be proved to be true. Anyone who is not

sure of the fact can look it up in a library. Now read this sentence. Does

it'atate a fact?

It is very important to send a space ship io the moon.

How is the second sentence different from the first one?

The second sentence does not malEe a ststement that can be proved true or false.

It states an opinion. An opinion is what someone thinks or believes.

understanding the d fference between facts antl,ppinions helps you to think

clearly about what you read. Read these three sentences. Which states a fact?

Which give opinions?

Illustration 2

Fact or the word opinion.

1. , In 1965, there were 22,,8OEskino s in Alaska.

2. During the summer in the Arctic Circle, temperatures seldom rise above

50 degrees.

t

3. Hunting polar bears frbm an airplane is poor soortptfanship.

4. Learning to read is one of the most important rasks of a first-grader.

5. American children spend too much time watching television.

Every day we read both facts and opinions. We.learn from both kinds of

writing. Factual writing gives us information we need. Knowing the opinions

of other people helps us to think about things and form bur own opinions. But

it is important.to see the difference between facts and opinions. If we

mistake ahitpinion for a fact, we may become confused in our thinking.
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Illustration 3

Read 'these two paragraphs about Hawaii.' Read thoughtfully. The

sentences are numbered so that you can refer to them easily: Notice which

.sentences state facts and which sentences give opinions. Write answers to

the questions that follow.

1 Many people believe that Hawaii, the fiftieth state, is the most

beautiful state in the Union. 2 It is certainly the friendliest. ,3 Every-

where in the islands, you hear people saying aloha'instead of "hello" and
1,

"good-bye." 4 Alot;a, is a Ha a ian word that means "love." 5 No One knows '

where the first.Hawaiians came from or exactly when they arrived in the

islands. 6 The first European to visit Hawaii was Captain james Cook, an

Englishman. 7 He landed on one of the islands on January 18, 1788. 8 The

natives believed he was their god Lono.

a.

1. -Whckee-opinion Is stated in the first senten6e - the opinion of

the writer or of "many ieople"?

2. Is the second sentence a statement of fact of opinion?

3. Does sentence 5 tell a fact or an opinion? Sentence 6? Sentence 7?

4. What fact is stated in the last sentence? What opinion of the ,

natiVes Is expressed in the same sentence

Illustration_

The sentences below are written in pairs. One sentence in each pair

states a fact and one states an opinion. Write F before the fact and 0

before the opinion

1. One of the brass instruments is the trumpet.

Trumpets are best for playing rock muSle.

3. Abraham Lincoln was our Oeatest president.
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4. George Washington was the first president of our country.

411P.

5. Astronauts bave a good sense of humor.

6. Astronauts fly space missions.

7. Clay is used in making pottery.

8. Working with clay is easier than painting.

9. Very few people4wotld want to live through an Arctic winter.

10. Winters near the Arctic Circle are very long.

The selection below might have been written by a pupil for the school

or class paper. The article contains statements of fact and statements of

4
opinion. Read the.review carefully. Decide which statements are fact and

which are opinions. The sentences are numbered._ In the blanks on the right,

write Yact or Opinion to describe each sentence.

veo

1 The program at the Parent Teacher's 1.

Association meeting last Friday was the

best our school has ever given. 2 There 2.

were many favorable comments from the
,A

audience.

3 The soloists were Janice Blake, 3.

violin, Jeff Brodsky, clarinet, and Myra

Taylor, piano. 4 All three joined together 4.

for one selection. 5 They all performed 5.

very well.

6 The P.T.A. committee made special 6.

programs for the occasion. 7 Their bright 7.

colors and lively design were attractive.
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Seeing Facts and Opinions

Using a dictionary is a good way to check facts. Read the dictionary definition for eachunderlined word. Then read the sentences below. If the sentence states a fact, write F inthe blank. If it expresses an opinion, write 0.
harp. A stringed musical instrument plated by plucking with the fingers.

_ 1. The harp is a beautiful instrument.
2. The harp is played by plucking the strings with one's fingers.

_ 3. The music of the harp is delightful to hear.
_ 4. The harp belongs to the family of musical instruments that have strings.

opera. A kind of play set to music in which all or most of-the lines are sung rather thanspoken. The singers in an opera are usually accompanied by an orchestra.
_ 5. Opera is the greatest form of musical tertainment.

6. A play set to music is sometimes call an opera.
7. Most of the lines in an opera are sting rather than spoken.
8. Opera is too difficult for young children to enjoy.

dr,agonfIy.4 An insect having a long, slender body and four long, very thin wings. It eats fliesand mosquitoes.

_ 9. Dragonflies have beautiful wings.
10. Dragiinflies should not be allowed near lakes pr swimming pools.

_ 11. The dragonfly is a terrible pest.
_ 12. The dragonfly has two pairs of wings.

musk ox. An arctic animal with a musky smell, shaggy hair, and curved horns, resem-
bling both the sheep arid the ox.

_ 13. The musk ox is a valuable animal for farmers to raise.
_ 14. The musk ox does not have a coat of short, smooth hair.
_ 15. The musk ox lives in cold climates.
_ 16. Musk oxen would make good pets.
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NAME : DATE :

FACT AND OPINION TEST

READ EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS. THEN ON

GIVEN LINES. WRITE 0 IF IT IS AN-OPINION OR F IT IS A
NWT,

111

0010.11,i
.110

MIO

.11.

1, THE BEST SHOW ON TELEVISION IS "Room 222."

2, A NEWBORN BABY CANNOT TALK,

3. THERE IS A PAD OF WHLTE PAPER ON MY DESK.

4, THE TEACHER1 HAVE THIS YEAR IS TtRRIFIC.

5, IN NEW MEXICO YOU CAN STILL FIND ADOBE HOUSES.

6, AUTUMN IS THE PRETTIEST SEASON OF THE YEAg. IN

NEW ENGLAND,

7. THE NEW CLOTHING STYLES ARE UGLY,

8, RIDING IN A CAR IS BETTER THAN RIDING ON AN AIRPLANE.

9, THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF-CARD GAMES.

10. 'AN ARID CLIMATE IS HOT AND DRY,

U. STUDENTS IN GEORGIA ATTEND SCHOOL FOR 180 DAYS.

THE MOON IS OUR NEAREST NEIGHBOR IN SPACE.

13. MY FATHER IS THE BEST DAD IN THE WORLD%

14. GRAVITY IS A FORCE WHICH PULLS TOWARD THE CENTER

'OF THE EARTH

15. THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL IN WASHINGTON, DX. IS MADE

OF WHITE MARBLE.

16. THE EROSION OF ROCKS. BUILDINGS. OR LAND BY WIND4

RAIN OR SUN IS CALLED WEATHERING.

17. FLORIDA IS THE HOTTEST STATE IN THE UNION.

12. SOME ROCKS BEGAN AS LIVING THINGS.

19. MY FRIEND IS THE MOST HONEST PERSON IN TOWN.

20. ROCKS BROUGHT BACK FROM THE MOON WERE FORMED BY FIRE.

41J 61
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Lesson Plan -114" JJ
AP

Scope

This lesson plan teaches the Important skill of reading for main

ideas and significant details. Finding main ideas of while sections

'(not only singlejaragraphs) is taught, along with identifying relevant

details.

Ob'ective: 9.3.3

Given three (3) stories and nine (9) questions dealing with outline

headings, the learner will select from four (4) choices the correceanswer

to each question (minimum 8).

Initial Presentation

The bell rings and it is time for reading. Tell students it is

time to work on the reading skill of identifvimg main ideaa in an outline.

Focplain to students that as they move through the middle grades, they are

asked to deal with a greatly increased volume of written informational.

material. In order to sort out what they need and make it useful, they must'

be able to pick out main ideas, subtopics, and smaller topics to serve their

purpose. Remind children that an important point to realize is that, active

thinking when reading helps both Oderstanding and retention. Tell the

students to get out their reading books (braille and large print); and

-

their writing equipment (braille writers and/or pencils and paper).

If

Read and explain the objective, including the mastery criterion, to the .

students. Let the students copy the objective from dictation, and have

them keep it in their notebook. Emphasize that they are going to learn to

identify main ideas in an outline.



State the five (5) sinamary parts pertaining to -outlines: using

headings to help one understand howidedi are-organized, recOgnizing

main ideas and noting the details that support them, watching kor,signals.

that help one find the main ideas, recognizing paragraphs that make tram-

sitions between one topic and another, and watching for paragraphs that

summarize. Give the students a model outline (braille add/or large print).

Review the model calling attention to the main headings and,sub-headings.

Explain indention in making an,outline to the student. Ask students

to explain the indention in outlines to you. Call the student's attention

to the outline form in the books (braille and/or large print). Ask

students to

sponses And

Instruction alit Practice

explain how to use 41e form model. Reinforce students' re-

attending behavior.

Provide the students with a practice session: Usually the time

allayed for a braille studenOshould be at least double that for a print

student. There will, of course, be variations of time requirement depending on

the students. The,teacher ahould use his or her own judgment. The

students are,given several paragraphs to reath Let children read pare-

graphs and think what the topic is. Ask the question, "What sre the

sentencs' about?" Once the topic is agreed on, have them go back to find

'the main idea. While children are working, check with each one individually

*' to see if they are having difficulty, and provide them with corrective
+.1

feedback. After the main idea is agreed on, have children find examples

of details. Call attention to what details add to the moaning, noting

their.different uses: make main ideas clear;-give examples; supply addi-

tional information; give evidence to prove a point. After students

4"'have campleted this activity, provide them with a practice outl ne"to use.
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While the students are completing the out1ines,'pr6vide them with correction

feedback. When they complete this practide session, reviewkthe correct

answers. Let the students use.model outlines during the initial practice

sessions. (Approximate practice timen two 55-minute perioda0

rrovide another practice session (one reading period)'to identify

main ideas in an outliw Feedback procedures should be given as de-

* scribed previouály. HaVe students uie a model outline. Provide as many

practice sessions as are needed as described above, but -gradually remove

models. Review the steps to follow and indention proceduris before each

practice session. Continue to provide appropriate knowledge of results

and reinforcement.

Oral and written recitation activities must be incorporated into

instruction and practice:' The activities should include outline =dole,

worksheet forms, oral questions, and workbooks (braille and/or large print).

Students should be asked to write and explain outlining main ideas. No

model outline 9r help can be used during this recitatioh. Continuo to

provide corrective feedback and reinforcement during recitation. Studinis
0

should complete the workbook on this skill where different selections on

varying Ievele of difficulty offer much practice.

Evaluation

The initial presentation and instruction and practice activities

described above will probably take ten (10) days, or an undetermined'

number of days to complete (one reading period per day). When the

students are completing the activities with few errors, *kin

to evaluate me oblective. The evaluation should take one reading period

for two days. The evaluetion will consist of a test on three stories, nine

questions and four choices for the students (minimum 8). Written instruc-,

tions (braille and/or large print), will be provided for students.
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Generalization and Transfer

Review the procedure pertaining to identifying main ideas in an,

outline. Tell the students they will be.tested again in a few days.

Specify that you want them to be-able to write an outline independently

and, verbally state how to find Main ideas, subtopics and smaller

topics on a given story.. Review the criteria of three stories, nine

questions and four choices dealing with outline headings (ixinimuli8).

Give the students a practice test. Plan half the iractice time it took

for original practice session learnings. The materials and activities

-should be different from the activities used for acquisition. Possible

activities include:

1.- Outlining a unit in social studies

2. Outlining a science unit

3. Writing a biographical sketch.

Evaluate for retention after these practice sessions.

The objective and scope of.this lesson plan has two transfer tasks.

First, student should be able to write main ideas (outline form) in other

subject areas. Second, student should be able to organize ideas in

day to day activities. An example activity is a report on a special

show or play (e.g., "HolidaTOn'Ice."). Describe the overlap between the

old and the new tasks. Stress that students need tt) learn haw to identify

main ideas in summarizing new situations.
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Sample Teaching Out11ne

Malaya's Problems

I. Education

A, Crowded schools

B. Need for teachers

II. Health

A. Widespread diseases

B. Need for health workers

1. Doctors

Nurses

III. Food

A. Improved farming

B. More fish and livestock
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I.

A.

B.

B.

A.

B.

4.

Sample Outline Form

.(Title)
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Sample Practice StoZy

1. No one yet knows just howmen began to make fire themselves,

but scientists believe that it happened very early in history. They say

-that it must have come about as a resuleof the observation of sparks.

Forest fires are spread by hot sparks blown by the wind. The early tool

makers must have noticed that the rocks they chipped at often threw off

similar sparks.

2. Early man found several very important uses for fire in his

home. The first was as heat. Not being eqtaped with protective fur,

man found fire extremely useful duriitg the long, cold winter night*.

Built under the shelter of a rock overhang or inside a cave,,a fire

gave a cozywarmth. It also produced light, and light gave more meaning

to the long, dark nights. It was prOably by firelight that the first

artists in history painted the wonderful pictures which have been found

ia prehistoric caves. This light also enabled the women to make clothes

and the men to chip weapons. It shUt out the cold and darkness and

created, for the first time in history, a home for a famiiy.

3. Fire performed another valuable function, as well. All wild

animals, including those that were dangerous to man, were deathly afread

of the blazing heat which singed fur and caused pain and death. So fire

was perhaps man'S first defensive'weapon But there were other and more

important uses of fire-yet to come.

.4.. It seems quite natural today to use fire to supply the heat

needed to cook food, lmit it undoubtedly took a great many years before

early man learned to use fire in that way. Perhaps it came about

accidentall.y when some raw meat fell into a fire, or maybe hunters found

the burned boOies of animals after a forest fire. Whatever the method

of discovery; the use of fire for cooking was extremely important in

the history of man.
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Questions

Choose and underline the correct answer to each. question.

1. What is'a good title for the.story?

A,. Haw Man Learns to Use Fire

B. Early MAnts Use of Fire

C. Discovery of a Useful-Weapon

D. Observation of Fire Sparks

2. What is the topic of the first paragraph?

A. Row man discovered fire

B. Haw scientists discovered fire

C. How toolmakers discovered fire

D. Eow winds started fires

3. What, is one way man learned to make fire?

A. Perhaps from animals

B. Perhaps fram toolmakers

C. Perhaps learned from scientists

D. Perhaps learned from forest fires

4. What is another way man learned to make fire?

A. Perhaps learned from sparks from chipping rocks

B. Perhaps learned from lightning

C. Perhaps learned from rubbing sticks

D. Perhaps learned from each other

5. What is the second Main topic of the'story?

A. Man's misuses of fire

B. Man's uses of fire

C. Man causes fire

D. Man puts out fires
A
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6. What is the first use of fire in paragraph 2?

A. Defense

A. Cold

C. Heat

D. Killing

7. What is a second use of fire in paragraph 2?

A. Light

B. Weapon .

C. Tool,

' D. Warming

8. t is an important use of fire in paragraph 3?

A. Defense against man

H. Defense against weather-

C. Defense against animals

D. Defense against sportsmen.

9. 'What is another use of fire in paragraph 4?

A. Heating

B. Lighting

C. Destroying

D. Cooking"
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Sample, Test

II/ 9.3.3 Directions: Read the following storycarefully. It

describes five different bicycles that appeared in

4

the history of this interesting machine. Answer

each of the nine questions at the end of the story ,

by selecting one of the four choices. After you have

finished reading the storyiland answering the questions,

outline the story -giving five main headings.and the

ubtopics for each. Use the title of the story for the

title of.your outline.

The Two-Wheeler

When we hop on a bicycle-today, we can hardly III:nine a'time when

there were no bicycles, 'One of the firit bicycles was the "walk-along."

It waircalled by this name because the rider had to, pUsh against the

ground with his feet to make the bicycle move,

The "walk-along" had two wheels, a crossbar, and a steering bar.

The wheels were made of wood and'had spokes. The cross-bar, made of

vood, too, ran the length of the machine and held the wh4m1s tOgether.

The steering bar was new, siice the very first bicYcle could turn neither

to the right nor to the left.

Another early bicycle, called the "bone-shaker," was made around

1865. This bicycle had wooden wheels,with steel tires. If we can imagine

riding one of these, we can readily understand how the bicycle got its

name. Pedals were used for the first time on this machine. The rider no

longer bad to push against the ground to make the bicycle move. Now his

shoes did not wear out so quickly, and he did not tire so easily.

411 One of the funniest bicycles ever built came into use in.1873. It

had a tremendous front wheel, almost as tall as a man, from which it got

416
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its =Me,- "the high wheeler." Ag was true of the "bone-shaker," pedals

wets used to turn the front wheel.- However, the rubber tires on the

"Igh wheeler" gave a_smoother ride than that of earlier bicycles.

The seat on the "highwheeler" was very high and, as a rule, the

rider had a_hard time mounting it. This bicycle fell over easily,

giving the rider many a spill. Direction* with the bicycle told him

how to fall so that he would not get hurt:

,

Shortly after 1880, changes were made to lower,the bicycle and

make it safer. The "safety" bicycle., as it was called, had two wheels-

alike. The back wheel was driven by a chain hooked on to pedals easily

reached by the rider's feet. This bicycle had'air-filled tires, spring

saddle seat, and chain drive.

A few more safety ideas,have been added, auch ai the chain guard

lights, and a bell. The guard keeps the,chain clean and piaietts

the rider's clothes from getting caught Because of the lights, the

rider cal)? now see and be seen at night. The bell gives warning of the

bicycle'i approach to people on foond other tiders1
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Aluestiona'

1. dWhat was the first bicycle in the story?

Walkalong'

B. Bone-shaker

C. Safety

D. High-wheeler

2. What one thing made the "boneshaker" a better bicycle?

A. Seel wheels

B. Chain drive

C. Pedals

D. Lights

3. Which bicycle came afteethe high wheeler?

A. Today's bicycle

B. Sefety

C. Walk-along

D. Bone-shaker

4. What does today's biCytle have?

A. Wooden wheels

B. Wooden crossbar

C. , Large front wheel

D. Different speeds '

What IMS one feature of the high Wheeler?

A. Two wheels alike

B. Tremendous froat wheel

C. Air-filled tires

D. Bell
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6. Which bicycle did the rider have a hard time getting on?

A. Bone-shaker

B. Walk.along

C4 High wheeler

D. Safety

7. What was changed to make the "safety" bicycle ride smoother?

A. Air-filled tirei

B. Rubber tires

C. Saddle seat"

D. Lishts

8. Which bicycle came before today's cycle?

A. High-wheeler

B. Safety

C. Bone-shaker

D. Walk-along

9. What is the best title for this story?

A. Bicycles

B. Changes in bicyq.es

C. The Two-Wheeler

D. Early bicycles



Lesson Plan

Scope

The following lesson plan teeches the learner to identify summa i

Obiective: 10.3.2

The learner will identify summaries. Given three (,3-)-te1ections with

four -(4) main ideas and summary questions for each; the learner will

select fram three (3) choices the correct answer to eadh. question

(minimum: 11).

initial Presentation

Read and explain the obrective, including the mastery criteria to the

students. Tell them that for the next few days they will be learning

about summaries and will continue to use this knowledge throughout the

year. A summary listwthe key points presented in a reeding selection.

it is a short account of the author's main ideas and the details without

which the reader could not clearly"understand the meaning.

Choose several short, interesting articles from a favorite magazine

or newspaper. Read one at a time orally to the students. Help them make

a summary sentence of each article. Record these sentences for future

reference.

Instruction and Practice

Divide students into small groups and present each group with two (2)

short articles in large print or braille. Let one studelit read the

article while the others listen. After the articiales been reed the

st dents will-write a. summary sentence of the article. Move among the

groups and offer'help when needed. Students may exchange articles and

write summary sentences for tlitse artitles also. Reinforce students'

responses.
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Give each student a different article written in'large print or braille."

Let each student read hit/her article silently and Write a oummary

sentence. Cheat each studenes work individually and give corrective feed-

back when necess.

Evaluation

The initial presentation and instruction and practice &Cavities

-will probably take five to six (5-6) days to complete. Each sestion

will probably last forty to forty-five (40-45) minutes per day. When

the students are writing summaries that are approptiate to the articles,

begin to evaluate the objeCtive. See attached evaluation sheet.

Generalization and Transfer

Throughout the lesson emphasis will be placed on the use'of summaries

in other situations such as giving reviews of bookA and magazine,articles

read, movies seen, and writing resumes.

Remind the students that the main point of a paragraph is often the

first or last sentence.

Students will'be able to use knowledge gained from this lesson in

social studies and science work.
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--JName

Summla Identification Test

Read the artilifs and follow the directions after each:

Date

1. Theodore Roosevelt, the twenty-siXth president of the Unite4
>.

States, was born in New York City:on October 27, 1858. Part of

his prosperous family were of Dutch ancestry. They gave a great

deal of money and time to philanthropic endeavors. Teddy, at'

he was called, was almost bornto be a politician. His father

was active in politics and his mother's greaandfather was

the first governor of Georgia when the colonies became independent.

2. As a small boy young Theodore was not too vigorous, but through

determination he developed his body until it was physically strong.

Hdvever, he was never able to overcome one physical defect, his

weak eyes. Boxing lessons and gymnastics developed his muscles
0

and body.

3. After graduating from Harvard, young Roosevelt was undecided as to

what career to choose. His interests were quite varied and his

c. desire to have a part in everything made him hesitate ta choose any

single career for fear that this might keep him frOm his other

interests. It was for this reason that he chose politic* and govern-

tent.
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114:i" What is the main idea of.the first paragraph? Chooae-one-of-

the following and underline it.

1. RooseveWs family WAS of Dutch ancestry

2. Rooseveles family background

3. Roosevelt came from an early American family.

2. Underline the mAin idea of the second paragraph.

1. Teddy was a boxer ts boy.

2. Teddy was never able to overrme one,weakness, his eyes.

3. TiOdy developed his body until it was physiCally strong.

3. Underline the main idea of the third-paragraph.

1. Because of his varied interests, he chom politics as

a career.

2. Roosevelt'really did not want a careet.

3. was determined to be a,politician.

4. 'Underline the best titlkor the article.

1. Young Rreevelt, the politician

2. The twenty-sixth president of the United States

3. Roosevelt's family



1. A tare item in demand Usually hecomes expenaive. Diamonds

are among the most coatly gema in the world, mostly because

-they ate rtre. Most,of the diamonds are faund in Africa.

HOweVer, a small supply is found in Brazil atc1India.

2. The diamond it the hardest subitance known. In'composition,

it is almost pure carbon formed into Crystals. It it aliost

impossible to'cut a diamond. The onlyfthing that will cut

a diamond is another, diamond. Jewelers break diamonds into

smaller pieces by a sudden, skillfully calculated stroke.
#

3. Diamonds serve many other purposes in addition to adorning

rings and brooches. For centuries they have been used ta

cut glass, of all typea. Industry uses these precious gems'

with many of their induatrial tools; sometimes grinding -.

,them into dust and bakiiwthem into the steel. Incidentally,,

many record machines today are equipped with permanent diamond

record needles.

.
Questions

What-is the main idea of thefirst paragraph? Choose one of

the following add underline it.

1. piamonds are very expensive.

2. Mast diamonds are:found in Africa.

Any rare item is'expensive.

2. Underline the main idea of the second paragraph.

1. The diamond is,the hardest substance kn

2. Diamonds are almost pure carbon.

3. Diamonds cannot be cut.
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3. Underline the main'idea of the third paragrAPh.

1. DiamOnds are used'to cut glass.

2. Induttrial tools are made of diamonds.:.

3. Diaionds have many usei.

4. Underline':the best title ibr the article.

1. Costly Diamonds

2. An Unusual Gem

3. Uses. of Diamonds
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:1. Birds were making long flights before airplanes were eveve_

invented. They fly farther than Most of us do now. Few

people fly to South-America every year, yet millions of birds

do. II

2. Nighthawks go.from northern Canada down to Argentina while

the golden plovers go from Labrador tb Argentina. 3,400 miles

of this flight is nonstop over the Atlantic Ocean.

3. The champions hre theArctic terns. These water birds fly from,

close to the North ?ole down across the equator to the cold

seas near the Antarctic region. The distance is 11,000 miles

or about four times the width of the United States.

4. Birds fly at many-different speeds. The herons, ravens, shrikes,

and horned larks are the slowest, traveling up to 30 miles an

hour. Starlings are faster, and ducks and geese can go up to

60 miles an hour. The fastest birds are the swifts. They usually

fly at 70 to 100 miles an hour, but can fly faster if they wish

to put on extra speed.

Questions

1. Underline the best title. for the story.

1. Habits'of the Birds

2. Air Travelers

3. The Sunny South

2. Underline the sentence that best summarizes the main idea of the

first paragraph.

1. Birds are longdistance flyers.

2. Few peoPle fly to South America.

3. Birds fly farther than people.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE HEALTH DOMAIN
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Health Domain



7 Level 4

Grawth and DeveloPment

Level

4

Pre- Post-
Test Test

=11111.0W

Grawth and Development

4.1.1.0. Demonstrate understanding of
,the cellular basis of body'
structure and inherited and
acquired characteristics

4.1.1.1. Identify cells as the basic
parts of the body and all
living things

4.1.1.2. Describe cell structure

44.1.3. Describe the grawth process

4.1.1.4. Explain how people inherit
traits from their parents;
use terms chramosomes and
gene&

4.1.1.5. Discriminate between
inherited and learned charac
teristics

4.1.1.6. Explain how the things peopl
can do affect some of their
traits

Demonstrateunderstanding of
the physiological basis for
healthy body function:during
activity.
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.4

Le;.el
Pre- Post-
Test Test Growth and Development

4

11..

MIINNI11111111111

4.1.2.1. Describe the functions of
joints, and.ligaments

4.1.2.2 Describe the structure of
a bone

4.1.2.32 Explain haw muscles move
bones

4.1.2.4. Describe the effects of
exercise on muscles

4.1;2.5. Explain haw the lungs and
heart function and haW they
help move the body

_ 4.1.3.0. Growth and Developmeht
Test - 70% Accuracy

4.1.3.1. ,De'Scribe how people use
aeiing and hearing to get
information: from the world

4.1.3.2. Tell haw taste and smell
are related

4.1.3.3. Describe how touch and inner
senses supply information
about the immediate state
of the body

4.1.4.0 Growth and Development
Test - 70% Accuracy

4.1.4.1 Explain how the body adjusts
to temperature changes

4.1.4.2. Explain physical adaptation

4.1.4.3 Describe ways of adapting
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Level Test Test

Pre- Post-

Health and Safety

4

=1.

emeg.extrwamarpe.

111.11

RI114/wWI

.w1MNI/

11.11/

..,mmwm1111,

...

..10

www.1.=img

4.2.1.0 ,Demonstrate understanding
of how bacteria and viruses
'can cause communicable di-
seases. Health and Safety,
lest 70% Acuracy.

4.2.1.1. Children will tell how
baceteria are helpful

4.2.1.2. Describe how,bacteria and
viruses cause. infection and
disease

4.2.1.3. Explain the concept of
communicable disease

-4.2.1.4 Identify tethods of trans-
mission of disease microbes

4.2.2.0.. Demonstrate understanding of
how one can guard against
disease Healthand Safety
Test - 70% Accuracy

4.2.2.1. Define resistance

4.2.2.2. Tell how eating the right
foods can help fight disease

4.2.2%3. Describe other ways of
keeping well

4.2.2.4 Describe ways of avoiding
microbes

4.2.3.0. DemonsCrate understanding of
how to prevent accidents and
perform first aid Health
and Safety Test
70% Accuracy.

4.2.3%1. Identify caiases of ninor

b'rns

E plain pzeventive
re Zialmeasures for
minor bu s
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Level
.

Pre-
, Test

Post-
Teat Health and Safety

ds

4

,

tddntify causes of small
cuts and'similar injuries

4.2.3.4. Explain, preventive and
remedial_measures for small
cuts and similar injuries

42.3.5. Identify causes of broken
bones

Explain, preventive: and
remedial meapures for
troken bones

4.2.4.0.
. Demonstrate understanding of

how to prevent accidents .

outside the home
Health and Safety-Test
70Z Accuracy,.

.-

Identify causes for accidents4:204010
in play activities and on
holidays

1 Explain preventive measures4.2.4.
for activities and on
holidays ,

, Identify causes for water-442.4.3.
related accidents

4.2.4.4. Explain prevrntiive measured
for vater-related accidents

.,!,.2.4. Identify causes 'for accident,
that cnn occur when traveling

4.2.4.6. Explain preventive- measuree
for accidents that occur
vhl.le traveling

_

_

,
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Social/Emotional Adjustment

alimNOME=1.1110110

4.3.1.0. Demonstrate understanding
that personality is all the
characteristic responses an
individual makes to his
Anvironment.
Social/Emotional Adjustment
Test - 70% Accuracy

4.3.1.1. Identify appearance as one
component of personality

4.3.1.2. Explain that emotions and
behavior are components of
personality

4.3.1.3. Define personallty

4.3.200. Demonstrate understanding
that personality is influ-
enced by heredity and envi-
5onment. Social/Emotional
Ajustment Test - 70% Accurac

4.3 . . Recognize that heredity
influences persOnality

4.3.2.2. Offer evidence of the
influence of heredity on
personality

4.3.2. . Identify the environment'
as an influence on person-
ality

4.3.3.0 Demonstrate understanding of
how families, friends, and
society influence develop-
ment of personality.
Social/Emotional Adjustment
Test - 70% Accuracy

4,3.3.1. Identify ways parents and.
siblings influence the
personalities of individuals

406
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Social/Rmotional.Adjustment, 4

4

.

4.3.3.2. Identify_ways peers and
groups influence the person-
alities of indviduals

4.3.3.3. Identify ways the society
. in4uences the personalities

of individuals

4.3.4.0. Demonstrate understanding of
how one can take responsi-
bility for one's own social/
emotional adjustment. Social/
Emotional Adjustment Test
70% Accuracy

4.3.4.1. Identify ways individuals
accept their physical'
differences

4.3.4.2. Identify ways Individuals
work to overcome handicaps

4.3.4.3. Identify ways one can
measUre one's strengths

e

Community Health and Safety

4.4.1.0.
Demonstrate how one can
contribute to the health
and safety of the community
Community Health and Safet
Test - 70% Accuracy

i Identify neighborhood4.4...1 4
situations in which
the help of professional
community,service specialist
is needed

Categorize neighborhood4.4.1 ,4.
situations in which the help
of community profeqsional
service specialists is
needed

407
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Level

4

Pre- Post-
'Test Test Community Health and Safety

4.4.1.3. Suggest ways in which pro-
fessionals aVert health and
safety problems and main-
tain the -safety and4lealth
of peoge in the community

4.4,.1.4. Evaluate the behavior of
community residents

4.4.2.0. Demonstrate how one can
develop wise buying habits
Community Health and Safety
Test - 70% Accuracy

4.4.2bl. Identify buying as a decisio
making process requiring
evaluatibn of real needs

4.4.2.2.

4.4.2.3.

4.4.3.0.

List various forms of infor-
mation available to
consumers

Evaluate advertising messa&
for factual information and
exaggerated claims

Demonstrate understanding of
how to prevent harm to the
environment. Community
Health and Safety Test -
70% Accuracy

Form a simple definition of
pollution

Identify actions, that cause
pollution

Identify ways community
workers and recycling
cOmpanies keep the environ-
ment clean

408



Level
Pre- Post-

. Test Test Community Health and Safety

4

4.4.3.4. Discuss ways actions contri-
bute to the healthy state
of one's .,environment.'

4.4.4.0 Demonstrate understanding of
of how one prevents harm
to one's self and others
Cotmunity Health and Safety
Test - 70%.Accuracy

4.4.4.1. Identify needs for rules that
,limit or prohibit behavior

4.4. .2. Discuss need for rules that
limit or prohibit behavior

4.4.4.3. Suggest effective ways of
making sure that people
follow rules

4.4.4.4. Evaluate importance of good
relations between enforce-
ment personnel and memberi
of the community

_
Level 5

Body and Mind

5

5.1.1.0. Demonstrate understanding of
how basic life systems
work together. Body and
Mind Test - 70% Accuracy

,

5.1." Tell how oxygen is provided
to the body and why it is
important

5.1.1.2. Tell how food is provided to.. ..

body cells and ways digestive
system can affect feelings
and actions

5.1.I.3.. Identify waste products and----
how bOdy systems work to get
rid of wastes.
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Body and Mind

5

5.1.2. . Demonstrate understanding of
how the nervous system con-
trols the actions of the body
Body and Mind Test -
70% Accuracy

5.1. .1. Tell how the brain controls
body actions by means of
the nerves

5.1.2.2. Describe the functions of the
voluntary and involuntary
nervous systems

5.1.2.3. -Desefibe the functions of the
sensory and motor nerves

5.1.3.0. Demonstrate understanding of
how physical condition can
affect iind and emotions
Mind and Body,Test -
70: Accuracy

5.1.3.1. Tell what one's general
physical condition has to
do with thinking ability,
mood and responses to other
people

5.1.3.2. Describe the time clock in
the body and howit affects,
feelings at different times'
of the day,

5.1.3.3. Describe the effects that
exercise and eating have on
the mind and emotions

54.4.0. Demonstrate uriderstanding of
how the way Owe thliWksaand
feels can agfect one's
physittal state. Body and
Mind Test - 70% Accuracy.
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Level
......

Pre*
Test

Post-
Test_ Body and Mind

.

.

5.1.4.1. Tell when body iS likely.to
.

. produce adrenalin and what
changes adrenalin makei in
the way one feels

5.1.4.2. Describe the-effects wOrry,-..e---
tension and fatigue have

..

on the body,

5.1.4.3. Identify kinds of life,
changes that precede physical

, illness; awareness of _connec-
tion between mind and body

.
.

,

Stress and Strength

-
.

5.2.1.0 Demonstrate awareness 9f
kinds of stress and respond
positively to physical and,
emotional stress. Stress5

. and Strength Test -
, 70% Accuracy

5.2.1.1. Identify activities that
cause physical stress

5.2.1.2. Identify causes and effects--
of emotional stress

-

5.2.1.3. Explain how some kinds of
,

stress result in growth

5.2.2.0. Demonstrate awareness that a
good diet can protect
against stress; how to make
-well-ba1anced diet

,
.

.

5.2.2.1. Identify the lood groups and
give examples of foods in
each group

, 5.2.2.2. Identify nutrients that the
body requires for strength
and health'
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test a Stress and Strength

..111

5.2.2.3. Describe consequences of a
poor diet-and tell what is
done to help malnourished
people,

5.2.3.0. Demonstrate understanding,of
how.microorganisms invade the
body causing disease; how
vaccination protects against
infection. Stress and
Strength'Test - 70% Accuracy

5.2.3.1. Identify ways which micro-
, organisims get into the body

5.2.3.2. Describe the body's defenses
against microorganisms

5.2.3.3. Explain how immunity occurs,.

5.2.3.4. Explain how vaccination cabses
immunity.

5.,2 4. . Demonstrate knowledge of was
1

to care for one's self
when under the stress of
illness. Stress and Strength
Test - 70% Accuracy

1

5,2.4.1. Explain why special care is
important when one is ill

5.2.4.2.* Explain common nonprescrip-
tion medicines'purposes and
why they do not cure illness

5.2.4.3. Tell importance of reading
V medicine labels and identify

,possible side effects

5.2.4.4. Tell how one knows when, to
see a doctor
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Needs

5.3.1.0 Demonstrate recognition that
all people have needs;
Classify needs as physical,
social and psychological.
Needs Test - 70% Accuracy

5.3.1.1. Identify physical needs and,
the need for safety

5.3:1.2. Dismiss that people have need
that are not physical

5.3.1.3. Describe some social and
psychological needs

5.3.2.0. \Recognize that some needs
must be satisfied before
others. Needs Test -
70% Accuracy

5.3.2.1. Discuss Maslow's pyramid
of needs and whykthe needs on
the bottam are taken care of
before those on the top

5.3.2.2. Discuss the need for loving
and belonging

5.3.2.-3. Define self esteem and.tell
why # is impoi7tant,.

5.3.3.0; DeMonstrate understanding of
hots needs can cause feelings
and actions; recognize no
two people feel and act
similary. Needs test,-

70% Ac uraey

5.3.3.1. Explain how feelings can
result from needs and iden-
tify needs..which cause people
to do things like lose their
temper or boast

413
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Level
.Pre- Post-
Test Test

Needs

5.3 2 Describe ways people act in.

i
order to fill needs for
belonging dftd friendship

5.3.3.3. Recognize that'everyone has
a different personality

5.3.4. Demonstrate-a realization tha
everyone has unmet needs and
their ability to deal with
them constructively.
Needs Test - TO% Accuracy

5.3.4.1. Distuss ways to deal witti
unmet physical and social
needs

5.3.4.2. Discuss feelings people have
as a result of success or
failure and Nays of coping
with failure

5.3.4.3. Explain why people express
feelings in different ways
in situations; discuss impor
tance of showing and choosing
appropriate ways to show
feelings

Conservation and Safety

3.4.1.0. Demonstrate appreciation of
the role of technology and
one's role in making sure
food is plentiful and free
from harmful substances.
Conservation and Safety Test.
70% Accuracy

5.4.1.1. Explain why large farmsare
necessary for modern food
production; discuss advan-
tages and disadavantages of
pesticides

.414



Level
os t-

es t

5.4.1.2.

Conservation and Safety

Tell how food can be kept
from spoiling; identify
dangers of food perservirig
methods

5.4.1.3. Explain what one can do to
keep food safe and healthful

5.4.2.0. Demonstrate recognition of
benefits of modern technology
and understanding of negative
aspects and ways to minimize
them. Conservation and
Safety Test.- 70% Accuraq

5.4.2.1. Identify features pf modern
city which allow peopie to
live healthiertlives; discss
aspects of the modern city',
which are harmful to people's
health

5.4.2.2 Identify health benefits
which result from ±mproved
transpoitation; discuss
hazardous aspects of modern
automobile travel

5.4.3.0. Demonstrate understanding
that one's health depends on
wise use of resources by
society. Conservation and
Safety Test 70.% Accuracy

5.4.3.1. Identify health benefits
derived from the earth and

,recognize need for controllec
land use to ensure future
health

5.4.3.2 IderrtiO health benefits,
of fresh water and recognize
needs far maintaining clean
water,
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Level
' Pre- Post-

Test Test Conservation and Safety

5

iMMORII

-5.4.3.3. Identify health benefits of
green plants and wood product
and r4cognize their health
depends on preservation and
wise use of growing things

5.4.4. . Demonstrate understanding of
the need to cooperate with
groups seeking to help people
live healthier lives.
Conservation and Safety Test
70% Accuracy

5.4.4.1. Recoge the family as a
working group for health and
identify ways members of a
family can use and-benefit
from community health ser-
vices.

5.4.4.2. Discuss how groups formulate
suggestions, rules, and laws
to prevent pollution

5.4.4.3. Identify ways people work
together'to prevent waste
and misuse of natural
resources

6

Level 6
Learning

..1111/MINAO 41.611114=10 6.1.1.0. Demonstrate recognition of
the relationship between
stimului and response and
understanding of the differ-
ence between learned and
automatic responses.
Learning Test -170% Accuracy

6.1.1.1. Tell how some bodily func-
tions are inborn and auto-
matic

4 '416



Pre- Post-
Level I Test Test Learning

6

111m1,

11,,iiP..
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..,

6.1.1.2. Define conditioning

6.1.1.3. Identify ways one is Condi-
tioned to respond

6.1.1.4. ExPlain.how habits are forMed
and how they become automatic

6.1.2.0. Demonstrate recognition of
methods of.learning and
understanding of how methods
combine in the development of
learning skills. Learning
Test - 70% Accuracy

6.1.2.1. Identify at least two ways
of learning independently

6.1.2.2. Constrast functions of the
left and right hemispheres
of the brain

6.1.3.0 Demonstrate comprehension of
how habits are formed and
changed; set goals and plan
time to facilitate good habit
formation. Learning Test -
70% Accuracy

Describe how habits are
formed and how they can be
changed

6.1.3.2. Identify the need to esta
blish priorities and plan
time

6.1.3.3. Apply knowledge of forming
habits and planning time to
.the development of good study
habits

417



Level
Pre-

_ Test
Post- 4\, .

Test j4earning

,

6.1.4.0. Demonstrate awareness that------
health_care and character
development help to become

j healthyadults; assess per-
sonal preferences and apti-
tudes to help formulate goals
for the future. Learning
Test - 70% Accuracy- 6.1.4.1. Give reasons why developing
healthy habits is important

.

to physical health

6.1.4.2. Explain Importance of making
a decision to learn on their
own and tell hOw independent
decision-making helps build
character

. ,
.

6.1.4.3. Explain the importance of
interests, attitudes, apti-
tudes and values in setting,'

6
' and achieving goals

Body Responses

6.2.1.0. Demonstrate understanding of---
how bodies grow and àhange,
especially during adolescence
Body Response, Test -
70% Accuracy

A.2.1.1. Tell why hormones are called
chemical messengers

t 6.2.1.2. Describe the function of the
pituitary gland

6.2.1.3. Explain that individuals
grow at-their own pace; the
pattern of growth is geneeal
for boys and girls

418



Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Body"Responses

.1.111111111111111101110

..111.111i

6.2.1.4. Describe-the pituitary gland
and gonads and their, influenc
during puberty

6.2.1.5. Compare and contrast physical
development of adolescent
girls and boys

6.2.2.0. Recognition of relationship
between proper eating habits
and good health

6.2.2.1. Explain why people need
nutrients. Body Responses
Test -JO% Accuracy

Discriminate between inter-
nal and external motivations
for eating

o.2.2.2.

6.2.2.3 Describe gays people influence
eating habits

6.2.3.0. Demonstrate understanding pf
relationship between exercise
and health. Body Respqnses
Test - 707. Accuracy

6. .3.1. Explain why physical activity
is nece sary

6.2.3.2. Identify relationship between
exercise and the development
of strength, suppleness, and
stamina

6.2.3.3. Tell how exercise can help
relieve tension

6.2.3.4. Explain why different people
need diffe'rent amounts of
exercise

6.2.4.0. Demonstrate understanding of
relationship between getting
tired and,staying healthy;
explain why Aeople need
sleep. Body Responses Test

419



Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Body Responses

6

+.1111111110

amIlwalimml

6.2.4.1. Explain how fatigue helps
t* body stay healthy

6.2.4.2. Describe current theory
on the cause of sleep

6.2.4.3. Identify changes one's body
and mind go through during
the first four stages of
sleep

6.2.4.4. Explain the significance of
rapid eye movement and why
dreaming is important

6.2.5.0. Demonstrateunderstanding of
ways drugs can make one'S
body respond and why drugs
are dangerous

J6.2.5.1. Define drug, habit, toleranc
and addiction

6.2.5.2. Identify ways Aphol and
barbituates can 11,:rm bodies g d

why they are dangrous

6.2.5.3. Identify ways caffeine and
amphetamines can affect
orie's body

A
6:2.5,4. DeScribe how the body

rSspands to cigarettes, mari
Juana and LSD

6.2.6.0. Demonstrate understanding o
how the environment,the
disease agent, and the host
work to promote infections
Body Responses Test -
70% Accuracy

6.2.6.1. Discriminate between infec-
.,

tious and noninfectious
disease

42 0



Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Body Responses

6

6.2.6.2. Describe three things that
. happen before someone catches

an infectious disease

---- 6.2.6.3. Deperibe three factors that
can lead to noninfectious
disease

.

,

Social/Emotional Adjustment

_

6.3.1.0. Demonstratej.ecognition that--- ....

satisfaction is inherent in
. growth mastery. Social/Emo-

tional Adjustment Test -
70% Accuracy

6.3.1.1. Explain difference between---
extrinsic. and intrensic
rewards

6.3.1.2. Describe how mastering the--- ---
tools and resources is a
sign of growth

6.3.1.3. Tell how appropriate choices-- ---
are based on self-evaluation
and sensible risk-taking.

6.3.2.0. Demonstrate understanding of--- ----
competition and cooperation

----- ----- 6.3.2 . Describe how competition can
assist in increasing achieve-
tment and stretching abilities

6.3.2.2. Identify ways personal gains----- -----
may be increased through
cooperation

6.3.2.3. Tell how group members can--- --
achieve more than individua s

44 .1421



Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Social/Emotional Adjustment

6

.1111111 I welbgm

ret

6.3.3.0. Demonstrate understanding
that working with others
involves a ,reciprocal rela-
tionship. Social/Emotional
Adjustment Test - 70% Accu-
racy

6.3.3.1. Describe how leadership in a
group is determineibystruc-
ture and goals of the group

, 6.3.3.2. Explain the importance of
group follawers

6.3.3.3. Identify the strength of
group pressure and importance
ofknowing when to act
independently.

6.3.4.0. Demonstrate recognition of'
the importance of developing
inner streagths. Social/
Emotional Adjustment Test
70% Accuracy

6.3.4.1. Explain that identities are
based on what one thinks of
'one's self and what othera
think ofhimiher.

6.3.4.2. Explain that one's values
are derived from parents,
peers, and one's perception
of reality

6.3.4.3. Explain that human growth
involves the ability to
delay gratification

Health

6.4.1.0. M e w se choices about
hea care services,. Health

- 70% Accuracy

4 4 d
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Level' Test Test

Pre- Post-

. 11,111.

6
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,

Health

6.4.1.1. Identify ways people can get
health care in the U.S.

6.4.1,,2. Identify ways health care
services are provided in a
developing nation

6:4.1.3. Compare and contrast health
care services in a developirig
nation with those in the U.S.

6.4.1.4. Tell how health care services
are provided in a country
with national health insur-
-ance

6.4.2.0. Demonstr te awareness of the
effects of social change on
society. Health Test -
7001 Accuracy

6.4.2.1. Relate how society changes
and 4hat causes changes

6.4.2.2. Describe how changes affect
one's life

6.42.3. Explain how'one can adapt an
adjust to change

6.4.3.0. Demonstrate understanding
that the best use of tech-
nology depends on wise
decisions

6.4.3.1. Describe new health services
and how technology made
these possible

6.4.142. Explain how technolpgy can
be used to improve the
environment

6.4.3.3. Recognize that technological
advances change the world
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Level. 7

Health

Level
Pre- Post-
Te Healthst Test

7.1.1.0. Demonstrate understanding
that health is the result of
interaction between social,
mental, and physical factors

,

Health Test - 10% Accuracy

7.1.1.1. Identify example of inter-
action of mental-emotional,
and social health factors

7.1.1.2. Examine popular beliefs about
health to determine validity

,

7.1.1.3. Accept a share of social
responsibility

7.1.2.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
the body is organized into

. specialized parts. Health
.

Test - 70% Accuracy

7.1.2.1. Learn names of body systemso

.
functions and health prac-

7 tices .

7.1.2.2. Recognize benefits to health
which result from improved
habits

Daily Needs

7.2.1.0: Demonstrate understanding-..

that individuals are inter-
deOendent with the environ-
ment from which they obtain
nutrients. Daily Needs Test
70% Accuracy

,

7. .t. Become acquainted with the
nutrients needed for good
health

.

424



. Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test.

,

Daily Needs

.

7

.

.

.

.

.

7.2.1.2.. Classify foods according to
whether they supply energy,
growth and repair, or provide
regulaion'of cell activities

7.2.1.3. Become acquainted with large
variety of foods. locally

.

available and the nutrients
they supply

.r

. I

7.2.1.4. Consider a variety of,foods
necesSary co supply essential
nutrients .

- .

7.2.1.5. Realize that poor eating
result in poor health, lack.
of energy, and poor appear-
ance

/

7.2.1.6. Knowledge of nutrition to
improve present eating habits

7.2.1.7. Be aware of family and other
infldencesoon dietary habits

,

7.2.2.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
,

foods must provide a chemical
balance to maintain health

4 .
0

7.2.2.1, Plan and select a balanced
daily diet

,

.

7.2.2.2. Schedule'daily breakfast
which includes 14 of a day's

t protein requirementst

7.2.2.3. Attempt 'to overcame dislikes
that are based On eftotion

7.2.2.4. Recognize the social and
ftmotional causes,and dangers

.

oyerweight and underweigiii

.

.

.

, 4
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test

.

bany Needs

7

7.2.2.5.
.

7.2.2.6.

7.2.2.7.

7.2.3.0.

7.2.3.1.

7.2.3.2.

,

7.2.3.3.

7.2.3:4.

7.2.3.5.

7.2.3.6.

7.2.3.7.

,

Know one's -proper weight and
amounts of food needed to
maintain the weight

ChOose between-meal snacks
which proVide essential
nutrients

Recognize fOod fads and quack
diets

_., .

Demonstrate in understanding
that'to stay healthy, one is
dependent on the environment

Discriminate changes in the
environment caused by people

.

Relate changes in ihe envi-
ronment to one's dagy
health needs

.

.

Be aware of the'vital impor-
tance of safe food, clean
water and cleamair for good
health

Conserve our fresh Water .

supply

Accepc responsibility for
disposing of potential air
and water pollutants

Support antipollution legis-
lation

EduCate other members of the
community concerning the
dangers of air and water
pollution

-

..,-:

.

----.
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test

Dail Needs

7

7.2.3.8. Support scientific research
intended tniopprove the
safety of fltd, water and
air

;Fitness

06.iw

=1.0..0.,

7.3.1.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
physical fitness is main-
tained by regular exercise.
Fitness Test - 70% Accuracy

7.3.1.1. Recognize the value of phy-
sical activity in keeping fit

7.3.1.2. Develop impoved strength,
endurance, agility, grace,
and poise

7.3.1.3. tnclude so-me physical actir
. vities in each day's sche

dule

7.3.1.4. Participate in physical
recreation for relaxation
and enjoyment

7.3.1.5. Choose an enjoyable sport
and w9,4 to improve skills

7.3.2.0. A)emonstrate understanding.
of fitness,as being depen-
dent,upon maintaing health
of the skeletal system.
Fitness' Test -,70%,Accuracy

7.3.2,1. Understand that bone is a
living part of the body

7.3.2.2. Include sufficient calcium,
phosphorus, and Vitamin D
in diets

427 4 5 1



Level
Pre- Post-
TeSt Test Fitness

11.' 16.1

...

4.111

.11.111

7.3.2.3. Znclude exercise and rest in
the daily routine for healthy
bone growth

7.3.2.4. Develotl and maintain good
posture

7.3.2.5. Recognize that skeletal
. growth may call for posture

adjustments

7.3.2.6. Choose shoes and socks which
fit properly

7.3.3.0. Demonstrate understanding
that vital body functions
depend on muscle action

7.3.3.1. Accept one's body build and
select complementary clothes

7.3.3.2. Get proper amount of exer-
cise

7.3.3.3. Develop good posture to
avoid muscle strain

7.3.3. . Recognize muscle fatigue

7.3.3..5. Use muscles efficiently when
performing tasks

:7.3.3.6. Work ani play carefully to
avoid muscle strain

7;3.3.7. Obtain medical advice in the
event of major injury to
muscles, tendons, or liga-
ments

7.3.3.8. Obtain sufficient sleep to
overcome muscle fatigue

428
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Level
Fre- Post-,
Test .Test

Fitness

-7

.111.1=1
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'7.3.3:9. Allow time for mind and body
relaxation

7.3.4.0. Demonstrate awareness that
appearance contributes to
physical, mental and social
fitness

7.3,4.1. Accept one's physical fea-,
tures and concentrate on
improving aspects of appear,-
ance

7.3.4.2. Construct a checklist for
improving daily grooming
practices

7.3.4.3. Identify health behavior

7.3.4. . Recognize the importhnt
functions of clean skin

7.3.4.5. Use cosmetics with discre-
tion

7.3.4.6. Sunbathe for sensiblyerioq
of time

7.3.4.7. Recognize common skin pro-
blems and help prevent
infection

7.3.4.8. Consult a phylician for
serious skin problems

7.3.4.9. Keep fingernails and toe-
nails clean and trim

7,3.4.10. Understand structure,and
function of teeth and
causes of dental caries

7.3.4.11. Reduce consumptiOn of sweets
and brush after meals
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LeVel
, Pre- Pest-
Test Test

Fitness

7

.1111111

111

.am.M.,1.

%

7.3.4.12. Visit a dentist regularly

7.4.4.13. Wear comfortable shoes

15

7.3. .0. Demonstrate understanding
that participation in sports
contributes to physical,
mental and social fitness
Fitness Test - 70% Accuracy

7.3.5.1. Appreciate the values of a
wide variety of sports

7.3.5.2. Learn to play and work well
with others

7.3.5.3. Develop s'Ufficient skills in
sports to make partidipation
satisfying

7.3.5.4. Accept victory and defeat in
a sportsman-like manner

7.3.5.5. Recognize safety rules for
sports and abide by them

7.3.5..6. Be responsible for,personal
and others safety

7.3..5.7. Respect the water as a faci-
lity for recreation and as
a potential hazard

7.3.5.8. Be capable of good judTvent
in a water rescue attempt

7.3.5.9. Be capable of giving arti-
ficial teouscitation

7.3.6.0. Demonstrate understanding th t
the functioning ok the sense
organs improves with the
environment

43y



Level
Pre- POst-
Test Test Fitness

7

1 .6.=1

1111t .

7.3.6.1. Understand basic anatomy and
, 'function of the eye and ear

7.3.6.2. protect residual eyesight
by habits of cleanliness
and sufficient amounts of
Vitamin A

4

7:3.6.3. Avoid eye strain by using
adequate lighting when
reading

7.3.6.4. Knor types of services
provided by eye specialists
and have regular examinationE

7.3:6.5. Recognize signe of eYe
trouble and seek medical
assistance

7.3.6.6. Avoid ear infections and
damage

7.3.6.7. Seek medical assistance for
ear infections or losS'of
hearing

7.3.6.8. Recognize pain as a symptom
of disease or body deficiency

7.3.6.9. ,USe all sense organs, in com-
municating with others and
adapting to the environment

7.3.7,0. Demonstrable knowledge that
individual -senses inter-
pret and respond to the
environment

7.3.7.1. Understand the functions of
the nervous system in main-
taining good health and in
adapting to the environment
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Level

7

Pre- Post-
Test Test

.11IN

10

Fitness

7.3.7.2. Guard against injury to the
nervous system

7.3.7.3. Seek prompt medical assis-
tante for symptoms which
might indicate disease ofthe
nervous system

7.3.7.4. Obtain immunizations avail-
able to prevent diseases

7.3.7.5. Develop emotional habits
which relax the nervous
system

.3.7.6; Adjust to stress in the
environment

7.3.7.7. Avoid the use of chemical
stimulants in combating
fatigue '

7.3. . . Recognize fatigue as an
indication of the body's
need for rest

Body Systems

1111.

7.4.1.0. Demonstrate understanding
that health is based on
cell activity. Body
Systems Test - 70% Accuracy

7.4.1.1. Recognize that all cells
require energy

7.4.1.2. Maintain living habits by
which cells can obtain food
and oxygen for metabolism
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Level

7

Pre- Post-
Test Test Body Systems

./mIONNIINall

.610

.....m.111111=0

7.4.1.3. Understand that hereditary
characteristics are deter-
mined by chromosomes.

7.4.1.4. Explain why even a single
cell from a body is unique

7.4.2.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
the digestive system converts
food into energy

7.4.2.1. Understand the functioning
of the digestive system

7.4.2. Avoid food which can give
indigestion

7.4.2.3. Drink plenty of water and
chew food carefully

Do not overload the digestiv
system with too much food

7.3.2.5. Eat suffilcient roughage to
stimulate peristalsis and
regular elimination of waste

7. .2.6. Cook starches thoroughly;
cook fish and ggs; avoid
excessive fats

7.4.2.4.

7.4.2.7. Wash all vegetables and
fruits before eating

7,4,2.8. Cook vegetables and fruits
tightly covered to preserve-
vitamins

7.4.2.9. Relax before, during and
after meals to allow proper
digestion

7,4,2.10. Wash hands after using the
bathroom

4b
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test

Body Systems

1

7.4.2.11. Establish a regular, relaxed
. time for elimination of

solid wastes from the body

7. .2.12. Avoid the use of laxatives

7.4.2.13. Consult a doctor about per-
sistent diarrhea, pain in the
.abdomen, vomiting, or bleed-
ing hemorrhoids

7.4.2.14. Recognize symptoms of
appendicitis

7..4.2.15: Avoid eating when emotionally
upset

7.4.2.16.,Avoid alcoOol, tobacco and
drugs not prescribed

_7.4.2.17. Avoid all poisons, read
labels and be familiar wi h
first aid ,

7.4.3.0.. Demonstrate understanding
of the respiratory system.
Body Systems Test -
70% Accuracy

7.4.3.1. Obtain plenty of fresh
air and exercise

7.4.3.2. Develop a habit of breathing
through the nose

7.4.3.3. Avoid laughirig or talking
while eating

7.4.3.4. Cover nose and mouth with a
cloth filter when doing
dusty or dirty work

7.4.3.5.- Know how to give first-aid
for a lodged object in the
res iratorv system
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test

Body Systems

7 .111.0

.iy01116

7.4.3.6. See a doctor for persistent
sore throat, fever, colds or
coughs

7.4.3.7. Do not use cold or cough
remedies without a doctor's
advice

T.4.3.8. Wear clothing which does n
restrit the breathing
apparatus_

7.4.3.9. Avoid emotional upsets which
may interfere with respira-
tion

7.4.3.10. Avoid smoking

7.4.3.11. Provide sufficient moisture
in the house when artifical
heating dries out the air

7.4.3.12. Accept responsibility as a
member of society to
reduce air pollution

7.4.3.13. Avoid contact with people
who have colds

7.4.3.14. Cover the nose and mouth
when sneezing

7.4.3.15. Have a yearly tuberculin
test

7.4.3.16. Understandthe importance of
diplItheriaand whooping cough
immunization

7.4.3.17. Avoid breathing chemical
vapors

7.4.3.18. Never run an automobile in
a Glosed gari44e
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Body Systems

7

7.4.3.19. Never sit in a closed parked
car with the engine running

7.4.3.20. Never leave gas flames burni4g
without adequate ventilation '

7.4.3.21. Know how ,to perform first-
' aid for victims of gas
poisoning

7.4.4.0. Demonstrate understanding o
blood functions. Body
Systems Test - 70% Accuracy

7.4.4.1. Redognize the different
functions of blood tissue

7.4.4.2. Eat a balanced diet to avoid
anemia

7.4.4.3. Exercise to stimulate circu-
lation of blood and lymphv

7.4.4.4. Drink plenty of liquids
to maintain blood volume

7.4.4. . Avoid tight fitting garments
which interfere with blood
flow

7.4.4.6. Do not pinch pimples or
abscesses

7.4.4.7. Consult A doctor when high
fever of abscesses occur
-over a wide body area

7.4.4.8._ Allow a minor cut to bleed
freely to cleanse the wound

.7.4.4.9. Use sterile gauze to apply
pressure to a wound to halt
bleeding



Level
Pre- ..ost-

Test Test
Body Systems

7

41

....

10 71,.

7.4.4.10. Be familiar with body points
at wiliCh pressure should be

. applied to stop bleeding

7.4.4.11. Know when and how to apply
a tourniquet

7.4.4.12.

7.4.4,13.

Know their own blood types
and Rh factors

Avoid situations in which
carbon dioxide may enter the
blood

7.A.4.14. Avoid snake and insect bites
by wearing protective
clothing

7.4.4.15. Recognize poisonous snakes
and insects and know first-
aid measures for their bites

7.4.4.16.

7.4.4.17.

Practice habits of cleanli-
ness to avoid contact with
fleas, lice and ticks

Know to eliminate breeding
places of mosquitoes and
other insects

7.4.4.18. Obey safety rules on
, beaches

7.4.5.9. Demonstrate understanding of
the circulatory system

7.4.5.1, Understand the function and
operation of the circulatory
system

7.4.5.% Eat a balanced diet for
proper maintenance of the
heart and blood ve..:3selc,.

437
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test,

... .....

4.0110111.=

moll ...11

Body Systems

7.4.5.3. Avoid overeating and excesses
of fats

7.4.5.4. Obtain prompt medical assis-
tance for any heart damaging
Aisease

7.4.5.5. Obtain sufficient sleep to
allow the heart time to rest

7.4.5.6. Have a complete physical exa
before competing in sports

7.4.5.7. Dp not take part in sOorts
until fully recovered from
an illness

7.4.5.8. Train thoroughly for any
athletic competition

7.4.5.9. Know how to administer first
aid for shock and fainting

7.4.5.10. Maintain good posture for
improved circulation

7.4.5.11. Keep body uutface areas
covered during cold weather

.4.5. 12. Learn to relax and vary dail
activities to avoid emotions
tension

7.4.6.0. Demonstrate understanding
that waoteo and poisons
are filtered from the bloc) .

Body Systems Test -70%
Accuracy

7.4.6.1. Obtain prompt medical treat-
ment for swollen lymph
glands



Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test

. Body Systems.
.

\

,

,

.

.

-3..

7.4.6.2. Avoid eating, drinking or
. breathing toxic wastes -

.

.

7.4.6.3. Obtain plenty of exercise to
stimulate liver circulation

.7.4.6.4. Insisf on urinalysis as part
of a general examination

7,A.6.5. Obtain medical advice if uri-
nation is painful or diffi-

4

cult

7.4.6.6. Avoid chillj.ng, e haustion,
and con*tagious i ectiohs

7.4.7.0. Demonstrate udders anding
of the body reacti ns to
keep internal end. onment
constant

7.4.7.1. Explain environmental and ,

emotional factors that affect
body balances .

.

7.4.7.2. Choose clothing suitable
to the environment to main-
tain temperature control.

,
,

7.4.7.3.' Avoid,prolonged exposure &:,
. sun and.strenuous physical

.

..- --.3-

-

,

-
.

-
, exercise

4
0

7.4.7.4. Eat plenty of salt-

.

7.4.7.5. Obtain advice'from-the doc-,-- .

tor in case Of high or pro-t,

longed,fever

-
.
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Level

6

..- --

Pre- Post--
;

Test lest

---6

4

and L.-.,velo.pment

.1;rowth and- Development

144

8.1.1.00monstrate an unde rstanding
,that growth and development
depend on interaction of
heredity and environment
rowth and Development Test
70L, Accuracy

Understand that physical, and
mental potentialities are deter-
mined by heredity and onviron-
rnent.

6.1.1.2 Accept one's own environmental
and heredi'tary

8.1.1.3 Unde rftand that both parerits
-7.ake. *equal contributions to
1-:-otentia1i ties

8.1.1.4 :-:aintain good .health -as a
basis for producing health
offspring 4

,s

8.1.1.5 ',Be aware of the significance of
hereditary factors when choosing!r
a marriage partner

8.1. 1.6 Pe cognize the 'importance of

prenatal and postnatal medical
care of expectant mothers*

8.1.1.7 Be familiar with advisory
councils; genetic counselors

.-

8.1.1. 8 Determine the validity of
commonly held claims of
heredity

DemonStrate understanding' ttrat
cult.ural heritage influences
an individual's physical, mental;
and social development. Growth
and Development Test -
A,-_-curacy

Identify environmental factors
that promote psychc,logical
n ical de:elopment



CP

Level

8,

Pre- Post-
Test Test

4

aN111111

Growth and Development

8.1.2.2. Recognize the importance of
biological and,cultural envi-,
-ronmenE in Xhe Avelopment of
the child before and after
birth

3.1.2.3. Explain why no two people
grOw up in exactly the same
social environment

8.1.2.4. Recogitd.ze the rapid physical
and psychological changes
during adolescence

8.1.2.5. Examine principles of right
and wrong

$.1.2.6.6 Take advantigeof educationa
oppor:tunities for adult
responsibilities

8.1.2.7. Accept and respect the cus-
toms and beiiefs of others

8-1.2..8: Consider the rights and '

feelings of others in social
relationships

8.1. 9. Be responsible for improving
the physical and social
environment

8.1.3.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
an individual!s physical,
tental, and,sodial develop-
ment is regulated by endo-
crine secretions. Growth'
and Development Test"- 70%
Accuracy.

8.1.3.1. Understand the role of major
endocrine glands

8.1.3.2. Understan4 that rate of
growth is regulated bythe
endocrine system

441



LeVel
Test

Post-
Test Growth and DeveloPment

=1

8.1.3.3, Know how to make adjustments
to sexual development in

_adolescence

8.1.3.4. Recognize symptoms of glandu-
lar NaIfunctions

8.1.3.5. Eat sufficient iodine

8.1.3.6. Recognize symptoms of dia-
betes'

8.1.3.7. Know common medical aid in
case of indulin'shock or
?her illness

A

Social/Emotional,Adjustment

..1111 3.2.1.0. Demonstrate knowledge that
personality is a product of
heredity and environment.
Social/Emotional Adjustment
Test. .'70% Accuracy

8.2.1.1.--tdentily the environmental -
and hereditary factors that
influence personality
development

8.2.1.2. Know how to alter one's
persbnality traits

8.2.1. 3.

1.

8.2.1.4. Avoidundue concern over
adolescent body changes'

Know .good grooming and healti
pratices

8.2.1.5. Accept the socioeconomic
position of one's own
family

t
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Pre- Post-
Level Telt Tet Social/Emotional Adjustment

Learn how to take advantage of
,cpportunitie's to improve personal-
ity development

8.2.1.7 Identify short and long range
futur- objectives

8.2.1.8 Know how to accept faMily rrises
olianges with cptimism.

H 2.1.0 Peeognize the desirable personal
qualities t4 others

.1.10 Know how to develop one's talents
nd abilities _

8.2.1 11 r,w how to form affectionate and
*:;i1-1.,ome friendships with peers

Pealize that parental advice and
rontrol are attempts_ of love

8,2.1.1A Know how to consider educational
and vorational goals

H.2.7.0- Oeme,nstrate a knowledge that
individuals develop patterns of
behavior. Social/Emotional
Adjustment Test - 70% Accuracy

,

Understand the influence of child-
hood environment and social rela-
tionships on behavior patterns

8.2.2.'2 Develop better relationships by
recognizing the influences which
t:nuse behavior

8.2.Z.3 Examine 'value systems of parents
and society.

\

8.2.2.4 Examine Motivation for behavior
and.establish goals

,8,2.2.5 Learn how to alter instinctive
behavior constructively



Level
Pre- Post
Test -Test

Social/Emotional Adjustment

4=101=11.

8.2.2.6. Learn to weigh desirability
of participating in group
behavior

8. .2.7: Recognize behavior defense
mechanisms

the importance of
'facing up to-inner conflicts
and dsing thoughtful,solu-
tions

8.2.3.0. Demonstrate knowledge of
how one's capacity to learn
isinfluenced by heredity and
environment. Social/Emo-
tional Adjustment Test -
70% Accuracy

8,2.3.1. Relate. capacityfto_Iearn
to heredit en9lronment,
motivation, physical health,
and attitudes

8.2'.3.2. Choose goals which .are
realistic-to one's Capacity

8 .2.3.3. Define goals clearly to
determine value and source
of motivatlon

S. . .4. Choose friends who create a
positive influence toward
goals

8.2.3..5. Seek broad e*periences and
improve intellectual
development and psychologica
maturity

8.2.3. . Develop effective techniques
ofStudy and concentration
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L..- LevL Pre-
, Tes4

Post7

Test Social/Emotional Adjustmen

8

.11.,M11=11,

UseQtests as devices to det
mine what still must be
'learned

3.2.4.0. Demonstrate understanding tha
one's individual emotional
development is interrelated
with physical, mental and
social development. Social/
Emotional Adjustment Test -
70% Accuracy

3.2.4,1. Express emotions appropriate
for wie'S age

8.2.4.2. Recognize lifferences in
1J

accepted standards of
emotional behavior in
social groups

8.2.4.3. Recognize that others who
ihow emotional extremes are
in poor health

8. .4.4. Learn how to manage-and'
reduce strong feelings of
anger and fear

8.2..5. Analyze the causee of,.
anxiety and how to eIlMinate
them

. Debelop confidence

8.2.4.% Develop emotional sensiti-
vity to the valuable things
in life and aspects of
society that need improve-
ment.

8.2.5.0. ,Demonstrate knowledge that
emotional Conflict may
resule'from 'several, ources-,



Level
Pre- Post-
Test-, Test SotialiEmotional Adjustmeht

8

.6=1111 ..11,11M

8.2.5.1. Learn to make decisions in
case of emotional conflict

8.2.5.2. Accept parents aa individuals

8.2.5.3. Establish a realistic self-
concept_

8.2.5.4. Plan an appspgch to dating
with parents to provide
maximum soCial development

3.2.5.3. Learn to converse easily
with members of the opposite
sex

8.3.5,6. Understand the advantages and
disadvantages of "going
steady"

3.2.5.7. Consider many different
vocations and seek competert
advice

8.26.0. Demonstrate understanding of
one's-mental health.
SocialiEmotional Adjustment
Test - 70% Accuracy

8.2. . . Learn to solve emotional
conflicts quickly

3.2. .2. . Zeek professional help if
emotional conflicts persist

3.2.6.3. Develop a value system which
will guide in solving
conflicts

8.2.6. . Recognize the symptoms of
potential-4mental illness
among family members and
friends



level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Social/EmotiOnal Adjustment

8

8.2.6.5. Support education, legisla-
tion and community projects
which promote good,mental
health'

8.2.6.6. Assist people who have been
emotionally disturbed to
adjust to communitY life

8.2.6.7. Support research attempts to
determine causes and pre-
vention measures for emo-
tional disturbanck!,

471
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Skilled Health Achievement

Level 4

Topic 1: Growth and Development

*Given a representative sample of test items children
will demonstrate their understanding of the cellular
basis of body structure and how characteristics are in-
heriteciand acquired during the developmental process.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Growth and Development
Test - Level 4.

4.1.1.1 Children will identify lls as the bas c parts of die
body and all living things.

Children will describe cell structure.

Children will describe the growth process.

4.1.2.1.

4.1.2.2.

4.1.2.3.

4.1.2.4.

Children will explain how people inherit traits
parents, using the terms chromosomes and genes,.

Children will discriminate between inherited and
characteristics.

from their

larned

Children will explain how the things peoPle can do affect
some of their traits.

*Given a representative aample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understandtag of the physiological
basis for healthy body'function during activity. Criter-
ion: 70% accuracy,on the Growth and Development Test -
Level 4.

:

Children will describ the functions of 'cones, joints,
and ligatents.

Children will describ the structure of bone.

Children will explain now muscle's moVe b neS.

the effects of exLrcise on muscles.Children will describ

t' f (-4f

intriont for



4.1.2.5. Children will explain h*cw the lungs and heart function
and haw they help move the body.

4.1.3.0.. Given a epresentative sample of testoitems, children
will d onstrate their understanding of how their senses
tell thm about their outer and inner environments.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Growth and Development
Test - Level 4. 6

4.1.3.2.

4.1,3.3.

4.1.4.0.

4.2.i. 0,.

4.2.1.1.

4.2./.2.

\'
Children wil/ describe how most people use,seeing and
hearing to get information from the outside World.

Children will tell how taste and smell are related.

Children will describe how touch and the innet.senses can
supply information about the immediate state ofthe body.

Y!

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how people ad-
just and adapt *o their enviroment. Criterion: 707.

accuracy on the Growthimand Development Test - Leve14.

Children will explain haw ttie human body adjusts to tem-
perature changes.

Children
that fit

will explain physical adaptatiodn: How traits
people to'their environment *tire inherited.

Children will describe how ways of adapting can be learned.

Topic 2: Health and Safety

Given a representative, sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how bacteria and
viruses can cause communicable diseases. Criterion: 707.

accuracy on the Health and Safety Test - Level 4.

Children will tell how bacteria are helpful.

Children will describe how bacteria and viruses cause in-
fection and illness.

4.2.1.3. Children will 4xplain the concept ot communicable disease.



4.2.1.4. Children will 1 entify methods of transmission of disease

411 microbes. 4

4.2.2.0. piven a representative sample of test items, children
will deptionstrate theit-understanding of how they can

>

.guavd agai#st disease. Criterion: 707. accuaracy on the
. Health and/Safety Test - Level 4.

;

4.2.2.1. Children will define resistance.

4.2.2.2. Chtldren will tell how eating the 'ligat foods can help
ftghp disease.

4.2.2.3. C .1dren will describe other wWs of keeping well: get-
tng enough exercise and rest, wearing appropriate clothes.

4:2.2.4. Children will describe some ways of avoidin& microbes:
avoiding contaminated water and food, sick animals and
people.

.4*

4.2.3.0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how,to prevent
accidents and perf4m first aid when accidents do occur.
Criterion: 70% acc4racy on the Health and Safety Test - Level 4.

4.2.3.1. Children will identify causes of minor

4.2.3.2. Children will!explain preventiv and
fpr minor burns.

_

burns .

remedial measures

4.2.3.3. Children will identify causes of small cuts and similar
injuries.

4.2.3.4. Children will explain preventive /and.remedial measures
for small cuts and similar injuries.

4.2.3.5.

4.2.3.6.

4.2.4.0.

Children will identify causes,of broken kones.

Children will explain preventi- and remedial measures
for broken bones.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how to prevent
accidents outside the home. Criterion: 70% accuracy.on
the Health and Safety Test - Level 4.

4



4.244.1.

4.2.4.3.

4.2.4.4.

4.2.4.5.

4.2.4.6.

4.3.1.0.

4.3.1.1.

4.3.1.3.

4.3.2.04

4.3.2.1.

4.3.2.2.

Children will identify causes f r accidents
tivities and on holidays.

Children will explain preventive measures
in play activities and on holidays.

Children will identify causes for water related accidents.

Children will explain preventive measures for water
related accidents.

Children will identify causes for accidents that can
occur while traveling. c

in play ac.,

for accidents

Chi1d6n will explain preirentive measures for accidents
that can occur while traveling.

'Topic Social/ENptional Adjustment

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstratg their understanding that personality is
all the characteristic responses nn individnal makes to
his environment. Criterion: 70% accuracy_ot the Social/
Emotional Adjustment Test.

Children 4111 identify-appearance as one component.of
personalit

Children will explain that emotions and behavior are com,.;
ponents of personality.

Children will define personality as all the,ways anVndi,.
vidual lookst acts, thinks", and feels.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate:their utderstanding'that personality is
influenced by heredity and \environment. Criterion: 707.
accuracy on the. Social/Emotional AdjuStment Test.

Children will recognize th t heredity influences personality.

Children will offer additional evidence LIE the influence
of heredity on per;onality.

ii



4.3.4.3. Children will identify the environment as an influence

141/
on personality.

4 3.3.0.

4.3.3.1.

4.3.3.2.

4.3.3.3.

4.3.4.0.

4.3.4.1.

4.3.4.2.

4.3.4.3.

4.4.1.0.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how families,
friends, and society influence the development of their
personalities. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Social/
Emotional Adjustment Test - Level 4.

Children will identify ways parents and siblings influence
the personalities of individuals.

Children will identify ways peers and peer groups influence
the personalities of individuals.

Children will identify ways the society influences the
personalities of individuals.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how they can take
responsibility of their own social/emotional adjustment.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Social/Emotional Adjust-
ment Test - Level 4.

Children will identify ways individuals accept their
physical differences.

Children will identify ways individuals work to overcome
handicaps.

Children will identify ways they can measure their
strengths.

Topic 4: Community Health and Safety

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate how they can contribute to the health
and safety of their community by recognizing situations
requiring professional assistance and by cooperating with
professionals who work to keep the community safe and
healthy. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Community Health
and Safety Test - Level 4.

4.53
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Children will identify -neighborhood situations in which
the help of prof ssional community service specialists
is needed.

Children will date orize neighborhood situations in which
the help of profesilonal community service specialists is
needed.

Chilaren will suggest ways in which professionals avert
health and safety problems, and thus maintain the safety
and health of the peoplein the community.

Children Will evaluate the behavior of community residents
,

to see whether it helps or hinders_ professionals-as they
work..

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demOnattate how they can develop wise buying-habits
by being able tO recognize products that will'satisfy
their needs. Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Community
Health and Safetylrest.r-Level 4.

Children will identify buying as a decision-making pro-
cess requiring evaluation of real needs..

Children will list 7arious forms of information available
to consumers.

4.4.3.2.

4.4.3.3.

Children will evaluate advertising messages f r factual
'information and exaggerated claims.

Given a representativeApample of test items, children
will demonstrate theiebnderstanding of haw tO prevent
harm to the environment by)recognizing the importance
of their own behavior and by recognizing the importande of
social organizations in maintaining the quality of the
environment. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Community
Healih and Safety Test - Level 4.

Children will form a.simple definition of pollution,.

Children will identify actions that cause pollution.,
,

Children will'identify ways in which.community workers and
recycling campanies*,help keep the environment clean.

454
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4. Children will discuss ways in which their own actions
can contribute to the healthy state of their own( environ-
ment.

Given a representative sam e_ of test items ,Thhildren
will demonstrate the understanding of how they can prevent
harrai to themselves and others by recognizing th:e need to
cooperate With rules, posted regulations, laws, .ahd law-
enforcement officers. Criterion.: '707. accuracy on the
Community. Health and Safety Test - Level 4.

Phildren will identify needs for rules, that limit or
prohibit behavior.

Children will discuss needs
prohibit behavior.

Children will suggest effective Ways
people follow rules.

Children will evaluate the importance of good relations
between enforcethent personnel and members of the commun-
ity.

4 5';
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Level 5

Topic 1 Body and .Mind

5.1.1.0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate theii understanding of how their basic
life systems work together. Criterion: 70% accuracy
'on the Body and.Mind Test - Level 5,

Children will tell how oxygen is provided to the body
and wh.5'7. it is important.

Children will tell haw food is provlded to body cells
and some ways that the digestive system can affect feel..
ings and actions

5 1.2 ..0

5.1 2.1.

5.1.2.2.

5.1.2.3

5.1.3.0.

5.1.3 1.

.Children will'identify some waste products of the body

.(CO2 and,. digestive wastes) and tell how the body sys-
tems"work together to get rid of wastes.

Given.a representative samiAe of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how the nervous
system controls the actions of the body. Criterion:
70% accuracy on the Body and Mind Test - Level 5.

Children 'will tell how the brairr controls body actions
by means of'the nerves.

Children will describe the functions of ale y011motaryl
and tnvoluntary nervous systems.

Children will describe the functions of the sensory
nerves and-motor nerves.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how their phys-
ical condition can affect their minds and emotions.
,Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Body and Mind Test -
Level 5.

Children will tell what their general physical condi-
tion has to do with their thinking ability, mood, and
responses to other people.
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Children will describe the time clock that operates in
the body and tell how it affects the may a person feels
at diffetent times of the day.

Children will describe the effects that exercise and eating
can-have on th.e mind and emotians.

5.1 4.0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how the'way they
think and feel can affect their physical state. Criterion:
707 accuracy on the Body and Mind Test Level 5.

1. 'Children will tell when their body is likely to produce
adrenalin' and what changes adrenalin makes in the way
they might feel.,

5 1.4.2. Children will describe the effects that worry, tension,
and fatigue can have on the body.

Children will identify the kinds of life changes that
often precede physical illness and become more aware of
the connection between 'rand and body.

5.1.4.3.

5.2.1.0.

Topic -St.ress and Strength'

Given w representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate titeir awareness of different kinds of
stress they experience and will respond positively to
physical and emotional stress. Criterion: 70% accuracy
on the Stress and Strength Test - Level 5.

Children will identify activities that cause physical
stress.

Children will identify causes and effects of emotional
stress.

Children mill explain how some kinds of stress result tp
growth.
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5.2.2.1.

Given a representative sampae of test items, Children
will demonstrate their awareness theta good,diet can
protect them against stress and their knowledge of haw
they can'make their diet well-balanced and healthful.
Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Stress and Strength Test -
Level 5.

Children will identify the food groups and give examples
of the foods in each group.

Children will identify the nutrients that the body re-
quires for strength ancl. health.

Children Nall describe the consequences of a poor diet
and tell what is being done to he10'.malnourished people.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding ,of haw microorgan-
isms invade the body and cause disease and how vaccination
protects against infection. Criterion: 707. accuracy on
the Stress and Strength Test - Level 5.

Children will identify the ways in 'which microorganisms
get into the body.

Children will describe the body's defenses against micro.=
organisms -- skin, white blood cells, and antibodies. Ph

Children will explainjiaT; immunity occurs.

Children will explain bow vaccination eausea-immunity.

Giverva representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their knowledge of 'gays to care for .

themselves when they are under the stress of illness.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Stress and Strength Test
Level 5.

5.2.4.1.

A

Children will explain why special care is important when
they Are ill.

5.2.4.2. 'Children willexplair what some common, nonprescription
medicines do and explain why these cannot be expected
to cure illnesses.

5.2.4 3. Children will.tell the importance of reading labels on
medicines and identify possible side...effects.
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:Children will tell how.they know when to see a' doctor.
\

lopic 3: Needs

,5.3 1.0. given a representative sample of test items, children
'-will demonstrate their recognition tgat all people have
needs. They will classify those ,needs as physical, so-
cial, and psychotogical. Criterion: 707. adcuracy on
'the Needs Test -"Level 5.

Children. will identify physilil needs and the need for
safety.

5 3.1,2.

5.341.3 .

Children will discuss the evidence that shows people
,have important needs that are not physical.

Children will describe some social 'and psychological
,needs.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their recognition that some needs must
be aatisfied before others can be.and their ability to
explain Why this is so. Criterion: 707. Accuracy on the
Needs Test Level .L

5.3.2.1. Children'Will discuss. Maslaw's pyraMid ofneeds, and ex-.
plain why:the needs:on the bottom.are takeecare of before
those on the top.

5 Children will discuss the need for loving and belonging..

5.32.,4. Children will define Self-esteem and tell why it is im-
portant.

5.3:3.0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
5wil1 demonstrate their understanding of how needs can
be the cause of feelings and actions and recognition that
no two people feel and act quite the same way'. Criterion:
70% accuracy on the Needs Test - Level 5.

5,3.3 1. Children will explain haw feelings can result from needs
and identify needs that may dause, people to do things
like lose their tempers or boast.



5.3.3.2.

5 3.3.3.

Children will describe some' ways people may act in or-
der to fill needs for belonging and friendsittip.

Children,will recognize that because everyone Nils a dif-
.1ferent personality no two people will act and feel ex-
actly the Same way.

Given a representative sample aB test items, children
will demonstrate their realization that everyone has some
unmetAneeds and their ability to deal with them construc-
tively. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Veeds Test -
Level 5.

Children will discuss ways to deal with et physical
and social needs.

5.3.4.2. 'Children will discuss feelings people have as a resat
of simcess or flailure and discuss ways of coping with
failure.

5.3.4 3.

5.4.1.0.

5.4.1.1.

Children will explain why people express their feelimpin,
different ways in different situations and discuss the
'importance of showing feelings and chobsing appropriate
ways ta shaw them.

Topic 4: Conservation and Safety

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their appreciation of the role of tech-
nology as well as their role in making sure that food
remains plentiful, fresh, and Xree from harmful substances.
driterion: 707. ,accuracy on the Conservatian and Safety
Test - Level 5.

Children will explain why large farms are necessary for
modern food production and discuss the advantages and
drawbacks of pesticides.

5.4.1.2. Children will tell how food can be kept fram spoiling and
identify some dangers of food preserving methods.

5.4 1,3. Children will explain what they can do to keep their food
safe and healthful.
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5.4.2.0.

(4.

Givenarepresentative 'Sample of test Atems, thildrtn
-yill4eMonstrate theirlrecognition of the benefits of
modern teahnolOgy,.: They willalso,deMonstrate-their
understanding ofjts APPtive aspects and ways to mini-
mize them OriteriOnt 707. :accuracy on the,Conservation
and Safety Test Level 5.

C.4.2 1. Children will identify features of the modern city which

4

allow pseaple to live healthier lives and discuss aspects
of the modern city which can be harmful to people's health.

,

.2.2. Children will identify health benefits which result from
improved transportation and discuss hazardous aspects of
modern automobiletrwvel.

5.4.2.3. Children will, recognize that petroleum and radioaativity
are important sources of energy and be aware of the dis-
advantages of these energy sources and the search for al-
ternatives.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that their health
depends on wise use of resources by society. Criterion:
707. accuracy an the Conservation and Safety Test - Level 5.

5.4.3.1.

5.4.3.2.

5.4.3 3.

, 5.4.4.0.

Children will identify health benefits derived from the
earth and recognize the need for controlled land use to
ensure eheir health in 'the future.

Children will identify health benefits derived fram fresh
water and rec gnize the need for maintaining sources of
clean water.

Children will identify health benefits deriveefram
green plants and from wood products and recognize their
health depends on preservation and wise use of grawing
things.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of the need to coop-
erate with groups seeking to help people live healthier
liVes. Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Conservation and
Safety Test - Level 5.



5.4.4.1. Children will recognize the family as a group of people 410
smeking together for health and identify ways in which mem-
bers of a family can use and benefit from community health
services.

5.4.4 2. Children will discuss how groups formulate suggestions,
rules, and lawd to prevent pollution.

Children will.identify ways in which people work together
to prevent waste and misuse of natural resources..
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Level 6

Topic 1: Learning

6.1 1 0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstraie their recognition of the relationship
between stimulus and response and understanding of the
difference between learned and automati,a responses.
Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Learning Test -.Level 6.

6 1.1.1. Children will tell how some of their bodily functions are
inborn and automatic.

6.1.1.2. Children define conditioning.

6.1 1.3. Children will identify ways they are conditioned to re.
spond.

6.1.1;4.

6.1.2.0.

6.1.2.1.

6.1.2.2.

6.1.3.0.

Children will explain how habits are formed and haw they
become.automatic.

Given a representative sample ok test items, children
will demonstrate their recognition of several methods
of learning and understanding of haw those methods com-
bine ta the development of learning skills. Criterion:
Pr. accuracy on the Learning Test - Level 6.

Children will describe at least two ways of learning in-
dependently.

Children will contrast functions of the left and right
hemispheres of the brain.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their comprehension of how habits are
formed and changed. They will set goals and plan time
to facilitate good habit formation. Criterion: 70%
accuracy-on the Learning Test - Level 6.

41,

Children will describe how habits are formed and haw they
can be changed.

Children will identify the need to establish'priorities

and plan their time.

4
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tiod study habits.

Children will apply their

of gof

forming hatits
and planning time to the developme

6.1 3.

6.1.4.0. GiVen a representative sample of test items, children
will debonstrate their awareness that health care and
character development will help them becolie healthy adults.
They will also/assess some of their personal/preferences
and aptituies to help them,forMulate goals for the future.
Criterioni 70% accuracy on the Learning Test - Level 6.

6.1.4.1. Children will give reasons why developing healthy habits

6.1.4.3.

6.2.1.1

6.2.1.2.

6.2.1 3,

is important to their physical grawth.

Children explain the importance of making a decision to
learn on their awn and tell how irldepen4ent decision-
making helps build character.

Children will explain the importance of katerests, apti-
tudes, attitudes, ano values in setting and achieving
goals.

Topic 2: 3ody4sponses

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how their bodies
grow and change, especially during adolescence. Criter
ion: 70%,accuracy on the Body 4esponses :rest - Level 6.

Children will tell why hormones are called chemical mes-
sengers.

Children will describe the function of the pituitary
gland. *

Children will ekplain that although individuals grow at
their awn pace, then is a general pattern of growth for
girls and anotheç pattern for boys.

6.2.1.4 Children will describe how the pituitary gland and gonads
influence growth during puberty.

6.2.1.5. 'Children will compare and contrast physical development
for boys and girls during adolescence.
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6.2 2.0. Given a representative sample of test items, childrenwill demonstrate their recognition of the relationship
between-proper eating habits and good health and willunderstand some physiological,- psychological, and .iocialfactors that influence their eating habits. Criterion:70% accuracy on the Body Responses Test - Level 6.
Children will: explain that different people need differ-.ent amounts of nutrients and that health-can be affectedif they, get too much or too little of what they need.

6 2.2

6 2.2.4,

Children will discriminate b
motwa,tions for eating. tween internal and external

Children will tell hoW time can act as a kood cue.
Childreix:will describe some ways that the people aroundthem influence their eating habits.
Given a representative sample'of test items, childrenwill dert6nstrate their understanding of the relationships
between Uercise and health and will form habits thatwill he them stay physically fit. Criterion: 70%.accurac on the Body Responses Test - Level 6.
'Children witl explain how physical activity is necessary.to burn off calories and to become physically fit.

.

6.2.3 2.

6.2.3.3.

6.2.3.4:

Children will identify the relationship between .exercise
aria the development of-strerigth, suppleness, and stamina.
Children how exercise can help them relievetension.

0

Children wi4i explain w y different people need differ-
ent amounts of exercisel.

Given a representative sample of test items childrenwill demonstrate their understanaing of the relationship
between getting tired and staying healthy ana recogni-
tion of certain theories and facts that-explain why and
howireople sleep.* C i erion: 70% accurac 3). on the Body.
Responses Test - L el 6.

.4.1. Childr 4 will explain how fltigue helps the bodyesta
healt4y.
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children will describe" a current,scientific,peory
regarding the cause of sleep,

6.2.4.3. ,Children will identify some changes their bodies and
minds go through during the first four stages of sleep.

Children will explain the significance of rapid eye
movement (REM) during sleep and tell why dreaming is
important.

6 . 4.

6.2.5.0. Given 4 representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of some ways that
different drugs can make their bodies respond and their
realization that such changes can be dangerous. Cri-
terion: in accuracy on the Bddy Responses Test - Level
6.

6.2 5.1. Children will define the teims drug, habit, tolerance,
and addictiori and explain how such changes can be dan-
gerous.

6 2 6.0.

6:2.6.2.

Children will identify some ways alcohol and barbiturates
can change their bodies and explain how such changes can
be dangerous. °

Children will identify softie ways caffeine and amphetamines
can affect their bodies and explain how such changes can
be dangerous.

Children will describe how the body responds to cigarettes,
marijuana, and LSD and tell 'haw such responses can be dan-
gerous.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding of how the environ-%
ment, the disease agent, and the host work together to
promote infectious and noninfectious diseases and how
certain habits will help them resist diseases. Criterion:r
70% accueacu on the Body Responses Test - Level 6.

Children will discriminate between infectious and nonin-
fectious disease.

Children will describe three things that happen before
someone catches an infectious disease, such as the common'
cold.
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6 . 2 6 . 3 . . C ildren will describe three factors that can lead to
noninfectious disease, such as coronary heart disease.

6.3.1.0.A Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their recognition that satisfaction l.'s
inherent in their growing mastery of resources and.their
grasp of perceptive self-appraisal and realistic risk-
taking. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Social/Emotional
Adjustment Test --Level 60

6.3.1.1. Children will explain that extrinsic rewards for doing
something are often-rid:It as powerful as the reward intrin-
sic to doing it well.

6.3.1. . Children will describe how mastering the tools and re-
soUrces around them is a sign of growth.

6 3.1.3. Children 'will tell that appropriate choices are based
on self-evaluation and sensible risk-taking.

-
6.3.2.0. Given a -representative sample of test items, children

wili demonstrate their understanding that competition
can motivate th.4rn to- achievy and that cooperation can
enable them to reach gffals''and derive a sense of accom-
plishment. Criterion:. 70% accuracy on the Social/Emo-
tional Adjustment Test Level 6.

6 3.2.1. Children will describe how competition can assisLt in n-
. creasing achievement and stretching abilities.

6.3.2. . Children will identify ways that personal gains may often
be inareased through cooperation with others who have
Amilar goals.

6.3.2.3. Children will tell how groups with cooperative members
often can achieve more than the individuals can by work-
ing separately.

6.3.3. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their recognition that working with others
involves a reciprocal relationship in which they influ-
ence groups and groups influence them. Criterion: 70%
accuracy on;Ittle Social/Emotional Adjustment Test - Level
6.
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6 3.3.2.

Children will.desciibe how leadership in a .group
termined by the structure and goalsof-the group and the
situation in-which it cotes together.

,Children will explain the importance of follawerg in
choosing and Shaping a leader to meet the group needs.

,

Children will identify the streng.th of'group*itessure
and tb:e importance of knowing When to' act independently.

Given a.representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their redognition of the importance .of
developing inner strengths such as self-confidence, ta-
'dependent values, and the ability Alp. project long range
goals. Criterion: 70% accuraCY on the Social/Emotional
Adjustmeit Test - Level 6.

.6.3.4.1. Children 'will probe into the idea that their identities
are based on what they think of themselves and on what

-.others think of theta.

6.3.4.21 Children will explain that one'g values derive successively
fram parents, peers, afid one'S independent perception.of
reality.

6 3.4.3. Children Will explain that human growth involyes the
ability to delay gratificatian in pursuit of Lang range

.6,4.1.0.

6.4.1.2.

6.4 1.3.

Topic 4: Health

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will make wise"choices About the health cate services
theyvish to have available to them- Criterion: 704
accuracy on the Health Test Level 6.

Children will identify w4s peaple can get health care
in a United States cdpmunity. They will compare aria
contrast the featuregof these services.

Children will identify ways health care services are
provided in:a developing nation.

Children will compare and contrast the health care ser-
vices in a,developing nation with those in the United States.
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in a country with national health insurance. They will .
hildren will tell how health care services are provided

compare aiid contrast these services with those in their
bun country.

Given a representative sample of-test items, children will
demonstrate their awareness of the effects of sQcial
change on their lives and their society. They will demon-
strate their knowledge of how they may adjust and adapt
to changes that promote health aqd well-being. -Criterion:.
70k adcuracy.on the Health Test - Level 6.

_
.

6.4.2.1. -Children will Telate how society changes and what causes
the changeg.

6 :4 .2 .-0 ,

6.4.2..2. 'Children will describe how changes affect their l.ives.

6,4.2.3. Children will explain how they can adjust and adapt to
. change and who can help.

Given a representative sample of test items, children will
derr:Pnstrate the understanding that the best use of tech-
nology in the filture depends on wise decisions made in the
present. 'Criterion: 70% accuracy on'the Health Test-Levels6.

Children will describe some new health services and explain
how our knowledae.and technology helped make these services,
possible.

6.4.3. 2 Children will explain how technelogy can be used to improve
.the environment rather than harm it..

Children will recognize that technological advances change
the world in many ways and realize that technology will
only benefit people if they uso it Well.

.6.4,3.0.
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Level 7

Topic 1: Health

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that health is
the*result of the interaction between social, mental,
and-physical factort. Criterion: 707. accuracy on'sthe
Health Test - Level 7.

7.1 1.1. Children will identify example of the interaction of
physical mental-emotional, and social health factors.,

7 1 1.2. Children will closely ex nine popUlar beliefs about health
to determine their valid

7.1.1.3. 'Children 'will be will g-to accept a share of tocial re-
sponsibility for th eálth of the entire.community.

7.1.2.0. Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their knowledge that the body is organ-
i2ed into speclalized parts that interact in maintaining
healthy functioning.. Criterion: 707. on the Health,Test
Level 7

1.1.2.1. Childrenwill learn the names of body systems, their func-
tions, and the ealth practices necessary to their pro-

. per functioning.
..

7,1.2. . Children 'will recog e the benefits to*health which re-
sult from improved habits of. sleeping, eating, exercise,
and emotional expression.

1 7.2.1.1,

Topic 2: Daily Needs

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demnstrate their understanding that individuals
are interdependent with their environment, from which
they obtain the nutrients needed.to maintain.health..
Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Daily Needs Test - Level
7.

Children will 4e 9me acquainted with tho nuLionts, needed fore
good health.
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Children will classify foods according to whether, they
supply.energy, growth and repair, or provide for regulation
of cell activity.

7 2 r 3. Children will become acquainted with the large variety
of-foods available locally and the nutrients they supply.

7 2.1.4. _Children will consider a variety of foods necessary'to
bupply the essential nutrients when planning menus.

.7.2.1.5. Children will realize that poor eating habits can re-
sult in.poor health, lack of enprgy, and poor appearance.

7 2.1 6. Children will use a knowledge of nutrition to improve
present eating habits.

i. Children will be aware of family and other environmental
influences on dietary habits.

7.2.2.0.

7.2.2.1.

Given a representative sample of test items, children .

will demonstrate their knowledge that, to maintain health,
food patterns must provide.a chemical balance of nutrients.
Criterion:. 707. accuracy on the Dietary Needs Test - Level -

7.

Childrefi will plan and select a balanCed daily didt using
the four easential food groups.

7.2.2.2. _Children will adjust the daily schedule to allow time for
an ample breakfast which should include about k of the
day's protein requirements. a

.7.2.2.3 Children will attempt to overcome dislikes that are based
on emotion.

7.2.2.4. Children will recognize the social and emotional causes
and the dangers of overweight and underweight.

. 7.2.2.5. Children will know the proper weight for their awn body
builds and eat amounts 9f nutritioum foods which will
maintain this.weight,r
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Children will choose between4hea1 snacks which provide
essential nutrients'and which Will not:exceed their daily
calorie needs..

7.2 2.7. Children willyecogn#e food fads and quack die'ts and
avoid being influenced by then.

,7 .2.3.0.

7 2 3.1e

7;2.3 2.

7 2.3.3.

7.2.3.4.

7.2.3.5.

7.2 3.6.

7.2.3.7.

7 2.3.8.

7.3.1.0,

Given a representative .Sample of test items, children
'will demonstrate their understanding that, to maintain a
healthy structure and fanctioning,"the individual is
dependent on a healthful environment. Criterion: 707.
accuracy on the Daily Needs Test'- Level 7.

Children will discriminate changes in the environment
caused by people's activities.

Children will relate these changes to their daily health
needs.

Children will-be aware of the vital importabqe of safe
food, clean water,.and clean air fgr good health.

Children will conserve our fresh water supply.

Children will accept responsibility for disposing of
potential dir and water,pollutants. %-

Children will support antipollution legislation.

Children will educate other members of the community
concerning the dangers of air and water pollution.

Children will support scientific research-which is in-
tended to improve the safety of fOod, water, andar.

Topic 3 Fitness

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their knowledge that physical fitness,
which contributes to total fitness, is maintained by
regglar physical exercise. Criterion: 70% accuracy on
the Fitness Test - Level 7.
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W.3.1 1.'

7.3.1.2.

7.3043..

7.3.1.4.

7.3.20.

Children will recognize the value of physical activity .

in keeping physically fit, and the importance of physidal
fitness in overall fitness.

Children will develop improved strength, endurance, agility,
grace, and poise.

4
Children will include some physical activities in each
day's schedule.

-

Children will participate in physical recreation with
,others for relaxation and enjoyment.

Children will choose an enjoyable sport and wOrk:to
improve their skills in the activity.

J3iven a repFesentative sample of test items, children,.
will demonstrate their understanding that fitnesa'de-
pends upon maintaining thp health of the skeletal system.
Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Fitness Test - Level 7.

7.3 2%1. Children will Understand that bone-is A living part of
the body and that diseases of the bone and fractureS
-need prconlpt medical Attention.

7.3.2..2. 'Children will include sufficient calcium, phosphorus,
andVitarnin D in their diets for building a healthy
skelet4 syatam.

7.3.2.3. Children will inAide exercise and rest in the dagy routIne
for healthy bone growth.

7.3.2.4. Children will develop and maintain good posture while
standing, walking, and sitting.

7.3.2.5 Children will recognize that skeletal growth may call
for posture adjustments to maintain good body balance.

7.3.2.6. Children will choose shoes and socks which fit properly.

7.3.3.0. Given a repre,entative sample of test items, children
will demonst ate their understanding that vital body
functions de end on the actions of the muscles. Criterion:
707. accuracy on the Fitness Test - Level 7.
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7.3.3.1. Children will accept their bo 41/. builds and select cloth-
ing which is complementary.

7.3 3.2. ,Children will get the proper amount of .exercise to de-
velop a,strong body and good muscle tone.

7 3.3.3. Children will develop good posture to avoid strain on
muscles.

7.3 3 4. Children will recognize signs of muscle fatigue and pro-
vide time for rest and recovery:

7.3.3.5. Children will use muscles efficiently when performing
tasks.

7.3.3.6. Children will work and play carefu4y to avoid muscle
injuries.

7.3.3 7. Children will pbtain medical ad ice in the event of any
major injury tO muscles; ten4, or ligaments.

7.3.3.8. Children will obtain sufficient sleep to overcome o
mal fatigue.

.7.3.3.9. 41 Children will allow time for relaxation of mind aNi
body.

7.3.4.0.

7.3.4.1.

7.3.4.2.

7.3.4.3.

Giver'ii a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their awareness that maintining their
appearance contributes to physical, mental, and social
fitness. Criterian: 70% accuracy on the Fitness Test -
Level 7.

Children will accept their physical features and con-
centrate on improving those aspects of appearance related
to cleanliness and grooming;

Children will construct a checklist for improving their
daily grooming practices.

Children will identify'the health behavior (balancing
the diet, getting sufficient sleep and adequate exercise)
essential to having healthy skin, hair, and nails.
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7.3.4.4. Children will recognize the important functions of skin
and keep it clean.

7.3.4.5.

7.3.4.6.

7.3 4.7.

7.3.4.8.

7.3.4.9.

. 7 3.4.10.

Children will use cosmetics with discretion.

Children will sunbathe for; sensible periods of'time.

Children will recognize common skin problems And take
measUres to prevent infection.

Children will not attempt self treatment of serious skin
problems, but consult a physici&n.

Children will
and trim.

--3
Children will
teeth and the

.keep the fingernails and toenails clean

understand the structure and function of
causes of dental caries.

7.3.4.11. Children will reduce their consumption of sweets and
brush their teeth thoroughly after meals.

7.3.4.12. Children will visit a dentist regulirly for exa nation
and oare of the teeth.

7.3.5.2.

7.3.5.3.

7.3 5.4.

Children will wear correctly fitted shoes and constidee
comfort before style.

.Given a represetative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that participation .

in iiOrts contributes,to physical, mental, and social -

fitness. Criterion: 707. accuracy on the Fitne-ss Test .
Level 7.

Children will appreciate the values of a wide variety of
sports. 0,

Children will learn to play and work well with others.

Children will develop sufficient skills in sports to
make participation satisfytng.

Children will accept victory and defeat in a sportsman-
like manner.
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Children:WillHrac gniZe Safety rules for sports aa tm-
portant an0 desjrdb.le, an& abide ,by them.-

7.3 5..6. Children Will be responsible for theirHOVil Oafety and ,

thaE of fellow particiOants.

Children will respect the water as a facility fOrre...
creation and also as, a potentiai:hatard.'

Children will be capable of good judgment. in-a Water
rescue attempt.

Children will be caPable resusci-
* .tation in an' approved manner.

7.3.5 7.

743.1%8.

7.3.5 9

7 3.6.0.

7.3.6.1.

7.3 6.2.

7.3.6.3.

7 3.6.4.

7.3.6.5.

7.3.6.6.

Given a representative sample of test items, childrem
will demonstrate their understanding that,the efficient,
functioning of sense organs improves their "interaction
with the environment. Criterion: 707. accuracy pn the
Fitness Test - Level 7.

Children will understand the,basic anatomy and function
ef the -eye and ear.

Children will protect residual eyesight 6y habits of
cleanliness, by using caution when handling sharp1ob-
jects or tools, and by including sufficient smountsof
vitamin A in the diet,

Children will avoid eye strain by using ade.cluste lighting
.

without glare when reading or writing and by giving eyes
sufficient rest.

Childrenwill know the types of services provided by
various eye specialists and haVerevlar eye mcaminations
by a competent physician. '

Children will recognize signs of eye trouble and seek med-
ical assistance if they occur.

Children will avoid ear infections and damage by keep-
ing foreign objects out of the ear, avoiding loud and
shrill sounds, and refraining from swimmimg .in unclean
water.

7.3 6.7. Children will seek medital assistance for ear infections
or apparent loss of hearing.
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NMI

7 3 6 8:

7.3.6.9.

4

Childeen will recognize pain as a symptam of 'disease or
body deficiency Oich needs correction.

Children will use all of4their intact sense orgafis in
connunicating with others,,and in adapting to the en-
vironment.

7 3.7.0. -Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their knowledge that the individual
senses interpret and, respond.. to the enviranment
through the coordinating activity of the nervous system.
Criterion:, 70% accuracy on the,fitness Test - Level 7.

7.3.7.1. Children will uhderstand the function of the nervous .

system in,maintaining good health and in adapting the
body to the environment!

7.3.7.2. Children wilt guard against injury to the nervous system.

7.3.7 3. Children will seek prompt 1rdical assistance for any
symptoms which.might indicate diseade of the nervous
system.

7.3.7.4. Children will obtain hmmunizations which are available
to prevent diseases.

7.3 7 5. Children will develop emotional habits hl.ch allow re-
laxapion a the nervous system.

7.3.7.6. Childrenwill adjust to stress in the environment by
accepting with minimum worry, factors which cannot be
changed and by using their reasoning ro find satisfac-
tory solutions to those situations which can be con-
trolled.

7 3.7..7., JChildren will avoid the use of chemical stidulants in
combating fatigue.

7.3.7.8. Children will recognize fatigue as an indication of the
body's need for rest and obtain regular amounts of sleep
and relaxation.
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Topic 4: Body. Systems

,
7.4.1.0; Given a representative sample Of test items, children.

will ,demonstrate their understanding that health is
based an die activities of the cells, the structural
and functional units of the body. Criterion: 70%
accuracy on the Body Systems Test - Level 71

7 4.1.1. Children wifi recognize that all cells require energy
asithey grow, divide, repair themselves, and carry out
their special functions.

7.4.1.2. Children will maintain living tiabits by which the cells
can obtain the food and oxygen.required, for metabolimm.

7.4.10. Children will understand that hereditary characteriatics
'are determined by the dhromosomes in the cell nucleus.

7.4.1.4. Children will explain why even a single cell from a body
is unique.

4 4

7.4.2.0. Given a representative sample. of test items, children
will demonstrate the# knowledge that the digestive
system converts food into substances the cells can use
for energy and growth. Criterion: 70% accuracy On the
Body Systems'Test - Level 7.

7.4.2.1. Children will understand the functioning of the diges-
tive system.

7.4.2.2. Children will avoid foods which can give indigestion.

7.4.2.3. Children will drink plenty of water between meals and
at mealtime, but be careful to 4hew food carefully.

7.4.2.4.

7 4.2.5.

7.4.2.6.

7.4.2.7.

Children will not overlaid the digestive system with
too much food.

Children will eat sufficient roughage to stimulate per-
istalsis and regular elimination of wastes.

Children will cook all starches thoroughly, eat only
cooked eggs and fish, and avoid excessive fats in the
diet.

Children will wash all veg,tables and fruits before
eating.
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4
Children will cook vegables aPd, frUits briefly in
tightly govered containers to preserve vitamin vtes.

\a4.,
Children will relax before, ring, and after meals to
allow digestion to-proceed normally.

Children will wash 'their hands ,after using the bathroom.

esiablish a regular;'relaxed time for el-
tiOn of solid Wastes.from the body.,

7.4.2.12. Children will avoid the use of laxatives eXcepi as pre-
scribed by a doctor.

7..4.2 14.

7

7.4.2.16.

7:4.2:17.

Children will consult a 4octor abou, t persistent drrhea,
persistent pain in the *abdomen; persistent v,omiting,
or bleeding hemOrrho.ids.

Children will recognize symptoms die appendicitis.

-
Children will 'avoid eating when emotionally upset.

Children will -avoid alcohol, tobacco and drugs not pre-
scribed by a doctor.- -

Children will avoid poisons, read allhlabels carefUlly,
and be familiar with `firtaf-aid treatment for common
types of poison.-

Given a representative sample of test i/tems, children
will demonstrate their understanding -that, 'through the
respiratory {system, vital gases are exChan'ged with the
envirpnment. Criterion: 70% accuracy'On the Bddy SYs-
terns TeSt - Level 7.

Children will obtain plenty of fresh air and exercise.

Children will develop a habit of breathing through the
nose, using the mouth for breathing only in emergeneies...

Children will avoid laughing or talking excitedly while
eatink.

Children will cover nose and mouth wi)h 'a cloth, filter
when doing extremely dusty or dirty 4ork.



Children .will know how to give first aid for an object
Iollged in the respiratory system.

7.4.3..6. Children will see .a doctor for persistent sore throat
fever, and colds or coughs.

Children will not use cold or cough remedies without a
, doctor's advice.

7.4.3.9.

Tt.

7 4.3 :10.

. 7.4.3.11.

7-4.3.12.

7 4.3.13.

7.4.3 14.

4.3.15.

Children will wear d lo thing which does not restrict the
breathing apparatus.

Children will avoid emotional upsets which may interfere
with respiration.

Children will avoid smoking.

Children will provide sufficient moisture in the house
during months when artificial heating dries out the air.

, V
Children wilL,accept -responsibility as a member of society
to reduce air pollution .

r

Children will avoid contact with lieople who have colds
ahd con'finement in crowded placeb.

Children will cover the nose, and mouth when 'sneezing or
coughini to avoid the spread of germs.

Children will have a yearly tuberculin test.

7 4.3.16. Children will understand the importance of immunization
against diptheria and whooping cough.

7.4.3.17.

-

Children will avoid breathing the vapors .of chemicals
which might be harmful.

7.4.3.18. Children will never run an automobile in a closed garage.

7.4

.4.3.20..

-.Children will never sit in a closed parked car with the4

4eftgine rimming.

. Children *Gill never leave
adequateirelltilation,.,

thildreewill know how to
of gas poisoning

flames burning withoui
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7.4..4.. 7.

.7.4 4.9.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that the blood,
composed of specialized cells and fluids, has trans-
porting and protective functions in maintaining health.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on tLs Body SysteMt Test -
Level 7.

Children will recognize the different 'funátions of blood
tissue, and discriminate the part of the lood that
carries out each function.

Children.will eat a balanced diet to avoid atiemia:

'Chilaren will exercise to siimulate circulation of bloOd
and lymph.

Children will drink plenty of -liquids to maintain blood
volume.,

Children will avOid tight fitting garments which inter-,
fere with blood flow.

Children will not pinch pimples or abscesses.

Children,will consult a doctor when high fever or .absces-
ses occur over a wide imdy area.

Children will allow a minor cut to bleed freely to cleanse'
the wound. .

Children
wound .to

7,4.4.10. Children
pressure

7.4.4.14.

.4.4.15.

-

will'use sterile gauze
halt bteeding.

will be familiar with the
should be applied to stop

Children will know when and haw to

ply pressure to a

'
body points at which
'severe bleeding.

apply a tourniquet.

Children will know their awn blood types and Rh factors.

Children will avoid situations in which carbon dioxide
eay enter the lblood. .

Children will avoid snake and ihsect bites by wearing
protective clothing.

Children will recognize poisonous.snakes and insects

and know first-aid measures.for their bites,

Pk,

'
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7.4 4 -16. Children will practice habits of cleanliness to avoid
contact with fleas, lice, and ticks which may carry
disease germs.

7 4.4.17. Children will know to eliminate breeding places of
mosquitoes and other insects around the community.

7.4.4.18. Children will obey safety rules on beaches where ocean
life is a common hazard.

7.4.5.0. given a representative sample of.test items, children
Will demonstrate thei:r understanding that the circula-
tory systen transports.the blood, with dissolved sub-
stances, throughout the body. Criterion: 70% accuracy
on the cody Systems Test - Level 7;

7.4.5.1. Children will understand the function and operationof
the dirctilatorY system..

7.4.5.2.

.4.5.3.

Children will eat a balanced diet for proper maintenance
of the heart and blood vessels.

Children will avoid,overeating and excesses of fats in
the diet which may lead to fatty deposits in arteries.

.7-.4.5:4. Children:will obtatn-prOMpt medical assistance fot7any
disease ;thich may:datise'eventiiai damage to heart valves.

7.4,5.5. Children will obtaia.suffiAent-sleep,to allow the htart
timeto rest.

7 4.5.6. ..Shildren will have A complete physical examination.before
competing lin strenuous sports activities.

7.45.7 Children will not take part tn strenuous activities until
'fully ,recovered from an illness.

7.4.5.8; Children will,train thoroughly for any athletic competi-
i tion.

74 5 9. Children will knOw, how to administer first-aid for shock
,

and fainting.
)

7.4.5.10. Children will maintain good posture for improved circula-
tion.
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7.4.5.114 Children will'keep surface areas ofthe'body such as
,noselears,:an.;eet cOvered:in Nery:cold weather.

411 ,

7.4.5.12.

7 4.6.0

7:4.6,1.

7.4 6.2.

7.4:6.3,

. 7.4.6.4.

7 4 6.5.

Children will learn to relax and vary daily activities
to avoid-emotional tension.

Given a representative saTple of test items, children ,

will demonstrate their understanding that wastes and
poisons'are filteredrfrom the blood and other body
fluids by'specialized organs. Criterion:. 70% accuracy
on the Body Systems Test - Level 7.

Children will obtain'prompt medical treatment for swollen
lymph glands-including infected tonsils or adenbids."'

Children,will avoi eating, drinking, or breathini toxic
substances which ma damage the liver and kidneys.

-Children will obtain plenty of exercise to stimulate cir-
culation through the liver.

Children will insist on urinalysis as part of a general
physical examination.

Children will obtain medical advice if urination is pain-
ful or difficult or if the color of the urine seems
irregular. 4

7 4.6.6. Children will avoid chilling, exhaustion, and contagious
infectionswhich may cause kidney .damage.

7.4.7.0. ,Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that the body reacts-
to keep its'internal environment relatively constant -

despite wide fluctuations In the externa1 environment.
Criterion: 707. acc4.acy on the Body §ystems Test - Level
7,

7.4.7.1. Children will (q1,...1r(nrent aid emtional factors that
affect. body balances.

7.4.7.2. Children will choose Clothing Suited to the environment
which will help the body maintain temperature control.
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Children will avoid prolonged exposure to the sun and
strenuoug physical exercise at high temperatures.

7.4.7.4. ,Children will eat plenty"of salt espeCially.ih-hot
weather.

'7 4..7.5. Children:will'obtain advice from the doctor in case of
high or prOlonged feVer.

,)



8.1.1.0.

8.1.1.2 .

Level 8

Topic 1: Growth and Development

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that an individual's
growth and*development depend on the interaction of
heredity and environmene. Criterion: 70% accuracy on
the Grawth.and_Developmeat Test - Level 8.

Children will underst,and that physical and mental po-
tentialities are deeg*mined by both heredity and envi.-
ronment.

Children will accept their awn environmental and heredi-
tary limitations without undue emotionil concern.

Children, will understand that both paredts make equal
contributions to.the potentialities of their children.

Children will maintain good health as a.basis for pro-.

ducing physically and mentally healthy. offspring.

Children will be aware of the significance of hereditary
factors in choosing a marriage partnitr;

Children will recognize the Liportance /of prenatal and .

postnatal Medical care of expectant mothers.\

Children wilt be familiar with advisory councils and the
worth of ac,isary services provided by genetic counselors.

\--
8.1.1.8'. Children will determiiie'the va.lidity of some of the com-r

manly held claims concerning heredity.

8.1.2.0.

8.1.2.1.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
will demonstrate their understanding that cultural heri-
tage influences an individual's physical, mental,'and
social development. Criterion: 707. accuracy on the
Growth and Development Test -

Children w 'entify the environmental factors that
promote-4 ychological and physiCal development. ,
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8.1 2.2. Children will recognize the importance of the bialogical
and cultural environment in the'development Of a child .

before and after birth.

8.1.2.3.. Children will explain why no two people groW up in exactly
the'same social environment.

8.1.2.4. Children will recognize the rapid physical and psycholo-,

sical changes which occur:during adolescence..

A.1 2.5. Children will examine their awn principles-of right and _
wrong and deterMine if.they are based on sound judgment.

8.1.2 O. Children will take advantage of- .educational opportunities
td prepare for future adult reapansibilities.

8 1.2 7. Children will accept and respect tlie Customs'and belief0
cif others- without'prejudice.

.

8.1.2.8. Children will consider the rights and-teelings'oeothers
in social.relationships..

8.1.2.9. Children will be responsible for improving the physical
and social enviramnent of all people.

8.1.3.0. 41.Given a representative sample of test items, chileken
will demonstrate the knowledge that an individual' s
physical, mental, and social development is regulated
by endocrine secretions. Criterion: 70% accuracy on
the Growth and Development Test - Level 8.

8.1.3.2.

8 1.3.3.

8.1.3.4.

8.1.3.5.

Children will understand the role of major endocrine
glands and their effect on adolescent development.

Children will understand that the rate of grawth and
subsequent adult size are regulated by the endocrine
System.

Children will know haw to make adjustments to sexual
development in adolescence.

Children will recognize symptoms of major glandular mal-
functions.

Children will eat sufficient iodine.
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8.1.3.6. Children will recognizd symptoms of diabetes mellitus,
its possible hereditary base, its effects, snd-the imporr
tance of early detection and treatment.

8.1.3:7. Children will know to summon medical aid in case of symp-
toms of insulin shock or- othersillness in a diabetic per-

, son.

8.2.1 0.

8.2.1.14

8.2 1.2.

8.2.1 3.

8.2.1.4.

8 2.1.5.

8.2.1 6.

8.2.1.7.

8.2.1.8.

Topic 2: Social/Emotional Adjustment

a

Given a represenative sample of test items, children
demonstrate their knawledge that personality, expressed
by the sum of behavior, is the product,of heredity and
environment. Criterion:. 70% accuracy an the Social/
Emotional'Adjustment Test - Level 8.

Children will identify the environmental and heredi.
tary factors that influence.the development Of one's

personality.

Children will know how "to alter personality traits
that cause anxiety, feelings of inadequacy, and poor re-
lstions with others.

Children will know good grooming and health practices
which develop physical attractiveness.

Children will aVoid undue concern over adolescent body
changes which cause a temporary unattractive appearance.

Children will accept the socioeconomic position of one's
own family without pride or shame. .-

Children will learn haw to take advantage of opportunities
which will improve their personality development, and aw
to avoid situations which may create personality probl

Children will identify short and long range objectives
which will affect their futures.

Children will know haw to accept with optimism and under-
standing family crises and changes such as death, divorce, .

and remarriage.

4i17
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8.2.1.9. Children will recognize the(Oresirable personal qualities
.of others.

8.2.1;10. ChIldren will knaw haw to develop their awn talents,and
abilitiesas a healthy Means of gaining-recognition.

8.2.1.11. -Children-will knaw haw to form affectionate *holesome
.friendships with people their awn-age,

8 2.1.12. Children will realize that parental advice and control
are attempts by them to indicate love.

8:2 1 13. Children Will know haw to consider educational and
vocational'. goals and aeek assistance from advisors in ths
area.

8.2.2. . Given a representative sample octest items,.children,
will demonstrate a knoWledge that:individuals develop
patterns of behavior which allow them tojnteract with
their enviranment. Criterion: 70% accuracy on the
So4al/Emotiona1 Adjustment Test - Level 8.

8.2.2.1. .Children will understand the influence of childhood
environment and pocial relationships on behavior patterns.

8:2.2.2. Children will learn haw to develop better relationships
by recognizing the influe es which cause their behavior.

8.2.2.3. Children will examine th value systems of parents and
society in relation to their own.desires and establish
life goals and values.

8.2.2.4. Children will examine motivation for their own behavior
in terms of established goals and values.

.

8.2.2.5. Children will learn haw to alter instinctive behavior
according'to learned ideas and pla ed goa S.

8.24)0. Children will learn to weigh the de ability of parti-
cipatiorkin group behavior in terms o one I s awn goals

. . 1and values.

8 2.2.7.

8.2.2.8.

Children will recognize behavior defense mechanisms and
avoid relying on them.

Children will learn the importance of faciv up to inner
conflicts and using thoughtful solutions and healthy
methods of adapting behavior.
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8.2.3.0. GiVen a rep esentative sample,of test items, children

411
will d.,

,
:trate their knOwledge of haw an individuals

.capacity o learn is influenced.by heredity and environ-
ment. C iterion: 70% accuracy-on the SociallEmotional
Adjustmlint Test - Level 8.

7 _

8.2 3.1 Children will xelate capacity to learn'to heredity, en
vironnent, motivationi-physical health, and-attitudet.

Chil en will choOSe -goals Which are realistic in terms
of on s awn capa4ty.

Ch rin will de ine goals clearly to determine their
of motivation.

8 2.1:2.

8.2.3.3.

8.2.3.4.

8.2.3.5.

8.2.3.6.

8.2.3.7.

8.2.4.0.

8.2.4.1.

8.2.4.2.

8.2.4.3.

value and Sourc s

Children will c oose friends who will create a positive
influence tows d their goals.

T'Vr/

Children will 4eek broad experiences and improve intel-
lectual develo ment and 0Yqhological maturity.

Chil en 141)11

concent

Chi ldr will

evelop effective techniques of study and

se tests as devices to determine what still

Gi
will
emotional
tal, and soci
the Social/

Children will
priate for th

Children,wil
of emotional
vironments a
in adjusting

Children wil
extremes may
may make it
emotional re

entative sample of test items, children
te their understanding .that.--an individual's
lopment is interrelated with physical, men-
development. Criterion: 70% accuracy on

tianal Adjustment Test - Level 8.

express emotions in forms that are appro-
ir age level.

recognize differences in accepted standards
behavior in different social groups and en-
d understand the problems of other individuals
to standards.

recognize that others who show emotional
be in poor health or that other factors
ifficult for them to exercise control over.
ctions.
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8.2.4,4. 1;Children will learn haw to manage and reduce strong:
feelings of anger and fear.

.8.2.4 5. Children will analyze the caus s of anxiety and lea
haw to eliminate them.

8 2.4.6.

8.2.4.7.

8.2 5.1.

Children'will develop confidence in themselves as wo
-desirable individuals with uniqUe skills and abiliti

Children will develop emotional sensitivity to the valu-
able things,in life and the aspects of society that,ne!O
improvement.

Given a representative sample of test items, children
mill demonstrate knawledge that emotional conflict may
result from contradictory expectatilons, goals, and needs.
Criterion: 70% accuracy on the Social/Emotional Adjuit-
ment Test - Level 8.

Children will learn to make decisions in cases of emo,..
tional conflict after careful weighing of choices and
listening to parental advice.

,

8 2 5 2. 1 Children will accept parents as individuals and attempt
to understand their viewpoint and motivation,,

8.2.5 3. Children willeistablish arreslistic self concept, inoluding
rócognition of uniqueness and sexual Identity.

or

8.2 5.4. _Children, will plan an approach to dating with patents
\which will provide maximum social development and rela-
,

tionships with other people.
;

8.2.5.5. 1Children will learn to converse easily with members'of
1the opposite sex.

thildren will understand the advantages and disadvin-
pages of "going steade.

8.2.5.7. Ghildren will consider many different vocations and seek
eompetent advice concerning their financial and emotional
'rewards and the necessary abilities needdd to succeed in
Such vocations.

8.2.6.0. Given A representative sample of test items, children
.Will demonstrate their understanding that mental health
aepends on successful adaptations to emotional conflicts.
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8.2.6.1.

8.2.6.

8 2.6.4.

8.2 6.5.

8.2.6.6.

8.2.6.7.

Criterion,: 70% 'accuracy on the Social/Emotional Adjust-
ment Test - Level 8.

Children will' learn to polve emotional conflicts as
.quicliiv as possible.

Children will seOt professional help if, emotional con-
. flicts persist.

Children will develop ,a value system whieh will act as
a guide in solving conflicts.

Children will recognize the symptoms of potential mental
illness among family.members and friends and incourage
them to seek help.

Children will.support edtication, leg,islation, and cora-
itunity projects which promote good mental health and
impiavement of treatment and facilities for troubled
piople. ;. .

Children will assike people who have been emotionally
disturbed to adjust to community life.

Children will support research which attempts to de-
termine causes and prevention measures' for emotiodai
disturbance.
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4NSTRUCTIONAL STRATE'aIES

THE HEALTH DOMAIN
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c

This lesson plan is deeigfted to teach thgt the most important thing

t.yolut hOdy needs..in order to be strong and-healthy is%fovd, But the bOdyneeds:
_

the Wit foo8s in the right amOunts; The lesson plan feaches the Four Basiè.-

FOod::Groups.and eves examples of the food's in oath ofthe groups::... It i

edvantigeous for tbe,students'tO learn,the Four Basic'FOod.Groups becauSe what

they seat direetly affects their growtb, ap.pearance, endUrance, and resistance

'to disease...

Objective: 5.2 .2 .1. -1!The learner will.ientify_the Fout Basic Food 'Groups.
,

.the food groups aive examples of the foo'ds in each

grouP.

-Initial Presentation

Tell the _children to Work on a new health skill. Explain tb

5tudenis that they are going to learn_to identi6 food groups and ,give example

of thefoods in each'group.. Remind.the children. that they plieady knoW .the

mOst important thing theit body needs inorder tol)e stiong'and healthyls

food. Guide-students to realize that they can choose to be strang and healthy

by eating the ,right amounts and the rg1itr foods. Ask the, children ."Ubat are

sOme.foodathat belP your body. stay healthy? .How often shoul&you eat such-.
,

food? -.:Nhy? How den'you make sure you are eating the xight.am nt of foodr

: Remind the children that an.impoitant point to stress is the idea that different

people need different diounts of food depending on how o,L1fI they are, how big

they are,'how much exercise they get, etc. Explain to the students.that variety

is the magic word. Most people like some foods betyer than others and most

eat more of some foods than others. But the secret to glowing hedth is eating,

many different kinds of food and in the right amounts.



,

tell the:students they' need s'ome kind 'd

n deVeloped by ,our federal governMent .

important things. It lists the four groups' of food.

how much of each group is' needed each day:. Tell the

A simple

s' guide tens two

e guide also tells

to$ tudents get ut

their kariting materials (braille wri,ters and/or pencils and paper) .,Read

and explain the objective"; inefuding-the 'mastery ctiteria, to the etudente,

Have the students copy the objective from dictation, and tell them.to keep

.it in their notebooks. Emphasize that they are going to.learn to identify
a

. 'food groups and giNte- exacilples of the foods in each food group. The

different groups of food are.,.called the Four .Baeic Foods..

State the Four Basic Food Gfoups: The milk group, 'the meat group,

the 'fruit 'and vegetable grOtp, arid the -bread and cereal:group. Sbowand
,

:VerballY:deecribe picture posters of pOine foods' in eath' of, the food groups.

Gall the students' attention to the, ambunt of fee d from each grouP that the

body needs daily... Each day a person needs at least four cups of milk. Some

of the daily supply of Milk can be met by eating milk fOOds such as ice

dream, cream soups :or sautes,,pudding,' buttet, Or cheese,: Milk foods help

. build strong bones and teeth.- Each day a peteon neede at least two
,

servings of meat. .In the meat group ate founci'all'the meats; fish; and '
.

poultty. Explain to the children that poultry means the bird animals sadh.

.

as chicens,-, turkeys, ducks . 1)heaSants and quail. Also found in the meat .

groUprare peas, beane, nuts,and .eggs. 'These foods are called meat sub:-

stAutes becauee they:help the body' in ,the 8ame wiy that meats do.

meat group foods are bedt tn-Own a; foods' that build the bOdy. Each day a ..

person needs four or more servings of fruits and vegetables. The choices
. A .

from :the ,ffuit and vegetable graup can be raw or: cooked." but should inclilde

. .

a cirrus fruit or its-juice, a green leafY vegetable,' arid a yellow vegetable.

t
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Vegetables and fruits help the body in the,same ways: Each day a person

needs four serving s. from the bread-cereals group. Bread and hot or cold

cereals are the most nutritious foods in this group*. Macaroni, spaghetti,

npodles-, pies, .cakes ad rolls are other foods in the bread-cereals group.-

Remind the students that the food a person eats supplies the body with all

the nutrients it needs for growth, energy, repair, and the functfoning of

the bo,dy's systems. These vital nutrients are divided into carbohydrates,
(7

fats, proteins, vithmins, and minerals. Of course', the body must havg

water, too Tell the students that the nutrients the body needs are

scattered widely throughout many diffdrent foods. -Planning a nourishing.
^

diet. is made easy by the Four Basic Food Groups. By following this simple

plan, people are assured Of .getting enough of the vithmins, mineralg, car-
t.

bohydrates, and proteins which give them vim and vigor. Give the .students .

a written chart of the Four Basic Food Groups. (See chart.) Ask .s tudents

to exp,lain the chbrt.

Call the students' attention to the unit on foods irr their health books

(Braille .and/or large. print) 'Cell the chi;dren to read.the unit. Ask

the students to learn and the,n explain the followirig vocabulary words:

calorie, carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, minefals and fats. Reinforce

students' responses and attending behavior.



Four BSsic,Food Groups

Sample Chart

OUr governme:t food guide:te114/uehowmuch

of each food group we Should have each day.
.

You can remember hour much of threeogroups you

need by saying "4" or more." 4 or more servings'of

the.vegetable and fruit group; 4 or more servings

of the bread and cereal group; 4 or more cups f

milk, including milk food's.

For one group you say, "2 or more." Thidis

the meat group. 2 or more servings of meat or

meat substitutes.

day.

Check.yOur "4 or mbre" and "2 or more" each

4.)
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Instruction-and Practice-.

'Proyide the student With a practice session. Have'the children

rea4.the unit from their books on t milk group, ihe mear-groupi the

fruit and vegetable group and the b ead-cereal group. Ask the students

V
to give examples ofthe fdods in eaCh food gEçup. The time allowed foi

.

'tbis practice ses4on should be-one class period (approximately 55 minutes).

.There may be variationsnof this rule depending on the students. The teacher

should use his or her own-judgment. While children are working check with

one Indikdualiy to see if they are having difficulty, andTrovide them_

with corrective feedback. Call attention to the names of the Four Basic

Food groups end give exaMples of the foods in each food group. After
. -

students have completed tOis activity, provide them with aTiactice written

session.. While the students are Writing the ford groups with examples of

each, provide them with Corrective'. feedbaek, When they complete this

practice session, review the correct answers. Let the students use their

Health books during the initial practice sessions4 (Approximate practice

time, 1 class-period).

Provide another-practice session.if necessary to entify food

groups and give examples of each. Feedback procedures sjiould be given

#
as described previously. Let students use their Health books. Provide

as many pr dtice sessions as are needed as described above,:but gradually

enc urage students not to use their Health books. Continue to provide

appropriate knowledge of results and reinforcement.

Oral and written recitation.activities must be incorporated into

instruction and practice. The activities should

food chart, oral questions, and described poster

should be asked io write and name the Four Basic
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pictures. Students

Food groups giving
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examples of each, and describe the right amount of each for everY day;%1No

_ .
.

.

help can be reveived during this:activity. Continue to piOvide.correbtive

--feedback and reinforCement durinurecitation.

Students should, be encouraged to yealiie that eating Well means two'

things. It means eating enougft food each LIAY to take Oire of the body's needs

and -it :deans eating sOme food from each of.the four groups.

Evaleatiln

The initial presentation and instruction and practice activities

described fbove will probably take a week to complete (55 minutes a day).

Whin the students are coMOleting the activities with few errors, you should,b

begin to evaluate your objective. Your evaluation should take one class

period, about 55 minutes. The evaluation will consist of students identifying

the. Four Basic Food grOups and giving ex4mple8 of the foods in each group.

Written instructions (braille and/or large print)

students.

will be provided for

Sample EvalUation

Directions: Make four columns on your paper.

A B C, and a! Name each ot the Four Baaic

Food groups and give examples of the foods in

each of the food groups in thete columna. You

will have one class period to complete thia

assi,na.it Do your best and good luck!
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,Seneralization arK1 Transfer

Review the procedure pertaining to identifying the food groups hiving

examplei of the foods in each food group: Tell the students they will be

tested on these procedures again in'a few days. Specify that you want them

to be able to naMe orally and write theTour Basic Food.Groups and give:

examples of the foods in each foodigroup independently. Review the food

groupe and-examples. Give the student's's practice testfr Plan half the

practice time ft took for .the original. practice, session learnings. The

Allaterial and activities shOuWhe differeni.from.the activities used for

acquisition. Possible activities include,:

1.. Integrating health with social Studies by planning balanced meals and

'using foods fromspeciai parts of the world.

2. Preparing a notebook on nutrients.
tf

3. Making,a menu for a ,clay with balAneed meals;

4. Planning a hulfetin board display of-the food groups..

-Evaluate.for retention after these'practi.ce session4.

7The objective and scopc of this lesson plitChas two transfer 'tasks.

First, the student should be able .
to choose the right foods in the right

amounts to supply his/her body's needs fn day to day activities. Second,

the stiadent should be able to chart different kinds of foods to make (aell

balanced diets. An example of an activity is to make charts showing dif-

ferent kinds of foods such as carbohydrates, fats, proteins; minerals, and

vitamins. Another example of an activity iR a shopping trip to a grocery

store'to buy foods representative of the foods in each of the Four Basic

FoodGroups. Describe the overlap between-the old and the new tasks, Remind

, ihe student that they are fortunate to live in a country where there is a

plentiful supply of all the goo.d hody-bgilding foods. Stress that children

4 3'1.
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need to learn how to Identify food

.each food group. Enthusiastically tell the children that a delicious meal

,

-can cheer them up if thoy aTe-in a bad mood, and that they can keep them-
.

,roups and give,examples of the-foods in

selves going, growing, and glowing by vating'regular well-balanced Meals.

,*
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Lesson Plan

ScoPe

The fallowing lesson plan is designed to help the children understand

how they can guard themselves against disease, grasp the meaning of the

word ''resistanbe," and know that the proper diet helps to fight disease..

Concepts of sufficient rest plug tethods,of avoiding disease are introduced.

Objective 4.2.2.0.

'given a representative sample of test items, children will demonstrate

.their understanding Of how they guard against disease. r..

Criterton: /0t aCcuracy on the Health.and Safety'Test - Level 4

Initial Presentation

Filmstrip:: 'Keeping a Healthy Community". - second Showing, ltou

remember we had this filmstrip before in our last chapter on micrdoes

and you will remember many things you tan do to keep yourself healthy."

Write "My Health" on chalkboard.

"Whit is one thing you remember to do to stay healthy? When you catch .

a cold or flu, what can you do to help others keep froM.getting'sick too?"

Write "Other's Health" on the chalkboard. Hawe children recall how to

protect iamily _members and list 01w4c rJ.thod,:.

"What'public health services do you know About in our community? Look

in the'losal telephone directory for assisance:" Obtain brochures'and

pass among children.

Make. poster entitled, "Keeping A Healthy Community." Mskt a list such..

ai fire, tornado, flood,-in4.4.ther happenings. "What can you do to help?"

You will find our vocabulary of terms on these print and braille sheets.

You may copy each word and then look up the definition in your Dictionary,

of Health Words and write the definitions in your health nOtebOok. (The

children may be reminded tha the prefix, "anti," in antiseptic means

5,?6
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against.)1

-antiseptic ,health

influenza pollutiOn

4 . i

conquer virusea

i

dangeroUs infictlion
. i

i.
communicable diseases' . pastearization

. . v . -

microbes vaccine

'Fahrenheit rabies

bacteria resistance

"What do we call living things that are.too small to be seen without

a microscope? You remember the story-we read about the Du4ehman, Anton

vailesuwenhoek, whOlived about three hundred (300) years ago and how

hi found microbes in a drop of water with a simple magnifying glass: H.

called the objects "little animals." .Todaylwe know that there are many

-different shapes.and they are called bacteria. .Some are straight like

thread, oghers are round. Bacteria are so small that hundrads of thousands

can liv,e in a spaoe n 1arr tton tho point 4 a pencil'.

Bacteria make their homes evervwhere: In the water, In the air we

breathe, in aoil;, on plants and'animals, and on dead or decayed matter.

Some scientists believe that bacteria are the oldest form of life on earth.

And they are the simplest form of life. They have only a cell wall and ars,

so small that it is difficult tO studv,them even under a powerful microscope.

Some bacteria grow to full size and divide into.two cells in about

fifteen minutes. Each of these"cells divide, again and again'into two new

cells and keep dividing. They oan be good or bad. At roam temperature

they can cause milk tosour in about one hour.
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Some bacteria are he pful. They can cause sweet cider tb change tO

vinegar; others help chan e grape juice into wine; While still other ,

bacteria cause milk. and-c am tO sour for cottage cheese. But much bacteria
4

411 harMful and Will get'in Meat and other foodq poisoning them, They can

enter your body through.you nose-and make their way to your blood stream

through a simple Fut or scra ch.. -These bad bacteria eat up the nutiients

1
from food causing the goo

off poisons and fill your bod

important to clean every scrat
A
harmful bacteria and to put ant

cells to starve; also,

with waste materials.

h and cut. Be

some bacteria give

That is why it is.

tura tci Wash,off

septic On the sPot in order to.k111 the bacteria.

You rethember ixjr last un t we studied about a Frenchman, Louis

Pasteur, who lived aboUt one hun red and fifty (150) years ago.. I will

tell you aboUt how he had a frie when he was a child. The boy was

bitten bya. mad dog wholudirabie "a disease-which/makes animals act

in strange wars. Soon the villag blacksmith-came running to the boy with

a red hot poker iron. The'blacks ith burned the poison out of the boy s,

wounds. This was the only known ureatment then and, of course, the child

screamed with pain.. Louis never orgot this. The next summer his baby

sister was very sick and in pain. His mother said the milk made hir and

the other village children sick.

Louis wondered if burning the

he disdovered that French wine ma

poison out of milk would work. Later

ers boiled wine to kill "wee-germs and

he discovered sled that heating the milk killed tha ditease caus4ng

bacteria. Soon people all over began to "pasteurize" their milk. They

even began to boi3 water to make, it free from disease.- Pasteur had a

fine laboratory. H. proved that chemicals would killbacteria; then

doctors and hospital'workers learned to keep their equipment clean and



A

-free/of germ& Andf-thus, prevented much infection- and soffering:-, But the
. ,

greatest gift Pasteur hes given mankind is an injection. which prevents
4-

,

rakes i'n animals and cures it in man. As a result(of PasteurAs'discoverY,

dOctors and scientists began to study bacteria and other microbes called

/viruses. today we have vaccin'es for smalipole, diptheria, typhoid

j fever, polio, and many other diseases.

Instruction and Practice
.

"How does being sick.affect thp way you feel? You kn9w there are

many ways wean guard against microbes in our daily lives.- Woad some,

one share how You keep your body healthy?" (Discussion)

"In orderto be healthy our whole person 7 our body, Mind, and

emotions- must be balancecL Each one of us is responsible for our own

state of health., Illnese is a message that something is wrong. Good

health promotes happiness."
1

"LoolCat the picture of-the children-on page-64 of,You-Learn and

Change (Harcourt, Brace, Jolianovich, tnc., 1977). Do these children look

happy? Are they healthy? Please describe the picture. Read_page 65

silently. Tomorrow bring some pictures of people who are having fun,

Braille studests may write sentences telling about a dayuhmm they felt great

and a day when they w

"Strong healthy

s 1

ople have high resistance. Their bodies are ready

to fight harmful midrobes. We can choose to be strong and, healthy by eating

the right amounts end kinds of foods. Let's read about Marianne's class

on page 66. What could you do against such microbes? Name same foods

that help your body remain healthy. How can you maks sure you are eating

the right kinds of food? Remember the basic groups?

See illustration I. (Study) What is resistance? Did you give your
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b6dy the iight food today? Now let's make a chart. A column an tha left

will be titled, "Foods Timm Help." The right coluian will ba "Foods that

ppr0t Help." Thia nutrition chart can halp.14

We can choose 'to ba healthy by choosing to stay away from those who have

. a communicable disease, by keeping ourselvestlean, and by.keoping our

resistande higft by selecting."appropiiata" food. Look at the picture on

page 68 and deacribe.

j

ex°Yes, ercile is so important! -Whmin you exercAsi, what happens to your

//
lungs? HOW doas this affact your blood? Doei this help your body guard

.../ against microbes? Raw do exercise and more oxygen ia your lungs help to

fight microbes? What happens to your body-while you *leap? Why does a

tired person become sick easier than a restid pergon?" Draw a pictura
4

,

showing how a microbe Invades a healthy,calf and multIplies;

Wa not only chpose to be healthy by getting,proper food and 'slough

exercise, but ws also chobse to be strong and hoalthy by wearing .warm.,

clothing in cold weather and changing into.warm dry clothes quickly when

we get wet., "What does your body do to make more haat when it is cold?

HOW about clothing in warm,weather? cold weatherr

*Where did, Ray and his friends go? Was the cad pop bottle claim'

after ha Allied it? How does your family make sure that,disHas

mind glasses yaahed at homeare safe?"

Experiment - Haw do hands carry germs or bacteria?

Touch a piece of bread when yourhands ara dirty and place it in,

a labeled jar. Then wash your hands thoroughly with warm watar and

soap, dry your bands, ' and touch. another-place of bread. Put it

in a second labeled jar. (After a. welmk or two the piece of bread

that was touched with the dirty hands will have more mold 2n it.)

00
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A ,

7Do you retember what a communicable disease is?

food from microbes?"

How can you'protect

'How.can you keep your peti healthy? What is ihe name'ofthe disease

dogs a4d other ardmal pets get? What can you do to keep pets Safe from rabies?'
. .
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Evaluation

Sample Test

M1 1

communicable diseases

microbes

influenza

. bacteria

viruses

tresistanCe'

dangerogs

conquer

Fla IN. THE BLANKS

WITH -ONE OF THE -FOLLOWING. WORDS

. Plants and animals too small to see without a microscope are

and

Twoltinds are

;A. sickness that. can spread from person to person is a

One kind of communicable di§ease is

If your bo4 is ready to fight mkrobes, you have high

If your b d is strong and healthy, your fighting cells will

mos t disease microbes .

. Swimming .1n,polluted water is

507 .
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'Sample Test.

TRUE-FALSE:. .

If the atatemeni-is true write TA.n the blank; if'false write.F. Braille
Students willriumber 1-19 and write Tor F'aCCOrdingly.

4

Two.kinds bf microbes are hacteria and:yiiusea.!

Anton vab LeeuwenhoekHiscovered bacteria Under a magnifying
glasa and called them "little animals."

. Badteria Mdltiply Very.rapidly-when water, food and warmth
are present.

All.:batteria are bad.

5. Bacteria growth is slowed down by cdoking or refrigeration.

Louis Pasteur, a great' manv established'that-bacteriacatises
many diseases, invented pasteurization, and diScovered a cure.
7,-f!ar iabiea,

,
A vaCcine ia:helpful in making-vinegar,

S. Adequate sleep and rest; exercise, a' Wal balanded diet,
prOper clOthing are important measures fbi:us to take In

.gUarding against disease.

. We cin avoid .harmful microbes by avoiding unsafe food and
water ahd sick animals.

10. Strong, healthy people have a high resistance agairist disease
Inicrobea.

MATCH the-following islorda-with the correct definition by Writing:the nuMber of:
'the void in the blankllext to:the definition. Braille'students.Should milte
each Oelid and 'beside tech Writethe coriect lettei of its corresponding

.'definition, 7

infection -a. tiny microbes smallermthan bacteria that
uan groi4 and multiply inside a liVing
cell'

3. antiseptic

virnses

. pasteurization

6. influenza

condition caused by h'aemfulbacteria pr
'viruses giowinglin yoni body .

c. a substance that stops the action orgroWth;
.of'bacteria

d. a cOndition of being.well ind strong

e. a coMmunicable disease

. method of heating milk-tO 145° Fahrenheit
-for killing harmful:bacteria,in. milk: *
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Generilization and Tranifer.

OursendeS:Can often-tell uh:il water.-or falad is contaminated, spoiled',

4. N.

.or polluted. :It is VerTimportent to Avoid eatidg or drinking anything.

su41.ect,e4 to,be:14*fo, Spoiled food Will look and . spell terribla..i.,, The_

only safe water is city water treated by protective ctteiicals 'or water that

has been tested and proven safe. Rare mountain streams or spring water aze.L
I.

soMetimes Safe bit it is important to trust the, judgiient of-a_reliable adult

in this instance.. .:SOMellikers:and Camiets use Special tablets purchased in

:a pharmacy or driigatore.whiCh, when dissolved in later, IMEat2 it safe fOr

human-consumption; but if there is a question concerning'the purity of

water, it is best to leave it alone. You also know that

*food Such as meat or.potato salad or any food containing mayonnaise SpOils

very quickly. Be sure to heat such food to aver 200 Fahrenheit or keep

-it refrigerated after'coolingLit

Also, it is most important to remember to wash all'caoking totila and

utensils very carefully in hot soapy water. Raw meat contaminates plates,

chop' boards and knives with,.microbes, whiCh can cause seriousfood poisoning

when ingested..

And, of course it is important for You to be able to identify plants

like poison-ivy and sumac which may cause an al ergic reaction when you
I.

play or hike outside in. wooded reat; or accompany someone who is knowledgeable

and can offer guidance. Naturally, you want to stay away froi.strange animals

. and neither encourage nor pet them. Rabies is still a teal threat.

,A healthy person is a well-balanced one. He4she gets at leatit eight
;

.u.to ten (8-10. hours of sleep each nigh, keeps clean in Mind, bodY and
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spirit, gets aufficient, exercist.and. wears appropriate clothing for the oCcasion

. . 7/
..- .

and season.: By keeping a regular sChedule and by.leading a'balanced life of
, ,

V

.:workingr eating, Playing,'reSting'and observitig.rulea of cleanlinpss, aperson

should be able...to resist disease and live the happy,life of-a -well adjuated,

physically fit individual:-

4
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KA.1 1UN -

NUTRIENTS WE NEE6 .

NUTRIENT , What It boas .Good Sources
Builds and repairs body tissues. Helps
form antibodief to fight infection. Is aPROTEIN
part of hormones and enzymes that.
help with digestion and growth.

it i-- .

-',.--

FAT .;?.

.
Supplies a. lot of energy in a small
amount of food. Needed for healthy
skin. 0 44(ii

.

CARBOHYDRATE Supplies energy. Helps body use
, nutrients.

,

, ,.

CALCIUM
Helps build strong bones and teeth.
Helps blood clot. Helps muscles and
oerves work normally.

4r -rY'rt , ,de,;,ATtii..141

WO- '.2.:A s4........,
r-----7-
' Helps build strong s and teeth.

PHOSPHORUS, Needed by some zy es which help ,

change food to ner . -
1

relp5
.....

-,
.

.

IRON
Combines with' protein to make hemo-
globin, the red substance in bloo'd that
carries oxygen from lungs to cells.

, .

.

-
IODINE Needed for proper working of thyroid

gland.
-

........._..

RIBOFLAVIN

,

Helbs cells use oxygen. Helps. main-
tain good vision: Needed for lmooth
skin.

'' ,

.

.......

VITAMIN C
.

Helps bind cells together. Strengthens
. walls of blood vessels. Needed for

healthy gums. Helps body resist
infection.

Ca

VITAMIN A
Helps keep skin healthy. Prevents

' night blindness. Helps body resist
infectkin. .

..

.

Helps body absorb calcium andVITAMIN 0
phosphorus.

ab+111ii- ..-
ilk
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Scope -

This.lesson plan. is limited to-the function of the digestive system only:

1.,c,sson Plan

Objective 7c4.2.1

,
Children will Understand the functioning of the_digestiye system.

Initial Presentation

Get the students'.attention by:enthusiastically telling them that it_is

time for health. ..Thenread add explaintheóbjective. Tell the students that

the leasOn should be'interesting because they are going to,studythe digestive

system of the body. Ask the Students what will ey expect to learn from

studying the digestive system. After their comments, tell them that a probe

into.the'digestive aystem will reveal several factors and will,answer the

following questions:

1. What are the parts'of the Alimentary canal? -Where does digestion. .

take place? What are enzytes?

2. How does digested food 6aVel to all of the b y cells?

3. What are some diseasea..of the alimentary canal?

Tell them that foodis digested in the alimentary canal, which consists

of the mouth and throat, gullet or esophagus stomach, small intestine, and

large Intestine. Tell them t at the canal it long in comparison to the size

.Of the body. A person,six feet ( ') tall may have a,canal thirty feet (30')

long. For most people the eanal.is about five times longer than :the body.

Mosl of it is so folded and looped that it is packed into a very small space.

Tell them that digestiOn goes'on in three (3) parts of the alimentary

canal - mouth, stomach, and small intestine. Food is broken down in two

ways-- by mechanical action and by chemical action. Then define mechanical

t-, 512
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digestion.. In mechanical digestion: food is broken up,into small bits arid

'therough1i-mixed with digesti juices. The process begins with the chewing'

of food in the mouth. Then th stomach arid thssmall intestine churn gild

break it u into still smaller piec s. After defining Mechanical digestion,

explain chemical digestion. lthou mechanical digestion treats the food

particles roughly, fat remains fat, and protein remains protein. Most of-

the molecules are still too-large to pass 'throngh a cell membrane. It'is

chemical action that breaks:large'focid moledules down into small pnes that '

can pass through cell membranes. This action is caused by enzymee made by

glande in the digestive system. Ask what is an enZyme? Tell them an enzyme

is a juice that cari make other substances change without changing 'itself.

Therefore a Very small amount of an enzyme:can cause.a large amount of di- _

gestien. ,Many.enzymes are present in the digestive.juices. 'Each enzyme can

affect only one certain kind of foodstuff. An eniyme that works on protein

hae no effect on starch.

After'etudents have said what they think about digestion in the mouth,

tell them that ag one chews food mixes with saliva which.flows into the

mouth through ducts of the three palr4 of salivary glands: the parOtid, the

largest; the submaxillary, and, the sublingual glands.. Ask the qUestion,

"How does the food travel from the moilth to the stomach?" Wait for the-

responses from students. Then ask, "Ts it gravity1" Tell students to make
7

an observation to find dilt. 1i them to observe a cat.drinkink milk. Note

that a cae'drinks With his head own - lower than hiastomach. The milk is

swallowed 4ainst gravity. A horee would show this better. A giraffe

drinkin Water would show it best of all.

s soon as a person swallows, a ring of muecle starts a wort-like motion

'along the'gullet. SUccessive rings or tusacs contract to push the food along.
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Thip action is known as peristalsis, and it continueS.to push e food.-

Although slowly - through the

Instruction and Practice

n.
-work: sheets. Each wdrk-sheee.Will-contain.severalAuestions about the diges-

tive systems For example: What,makes food travel from'the mouth to the

t mach and EiMall and large intestines.

Each student will be provided with a braille-or large print book and

,

stomach? This will be individual work assigned to each student.

After tudents have finished the questions, the class will hold a

discussion oPluestions to check for the correct answers. Questions will

be entertained and correctiOns made.

The teacher will assign new qUestions each dayand these will be dis

cussed-in class with corrections made. This lesson should be taught for at

least a week.

Evaluation

Activities involved in the initial presentation and instruction and

.practipe described prior:to this section will probably take:several days to

complete. Upon completion, a written examination will be iiven'to see how

well each student understands the digestive system. If mastery is not
A-

attained, this material should be re-taught in the very near future.

-Generalization and Transfer

Instruction'throughout the learning period.will focus on, the importance

of knowing the fUnetion of the digestive system. This type of infortnation

will meet the needs of all levels of ability. This information will heZp

one to 'know how.to protect:his/her digestive system and perhaps his/her

family and friends.

In other units of study, the child will learn what foods help produce

enzymes that digest food in the stomach and small intestine. It is important"
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that students'eat the foods in appropriate proportions.

r this lesson the child wi.11 be encouraged to transfer his knowledge'

of mechaniCal digestion.in the mouth by chewing his food thoroughlyz
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TEST 7.4.2.1

Answer each question below with. complete statements;

1: What is digestion?

2.. Wheri does the digestion begin?

W'ipitt are the'parts of the_alimentary canal?

4. Wbat are enzymes?:

What are some diseases of the alimentaiy canal?

6. liame the three parts'of the'alimentar7 canal where digestion take*
place.

7. Name the twO ways n whiah food is broken dawn.
t

Will you now, as a result--of your study,.change anrof your health
habits?

54 3
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LESSON. PLAN

Scope

4 4

The followine lesson plan teaches the learner to describe the

function of the pitUitery gland.

491b active 6.2.1.2

'Children will'describe the function Of the pituitary gland".
4P

Initial Presentation '

Read and explain the objective, including thejmestery:Criterii

to -the students.

Say to'the pupile, "You 41reedican tell us something sbout.tha

endocrine glands." gtn4entd should say that the'body is made up bf

millions of cells. Sous of these cells work together in grave

called endocrine glands. There are endocrine glands; in many different

krts of tiie.body. These glands help control the 'ivy thee body works.
. . .. .

To-do this, they make chemical substances called hormones. Different
... 0

endocriae*glands put.different hotmonis into the blood. The blood

carries the hormones throughout the body. Because they travel around

to do their work, hotmones are'sometimes knówn as chemical. messenkers.
- 4

Say to the class, "EndOcrine glands can cause great changes tor

your body... The smallest but moist important of-these glands is tivv
-rola* A

JAtuitiry. The pituitary gland makes Meny diffStent:hormones. One of

the most important is the growth hormone. It has the jOb of making your

bones grow."

Present blind students Irrth a thermoform copy of an outline of the,r

human body with. location ofendocrine glands emphasized. Partially

sighted studenti:nte4 a dark, farge print outline. .Belp students locate

the pituitary gland.
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Say to-the.studentst "How.yOu groWdepends on hovrieu*,

growthbormone your ppuitary,gland;makes. If there is a large'

,amount of growth hormone in yOur'blood you will grow,tall.

What do you thinkomuld happen if therewere an average amount of

this hormone ia your blood? small Amount?'

Students should pay-that, an average anouht of hormone would

probably produce a person of average'beight. A small amount of

hormone would probably produce a person of unusually short height.

Emphasize to the ftudents that just because a person ig short does

. not mean that his pituitary gland does not produce enoilgh of the

hormone. Heredity'plays an important part in height.

Say.,to the Pupils, "tametimes people grow so tall or stay so

- short that they set a warld!s record. So far) the tallest person

in the world grew nearly nine feet (9') tall. This,person was a

gUant. The shortest person grdw only twenty-three inches (23") tall.

Thug person was A dwarf. What is one reason 'they might have grown.

the way they did?"

Students should say that the giant's pituitary gland probably

produced too much hormone and the dwirf's prOduced too little.

Reinforce students' contents.

Say'to-the pOil "There aren't very many giants or dwarfs

in the world.. What dOes this tell you aboUt the way the pituitary

gland usdally works?"

Students should say that the pituitary gland in most people

prodUces an average Amount of hortione because mosi people are of

average height.
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Instruction and Practice

Give 'each. child en outline- of the human body with. the location of

the endocrine glands empbasized.i. Help each student locate the pituiteri

c
gland.. Siudenwin oups oi tleo should be allowed to egoist each other

end verify their'find n se. MoVe among the students and offer help when

needed..

Print students should halie a copy of the Guiness Book of World Records

'available. Blind student* should have a copyAof the braille edition of

en encyclopedia or the Guineas. Book of World leCords. .StUdents should find

information About and pictures of the tallest and shortest personLin the

world.. After finding these artiCles, allow students to read them orally.

ftscuss with the student* the part the pituitary glind pleyed in the person's'

development.

Give each *ighted student a yerdstick,and each.blind student

braille yardstick. Help the students measure the will and mark the place

that indicates the gilnes and the dwarf's height. Reinforce student's

responses.

Allow students to write a description of the pituitery gland and the

function it has. Any interested students may read their peregraphs orally.

'Reinforce student and make corrections as necessary.

- Evaluation

The initial presentation and instruction and practice activities will

probably take 3 to 4.days to complete. Each session will probably last forty

to fifty minutes par day. When the students are able to describe the

function of the pituitary gland without error, begin to evaluete the

objective.. Given.30 minute*, students will write a paragraph describing

the function of the pituitary gland.
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Geteraliistion and Transfer

10 Throughout the lesson emphasit will be placed on knOwledge of,:the

function of the-pituitary gland as it relates to the students' awn health

and well-being A knowledge of the pituiterY gland's function should help

the students haye compass

pituitary gland.

h growth probl related to the

4
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

.-HEALTH

SdOpe

Thls.-legsb# plan i designed to teach the. need o different amount '.of-

nuttientg 'fot difkerent:people And that:heal.th can be affected ff. ther..get
. 3

too Much or- too little.

. Ob j Cc tive' 6 2 . .1.

1

thatdiffere -Lpedpie ,nt eed .different amoUnes of,

_

nutrientsand ehat . health canbt affected if they get too much .Or too little

Of:what "they.need.

'Initial:Presentation

s

Most siudenEg,-ae, this level are at .a stage: of concrete Operations They'

learn best through direct sensory involvement with objects: They need to

touch; smell; taste land iisfen to and look"at objects they are learning'

abOut. 4 this s t age childten ask ques tions as: they explore their CtivironMent.

WhIlC leatning abont the frui and vegeae gto4s:studenta should

touch; taste; Arld StIleLl mahY g,ruitp. a vegetables In. addition to identify -
)

. pictures in Magazines..

Define vitaliAs and U.S.R.D;A, for adults and children over foUr years

Listc..kf age. ymptoms of-deficiencY ,and overconsumption:

nutrient's which are essential for life 'itself.

Vitamins are

Vitamins have not been

dethonsttateCto cute an illness Othei, that one reeulting, from 4 deficient .

intake of the vitamin. being conaidered.



Vitamins U.S.R.D.A. Deficiency Symptoms

Nieoin

5000 IU*

400 UT

30 IU

. 60 Mg

o

20 Mg

Ask class .tO do reSeardh

m4id: night-biindheee
diarrhea,:intestinel
infection, imPeire4.
growth

Rickets's in Children

pOssible-:anemia-in
low birth!kteight
infants

,

I4nipe easily
bleeding gums:
Severe: scurvy

skin and gastro-
intestinal, lesions,:

... anorexia weakness ,

irritability, vertigo
seVere: peilagra

on the otiler vitaiins

Overcomsumption

mild: nausea,

blurred vigion

-

M110:.nansea,.
.weight 1;44;
'irritability

:nontoxic:under
norMal conditions'

when .megadote is:

discontinued,'
deficiency syMptcnes
may briefly appear
until body adapts

flushing headache,
cramps, nausea
fof nicotonic acid

for an assignment.

KnoWing the imPortancp of good nutrition helika us to .chooee the proper

sourcei pf food to obtain the, varione vitamins 'for goo health. These are

some,sources:Ifor:vitaMine listed
, .

Vitamins

A

. Significant Sources

liver, 'gutter, whole milk, che
carrots, leafy green vegetable

/ fish oils, egg yolk, margarine

vegetable oil, shortening, whea
produc ts

biloccoli, collards, brussel spr
berries, oranges

liver,' meatir.Qultry, fish

se, egg .yolk,

germ, whole

uis striwr

peanuts
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After teviewin4 the eourtes of vitamins, children will learn Some of'

their-major psysiolopcal functiona. TheSe should'be.givenout on a chart
'

to each student'

TaYaiological.Functioria-

,As4ists'.formation arid:maintenance of skin,
Functions in visual process* .Promotes bone
arid tooth development.

Promotes ossification of hones and teeth,
increases iritestinal absorption of calcium

-
Prevents cell membrane damage:,i

StrengthenabloOdwasela, hastena healing of
:wounds andbones

:Promotes healthy Skin nerVes, and digestiVe
tract; aids digestion

Ask clasp to discuss ways in which it is helpful to know .about proPer nutrition.
4

The tlass will play a Mod Bingo game.' The squares contain pictures of
. . . . - .

food items and is played like regular'Birigo., Ihe teacher presents,statementi
'

-about food. The stUdenta must Cover the pictured foods on their cards that(

apP47.t0 thestateMentagiVen.,-

Instruction and Practice

:..Provide a practiceaession for each.vitamin learned (A-DtE-CNiaein)

and a session'with,all together.

This.ga.
, .

intended for:review of.previous learning.

On a work sheet write the vitamins in the-left hand column and mix the

aources.in the right hand coluMn. Have students match the correct vitamiri

with,its source, Reviet4 and illuatrate each group before,practiCe. Continue

to provide exOriencea.until mastery is atiained. Give instant feedback
-

'-during Oractice'sessions.

Seelrelated practice'.
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Evaluation
4

'When Students areLdoipleting the prectice sessions 1401
-

, errors, e0alUation Of the objectiVe should begin. See eVeluatiOi test.

. _

,Generalization- and Transfer

Review vitailins taught. Tell :students, they' will bstested.on each.

ppecify that you-want them to be able to (1) write the Vitamins and.

(2) write the Vitamins and functions of eac40.that was not taught in class.

OanstruCt practice...activities and,materials like.thOse'used for acquisition

teiching. .This makes the required-.responses and_Stimill very similar..4

StUaents_will.,,be asked to.,wtite menUs consisting of the recommended-.

daily allowance of vitamins.

Possible Activities:

1. Timed worksheets to improve rate of response.

. 2. Challente matches where two siudents try to stump

etch other. Students should be able to name other

v*tamins that are not used'in'the original practice.

sesslons

RELATED,PEACTICE

MAtch thS:Correct sources_With each vitamin.

VitSmins. Sources

L. A - broccoli collards and atrawberries

liver,,meqi; poultry, and fish

3. E

4. -C. ,CAMTOts, leafy green Vegetables and pumpkins

5. Niacin

dairy products, margarine, and fish oils'

vegetable:oil Wheat gerit, and whole grain
products.:
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EVALUATIVE TEST 6.2.2.4

Complete the following:.

Vitamin A

Vitanriji.

VitarninE

Vitamin C

Niacin

USRDA Sources Deficiency SymptOms

o
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CHAPTER NINE

.THE SCIENCE DOMAIN

9



Broad Skills, Enabling Skills,

Specific Skills, and ReCord Sheet

Science Doman



Science Doma n

Level
4,

Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Life Science

5.1.1. Identify tissue and type
of cell .

----

1.2. Name and describe func-
tion of tissue, organ,
and body system

5.1.3. Classify plants by phyla

5.1.4. Classify animals by ver-.

tebrate/invertebrate

5.1.5. Endangered and extinct
5 .

species

5.1.6. Obtaining foodl plants
and animals

5 1 7. Nutritionally balanced
menu

5 1 8. Digestive process___

5.1 9. Movement of food throtgh
_ the intestines

5.1.10. Effect of enzymes on
digestion

6 1.1. Cdll function

6.1.2. Cell reproduction---- ----

N

6.1.3. Changing the genetic
code through selective
breeding

_
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Level.

6

0

"
Pre- Post-
Test Test Life Science

6.1.4. Define heedity

6 1.5." Nhme scientists who stud-
ied heredity

6.1.6. Define radiant energy,
interdependence, ecosys-
tem

6.1.7. Living thing's reliance
on vadiant energy

6.1.8. Define adaptation

6.1.9. Adaptive structures and
functions in plants and
animals

6.1.104 Structures and functions
of organisms

'6.1.11. Careers in the use and
conservation.of plants
and animals

6.1.12. Function of skeleton

6.1.13. Major bones of ekeleton

6:1.14. Joints, ligaments and.
cartilage

6.1.15. Muscles and movement

6.1.16. Bone diseases

6.1.17. Teeth: . parts, care, and
function
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Level,
jre-
Test

Post-
Test Physical Scienge

F

. 5.2.1. States 6f matter

5.2.2. Physical comflotents of,
matter atd molecules

5.2.3.
,

Spread of odors through
molecular movement! .

5.2.4. Atomic structure of 'com-
mon molecules

.

5n.5. . Define element
.

.

5.2.6. Match element names with
element symbols'

. 5.2.7. Distinguish between
physical .change and
dhemical change

5.2.8.

,

How sound is produced

5.2.9. Organs.of speech'

5.2.10. Parts and function of
the ear

5.2.11. Loud sound and hearing

5.2.12. Protection Of hearing.......

6 2.1. Define matter

64.2. States of matter -

6.2.3. Properties of states of
6 matter

6.2,4. PrOperties common to all......-- ..
. states of matter

6.2.5. Special properties of
"matter

;
.
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test '

.. Physical Science.

6.2.6. Particles which make up
matt'er;:pariicles which

.
.i. make up molecules

6.2.7.
,

Partieles which make up
atoms

6.2.8. Radioacttve elements
of 1

6.2.9. Radioactive rays
.

6.2 . 10. Define element
,

6.2.11. Define compoun.d-----,

6.2 12. Define mixture

6.2 13. Changing matter

.

. -..---

6.2.14. Define.energY "
,

,
6.2 15. Man's use of. energy

4.2 16. Contributions of soien-
tOts

-. .........

k'
Earth Science

5.3.1. Factors affecting weadier

5.3.2. Airport weather stations

5.3.3. Weather and food.costs

5 5.3.4. Effects of hurricanes

5.3.5. Controlling weather

5.3.6. Pollutants and heat in-
versions ..

,
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Pre- Post-
Test .Test Earth Science

5

5.3.7. Reducing the risk of
heat inversions

5.3.8. Define ocean

5.3 9. Proportion of 'earth cov-
ered by water

Imsasilomo

5.3.10. Factors affecting the
amount mid kind of ()bean
life .

5.3.11. How factors affect ocean
life

5.3.12 Define and describe con-
tinental shelf, midocean
.ridge, continental drift
theory

5.3.13. Products of.the sea

5.3.14. List and describe under-
water equipment

.5.3.15.. Theories of the origin
of the eakth

5 3 16.

5 3.17.

5 3 18.

Calculating earth's age

Estimating the earth's
age

Earth's eras

5.3.19. Continantal drift theory

5.3.20. ,Conservation of usable
resources

5.3.2L Parts of the solar sys-
t eta

5 3.22. Speed of light
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Level
'Pre- Post-
Tett Zest

.

Earth Science
/

' 5.3.23.

.

Solar system distances

503.24. Phases of the moon
,

5.3.25. Effects of moon's revol-
ution around earth

5.3.26. Forces that shaped the
lunar surface

.

5.3.27. Reflector and refractor
telescopes

5.3.28. Factors presenting prob-
lems it space travel

,
5.3.29. Benefits of space ex-

ploration.

_

6.3 1. Composition of air

6.3 2. Layers of the atmosphere

6 3.3. Main determinant of the
amount of water in the
air

2

.....
6.3.4. Main determinants of..... .

. weather

...
6.3.5. Define hydroshere........... .
6.3.6. Absorption of energy by

the ocean

6.3.7. Ocean currents
,

6.3.8. Relationship between
ocean depth and pressure

... .... -_
6.3.9. Clouds and precipitation

I
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Level
'Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Earth Science

. 6.3.10. Define precipitation

6.3.11. Four air masSes that
, affect U.S. wiather

6.3.12. Weather instruments
1

6.3.13. U.S. Weather Bureau's .

function

6.3.14. .Define galaxy

5fii
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Level
Pre-! P:os,t

Test Test lying BLosphere

. . 1. Interrelationships among
organipms and tke envir-
onment

7.1.2. Defin'e 'biosphere

Define. ecOlogical niche

Define producer,, con-
s umer , pa;.asite, and

. scaVenger

7 . 1.3 .

7 . 1.4..

7 . / . 5

7 . 1. 6.

7 . 1. 7 .

Des dribe organisms!.
rd.ches

Biospheric cycles

Define biotic community

7.1.8 Stages of succession

7 . j, 9 . Balance of nature

Define symbios is- and
antagonism

.1. 1 . Identify kocid chain and
food web

Living Things in Their Environment

7 .2 . 1. Define .biome
\

7 2 2 . Most 'populated biOraes
c).

7.. 2 . 'Detérminants : of the.
amounf of foOd produced

". in a. biome
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'Level
'Pre,- :Post-.
Test 'Test Continuity of, Life

7 . 3. 1. befine genes .

Define mitosis and 'mei-
osis

Natural and artifici
modification'of the
reditary. code

Define speciation

Variation, migration, .

selection, and isolatio

Crass-breeding -

Genetics and food pro-
duction

Ecology and. Man

surviira1 and the popula-
tion explosion

Re1ati4nihips between
size of population, leva
of productivity; and
amount of pollution

Changes in the
land

use f

yater:pollution *14 man'

ImpoFtante of water pol-
lution

7.4.6. Air, po)rlution

7.4.7 Importance*of air p 1-
lution



Level Rre.7 Post-
Test Test.'

(

Biology i.nSpace

. .

Matter in space

5.2. - Taking earthi:s environ-
dent into space

-Importance of space ex-
ploration

Deftne oen and closed
ecological systems

Classify, earth's ecology
as open or closed

Taking earth's environ-
ment to spaee colonies



Le;e1 Post-
Test Test Introduction

8.1. Define scientific inves-
tigation

8.1.2. Factors in scientific
investigation

8.1.3. Two main'types of caress
in ecience-

8.1.4. Define roles of pure
scientist and technolo-

,

8 1.5. Name 25 careers in
science

.

'The Universe.- Overview

8.2.1. Forms and propertiei of
matter

) 8 27.2 . Atom formations

8.2.3, Define isotope

8.2.4. Atomic bonds

8.2.5 . Electromagnetic energy

8.2 6. Evidence of the presence
of energy

Types of galaxies, forma-
tion,s and ages .

8.2.8. Enormity of the universe

8.2.9. Define theory, hypothmis,
and scientifid law.

8.2.10. Development of hypotheses

8.2.11 . Theories of univers et ori-
gin
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Levet Pre- Post-
Test Test. Stars

11110611.1,
8.3.1. Life cycle of stars

8.3.2. Determining the age oE
stars

8.3.3. Origins of constellation
'names

NaTing and locating con-
stellations

The $un

8. 4.. 1 Distances in the univase

GeneratiOn of the sunis
energy

The Moon.

8.5.1. Phases of the moon .

Space Investigation

8 '6:1), Benefits of..UnManned
satellites

8 6.2. Benefits of manned space
flights

8.6.3. Careers in space explora-
tion

Earth

8.7:1. Define lithosphere

Define fossil

8.7.3. Formation of fossils.
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Level
Pre- Post- _

. EarthTest Test

.

. §.7 4 'Define sedimentary rodk

8.7.5. Identifying minerals in
rocks

$.7 6. Ocean currents
.

8.7.7. Wind curreqps
f- A-.

8.7.8-.' oud formations and
weather prediction

_

8.7.9. Location of natural re-.
sources

,

8 7.10. Timis zones
i

8 7.11. Information found on
maps

, 8 7.2.- Caus'es and cures for'_.
. - man's problems an eatei

4
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TAXONM 'OF GOALS.A10 OBJECTIVES

SCIENCEAWAIN



5.0.0

END GOAL. SKILLED sCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT

Gfven a comprehensive examination which is objectiVe and contatns
50 itemS, the student will write responses with 70% accuracy.

LEVEL 5

71JPIC 1: LIE SCIENCE

5.1.1 Given various kin-ds of tissue (olant and animal) as seen under a mi-
croscope, the student will identify the tissue as plant or animal
and tell the names c)f the kinds of cells within the tissue (nerve,
epidermal, etc.) with at least '70% accuracy.

.5.1.2 . Given. three-dimensional models-of tiSsues, organs, and body systems,
the student will name each, and describe the function of each with
at least .70% accuracy.

5.1.3 Given a Variety of 2; plants, the studenL wilT demonstrate his know-
ledge of Lhem by classifying,each within one of the four plant phyla
(Thallophyta, Bryophyta, Pteridophyta,- Spermatophyte) with at least
70% 'accuracy.

5.1.4 Given a variety of 25 animals, the student will demonstpate his know-
ledge of them-by clot,sifying each as a vertebrate or invertebrate
with at least 70% accuracy.

Given th6 task, the ctudent will describe five examOies of how Man's
.uses of plants and animals have caused some of them to become endan-

t0 gered or extinct.

5.1.6 Given the task, the student will describe the basic dilference be-
tween the methods Used by plants and animals in order to obtain food.

Given the task and e Food Guide, the student will write a menu which
is nutritionally balancedl

G4ven.'the task, the student will describe the sequence through which
, food passes beginning in the mouth and ending in the smaiF intestine
with 100% accuracy.

,

Given:the question, '"What causes food to move through the intestines,
the Stddeptiyill give an accurate oral response.

.140 Given .tfie task,":the student will write a description of the effects
enzYilletl hive' on the rfood we eat.

fOPXC 2i., PHYSICAL SCIENCE

,

Given the task, the student will list the four states of matter and
give tvio exampl,evof 4acirwith 90% accuracy.
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5.2.3

5.2.4

5.2.5

5.2.6

5.2.7

Given the task,- the student will:destribe the Physical components of
matter (malecules):andl:in turn, descr e the physical components of-
moleculet (atomt.I.

Given the tin*, the student will explain how odors are spread by
molecular movement with Complete accuracy.

Given the task, the student will make a model 'Which illustrates.the
atomic structure of a common molecule (e.g., water).

1

Given the task, the student will write a definition of element which
is accurate.

1

Given the names of 15 common elements, the student will match the
names with their scientific symbols with (80% accuracy.

Given the task, the student will write an accurate description of the
difference between a physical change and a chemical change. The de-
scription will include at least one example of each type of change.

5.2.8 Given the task, the student will describe how sound is produced.

5.2.10

5.2.11

Given the task, the student will describe how each of the following
plays a part in the production of speech: lungs, larynx, lips, .

tongue, and teeth. The description will be 100% accurate.

Given the,ktask, the student will describe the'parts of the ear and
the function of each with regard to hearing. Criterion: 100% ac-

,

curacy.

When asked, Nhat iSlhe result of exPoswe tdloud sOundS'OverTe
.

long4triod. of the student Will-provide an accurate:oral dr
--written :reponse..i

5.242 ''',GiVen the task,:the student will list liveaccurati ways he On bre-
tect his sense of hearina.

5.3. 1

5.3 2

.5.3.3

11/5.3.4

4 5.3.5

TOP/C 3: EARTH SCIENCES

Given the task, the student will describe several ways in which heat,
water movement, and air movement affect the kind of weather we ex- .

perience. Criterion: At least 80% 'of the affects will be basically

acCurate.

:Given the task, the student will give an accurate and crucial reason
wq airports have weather stations.

Given the task, the student will accurately describe how weather af-
fects the price we pay for food.

Given the *task, the student will list at least five harmful effects

resulting from hurricanes.

Given the task, the student will describe four ways in which scien-
tists are developing ways to.control the weather
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5.3.6

5 3.

Given the, task,;.the student Will describe tow heat:inver.,
slons are-sometimes cSusedby--pollutants in the air.

Given the task, the sti:1Hqt will describe haw steps dan
he taken which will lessen the risk of heat inversions
caused by pollutants..

5.3.8 Given the task, the student Will.Oraily define the meaning
of the term; ocean.

G,iven the task; the student will tell the proportion of the
4 earth's surface-that is covered by 'water.

5.3.10

5.3,11

Given the task, thil student will,name four factors' thataffect he amount and kind:of life found,in the ocean..

Given four factors, salinity,,depth,-, temperiture, and light,
the Student will tell how they-affect the amount and kind
of life found in Ve odean.

5.3.12 Given the task, the student will define' and describe the
following two formations-andtheory:. a) continental shelf;
b) midodeanic ridge;,c)-continental drift theory.

,5 3.13, Given the task, the student will produce a list of products
which come from the sea.

5.3.15

Givemthe task, the:student will make a list of:equipment:
which:AS tsed for underwater-exploration and deScribe the
use.Of each piece of eqUipment.-

Given the pask, the Student.Will produce a-chart which lists
the:main theorieS that explain the origin of the earth. For:
each theory, the student fwill-list evidence which supports
the theory and indicate what the theor)t does not explain,

5.3.16' Given the task; the student will name three methods used
in calculating the age of the earth.

5.3.17 .Given'the task, the student will give a'current estimate of
the age of.the earth.

5.3.18 Given the task, the student will name the three main divi-
sions of fossils producing geologic time and the reasonr
for their division -- cenozoic, mesozoic and paleozoic eras.

5.3.19 Given the taskl the student will tell why some scientists
believe that the land formations on earth'were once one,large land mass,
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task the student will:deScribe whY: it is impOrtr.
antfor Us tp Conserve:the usaBle minerals oh earth,.

5.3.21 !Given the task, the student will name all of the main parts
of a solar system.

Given the ;ask, the student will tell how far light travels
per second.

0

3.3.23 Given the task, the student will tell how far aWay earth's
. neares t "Tie fghbor" is and how far away its mOs t d is tant
neighbor in the solar system is.

5.3.24

5.3.25 Given the task, the student will explain how the moon's
revolutioh around the earth affects the earth.

53.26' Given the task, the student Will name three rces which
have shaped the surface of the moon.

5.3;27

Given the task, the stuclent will exPlain what cauSes the
apparent changes in the moon' which We call phases.

Given the task, the student will explain the main differences
between a reflector and a refractor telescope.

5.3.28 .Given the task, the student will explain why the following
faCtors:present problemS in space travel: a). distances in
sp4-6e; by radiation; 0,weightlesSness; d) acCeletation;
e). 4eceleretion.

Given the task, the student will name six practical bene-
,fits which have derived from space exploration.
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LEVEL 6

TOPIC l: LIFE SCIENCE

6:1.1 Given the task, thea student will describe three ways inwhich the cell carries on the 14Actions of life.

, 6.1,2 qiven the thsi, the student Will- explain hOw it 1.z.Possiblethat the cells which make,up an: adult are not the very aamecella which made up his body az a child: The ghild shouldexplain cell reproduction and hOwAt.allows man to survive.
61.3 -Given the cask, the stua ent will explain.how cflanges,inthe genetic code can be induced through selective breeding.

6.1.4 Given the task .the atudent Fill definw:the term, heredity.
6.1.5 Given the t k the student will name two scientiats whoseworks halre led to important discoveries about heredityt,,Gregor Mendel and Luther Burbank.

6.1.6 Given the task, the student will define the, terms,
energy., tnterdependence, and ecosystem.

6.1.7 Given the 'task, the student will explainktlOw all liAngthings, not just plants, rely on the capture of radiant
energy by gi'dpn plants for life and survival.

radianto

Giyen the task the St4dent wiLl define

6.1.9 Given the task, the student will select
animais and tell how beach is adapted ea
through its function arid structure.

adaptation.

five plants and
its environment

6.1.0 Given the task, the student will select three structuresof a given'organism and.telt how each performs a different
.lunction,

Given the task, the student will name six careers which
directly deal with the uSe and conservation of pl4nts andanimi4s.

Given 'the task, the student will name the
of the skeletal sYatem.

main function

-Given the task, the student will name t e ajor bones of
the skeletal syStem.
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Givn the task, the student will name the main structures
that-bLo,ld bones together: 3oillks, ligaments, ,a,nd cartilage.
The student will also'tell how each structure holds the
bones togthiar.

GAvenithe ta k, the tudent will nqme the structures'whioh
cauSe movem ts of t e skeleton: muscles. rm addition,
the student wilil2e tribe how such movements are causedi

o

6.1.16. Given the task, the tUdentawill'namegreio diseases. whith.
CanIffect the bones.

6.1.17 GiVen..the task,.the student will nime the parts of. a tooth
andpescribe the care *14 fu.nctionof the teeth.

-TOPIC 21 PHYSICAL SCIENCE

6.1.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.4

Given the task, the student will define the term, matter.

Given the task,1"the student will name the
whiCh matter May exist: solids, llquidS;',

Given the task, the.s
of each state of matt

Given the task, the
six properties yhich
'inertia; mass, Weigh

dent will descrtbe
.

tudent wi l name and descrilie the
ate common to all forms of matter:-
denSity, porosity, and volume.

fear states in
gases,, and plasma.

the properties 4,

6.2.5 Given thi task, the student will name several special prop-
erties of matter: brittleness, color, odor, elasticity,
etc,

6.2.6 Given the task, the student will nam4' the particles which
make up matter: molecules. The student will also name the
particles that make up molecules: at.oms.

6.2.7

6.2.8

6.2 9 Given thi task, the student will name the kinds o'f rays
given off by radioactive elements: alpha, bets, gamma.

Givem the task, the'student will name the particles tfiat
make up atoms: electrons, protons, and neutrons.

Given the task, the student will name three radioacttve
elements (i.e., elements which give off "rays and partitles.

ti47
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6.2:10 Given th4t4ask, the student will define tHe term, element'

Given the task, theatudent will define the term, com und.

Given the task, the student will define the term, miiture.

6.21.1

6.2.12

6.2.13

6.2.14

6.2.15

6.2.16

Given the -task, the student will extilain how matter is ca-
.pable of change.

Given the task, the student will/ define the term, energy.

Given the task, the.student Kill describe six quite differ-
ent weys in which man uses 49y to his awn advantage.

Given the task, the student will describe a major benefit
derived from the work of each of these scientists:-

Albert Einstein, Henry Becquerel, Otts; Hahn and Fritz
Strassman, and Pierre and.MariiCtirie.

lt; TOPIC 3: EARTH SCIENCE

6.3.1 Given the 'task, the student wilf recognize that air is a
mixture'of gases and name the.campobition of air.

6.3.2 Given the task, the student will name the layers of the
atmosphere: troposphere, stratosphere, ionosphire, and0
exosphere.

6.3.3 Given the,tssk the student will name temperature as the
main determinant of the amount of water found in the air
and explain how this is possi

Given the td4 thl student wi 1 name the oceans and ail
as the two main determinants of weather.

Given the task, the student will,define the term, hydro-
sphere.

Given the task, the student will tell why different parts
of the ocean absorb.different /Amounts of energy from the

6.3,7 Given the task; the student will tell why currents exist in *
the oceans.

6.3.8 Given the task, the student will describe the relationship
between ocean depth and pressure.
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Given the task,,the stIldent will explain haw water vapor,
in the air condenses on tiny particles.in the air which
form clouds and may result in precipitation.

Given the task, the student will define the term, precipi-
.

tation.

6.3.11 Given the task, the-student will name the four main kinds
of air masses that affect the weather in the United States:
Polar Continental, Polar Maritime, Tropical Continental,
and Tropical Maritime.

6.3.12 GiVen the task, thei student will name seven weather instru-
ments and tell.their uses: thermometer, rain gauge, mer-
curial barometeraneroid, wind vane, anemometer, satellites,
hygrometer.

6.3:13 Given the task, the student will describe the U.S. Weather
Bureau's function.

6.3.14 'Given the task the student will define the term

.4
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7.1.1

7.1.2

7.1.3

Given the
tionships

Given the

Given the
niche.

LEVEL. 7

TOPIC 1: LIVING BIOSPHERE

task, thee-student will 'describe the interrela-
between given orgartidms and their environment .

task

task

the student will define the term, biosphere.

the student will define the term, ecological

7.1.4 Given the task, the student will define the.terms, producer,
consumer; parasite, and scavenger and give three examples
of each. .

7.1.5 Given the names of several organisms; the
scribe he niche of each.

7.1.6 Given the sk, the student will name the three essential
cycles within the biosphere: carbon cycle, water cycle,
and nitrogen cycle.

4tudent

.7.1.7

7.1.8

Given
community.

71.10

7.1.11

task the student will define the term biotic..

Given three b 4nitiei, the .student will study eada
and 'identify th es of success idn-.

Given the .task, the student will define wha is l'iteant
the 'balance of nature within a stable coMmunity.

*

Given the terms, the student will define symbiosis and
antagonism.

Given three biotic cdmmunities, the student will study each
and identify the food chain and food web in each.

TOPIC 2: LIVING THINGS IN .THEIR ENVIRONMENT

7.2.1 Given the task, the student will define the term, biome.

7.2.2 -Given the' task, the s.tudent will.naMe the -.most populated
biomes in the World.

--Given the task,:the Student' Will tell:the main-determinant'
of- the':amdutit' of food- prodUced in..a vater biome-and' land

t-J7,7
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TOPIC 3 : cONI;NUITY OF LIFE

7.3.1 Given the task, the studfmt will define the term
Given' the task, the student will define the terms,and meiosi4 ,

genes:

mitosis

G.ivet the task, the student will,name two main ways in which
the hereditary code may be changed: naturally, or artificially.
Given the task, the Student will define the term speciatiori.

7.3.5 Given- the task, the student will describe and name the, four, .ways in whiCh speciati.on:rnay otcur: variation , misgration,.selection,. and isolation.-

Given the task the student will offer one example in which
new organisms are produced by selectively crossing differentspecies.

7.3;7 Given the task, the student will give an example which il-
lustrates how our knowledge of genetics has meant extra
food for the starving.

TOPIC 4: ECOLOGY AND MAN
7.4.1 Given the task, the student will.describe Why the popula-

tion explosion is a threat to man's survival.

Given the task., the student will"describe the relationships
between the size of the population, level of productivity,
and amount of pollution.

7.4.3 Given the task, the student will describe how the use of
land' has chAnged during the last several hundred years.

744 given tfie task, the student'will name the most common
polluter of water and explain how this happens.

7.4.3 Given the task, the student will explain why the problem
of water pollution is so important to man.

7.4:6 Given the task the 'student will exnlain what- is meant bypolluted air.

7.4,7 , Given the task, the student Will explain why the problem of
pollupion ,is so iniportant to the survival of man.
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Given the task, the student will name ten,types of matter
which may be found in space.

7.3.2 Given the task, the student will describe the essential
components of his environment that he must take with him
if he is to survive in space.

7.5.3 Given the task, the student will tell why t is important
to open frontiers .in space.

Given the task,' the student will define the terms, open
ecological system and closed ecologicaf system.

7$.5 Given the task the student will classify earth's ecolog-
ical system as open or closea.

7.5.6 Given the task, the student will intelligently discuss the
possibility of man taking his environment'with him to es-
tablish colonies in space.



Givem the task, the student will define what is meant by
the term, scientifiC investigation.

Given the task, the student will name two important fat-
torS included in scientific investigation: organization

, and sequential stages.

Given the teak, the student will name two main types of
careers available to scientists: pure science and technol-

,

.Given- -the task,- the student'Will define the roles
pure scientists and technologists.

Given'the -task the 'student will name 25 specifit
in science.

.8.2.1

played by

careers

TOPIC 2: THE UNPE4SE SfflERVIE41

GiVenthe task, .-the student vf..11 tame the different fortiis,
. .

and tommon proPerties of 'matter,

8.24 Given thetask, the atudentwillrecbgnize and naiiie 10
.

,

common atom, formations.:

8.2.3: '.0.iven ,the taak, .the StUdent will define the term, isbtope.

..8.2...4 :Given the-task; the Studen't Will deStribe how atoms bond
chemitally to form Moleculesand how the bonds may bq,
broken to form new molecules.

8.2.5. GiVen the tosk, thek student will describe seVeral ways
in which electromagketic energy is usedçto g§ther infor-
mation about the universe and how such formation may be
useful. These forms:of electromagnetic ngy. should be .,
distussed: radio waves infrared light,-ultraviolet X-ray,
gamma, and cosillic rayS.

8.2.6 Givep the fadt that energy cannot be seen directly; the
student will tell haw we gather evidence of its p'resence.

Given the task, the student will name the types of galaxies,
describe how they were formed, and tell their comparativi
ages.
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8.2.8 Given the tak, the student apireciate the possibility
of being aPked to_name 5,000,000 things in.the universe. 0

8.2.9 Given the task, the,student mill define the terms, theory,
hypotheSis, and scientifid laws.

,8.2.10.-

8.2.11

Given the,task,the student will list the steps in developing
an hypothesis.

Given the task, the
three main theories
Big Bang, Pulsating

ptudent will name and describe the
of the dynamic origin, of the universe:
Steady. State.

:TOPIC 31 STARS

8.3.1 Given the taSk:,':_the stUdent.will.:.recognize.the:,..:. fact that
stars have s'life-dycie'and'.Will destibe

8.3.2. Given the ta6k-, the Student Will tellhow the age of-a Ster:-
may. be:determined..

8.3.3

8.3.4

Given the name of -a familiar constellation, the student,,
will tell the story'of the origin of the name...

0 -

Given the task, the student wil; name and locate several
constellations viewed in the night sky.

r

- t

TOiIC 4; THE tUN

8.4.1 Given Ole task, the-student will 'name the followit4 distances:
sun to its nearest neighbor; sun'to.theearthl sun-to its
mOSt distant-neighbor.

Given the t6sk,,the student will describe hall the sun's
energy is generated.-

8.4.2

TOPIC 5: THE MOON

8.5:1 Given the task, the student will be able to positions set
of models (including the earth, moon-, sand sun) in order to
illustrate any given phase of the moon.

TOPIC 6: SPACE INVESTIGATION

8.6.1 G,iven the task, the student will describe several,benefits
derived from unmanned satellites which have probed space.
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8.6.2

8.6.3

8.7.1

8.7.2

8.7.3

Given the task, the student will describe severai benehts
d-erived from manned flights which. have probed space.

Given the task, the student will.deScribe several careers
which contributed to the success orthe moon walks., .

Given the task, the student will define the term, lithosphere.
,

Given.the task the student wilIldefine the term fossil.

Given the task, the student will describe how fossils are
formed.

8 7.4 tho taSk, the student will define the term, sediment
tary: rodk..

GiVen a rodkvith large mineralsi the student will naMe
,the indiVidUat Minerals.

8.7.6 Given the. task, the student will name and locate on a map
,the major ocean currents, tell their directiontheir
temperaxure, and their effett on.the polar regions.

8:7.7' Given the task, thestudent will name and Iodate on a map
the major wind cUrrentS, tell their direction., end how
thIS knowledge iS,uSedby:Man,

8.7.8 Givenseveral clouormations, the student will predict
predipitation, temperature; and pressure, changes likely to
occur Olth each.

.

8.7.9 Given a map of the world thestudent will locate the souftea
ot, various resources and note the unevenness of their dis-
tribution.

8.7.10

8.7.11

8.7.12

Given a lp containing the time zones, the student will
deteimine quivalent times around the world.

tiven the t sk, the student will name ten kinds of infor-
mation whi may be contained on maps.

Given the t the student will name problems man causes
for himself eearth and will tell how man can work to
overcome thes roblems.
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Scope

This lesson plan is designed to acquaint the learner with various

pollutants. In addition to air polluti n food and iqater pollution may

seriously affect a person's health.

This lesson plantis limited to water pollutants.

Objective

The student shall be able to,recall various pollutants.

initial Presentation

Get the students' attention bv telling them that it is time for science.

Tell them thaf.today's lesson will be a little different from previous lessons

studied. Then read and explain Hie ol jective. Ask for definitions of

palutants* After several students respond, define ppllutant for them if.a

satisfactory meanIng was not given. LxaMple: a pollutant is anything that

destroys purity or corrupts. Tell them that :there ate s veral types of water

pollutants that *ill be discOssed in thi lesson.

instruction and Practice

Each Student will be provl ed with braille or large print book.. Each

tudent:Wiil be given a cettain type of:pollutant te do research on and give

report to the class orally. These ripens will be done outside,of class

nd,discussed in class daily. y teacher will check the library to make

ur that topics assigned are covered In the library. This will prevent the

ents from running Into problems locating materials. At least.five days

wiAl be devoted to this lesson.



TopiCS fOrdiSCUSsion will include the eight (8) categories of

water pollutante that the DepartMent of Health Education and Welfare

has listed which hamper or dangerouily affect water 41141 health.

IhoSe listed are as follows;

1. Sewerage inclUdes both domestic and food processing wastes.

Some sewerage pollution of lakes and river5 7i due to pleasure

Frequently, galley and toilet-wastes are dumped directlyboats.

in the water. Thle practice hes become a serious menace where

boats are anchored in large numbers. Even more serious is the

practice of some towns and cities of dumping such wastes, un-

treated, directly into rivers.

Infictious agents are found in the waste that comes from &laughter'

houses chicken:farms motorists, and hospitals.

3. Plant nutrients are the fertilizers.that are used'on far'mi tp

stimulate crop growth. When it rains the fertilizers wash off into the

nearby etreams Ard lakes In the 'Water, they continUe to Sti-

mulate growth of plant life Which soon chokes tht streams

and kills off many fish.

4. prganic.,chemical foreign wastes - these are the newer and perhaps,

the more,dangerous forms of pollution. Among them are detirgentst

pesticides, and other chemicals. They have not been inuse long

enough to deterMine their lodg rang. effect on health, but they

re under suspicion. Pesticides are washed into streams from

lds when it rains. Both these and the fertilizers are not

1K
.!

x s totally removed in normal water treatment.

t.P.43
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11Inaral arid thtmlcal pollutants fram natural sourcet have to:

be recogniZed. Thereare salts, from natural rock deposit',

and sulfates and Acids from coal mining ialorig4ith Wastes

from quarries aid other netural

6. Sedimene as a form of Pollution became a problemwhen thelorests

around our watersheds were cut down. This exposed the land to

the full force of the spring rains, floating soil-into the streams

to be carried along and gradually deposited assediment.

7. Radioactive Wastes are another of Our d'Wer forms of Vatter

pollution. They get intO water froa uranium mining hospitals,

4nd:certain types of industry. At'the Present time the lima

of:discharge or radioactive wastet into out streams Is considered

by scientists to be small, lut-we are yarned that if the present

rata should increase, the consequences to health could be serious.

8. Heat is seldom thought of as a pollutant. But large amounts of

water are drawn fromstreams into factories and returned to the

treams hot or warm fram the manufacturing process. This occdts'

in such factoiiee as steal mills, coke ovens', petroleum refineries,

-\

and nuclear ',Ow= plants. The heated water kilhi fish and other

aquatic life.

The present emphasis is on interstate area pollution contra

within a given watershed. What is a watershed? A watershed is

A ridge that divides cne drainage area from another,, the entirt*

area draining into She same streams and likes.

When it is felt that each topic has been discussed and explained'

sufficiently, a ,riviev session :4411 be held to determine haw much

learning hal taken place and to clear u0 any misunderstandingA
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As-a culmihating actiVity each Rtuaènt may maks posters on whper pollutants

4.

and display them in the claserooms and hallways. This should serve to'

alert other students abOut the ill effects of polluting our water supply.

Tell the students that moat local and itate governmentsAlkriti

pollution laws to protect their water supplies. However, the,enforcement

of these.laws is sometimes hampered by lack of fund*, not.enough tiained

personnel, public indifference, and political considerations.

Mention that in an effort to strengthen tate and locallovernments,

federal lawa.such as the.Water QualityAtt (WQA) have.been passed. The

federal laws not only setstandards for water quality, bUt also provide

grants r.6 help the -states meet their atandards.

EValuation

Activities involved in the initial presentation and instruction
)

and practice activities described prior to this section will take

several days to _complete. Upon completion a written examination will

be given to determine how well.the information taught on pollution was

attained., If mastery is not attained, this lesson should be taught

again at an early date.

Generalization and Transfer
J.

Instruction throughout the learning period will focus on the ight

(8) types of water pollutants and their ffect on the health of individual

and aquatic life. With watI,as ith food, scientists and eftgineers are

seeking better methods of contro?ling contamination.

From this lesson we hope that*each student will be aware that care

lessness can spoil our water supplies and make it unfit to drink and use,

thus hampering the life and *health of each individual. Hopefully, these

students will do what they can to prevent the pollution of water. Clean
WIN

water, like safe food, means water that is free from physically harmful

substanceC It means water free from pollution.
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SAMPL.E WRITTN ItST

Name 'Date.

POWTANTS

.*rectionSv Use cOmplete statements tO.ansget the follOwing questions .

1. befine pollutant.

. HoW doearadioactive waSte git.into',Wate0

3. How can heat pollute the water?

4, .How di,: :infectious agents get-Uto Water?

5. .Name the eight-.(8) types. WWater..ppllutanta.:

. Whai.are:,the.mOit dangetoUs,f6tms-ol:'water,pollutants?

_ . . .

. lIaW:do..seate and:loc4:government4 try to 13;90ct:#44r.yatet suppliegq-

.

to-,setting-atandards-for-Water quality, what else .do
the Oderal.laws-proilide?-

. Name.at-least three (3) reasons why pollution laws

10. 1.1spr:What do6e*W. Q A. stand?'
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are, not enforced.*,
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LesSon Plan

Scope
,

This lesson plan is developed to explain t'hat the solar system is.com-

posed of the sun') the planets, ,their satellite, meteors* and comets.'

Objectiire.

GiYen twenty-five (25) objecti/e 'qUestions, the children will demonstrate

n understanding that the sun is the center ,of the,solar.systeni and that the

planets revolve arrii, rotate in orbits about the sun. Moreover, the children

will discover that all planets receive energy fronr,the sun and that all life

'on earth depends u o

Initial Presentation

tie sun.

Vocabulary

solar system. theory star, atMo'sphere

satellite reflect telescope sun

revolves' orVit astronaut meteor

rotates' planet. equator coMet

thermometer . liquid ,polar radiant
Fahrenheit body energy

Text

CONCEPTS IN SCIENCE (Green), Newton EditiOri, Harcourt Brace joyanovicci,
1975. (and lab kit)

Resources

'Planets Around the Sim," Filth Library: State of Georgia (12 minutes)

Tape: 'Let's Fin'd Out About Earth in 5pace," Imperial Productions, Ing.,
/965%

.ky

,ERPLORING THE PLANETS, Ray A. Gallant DOubleday, 1, 967..,

THE NINE PLANETS Franklyn M. 'Branley, Crowell, 1971.

A BOOK OF OUTER SPACE FOR YOU, Franklyn N. Branley, Crowell, 1968.
A BOOK OF STARS FOR YOU, Franklyn M. Bran1ey,' Crowell, 1967.
AMERICANS ON THE MOON, Gene Gurney, Random, 1970.



"What do you know .about the sun? kcOept all responses.) 'What do

you know AboUt the planets? What do you think things on Earth Would'be like
, .

Without the sun? (Begin. Unit on a sunny dsy.), -There is a picture of some

children on page. 38 (Ccincepti; in.Sciente): What. do .You think they are doing?

(Child with eyes closed is attempting to tell which hand is in the:sunlight

:and. which 'hand s shielded, from-the stna s rays. ) You may read Page 39.and

group for the activity of;feelini sunlight you actually feel heat rather
-

than light."

Introduce map

lines are2

Our

hom ?

f the,solar system. "What do you think the blue curved

(Discuss orbit, solar system, planet.) "What is the center of
A

olar system?" (Assign reading pages 44-45.) 'Do you think of Earth as

InYestigation

A child holds hand in light from aAamp, /%1ove laMp to.discover hovrfar

f pin lampjl 'pail feel heat* Children take:turns feeling'htt. It is

. hottest nearthe

Concept "Light energy froth the:Still can be changed intolleat energy."'

'Write cOndept on board*

Doea the investigation with the laMpitell,us anything about the planets:

land aid' sun aS we See themdn the space map?: Some planets aranearer to

the lamp (the sun) than.thejother planets are.

harth:isnearet to the sun than most planets-are4. .,Iti-Swarmer than

many. Which planet is hottest? The coldest? Which planets might have

living things on .them? (Encourage speculation and reasoning,) Remember

there are other factors besides digtanCe from the sun which- determine the

:possib4lityof life. Maybe we'd better wait to make a judgment until we

learn more ablaut the Solar system.
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.Supposewe hake. a. model solar system. We need,a

-paper, and- paste.: Here is a sentence whichi/ill 'help us remember theriames

doristruction

and,order of the planets in the solar system: "Mary's 'Violet eyes make

%Johnny stay uphightsyacing" Each vOrd in the sentence starts with tht

-
1)ihning letter of.a planet,. We begin with the Planet closest to-the

Vehps; Earth, Mars; Jupiter; Saturn' Uranus, NePtUre Pluto.

-While you are cutting and pasting I'll tell:youSome facts abOut

solat'system which are -interesting.:

The sun is a starwhich is the center of the Solar system., It dominates

. the planets; pleneteidw and comets which revolve in their respeCtiveorbite

around the Sun. The:satellites or.Moons.revolve arhund their tespective

planets. Earth has one moon which reflects light from the sun.

Astronomers in ahcieht Egypt .helleVed that the Earth was the:center of

the Unikrerseahd that the: shir;-mOonand other planets rekrolved around the

Earth.

.1

Finally, during the 16th Century, Copernicus developed thetheory of a

tilsun-centered universe with Earth rotating around the sti each day. Later,

Galileo an&another sciehtfst, Johanne Kepler,-tonducted exPeriments support-.
.

.

ing the Copernicus theory:, From that time on men have discovered that OUT

solar system is not the whole universe. bUt only a small part of it.

The solar systeffi, named for the'sun, is a part of the Milky Way Galm

which is juSt one of many galaxies discovered thus far.

. A part-of Earth is always receiving sunlight while other parts are

expqiencing the 'shadow of night AS the Eatth rotatest The sun is 93 000,000

miles or 150,090000 kilometers ftom Earth. And we 4e energy from the
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'sun tadiant-energy. (Spell and Wv,itton board.) We Itea..the.sup0.s

energy as, light and we feel it as-heat.

MercurY,lienus0 Earth and Mars,areall0 tl*: inner planets.

These are closer to the Sun. The other five planets zie called outer
-

planets.

rhe sun, a star which produces -its own light, is,like a nuclear

,

reactor in which atoms'are- continually chafiging. Scientists Chink the

iun giyes off hydrogen atoms whith thange into helium aioms. In ,thia

change an enormoUs amount of energy-is produced. Most of this'energy--
4

goes I.nto space but some of it reaches bodies In the-solar system.

Radialit energY from the Sun goes Out in all directiOns and its effect
_

decreases with' distanCe. AEva result Mercury is intensely hot, 't0C1

hot for life as We knoWHit. :And PIuo IS so distant from the sun that

it receiYes littIt'energy, It is unbelievably cold, far toocold to_:
. .

support lif t$ings as :we know them. Earth reoeiyeS a:relatively 4'

SmallamOunt ofenergy,.but there is enough for, the growth of,plants

anima4 and people.

Dolrou remember learning about the food-making protest on our

planet called photosynthesis? We found aut'that Only in light -- sunlight -

.4

can a plant make food. All animals on Earth depend upon green plants

for food . iWithout light, life as we,know it would not'exist, Living

things cannot survive without food.

Mars, the red planet, is close enough to Earth to be reached by

space craft bearing cameras and other machines. It is called the red

planet because it appears to be rtd when obaerved by astronomers. The

diansoar of Mara is about half that of Earth. Its day and night cycle

is about the same as ours. Ayearonlars 1s ahusttwice as longascn earth .(607
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-deys as opposed:to. our 365-day year,) tts atmosphere is vary thin,. )Mgrs

has two small moons. The big question, "Is theralife on MArsZ" has yet

to be answered. There may' be. some for'sm of lichen or microscopic
.

organisms.

The Moot is Earth s natural datellita. MA can see the moon from

'Earth; we can see mountaini,. valleys, and Craters. %But we see only.
%

one side 6f.the moon.'. It makes ate rotation on its axis while it re-
%

Volves around Earth; bUt the same side always faces us and the only

time we_baVe been able tei view the back .side of the moon was when

astronailt, Buzz Aldrin, and his companioni photogratthed it during an

-orbit. moon day lasts i4of our days,and nights are equally as long.

Days are.much hotter and nights gra.far colder than OUT!'

lacks atmosphere.-

Earth experienCeathe "greenhouse effede. Sunlight (radiant

The moot

energy) penetrates through the atmosphere of theEarth Muth like the

sglans of a greethouse. Much radiantheat #om thazun is "trapped" and

changed into heat,. Since Earth s heat is trapped Within-Our atmosphere

and is not loSt by being radiated off itito space, Xarth is.juir right

for living things. Ititi called, the i'Green Planethe-'perfect planet'

and the most important in the solar systei because climatic and seasonal'.

conditions have permitted life.

Mercury, the planet nearest the sun, rotates otce on its axis

every 59 days and revolves Around the sun in about-88 days. It has al-

most no atmosphere. Days are very hot; nights are very cold. Too hot

and tpo cold for life as we know it.

Venus, like Mars, is an inner planet neighbor. It has also Veen:

studied by spacecraft frOm Earth.. Venus rotaLos once on its axis in about 243

earth days an0 reyolves around the sun' about e'llery 225 earth days. ,Its.
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cycle of day and night-is longer than its Year: It hes a thick atmosphere-
,

mostly of carbon dioxide gas and may have a small Amount of water.

Temperature is about 600 degrees', far tdo hot for-life as we understand

'Jupiter s diameter is ten timesthat oflatth. Same ecienti3t4 _

t is: coMposed of gaS::an&not solid rock like Earth and the

It rotates in about ten hours and revolvesaround -the sun in

Oout:.twelve yeAra. Jupiter has no w4ter, nO OXygen'and probably' no

It has twelve moons.

Saturn' is beautiful through a ieleecope Its rings set it apart

frOmthe other p1anets.,- Saturn-rotateS eVery ten hours and xevolves

every 29 yeats. Like JuPiter, its atmosphere is

.poisonous gases. 'There is no water, no air. It is extremely cold,
.

r

-

around the inin

and has twelve moOns.
4

Uranus rotates in eleven hours. It revolves in about 84 years.

It:has five moons, is colder than Saturn* hasapoisonous-g-gaseoue atmos-

phereand no life.

14eptune rotates every hOurssixteen and.xevolvee every:165 yairi,

It hae two moons and a poisonous atmosphere. It is colder than Uranus.

Pluto,is about the size Of Mercury. It is the coldest And farthest

planet fram the sun. It revolves every 248 years and not much more is

known about PlUto.

Earth receives the sun's radiant energy. Warmer areas are near

the equator-and colder areas are around the poles..0o or near the equator:

the' Sun's rays are fairlydirect4 Furthr frool tne equator the rays hit

the earth in an oblique angled fashion..

567 .
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Demonstration:

Materials: flashlight, cardboard

Tilt catdboard At Vatious ahlges catching rayalrom flaShlight.
Point:outthat'equatorial areas receive more direct rays.
'Northeth and southern areas receivejmore oblique rays,

Instruction and Practice

What kind of place do you think Mercury is?, What about the kind

of plants and animals as we:know them? Why is Mercury so hot? Would.

you:like to land there On a apadeship? Why? :Mercury were not so near

.-the.Sun would it be hotter:or not so hot? Where would we go to visit

cOld -planet?

',odic at the Picture of Pluto and describe it Would a trip too

Pluto be a longer trip than to Mercury? Can you see the sun in this

picture? Could anything that needs water live on Pluto?

'We need to remember the nates of the planets and We also need to

learn to spell them. Do you remember the key sentence_that remind!4 us

of the Order of the planets? We begin with the ones closest ro the

sun and end with the one farthest from it. (Distribute large print

And braille lists.)

Read about the planet on page 48. Do you think it has too much

ot too little of sOmething? Do you think this planet is more attractiVe

than Mercury,or Pluto? What are.some of the thin'gs mentioned as not

being on Mercury ot Pluto? (Water, air, living things. Kee0 the

identity of the planet - Earth - a Mystery.)

.-Now read the tirst paragraph.on page 49. Row do you kno

the sun warms things on Earth? What do you know about.cloud formation?
,

(Discuss evaporation.. Write on board, all planets and their satelliteS

receive energy from the sun. Use worksheet. ,See Illustration 1.-.)

74.16,---
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Demonstration Oblation of:-.the

Do you remeMbtrTwhen7,wt stu

Wt Iodated many Placenclbding t

Who oan tell us what thtflag rtprea

Georgia. Tony, would you hold"the glo

the lampl Let ui sloWly rotaterbeglob

t: Earth

he model of the Earth (globe)?

uatOr and t4e-polar regiOns,

? Yes, 00r school ih Mtcon,

nd Joey, whuld ypu Switch on

its. axis frpm west to east

Until the flag is no longer illuminated: Now what happened

to out school?. It setms to bt in the dtr Let's read oh page 55.. Who
-

-will describt:the pictures,-...Tht Meta ideaY that sunlight is-radiant:-

energy from the sun. This energy bedotea h and,Warms the Earth..

:lhat is the greenhousii effect we:disdussed eir r. The Earth is the

ates just A- little.

he lamp,

Most perfedt:planet in our solar systemLat'.it

heat is lost because the atmosphere trapt the hs jUst like-the plastic
0

bag trapped heat in our experiment, See Illustra

We need to rtfer to an inttresting illustrat

in orbit around the Suni Please tUrurd page 68.

Which °orbit would require mort Stringl Iihy? Which

tO revolve around the Sun? Whidh planet requires mor

lution?

Why does Mars get so cold at night?. (The atmosp

Of Earth and Mars

e IllustratiOn III.

net takea longtr,

,timi forone revo-

s too thin

to trap mUch heat at night.) Does:Earth lose as much h as Mars does

st,t night? Why not? (Due to atmospheric conditions,Earthtraps more

heat by day and keeps more at night. However, it does lose eat at night.

For example:, California often has a daytime temperature of tlpe and a

nighttime temperature of 500. Temperature on Mars drops frost *ery want

during the day-to far below..zero at night.
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Demonetration: Orbital Paths cif Earth and of Mara

A lamp on the floor represents the Sun. ,A 93inch string is labeled

Earth and is attached to thelamp. A 141inch string labeled Mars is

attached to-the lamp. A student moves Earth's orbital trip around the

Sun in,a cOunterciockwiie motion around lamp. Another child does the

same for Mats. Paths areslightly elliptical.

Conclusion.

The Earth reVolves once arOund the Sun whilerotating on its axis

while Mars coMpletes half a revolution.

Similar:4emonstrations May-be conti ed AS each planet is included

in the model.. The string for -MercuryshOUid be 36 inches in-length and

Venus,67 inches. DemonWate the orbital motionifor the..inner

The deMOnstraiion for the outer planets must be transferred to the

School yard, Jupiter's stiOng is 111/2 'Ards Long; Saturn's string is

25 yards long; Uranus' Milking is 78 yards_long; Neptune A:4:90 yards;

and Pluto 100 yards..

The diameter of the Sun''would be 2 dm: iess than one inch. Earth'S

diameter is,jUst a pinpoint, 1/.10 of an inch.

Another method of demonstrating,the movement of the solar system is

to allow the ;students to be the'model ina roleplaying*Situation. One

child would be the Sun; the:other students should'take turns being the

inner and outer,Planets rotating in orbit while revolvinion *an axis.

around the Sun.

In this manner the children shouUd be able to grasp the concenis

presented in this unit. They should be able to analyze the information

they have gathered, contrast tha conditions found UpOn the various

planets and Synthesize the knowledge gained tn their\studyof the

solar system
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<110

:Further, the Children may gather apecial infortation during periods

:

librarri They!may be challenged to doLteSearch oh-selected topic*

such as informfion about Jupiter as a result of the'Pioneer 10 Space

robe.

71wchildren should be able:to Complete the worksheet by writAg

answers in their sclence notebooka. TheY also shoUld write the terms

introduced in the beginnink.of this unit and writethe definitions from

the glossary.of thetextbook. A twentY-five luestion objective.test

:completes the formal evaluation.

I. t.



Illustration I

WORKSHEET

How,many planets go aro nd ihe Sun?'

. Which planet makes the 7.flgest trip around the Sun?

3. Why do we say the planet Earth is the right distance from the
Sun?

Why is Metcury hot?

5. How does the Sun loOk from Mite 'Why?

6. Name the inner planeta.*

7. Name.the outer planets.

8. In what three ways ate all,the planets alike?
(Spherical, rotating and revolving around'the Sun, receiving
energy from the Sun)

,

9. Which planets.get more of the Sun's .energy than Earth? Why?

10. The Earth's atmosphere helps keep the Earth
4

a. warm. . dry

11. Which planets get energy from the Sun?

12. Which planet has many different kinds of animals?.



Illustration II

Sunlight on the Earth.

We have day when the Sun'shines on out side -af the Earth. When

our side hat day, theother Aide haS:night, LOolcat this picture,

Is it daY or night where you live?

As the Earth turns, we move away from sunlight. We move into

the shadoW. In this*picture, is it day or night where you,live?

When our sideoLthe:Earthhas night, the otherside Of the

Zarth has day. Is where yOn live in daylight or in darkness now?

.Whathappens ori the night side? Do things warm up or cool off?

Things cool off, of course, when we are out of the Sunie rays. Only

a little heat leaks away into space. !!ost of the heat is trapped by

our atmosphere. rf it were riot the Earth would be a cold plaee indeed.

Sunlight is light energy from the Sun rt lights half the Earth

at atime. But that is aot all. This energy becomes heat and warms

the Earth. This energy.warms°7ou.

Most of the light and heat on our planet are from the Sun.

r)7

A4.
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illustration II/

Revolving and Rotating

Mars and Earth revolve in their orbits around the Sun.. It takes

Earth a year to travel once around. It takes Mars almost two years

.to mike the same trip.

'Earth roates-once inabout 24 hours. SO doesMais; On Mars, A

day and night are only about a half hour longer,Oan they are on Earth.

.In 30me ways A day on Mars ib like a day on Eatth. the Suit shines

and 'warms the:land. At the Mars equator, It may become about aS war,*

AA a spring day on Eatth. Mars is farther from the Sun than Earth is.

tio
So Mars gets much less energy fromthe Sun.

= At night On Mail, the.land -quickly loses heat. The atmosphere of

Mats is much thinner than the atmosphere of Eatth. In t6e thinner

atmosphere, less heat is-trapped and held. Mars nights are colder than

the coldest nights on Earth.

st7.:1,'

-

C.60 Earth

Mars

1,1

Sun
4. 1,1%

7'4
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"Match Term to Definition:::

Evaluation

saEdllite a Tath of A- body in.space'around another body^

. orbit b a body 'in space that reVolves arOun& the SUU

. Planet ; c a smaller body: that ravolVes aroUnd angOler7
body in. Space

rotate

theory.

. to spin or turn
, ,

e. to.: travel in a: path._ aroutid, another object
.

6. revolve f . (a reasonable explanation Lit4ng, facts

rue-False:

7. Nine planets revolve arbund the, ;Sun.

8. All planets receive energy from. the Sun.

. Earth gets the 'right 'amount of energy from the Sun and is the .
correct distance, from it to Siistain life.

_lO . ,Earth is the only planet which rotates ol its axis.

11. A.star makes its min light

Multiple Choice:

12.. The Earth s twinA.a.

a. Venua Mars,.

7_13 The most iSlportant star in the Solar systet is

a. pole h. Sun

1.4. The earth s atthosphere. traps

a. ' light b. heat

1 . The coldest .planet ia

a. Satu b. Pluto

1 . The planet just right for plants and animals is

a. Earth b. . Venus
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17. kbody that gives off' heat is

.a. planet b star

Planets in the solar system,receive their'energy.from

; the Moon b. the Sun-

.'_19, Therpianet making the 45ngest'ttip arritind the 'Simi is
,

a. Pluto b, Neptune-

2 . The moat important-planet in the solar system ii

a; Jupiter. b. -Earth

21. Tha_planet closest.to the Sun is

Venus- b. MerturyH.-.

_22 The planet f.attheSt-frbm the 8un is
.

.

a. Vtanua b.- PlUto
F

23. this bodytAaLa'satellite of Earth

. Moon b. Sin

24. The "red" ilaner is

a. Mars b.. Venus

2 . The layer Of air around Earth is
_

a. Equator b. atmosphere
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'Generalization ad Transfer

As a result of our study about the solar system, I am certain thht

we should be able to-enjoy our field trip to the planetarium at the .

Museum of.Arts and Sciences. The telescope,there is the largest.nne

in Middle' Georgia and it enables man t6 explore space,seeing much 'more

than'isviaible to the naked eye
\

-T

Also because:of newly.acquired.knowledge. aboUt pur solar system

you,can understand news about sPaceOuch more clearlyand you have a

.deePer aPpreciation for Earth, ourhOte planet

.Y00 surely like Tang, a product which wasdeveloped juet fOr use:

inspace travel. The pacemakers which allow.heart Patients tO enjoy

life mote fully is another item developed for'use in space which man

nn Earth now can use to advantage.

Meterologisticareable tO,predict our weathermore adcurately as

'a reeult pf_technolOgy of satellitephotography. Scientiets can-learn
.

'more about:the inner core of Earth as.a result of Studying.meteorites

. .

which hame fallen to Earth., The list cOuld''gnon and 94.

AnyWay, space is the mew frontieri. and whO knows wilat man Will

eiccidentally bump into out there? We simply know that our Earth'is the

most wnnderful planet of all and surely there is a sister planet there

I.n.another.:galaxy., There ate others perhaps not too difierentkfrom us.

Someday the-pieces. of the greatest puzzle of all_may fall into place,

When? Where? What? Who?, Howl Wherefore? ,Just'keep the faith!

6±1,4
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Broad Skills, Enabling Skills.

Specific' Skills, and Record Sheet

SoCial Studies Domain
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Table 10-1

'Social Studies Domain

_
Pre- Post-

-Test Our Environment on Earth_Levet Sest
,

4.1.1. Identify earth's physical charac-
teristics

4.1.2. Earth's location in solar system
' and universe

4.1.3. Locate sites on world map

4.1.4. Sun s effect on earth

4.1.5. Role of plants on earth

4.1.6. Role of animals on earth

4.1.7. Role of man on earth'

. 4.1.8. Define ecosystem

4.1.9. Operation of an ecosystem

4.1.10. Formation of ecosystems

4.1.11. Directions on globe
-

_
,

Biomes of North America
.

4.2.1. Major biomes of North America----

4,2;2. Forest as a biome

4.2.3. Grasslands as a biome

4.2.4. Desert as a biome

4.2.5. Tundra as a biome

,
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Level Pre- Post-
Test Test .

Biomes of!North America

4.2.6. Shore as a biome

4.2.7. Location of major North American
. biomes .

_ 4.2.8. Kinds of farming in the U.S.

4.2.9. Rainfall in sections df the U.S.

42.10.- .Areas of U.S. requiring irrigation

4.2.11. Effects of climate on people

4.2.12. Time zones of the U.S.
,

Man's Adaptation to his Environment

4.3.1. Man s early adaptations on earth

4.3.2. Man's early adaptations in North
America

4.3.3. American Indians! adaptations

4.3.4. Life of the. Plains Indians

4.3.5. Life of the Northeast Coast In-
dians

4.1.6. . Life of the early settlers-in
America ,

4.3.7. Contrast life in the old and-new
worlds

4.3.8. How man changes his environment

4.3.9. How man uses the land

4.3.10. Life in the city and country

_ 4.3.11. Balancing an ecosystem---.
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Level
Pre- Post-
l
mest Test Man's Adaptation to his Environment

4.3.12. Define extinction

4.3.13. Life at the equator in South Amer-
ica

Environmental Deeision-makers'

4.4.1. Name environmental decision-makers

4.4.2. How individuals make enviroumen-
tal decisions 4

4.4.3. How families make environmental
decnions

4.4.4.. How neighborhoods make envrrbn-
mental decisions

*

4.4.5. Kinds -of environmental decisions
made by city governments

4.4.6. Kinds of environmental decisions
4 made by state governments

4.4.7. Kinds of decisions made by federal
,- government concerning the environ-

ment

_

4 4.8. Path of a *pesticide through the
food chain

4.4.9. Advantages and disadvantages'of
pesticides

... _

4.4.10. Advantages-and disadvantages of
Oil

4.4.11. Reasons for noise pollution
.......... ....

4.4.12. Effects of noise pollution
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Environmental Decision-makers

4.4.13. Define noise pollution

4.4.14. Define air pollution

4 4.15. Causes of air pollution

4.4.16. Environmental problems in the U.S.

4.4.17. Antarctica's location on a globe.....
,

4.4.18. Characteristics of Antarctica

How Man Learns

-4.5 1. Learnings and adaptations of man

43:2. Man's cultural adaptations

4.5.3. Dependency of human infants corn-
_

pared to other animals .

4.5.4. Functions of reflexes and .instinct

4.5.5. Contrast reflexes, instincts; and
learned behavior

4.5.6. Effe6t of environment on learned
behavior

.

,

,

4.5.7. Compare learned behavior'of man
and other animals

4.5.8. Name and describe man*s reflexes

, 4.5.9. Compare physical adaptations of
man and other animals

4.5.-10. Contrast 'the adaptations of the
three major races of man

4.5.11. Australia's location on.a globe

,
4 5.12. Characteristics of Australia and

its people
-....

,
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Level
Pr Post-
Te t Test Man's Role in the Changing Environment

.

4 6 1. Phenomena and entities man can
change

4.6.2. Phenomena and entities man cannot
change

4.6.3. Distinction between inherited
traits and learned behavior

4.6.4. Conservationist!s.pledge

.. 4.6.5. America's major natural resources....

4.6 6. Special care for natutal resources

4 6.7. Define conservationise... ---

-

4 6.8. Work of the conservationist

4.6.9. Location of Japan on a globe

4 6.10. Characteristics of Japan and its ,

people

4.6.11. American change.agents in the area
of the'handicapPed.

Founders of a N'w Nation
_

4.7.1. Contribution of Christopher
Columbus

4.7 2.. Contribution of Captain John Smith

4.7.3. Contribution of Miles Standish and.......
1

the Pilgrims

4.7.4. Contributions of Benjamin Franklin

4.7.5. Contribution of Samuel Adams
t

4.7.6. Contributions of George Washington
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test Test Founders of a New Nation-

4.7 7. Contribution of Alexander Hamilton

4.7.8. Contributions of Thomas Jefferson

4.7.9. Contribution of Daniel Boone

4.7.10. Contributions of Andrew Jackson

4.7.11. Contribution of Lewis and Clark

Famous People in thp Civil War
.-

4.8.1. Contribution oE Abraham Lincoln

4.8.2. Contribution of Robert E. Lee
, -

4.8.3. Contributions of Clay, Webster,
and Calhqun

4.8.4. Contribution of Ulysses S. Grant--,

4.8.5. Contribution of Clara Barton

4.3.6. Contribution of Jefferson Davis

Inventors Who Helped America

4.9.1. Contributions of Thomas Edison

4.9.2. Contribution of Alexander Graham
Bell

4.9.3. Contribution of Wilbur. and Orville
Wright

4 9.4. Contribution of Henry Ford

4.9.5. Contribution of Lee de Forest

4.9.6. Contributions of George Washington
Carver
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Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Inventors Who Helped America

4.9.7. Contribution of Enrico rermi
..

, .

Americans and World Leadership

4.10.1. ContributionS of Theodore Roose-
velt

,

4.10.2., Contribution of Woodro5.4 Wilson

4.10.3A Contribution of Franklin D. Roose-
velt

410.4. Contribution of Dwight D. Eisen-
hower

4.10.5. Contribution of John F. Kennedy,

4.10.6. Name the current President of the
tnited States

-

,

Leve
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Man, the Master of Change

5

,

5.1.1. Compare and contrast the degree of
change in early and modern man

5.1.2, Early man's major changes

5.1.3. Haw man changes his environment

5.1.4. The evalutionary.constant

5.1.5. Definedscientific method

5.1.6. Life of early man

5.1.7. Darwin's conclusions about the
origin of the species

5 1.8. Darwin's data collection process
i

_---

---- ---

586
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'Pre-
Level

.PcIst-

....Test -Test Man the Master of Change

-- 5.1

.

Define'survival of the fitt

5.1.10. Define selection

. 5.1.11. Define adaptation

5.1.12. Darwin's ship

5.1.13. Contribution of Mendel

. The Human Revolution

_

5.2.1. Adaptations of early humanoids

5.2.2. Role of inherited characteristics
in the development of man ,

,

Define division of labor5.2.3.... --....

5.2.4. Division of labor among early
hunting and food gathering soci-
eties -v

tb

.

_

-.....

5.2.5. Innate and learned behaVior of
early hunting and food gathering

5. societies
,

5.2.6. Effedts of the Ice Age on man's
development

. ....-_. _.---

5.2.7. Define perception

5.2.8. Define technology.

5.2.9. Examples of technology....., --

' 5.2.10. Practical advantages implicit in

*i
new.technology

5.2.11. Define capital

5.2.12. Examples of capital41AmiamA

A
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Level
Pre-, Pbst-
Test *Test . The Human itevolutioa

.0

,

.

.

.

.

.

. 5.13. Factors influencing tire rateof
change in a 'culture

5-.2.14.. Attitudes of man during the Ice.---....,

. 'Age
.

.-

, The Agricult4ral Revolution
.

5 3 1: Location of eaeh'continent, c;cean,
and mountain range on a globe

5.3:2. location of InternationaLDate-

.......

line and significance -

5.3.3. Seasons of the year and c imate

..

,

associated with each

5.3.4. aefine agricultural evolution

- .

5.3.5. Technological innovations of the
.

- agricultural revolution
.

5.3.6. Seeds that we eat .

5.3.7. Oldest agricultural vtllage and
its age

5.3.8. Adaptations of the nqmadic Lapps

,

5.3.9. Changing plants through selection

-5.3.10. Effects of cereal grawing on Ihu--.4.,.
man life

5.3.11. Factors which speeded the spread

i

of agriculture around the world

. Colonies in the New Land

5.4.1. Name 'and date of the first new
world colony
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Level
Pte- Post-,
Test Test Colonies in the New Land

5.4. 2 Cbmpany formed to establish
onies in the new world

5.4.3. Define lafitation

5 4.4 Reason early plantations were
started along the James River'

col-

.
5.4 5. First important money crop of -the

'early plantations

5 4.6 Define money crop

When and why Negroes were brought
to the new wQrld as slaves

5 4.8. Events, in Virginia in 1619

5.4 9. Define puritan

5 4.10, Importance of the Mayflower Com-
.pact

5 4 1L Location of the Pilgrim settlement
on a map

5.4.12. Reasons the Pilgrims came to the
new world

5.4.13. Name the original 13 colonies

5.4.14. Nationalities of settlers of the
original 13 colonies

--gord -youthsdec idedt.he irwo rk

5.4.16. Year the English took over bas ic
control of the east coast of the
new world

Birth of New Nation

5.5.1:_ Reasons colonista became discon-
*tented with English rule
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Level
12re- Post,-

Test Test Bi a New .NatiChl

Descrit)e events .surrounding the
Boston Tea Party

Deseribe events surroupding the
battle it Fort..Ticonderoga

Name person chosen td train col-
-anial troops .

Major purpose of the rebellion
- according to the 'cblonists

Document signed on July 4, 1776
and man most respOnsible for writ-
ing it

Contribution of Thomas Paine

'Name of' the rebellion which
E6 American independence

. Contributions of John Paul Jones,
George Rogers Clark, and Nathan .

Hale

5.5.1G. Name. the British General 'Who surre
rendered at Yorktown

Date of peace -treaty which ended
t he Revolutionary War .

Four main boundaries bf the.United
States following the Revolutionary
War

Man who wrote the plan of govern-
ment presented to the Constitution-
al Convention in Philadelphia

5.5.14. Man responsible for obtaining,
cooperation among participants at
the Constitutional Convention

5.5.15. Recite the "Bill of Rights"

617
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Level; Pre- Post-
Test 'Test Birth of a New Nation

5.5.16. Two main parts of the United States
Congress

5.5.17' : Coalman:der of -the armed forces of
the United States

5 5:18. Three branches of government-in
the United Stat4$

5,5.19. Highest authority in the judiciary

5.5.20. Fiirst four gresidents of the United
States

5.5.21., First Secretary \of the Treapury
and cabinet member

5.5.22. Nations involved in the War of
1812

5.5.23 . Pres ident whos e adminis trat ion
com leted the Louisiana Purchase

5.5.24 Per on who wrote the "Star Span-
gle Banner"

n 5.5.25. Firs state west of the Appala-
chia Mountains

5.5,26. How lorida was obtained by the
Unite States

5.5.27. India girl who led Lewis and
Clark

=1...mmo

5.5.28. Motinta n named fort Zebulon,Pike

5.5.29. Signifi ance of "Remember the Alarnd'

5.5.30. People illed at the Alamo

5.5.31. Only sta e which was a nation
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Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Birth of New Nation

,

5.5.32. How California area was obtained
by the United States

New Nation Tested

5 6.1. Reasons settlers went to Californ-
ia

' 5.6.2. How Dregon 'was, obtained by the
United States

5.6. . Place and date gold was discov-
ered in California

5.6.4. Name states in the Oregon Terri-
,

5 6.5.

tory

Lifestyles in the North and South
before the Ctvil War

......

. 5.6 6. Reason the Civil War occurred

5.6.7.

.

Main outcome of the Missouri Com-
promise

5.6.8. Year Abraham Lincoln was inaugu-
,

5.6.9.

rated

Southern states which seceded and
. nation they formed

.
.

5.6.10. Who started the Ctvil War and
location it ...........,

Name three union and three corded-5.6.11.
erate generals

5.6.1 .

0.
Document which freed the slaves
and man who wrote it

. 5.6.13. Year the Civil War ended
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Level
.

Pre- Post
'rest Test New Nation Tested

. 5.6.14. How Lincoln died..--.
5.6.15. Why many men moved west after the

,

5.6.16.

Civil War '10

How long union troops staye in
the South following the Civi War

5.6.17. Purpose of the qInderground Rail-
.road"

A Time for Change

5 7.1. ,

,

Importance of railroads in 1884

. 5.7.2. Why immigrants came to America
after the Civil War

, .

5.7.3. Reason America increased trade
with other nations after the Civil
War

5.7,4. Six new possession's obtained by
. the 'United States after the Civil

and Spanish American Wars

5.7.5. When Panama Canal was'comple ..

and why it is important
.

5.7.6. Importance df the Pan Amer an

.-
Union ,

5.7.7. When United States ered World

1War 1 and the side o which.it
fought ,

5.7.8. Main countries among- the Allies

.

. and Axis powers oE World War I*

5.7.9. American general who Commanded
troops during World War I in Frmue

,
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L ev el
Pre- Post-
Test Test

.

A Time for Change

5.7.10. Year: 1World War I ended and treaty
which ended the war

'5.7.11. Role of the United States in World-,---
War I

5.7.12.4'

5.7.13.

Important changei'in America dur-
ing the 1920s

Life style in America during the

,

1930s

.

, 5.7.14. Names of opponents during World
War II

.

5.7115; Countries that fought each other
inWorld War Ir

, ,

.

5.7.16. Major event which ended war with
Japan

5.717. Year United Nations was formed and
its purpose .,

-- 5.7.18.
--)-\-----

Reason United Nations sent troops
to Korea ,

....

5.7.19. Two Presidents whe served during
the Second World War

5.7.20. Name last seven Presidents of the
United States .1

Our Country Today' .

5 8.1. Distinguishing features of the U.S......, --,

5 8.2. Geographic regions of the U.S.

5.8 3. Distinctive features of United
^States'.

geographic regions
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Level Mi ost-
est. Our Country Today

5.8.4. Deyelopment,of communication
systems-in:the United States

5...8.5. Inventions that Aided the develop-
ment of the United States

58.6.. How inventions helped the United
States

Urban Revolution

"Cradleof ciOlization"

5.9.2. Why individuals live together and
form oommunities

.1

5.9.3.

5.9.4.

5.9.6.

5.9.7.

Define g-regartoUs

WhY comMunities lea-A to Political
systems and government

Howlechnology has 10 to the
divisionof labor and social classes

Reason technologY leads to urbani-
zation

Reason urban empires change little
once established /

Industrial Revolution

5.10..1. Reason Roman Empire declined

5.10..2. How quality of life changes with
increased production, wealth and
trade

5.10.3. Innovations which led-to the ill-
d!.istrial revolution

Social Problems caused by: rapid
industrialization

5.10.5. Solutions to social problems
.caused by industrialization
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I:Level gi 'I Industrial Revolution

5.10. . Contrast life styles in industrial-
ized and nonindustrialized countrie

, 5.10.7. Define new imperialism

5.10.8. Major problems faced by nonindus-
trialized nations

,
,

. ..

TiJling the Soil

6.1.1.. Compare and contrast European
environments

6.1.2. How population affects environment

6.1%3. 'How Europeans have changed their
environment

_____

6.1.4. How fathming spread in Europe

6.1.5.
.

How farming and populetion growth
are related

_____ ,

6.1.6. Use of olive oil in the Mediter-
ranean area

6.1.7. Attitude of wealthy Romans toward
poor Romans

6.1:8. Explain the manor system

6.1.9. Relationship between lords and serfs

6.1.10. Describe the life and problems of
pea'sants in the 12th and 13th
centuries

6.1.11. Describe the new farming techniques
which came into practice in the
Middle Ages

6.1.12 Identify the factors that led to
the settlement of eastern Europe

,
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Level
Pre Post-
Test rest

_

Patterns of Tradg

6.2.1. Classify exports and i.mports of
andient.Athens

6.2.2. Name crafts practiced by ancient
Athenians.

6,2.3. Describe luxuries avaliable to the,
Romans

......

.

_

6 2.4. Relationship between Roman seapower
and Roman lifestyle

6.2.5. Effects of changing from raiding to
trading on Greece

.
.

6.2.6. Events and purpobes of medieval fair

6.2.7. Influence of Moslems,on European
,

trade

6.2.8. Describe the Crugades

6.2.9. Describe life in a medieval pwn

6.2.10. Purpose of the Hanseatic League
. .

Describe life of a medieval merchant6.2.11,.....

Shaping Eur9p/ean,Society ,.

6.3.1. Solon's reforms of government

6.3.2. Describe the olYmpic, games

6.3.3. Categorize ideas a the thoughts of
Socrates, Plato, or Aristotle

6 3.4. Describe the fall of the Greek city
states
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Level
re-
est

Post-.

Test. Shaping,European Society

6.3.5. _Name ways Romans improved the lands
they conquered

6.3.6. Define the terms, patrician and pleb-
ian

6,3.7. Describe Caesar's death'

6.3.8. Causes of the fall of the Roman Em-*.l

pire

6.3r. 9. Define the term, feudalism

6-3,10.. Describe-the conflict between the -

Roman rulers and the early'Christians.

6.3.11. Achievements of William, the Con-ea.
queror

6.3.12. Pefine the term, guild

6.3.13. Distinctive features of a Gothic
cathedral

moMMONIMINIMO

6.3.14. Compare and contrast Greek, Roman,
Gothic, and modern architecture

New Times and New Ideas

6.4.1 . Define the term, Renaissance

.1.1. 6.4.2 . Importance of Lorenzo DelMedioi

6.4.3. Achievements of Michaelangelo

1111.114

6.4.4. Homes of the wealthy during the Re-
naissance.

6.4.5. Conditions that led to the Reformation

6.4.6. Martin Luther's views
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el Pre-
Test

Post-
Test

,

New Times and New Ideas

6.4 7. Split between the Catholics and Pro-
testants and its effect in Europe

,

6.4.8. Impact of the printing press on Euro-
pean life

6.4.9. Five important 'discoveries during the..... .

Scientific Revolution

6.4.10. Influence of Voltaire---- -- ....

, People and Nations

6.5.1. Define the term, feudalism

Define the term, dynasty

----

f

___

6.5.2.

6.5.3. Spanish Inquisition and why it oc-
curred

6 6.5.4. Define th terms, sovereignty.and
. . absolution

645.5. Main events of King Henry XIV's re*---. ----

6.5.6. Importance of the Mdgna Carta, Pe-
tition of Rights, and Bill of Rights

. 6.5.7. Conditions of the poor in 17th cen-
tury Europe

_--- ....

6.5.8. Events of the French Revolution

... 6.5.9. Conservative, liberal, and radical..

views taward change

6.5.10. Events of the unification of Germany----
.

.

Workers and Money

6.6.1. Define the term, capitalism--..

6.6.2. Promotion of capitalism through dis-
coveries

,
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Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test, Workers and Money

6.6.3. Influence of the Industrial Revolu-
tionb--h children

.
6.6.4. Reforms and reformers of the Indust-

rial Revolution

6.6.5. Values of Karl Marx

6.6.6. Contributions of Europeans and prob-
lems they created for colonists

4

6 6.7.
,

Causes.of the colonial rebellion
against European Imperialism

-- ....

.,
Twentieth Century Conflict

6.7.1. Lumediate and long term causes of
World War I .

6.7 2. Terms of the Treaty of Verpaillei
4*

6.7.3. Define the term totalitarianism'

6.7.4. Philosophy of Stalin

6.7.5. Compare and contrast fascism, communr
ism, nazism, and absolutism

6.7.6.

6.7.7.

Conditions which lead to dictator-
ships ,

Philosophy of fiitler

6.7.8. Concentration cimps of World War II

6 7.9. Describe the Marshall Plan
,

6.7.10. Nations' leaders in World War II...........
6.7.11. Objectives of the Common Market40.0 IIMINIOSIO4 I.VelMINIMI

6.7.12. the "Cold War"
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Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Twentieth Century Conflict

6.7.13. Obstacles to European unity

. 6.7.14. Economic changes in modern Europe

6 7.15. Objectives of NATO and meaning of,- ---

.N-A-T-0

Level
Pre-
Test

Post-
Test Forefathers and Founders

7.1.1. Groups who became'the early American
settlers

7.1.2. Chief motives for colonizing America

7.1.3. Two main kinds of English colonials

7.1.4. Why slavery became common in America

7.1.5. Importance of .'ian de Crevecoeur

7

7.1.6.
,

Provisions-of the Artic es of Con-
federation ,

.

7.1.7. Define the term, indentured ervant
A .

7.1.8. Major weakness of the Articles of
Confederation

_

,

7.1.9, Major political parties in America It
and meaning of political party

. ---,-

7.1.10. How political parties originated in
America

7.1.11. Define the term, caucus system

7.1.12. Criteria for voter registration

7.1.13. Define the term, inauguration.... --- ---
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Level
Pre- Post-
Test lest Founders and Forefathers

.- 7.1.14. Define the term, election....

.
.

7.1 15. Function of nominating conventions

7.1.16. Describe three political party cam-
paign tactics

.... ,

7.1.17. Role of third parties in the United......

States

.

7.1.18. Importance of John D. Rockefeller
and the Standard Oil Company in
American history

7.1.19. Role of Andrew Carnegie in American
history

The Reform Movement
.

.

7.2.1,

7.2.2.

Origin al labor unions in America

Origin of farmer organization in

--, ....

America

7.2.3. The 'Progressive Era".

7.2.4. Define the term, consumer advocacy

7.2.5. Women's rights in the tOentieth
century

7.2.6. Purpose and function of social
security in America

7.2.7. Purpose and function of the juve-
1-, nile court system In America

America as a World Power.

7.3.1. How America became a world power
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Level Pre- 'Post-
Tebt Test America as a World Power

.WIN.PMENIONNO

7.3.2. Arnerida as a moral leader

7.3.3.

7.3.4.

:3.5.

Amer.ica's noninVelvetnent In world
conflicts'

United States role in. developmen
:of the League of Nations and the
United Natiohs

United States', role in World

Race,:PovertY, and Youth.

Prejudice in America

War. II

Successes of the black rights'lhove-.
ment

Desegregation of the schools

Urban riots in America

The drive for'voter registration in
America

Contributi'o
Jr.

7.4.7...

in Luther,Xing,

Blacks' use of nonviole ce; legal
action, and education to achieVe
rights.

7.4.8 . Define the term ghetto

7 4.9 . How poverty a ffec ts everyone' 1 ife
'style

7.4.10. Problems of migrant workers in
Elerica

7.4.11. Problems



Prfr Post-
T st Test: Race, Poverty; and Youth

Problems of the 'American. Indian.

7.4.13. Problems of AmeriCan youth

7.4.14. Problems of veterans in America

Problems of drug addiction in Amer-
ica

7.4.16, Compare and.contrast the attitudes
of adults and youth regarding prob-

.

lems in America

7 .5 . 1 .

Georgia History

Name Georgia counties

'7.5.2. Branches of Georgia government and
their functions,

7.5.3. Capitol of Georgia

7.5.4. Important peoPle in the history of
Georgia aild their contributions

7.5.5. Chief products of Gborgia and main
import's and 'expOrts

7.5.6., Name the ceorgia symbols

7:5.7. Chief groups of people and place's
in Georgia

7:. 5 8 . Name the largest institutions of
higher education in Georgia



TAXONOMY OF GOAL$ WI OBJECTIVES.

:SOCIAL STUDI



END GOAL: SKILLED SOCIAL STUDIES
ACHIEVEMENT

tl
4 . 0 . 0 Given a 'comprehensive exam. ation which is objective

and c-ontains 50 items the student will write responses
with 707. accuracy,

LEVEL. 4

TOPIC 1 : OUIV,ENVIRONMENT °ON EARTH

4.1.1 . Given the question, "What does the .earth look like,"
the situdent,will orally produce at least six discrimi-
native features of the earth's physical characteristics.

4. 1. 2. Given the task, the.student will wriEe earth's location
in relation td the so.lar syatem and the universe with
Complete accuracy.

4.1.3. Given 25 specific locations on a map, of the world,, the.
student.will point out each location, with 957. accuracy.

4.1.4, When asked the question, "How does the sun affect the .

earth," thestudent will write at least five major ways
in which the sun affects the earth.

4.1.5. When asked the question, "What is the role of plants on
earth," the student will accurately describe how other
life forms depend on plants for survival.

4.1.6. When asked the question, "What is the role of animals on
earth," the student will accurately describe how other
life forms depend on animals for survival.

4 1 7. When asked the question, "What the- role of man on
earth," the student will accurately describe how all li
forms on earth depd on man for survival. ,

,4.1.8. Given the task, the student will define the termy ecosys-
terd..

4.1.9. Given the task, the student will describe how an ecosystem
operates.



4.1.10. Given the question, "How are ecosystems formed," the
student will describe how ecosystems are formed with
reasonable accuracy.

4.1.11. Given all major airections on a globe (e.g., southeast,
-east-northeast, west), the student will indicate each
.direction on a glbbe from any given location.

TOPIC 2: BIOMES OF NORTH AMERICA

4.2.1. Given the task, the student will name the major bianes
of North America.

Givew:the task, the student will describe the forest asi
a. bioMe

4.2.1. Given the task, the student 'will describe the grasslands
as a biome.

4.2.4. Given the task, the student wili desc-ribe the desert as
a biome.

4.2.5. Given the task, the student will describe the tundra as
a biome.

4.2 6. Given the task, the student will describe the shore as
a biome.

.4.2.7k Given a imitp of North America the student will pOint to
the locations of the biomes, of North AmeriCa.

. .

4.2.84' Given the task,.the student will name the different kinds
of farming conducted in the United States.

4.2.9. Given a map and Several geographic locationi, t*student
Will write the annual-amount ofrainfall fn eaeh.,

4.2.10. Given asmap of North America, the student will mark those
important areas which require irrigation for successful
farming with 100% accuracy. -

4.2.11. Given the question, "How does the climate affect people
who live in various (identified) TartS of the United
States," the student will writ6-at leaat four essential
effects of the Climate on, its inhabitants for each iOca-
tion.
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4.2.12. Given the
will draw
time zone

TOPIC 3:

taSk and a map of the United States, the studeft
in (with approximate aCcuracy) and name each
found in the.United States.

MAN'S ADAPTATION TO HIS ENVIRONMENT

4 3.1. Given the task, the-student will describe.man's early
,life on earth.and how he adapted to his envirammett.

4.3.2;

4.3.3.

4 3.4.

4-3.

4.3.6.

4.3.7.

4.3.8.

Given the task, the student will describe man's early
life in North America and how he adapted to his environ-
Ment.

to

diven the task; the student will describe haw the Indians
of North America lived and adapted to their environment..,

Given the task, the student will describe the life of
the Plaina Indians.

Given*the task, the studentyill describe the life of
the Northeast Coast-Indians.

,

Given the task, the student.Will describe the life of
the early settleraAn the hew world.--

-GiVen the task, the student-will describe the differeAces
between life in the new wOrld and life in Europe at the
same time.

Given the task,, the student will describe haw man has
changed his,environment to Meet his needs and desires;

4.3.9. GiNien the task, the student-will describe haw man uses
theoland to meet his needs and desires.

4.3.10. Given the task, the student will describe.important
differences in life in the city and life in the country.

4,3.11. Given the task, the student will de4cribe how an eco-
syspem is always moving toward a balance among its life
forms and haw this balance sometimes results In the
end (extinction) of some life forms.

4.3.12. Given the task, the student will define the term, extinctio9410



4.3.13. GiVen the task,-the student will describe life.along
-the equator in South.America.-

4.4.1.

4.4.2. Given ihe task, the student will tell how individuals
make decisions about the environment.

4.4.3. Given the task, the student will tell haw families make
decisions about the environment.

TOPIC 4: ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKENS

Given the task:, the student will name six environmental
decision-makers.

4.4.4. Given the task, the student will tell haw neighborhoockl
make decisions about the environment.

4.4.5. Given the task the student will describe the kinds of
. decisions that city governments make about.the environ-
ment.

4.4. Given the task, the student will describe the kinds of
decisions that state governments make about the .environ-
ment.

4.4.7. Given the task, the student will 'describe the kinds of
decisions that federal government makes about the envir-
onment.

4.4.8. Starting with the application of a pesticide on a food
(e.g., apple), the student will describe the path of the
pesticide through the food chain: -

4 4.9. Given the task, the student will describe the advantages
and disadvantages of using pesticides in our environment.

4.4.10. Given the task, the student will describe the advantages
and disadvantages of using oil in' our environment.

4.4.11. Given the t sk, the student will describe why .there is
noise pOl ion in-some locations of our environment.

Given the t k, the student will describe-the effects of
noise' po].lutft.on in our. environment.
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4.4.13.

4.4.14.

4 4.1'5.

4.4.16.

Given_the task,, the stu ent will

Given the task, the stud nt. will

Given the task, the -stude t will
of air pollution: '

define noise pollution.

define air pollution.

write five main causes

Given the task, the'student will name seven environmental
problems'in the United State.

4.4.17. Given the task, the student ill point to the locatioti.,
of Antarctica on a globe.

4.4.18. Given the task, the student wi I describe five major
characteristics bf Antarctica.\

TOPIC 5: HOW MAN LEA'

4 51 Given the task, the student will give leven examples of
how 'man has adapted to his environment and describe the
leaining which had to take place for these adaptations
to occur.

4.5.2. Given the task, the student will describe how man learns
cultural adaptations.

4.5.3. Given the task, the student will compare the dependency
of human infantsvith the infants of other living crea-
tures.

4.5.4. Given the task, th student will explain the functions
of reflex actions .and instinctual behavior among living
things.

4.5.5. Given the task, the studmit will contrast reflex actions,
initinctual behavior, and learned-behavior.

4.5.6. Given the task, the student will explain how the envir-
onment affects the development of learned behavior.

4.5.7. Given the task, the student will compare the learned
behavior of man and other animals.

4 5.8. Given the task, the student will name and describe fOur
reflex actions in man.
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4.5.9. Given the-task, the student will compare the physical
.adaptations of man and other liming creatures.

4.5.10. Given the task; the student will contrast the adaptatioris
of the three major races of man.

4.5 11. Given the task, the student will point to the location
.

of Australia On a globe.

4.5.12. Glven the task, the student will describe five major
characteristics of Australia and its people.

TOPIC 6: MAN'S ROLE IN THE CHANG ING ENVIRONMENT

4.6.1. Given the task, ihe student will describe the things
-that man can change

4.6. Given .the task, the student will describe the things
that man cannot change.

4.6.3. Given the task, the student will distinguish between
his inherited traits and learned behavior.

4.E.4. Given the task the student will recite the Conservation-
istls Pledge.

-4.6.5. Given the task, the student will nate each of America's
major natural resources.

4.6.6. Given the task, the'student will explaiñ why it is im-
portant to give special care to our natural resources.

4,,6,7, Given the task, the student will define the term, conserw
vat1onist.

4.6.8. Given the task, the student will describe the work done
by conservationists.

)k
4.6.9 Given the task, the student will point to the location

of Japan on a globe.

4e6.10. Given the task, the student will describe five major
characteristics of Japan and its people.
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-4.6.11. Given the task, the studentWill name five Ameticans
who are agents of change with regard to handicapped
people.

TOPIC 7: FOUNDERS OF A NEW NNTION

4.7.1. Given the task, the student will tell Christopher Colum-
bus'. main contribution to the world.

,Given,the taslci the studk-nt Will tell the main contri-:
butiOn'made by Captain John Smith.

4.7.3. Given the task, the student will-tell the main contri-
. bution made by Miles Standish and. the Pilgims.

4.7,4. .Given the task, the student will name at least five
major contributions made by Benjamin-Franklin.

4,7.5. Given the task, the student will tell the major Contribu-
tion- made by Samuel AdaMs.

4,7.6. Given the task, the student-will tell two major contri-
. butions made by George Washington.

4,7,7. Given thetask, the student will tell themajor contri.!,
bution made by Alexander Hamilton.

4. .8, Given the task, the student will tell three major contrii-
butions made.by Thomas Jefferson.

4.7.9. Given the task, the student will tell the main contri-
bution made by Daniel Boone.

4.7.10. Given the task, the stubnt will tell the two major contri-
butions made by Andrew Jackson.

4.7.11. Given the task,,the student will describe the major con-
tribution made by Lewis and Clark.

TOPIC 8: FAMOUS PEOPLE IN THE CIVy, WAR

4.8.1. Given the task, the student will describe the major con-
tribution made by Abrham Lincoln.



0

4.5.2. Given the task, the student will describe the role of
Robert E. Lee in the Civil War.

4.8.3. ,tiven the task, the student will describe the roles of
Clay, Webstet, and Calhoun in the Civil War.

4.8.4. Given-the task, the student will describe th4k,Fole of
Ulysses S. Grant in the Civil:War.

4.8.5

4.8.6

Given the task', the student' will describe the main con,tribution made by Clara Barton.

Given the task, the student will describe the role of
Jefferson Davis in the Civil War.

TOPIC 9: INVENTORS WHO HELPED AMERICA

4, 9.1. Given the task, the student will name at least
major contributions made by Thcipas Edison.

Given the task, the student will tell the main:
bution made by Alexander Graham Bell.

4. 9. .

4. 9 .3

4. 9 .4.

4. 9 .5.

4. 9 .6.

Given the task, the student will tell the main
bution made by Wilbur and Orville Wright.

Given the task, the student will
bution made-by Henry Ford.

Given the task, the student will
bution made by Lee,de Forest.

Given the task, the student will tell at least five
main contributions made by George Washington Carver.

tell the main

tell the main

four

contri-

contri-

contri-

contri-

4.9 Given.the task,*the student will tell the major contri-
bution made by Enrico Fermi.

TOPIC 10: AMERICANS AND WORLD LEADERSHIP

4.10.1. Given the task, the student will name at least two
major contributions made by Theodore Roosevelt.

410 4.10.2. Given the task, the student will tell the major contri-
bution made by Woodraw Wilson.
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4.10.3.

4.10.4.

4.10;5.

4.10.6.

Given the task, the student will describe the role of
Franklin D. Roosevelt in American history.

Given the task, the student will describe
Dwight D. Eisenhower in American history.

Given the task, the student will describe the role of
John F. Kennedy in American history.

the role of

Giventhe task, the studentyill nome the current Pres-
ident of the ,United States.

LEVEL 5

TOPIC 1: MAN, THE MASTER OF CHANGE

5.1.1. Given the task, the'student will contrast the degree of
change during the life of early man and the life of mod-
ern man.

5.1.2. Given the task, the student will name three major changes
which occurred during the time of early man.

5.l.3. Given the task, the student will recognize that, although
the environment works to change man, man also works to
change the environment. ,

5.1.4. Given the task, the student will name the only constant
in the evolution of living things.

the student will define the scientific5.1. . , Given the task,
method.

5.1.6.

5.1.7.

5.1.8.

p.

5.1.9.

Given the.task,
early man.

Given the task, the student will describe Darwin's
conclusions'resarding the origin of spectes.

the student Will describe the life of

Given the task, the student will describe haw Darwin
collected data to reach his conclusions.

Given the task, the student will describe what Darwin
meant by "survival of the fittest."
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5 .1.10 Given the

5.1.11. Given the
tation.

5.1.12 . Given the
Darwin to

5 1.13. Given the
tribution

task, the student will define the term selection.

task, the student will define the term, adap-

task, the student will name the ship used by
collect data to test his hypotheses.

task, the student will describe the major con-
made by Mendel.

TOPIC 2: THE HUMAN REVOLUTION

5.2.1. Given the task, the student will describe several adap7-
tations of early humanoids to their changing environments.

5.2.2. Given the task, the student will describe the role of
inherited characteristics in the development of man.

5.2.3. Given the task, the student will define the term, divi-
sion of labor. r

4!

5.2.4. Given the task, the student will describe haw early hunt-
ing and gathering societies used 'a division of labor.

5 2.5. Given the,task, the student will name four innate behaviors
and four *learned behaviors,of hunting and food gathering
societfe'fs.

5.2.6. Given the task, the student will describe hOw the
affected human development.

Ice Alp

5 2.7. Given,the task, the student will define the term, percep-
tion.

5.2.8. Given the task, the student will define the term, tech-
nology.

5.2.9. Given,the task, the student will name five examples of
technology during early man's evolution.

5.2.10. Given five examples of technology, the student will de-
'scribe how each example gave man a practical advantage
over previous groups,
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5.2.11. Given the task, the student will definerthe term capital.

5.2.12. Given the-task, the student will gtve four examples
of the capital'of early man.

5.2 13 Given the task, the student will name several factors
which influence the rate of change in a group's culture.

5.2.14. Given the task, the student will describe the attitudes
of nian during the Ice Age as expressed in his art and
burial practices.

TOPIC 3: THE AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION

5 3 1. Gillen the task, the student will point to each continent,
ocean and mountain range on a globe.

5.3.2. Given a map of the world, the student will point to the
International Dateline and explain its significance.

.5.3.3. Given the task, the studen will name each season of the
year and describe the climete of each season tn the lo6a1e
in which he resides.

5.3.4. Given the task, the student will define the tept, agri-
cultural revolution.

5.3.5. Given the task, the student will name six technological
innovations which made the agricultural revolution possfr
ble.

5.3.6. Given the task, the student will name at least seven seeds
that we eat.

5.3.7. Given the task, the student will name the oldest known
agricultural village and give its age.

5.3.8. Given the task, the student will describe the adaptations
made by the nomadic Lapps of Norway, Finland, Sweden, ani
Russia.

5.3.9. Given the task, the student will describe haw early farms
changed plants by careful selection.



5.3.10. 'Given the taSk; the ,student Will infer how cereal grow-ing chang.ed patterns of human living-.

Given .the taSk the studen '11 name four factors that
inareased the spread of agriculture.around the world.

T0PIc 4.: .COLONIES' IN' THE NEW' LAND

Given the task, the student will name the first suc-
.cessful colony in the new world and give the date it was
established.

Given' the, task,' the 'student will. name 'the company which
was formed by merchants to establish .colonies in the
new. world.

Given the
tatiotC.

5 . 4. 4 : Given the task, the -student will tell why the, early plan-
tations were'started 'along the James River.

Given the task, the student will name the first
tant-money crop-of:the early plahtations.

'mOneys

Given the task, the_ student wilt tell When and why
NegroeS were,.brought to, the new world asi..workers.

Given the. task; ,the student, will name three, ithportant
.

events that occurred -in .Virginia in the year, 1614).

Given the task, the student will define the -term; puritan:

GiVen the task, the student Will describe the
of the Mayflower Com.Pact."

Given the task, the-student will locate wheee the Pilgrims
settled 'on 'a map of the new world.

5.442. Givep the task, the 'student- will ,tell .one, of the major
reasons why' the Pi qr4 m s came to ,the new:, world:



5.4.13. Given the task, the student wir.jArtie the original 13
coloni-es-.-

Given the task, thq student will tell ti:le names of the
tries of origin of tbe immigrants who settled the 13
colonies.

Given the task, the 'student will tell how most child-
ren determined the kind of work they would learn tto do

g iv en the task, the student will write the approximate o

date at which the-English-controlled the East Coast of'
the new world.

.TOPIC 5: BIRTH OF ArNEW NATION

Given. the 'task, the student will describe the major
reasons why colonists became discontented with "the rule
Of the English:

Given the task, _the student will describe the events
.surrounding and*includihg the Boston Tea Part&*.

Given the task, the student will describe. the principal
'parties and events tha t occurred at Fort Ticonderoga .

Given the task, the student will name the individual'
chosen to train and lead the colonial army..

Given the task the student will describe the major
purpose of the rebellion from the viewpoint of the col-
onists.

5.5.6. Given the task, 'the student wil1 name the f'anious ocurrent
signed. by the colonial- leaders on July 4, 1776 d,..the
name of the man most responsible for Writing it.

5.5 7. Given the task, ;he Ittudent will describe 'the major
contribution made by Thomas Paine.

,
5.5,8. Given the task, the student will writq the n,ame of the

rebellibn which led to American independence.

5.5.9. Given the task, the student will describe the role Of
each of the following people in the Revolutionary War:
John Paul. Jones, George Rogers Clark, Nathan Hale.



5.5,.10. Given the task, the student will name the British General
who surrendered tO,the Americans dt.Yorktown...

Given the .task, the-student,will
name the date that a'

peace.treaty -was signed between the.colonists and thq
Britishto end the Revolutionary War.

5,5,1 . Given the task, the studentwill name the four,main
boundaries of,the-Uhited States itmediatply following
the ReVolutionary'War,

Given the task, the student will name the indiVidual
'who brought a written plan of:government,to 'the Consti-
,tutional Convention in.Philadelphia.

5 5.14. Given the task,the student will name the individual
moSt responsible for achieving cooperation cdmong the
various factions at the Constitutional Convention.

5.5.15. Given the'task the student Will recite the 'Bill of
Rights."

55.16. di n the task, rthe student will
the1United States Congress,:

. Given the task the student will,name the individual who
is commander of the armed farces 'in the United States.

name the two-parts o

5,5.18. the,task, the stUdent will'name the three brancheS.
of government in the United States.

5,5.19. Given the task, the student will name the highest author-
ity iin.the judiciary:

5.,20. Given the task the student-will name the first four,
presIdents of the United States.

5.5.21. ,GiVen the task, the
. student will name the ffrst Secretary

,

,c)f the Treasury and the first cabinet.meMber.

Given,the task., the stildent w411 name themations in-
' volved.in the War of 1812:

5 5.-23. Given,.the .task, the student will name the president who
was in office when the:Louisiana Purchase was made.'

1 .5.5.24., Given the task, the student will nettle the individual Naho
wrote the "Star 'Spangled Banner."
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5.5.25. GiVen the task,the-.Student Will'name the first state
adMitted to the union.Which was West-,of the Appalachian*,
Mountains.,:

.Given the task, the student wifl tell haw the-United
States obtained Florida.

5.5.27. Given theask, the student will name the Indian girl
who helped lead Lewis and Clark across the Rocky Mountains.

5.5.2 . Given the task, the student will name the Tfiountain named
after Zebulon Pike, an explorar of the southern part of -

the Louisiana Purchase.

5 5.29. Given the task, the student will describe the signifi-
'cance of the battle cry, "Remember the Alamo!"

5.5.3Q. Given the task, the, student will nAme.three individuals
who vere killed by the MeXicaus at the Alamo.

5.5.31. Given the .task, the student will name the only state
which was'an, independent nation before becoming a state.

5.5.32. Given the task, the stu.dent will tell hma the United
States obtained the area which now includes Callfornia.

NEW NATION TESTED

5.6.1. Given t

5.6:4.

5.65.

e taik, the-stU4ent'will produce three reason§
Why seti1ers :Went to California.

Given the taik-,, the student:will tell haW the'Vniited
-States obtained 0.0gon..

7

Given the task, the student will name the plate And date
that gold:Was discovered in California.

GiVen,the task; theLstudent will namethe states which
originally:were part of the Oregon Territory.

,

Given the task, the itudent Will discriminate the differ-'
erisea between'the way of life in.the'North and the SoUth
before the'CiVil.War.



.5.6 6. *Given the task, the student will-tell the single most
important reason the Civil War occurred.

7,

.6,7. Given the task, the student will describe the major:
outcame.of'the 'Missouri Compromise.

Given the taek, the student-will tell the Year in.which:-
Abrham Lincoln becathe President.

6.9 .(4,ktert the taek, the student will name the eleVen states
which -s'eceded froth the union and nathe of the temporary
coUntry. they farmed

5.6.10. Given the
9task the student will name which side started

the Civil War and the place at which it started.

5 6.11, Given the task, the student will name three Union and
three confederate generals'.

5,6.12.. Given the,task, the student will write the name of the
. document which legally freed the slaVes -artd ihe name of
the-man who wrote it.

5 6:13. Given the task, the student 'will tell the year in which
the Civil War ended.

5-6.14i Given the task, the stUdent Lll tel-l-how Lincoln died,

5.6,15, Given the task, the student will tell4hy-,': alter the end
.cof the CtVil War, many men:moved west' to live..

5 6 16. Given the task, the student will tell haw long Union
'soldiers stayed in the South after the CiVil War.

5.6,17. Given the task, the student will describe the purpose cs
the "underground railroad."

^

tOPIC 7: A 'TIME FOR CHANGE

-

5,7.1. °Given the task,-the student will describe .the importance
of the four railroads which cofinected the east with the
west in the United States by 1884.

5.7.2. GiVen the,task, the student will tell why, immigrants by
. the thousands came to America after the Civil War.



5.7 3: Given the 'task, the dtudent will tell why it became pos
sible for America to, trade with other nations after the
Civil War.

Given the task, the student sill name six new possessions
obtained by the United States following the Civil War
and the Spanish American War.

5.7y6. Given the.iask, the student will tell'when,the United
'States completed the Panama Canal and why the Canal is
strategically importaht.

3 7.6. Given the task, the student will .tell the majó gl. imiortance
of the Pan American Union of 1890. *-

** 5.7 7. Given the task, the student will Write the yeai .1n4hich
the United States entered the First Worla War and the side
on which it fought.

5.7.8. Given the task, the student will'name the Main countries
who fought with the Allies and"the'Axis.powers.

,

.5.7 9. Given the task, _the student will name the geneAl who
commanded the troops in France in the First World War.

5.7.10. Given the task, the student will give the year during
which World War I ended and tb:e name of the tieaty which
officially 'ended the War.

5.7 11. Given the task, the stud ent will describe the United
States'role in World War I as the major factorwhich led
to its recognition as a wrld power.

-5.7 GiVen-Ithe task, Oe student will name:several of
important change4 1.flAireric.a. that occurre' durnq th 1920-'

5.7.13. Given, the task., the student will:describe- the life style
in America during' the 1930's

5.7.14. Given the task, the student wi11E)me ihe two sides '

that opposed each other'dUring thk Second World War.

5.7.15. Given the task, the student will name the individual
countries who fought with.the Allies and the Axis powers.



F. 5.7.16. Given the task, the student will name the major event
which ended the war with Japan during World War II.

5.7.1 . Given the,tagk, the student will name the year during
whiCh the United Nations was formed and its purpose.

5.7.18. Gi'ven the task, the student will tell why the United
Nations- sent troops Into Korea in the 1950s.

5 7.19. Given the task, the student will name the two presidents
who ierved during'World War II.

5.7.20. Given the task, the student will name the last seven
Presidents of the United.States.

OUR COUNTRY TODAY

5 8.1.- Given the task, the stu'dent 'will deScribe seven distin-
guishing features:of the United Stat,fig,

Given the-task, the siudent wiLl naMe ihe 'eight geograPhic
regions of the United States.

5.8.3. Given the 'task, the student will write the.,4istinctive
features of each geographic regioivof the Vilite4 States,,

.4t 4

5.8.4: Given the task, the student will dscribe the development
of commutieation systems in.the United States. .

p

.

- 5.8.5.. GiVen the task,'the student will name pt least 10 nve0-..
tions in the United-States which greatly.aided the deltel-i
opment of the country.,

5 8 6. Given the ask, the student will tell how inventions
helped,the evelopment of the United States.

URBAN REVOtUTIONTOPIC 9:

5 9.1. Given the task, the student will name the area knawn as
tte-qcradle of civilizatiOn."

Given ,the task, the student will tell why individuals
livetogether-and form cbmmunities.

0 5.9.3. 'Given 'tti'e task the student will!define the term, gregarious.

5.9.2.
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5.9 4: Given the task, the student.will disCribe why the forma-: 410
tion of comMunitits led to the establishment of politiCal
systems and government.

5 9.5. Given the task, the student will tell how technology haS
led to the diVision of labor (occupations) and social
Classes. .,

. _
.

5.9.6. Given the task, the student will tell why technology tenda
to lead to increased urbanizatiOn.:

5 9.7. Given the task, the student will tell why'urban empires
change very littite once established.,

.

TOPIC 10: INDUSTRIAL'REVOLUTION

5.10.1. GiVen the task, the student will describe Why the Roman
Empire declined and city states emerged.

5..10.2. Given die task, the student will describe how the'quality
'of life changes as a resUlt of increased production,
wealth, and trade.

.5.10.3. Given the task, the student will name six major innova-
tions which led eo the Industrial Revolution.

5 10.4'. Given the task, ;the student Will name and:describefive
social problems created by rapid industria1izat1on ':

5.10.5. Givem the task., the student will describe hmisociaL
prOblems created by the i.ndutrial revolUtion have.been

5.10.

solved. . -

Given the task, the Student'will ,contrast the lifestyles
in industrialized nations and nonindustrialized nati.on$.
(Use China-, India, and South Afeica as examples).

5.10.7., Given the task, the student will define the term, new
imperialism.

,5.10.8. Given the task, the student will describe five major .

problems faced by nonindustrialized nations.
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LEVEL 6 owor

TILLING THE SOIL

6.1.1. Given the task, the stud t will compare and-contrast
different environments in Europe.

6.1.2. Given the task, the student will explain how population
affects the environment.

6.1. . Given the task, the student will describe ways Europeans
have changed their natural environment.

.6.1.4. Given the task, the student will identify ways in which
knowledge of farming spread through Europe.

Given,the task the student will explain how the spread
of farming and the growth of population are related.

Given the task, the.student will categorize the use of
olive oil in the Mediterranean area.

Given the task, the student will describe the attitude

6 1 5.

6.1 6.

6.1 7.

of wealthy Romans taward poor Romans.

6.1.8. Given the task the studitnt will explain the manor system.

6;1.9. Given the task, the student will describe the relation-
, ship'between lords and serfs.

6.1.10. Given the task, the student will descr a the life and
problems.of peasants in the 12th and 1:5T centuries.

6.1.11. Given the task, the stuchtnt will describe new farming
techniques which came into practice in the Middle Ages.

6.1.12. Given the task, the student will identify the factors that
led to the settlementlbf eastern Europe.

TOPIC 2: PATTERNS 'OF, TRADE

6.2.1. Given the task, the.student will classify the exports
and imports of ancient Athens into dategories of raw
materials and finished products.

r:2 5
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6.2.2. Given the task, the-student will identify skills and'
crafts practiced by Athenian workers.

6.2 3. Given the task, the'student w I describe some of the
luxuries available to Romans b cause of trade

6.2.4. Given the task, the student will discuss the relationship-
between Roman seapower and-Roman lifestyle.

6 2.5. Given the task, the student will explain haw changing
from raiding to trading helped or harmed Greece.

6.2.6. Given the task, the sttident will describe a medieval fair
and its purposes.

6.2 7. Given the task, the studentwill tell what influence
the Moslems had on European trade.

6.2.8. Given the task, the student will describe the.Crusades.

6:29 Given the task, the student will describe life in a
typical medieval town.'

6.2.10. Given the task, the student will define the pUrpose of
/the Hanseatic League.

6.2.11. Given ihe task, the student will describe the life of
A medieval merchant. .-

TOPIC 3: SHA G EUROPEAN SOCIETY

.6.1.1. Given:the task, the s Udent will describe Solon's reforms,
of goVernment.

6.3 2. Given the task, the student will describe the olympic
games.

,6.3.3. Given the task, the student will categorize several
ideas as the thoughts of Socrates, Plato, or Aristotle.

6.1.4. Given the task, the student will describe the fall of
the Greek city gtates.

6.3.5. Given the task, the student will identify ways in which
.the Romans improVed the lands they conquered.



6.3.6. the task, the student will define the terms,
4IM*1) trician and plebian.,

.3.7.

6.3.8.

6.3.9.

6.3.10.

6.3.11.

4

Given the tas14 the student will describe events which
led to the death of Julius' -Caesar.

Given the task, the student will identify the causes fot
the fall of the Rolfian Empire.

-Given the taSk, the student will define tne term, feudalism.

Given the task, the student willdescribe,tne conflict betweenRoman rulers and early'Christians.

Given the task,, the student will describe the achieVer-
mentS of Williat,the Conqueror.

6.3.12. GiVen the tSsk the: stUdent will define the tert, guild

Given the task, the student wig describe the distinctive
features of the Gbthic cathedral:

,

6.3.14. Given the task, the S,tudent will compare-and contrast
Gothic, Ilreek, Rotan, and:modern architecture.

TOPIC 4: NEW 'TIMES AND. NEW IDEAS

644 1. Given the task, ihe student will define the term,
Renaissance. %

Given the task, the student will describethe importance
of Lorenzo AlOe'Medici.

6 4.3. Given the task, the student will describe
tents. df Michaelangelo.

6.4.4. Given thetta*, the student will describe
the wealihy during the Renaissance.

the achieve-

,-

the homes .of

6.4%5. Given thektask, the student will describe the conditions
that led to the Reformation.

6.4.6. Given the task, the student will describe Martin Luther's
views on the church.
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6.4.7. Given-the task, the studett will describe the split be- 410
tween the 2atholics and the Protestants and its effedt
on Europe.'

Given the task, the student wilkdescribe the impact of
the printing press on European life.

6 4

6.4.9.

6.4.10.

6 5.2.

6.5.3.

4.

Giventhe taski the student will desdribe
discoveries-made during the sdientific rev

Given the task, the student W111 describe
of Voltaire in Europe.'

TOPIC 5: PEOPLE AND NATIONS

five important
olution.

the influence

Given the task, the student will'define the term, feudalisft.

Given the task the student will define the term, dynasty.

Given the task, the student will describethe Spanish
. Inquisition and the reasons why it occurred.

6.5.4. GI:lien the task, the student will define the terms,
sovereignty and absolution.

6.54. Given the task, the student will describe the Main
events during King Henry XIV's reign.

6.5.6. Given the'task, the student will describe the importance
'of the Magna Carta, the Petition of Rights, and the

6.5.7. Given the task, the student will describe the conditions
of the poor in Europe in the 17th century.

6..8. Giyen the task, the student will describe the eve s o
the French Revolution.

6.5.9. Given the task, the student will compare and contrast
conservatives, liberals,-and radicals in their differing
views toward change.

6.5.10., Wap,thetask, Vhe studont will describe the events
;j,,J$2,h0n1lid'itO the unification of Germany.



TOPIC 6: WORKERS AND MONEY

6.6.1. Given the task, the student will define the term, capi-
talism.

6.6.2. Given the task, the student will describe haw new world
discoveries yromoted European capitalism.

6.6.3. Given the task, the student will describe the influence
of the'Industrial Revolution on children.

6.6.4. Given the task, the student will describe some of the
reforms,which were outgrawths Of the problems caused
by he Industrial Revolution and the names of the reformers
associated with them.

6 6.5. Given the task, the student will describe the values
promoted by Karl Marx.

6.6.6. Given the task, the student will evaluate contributions
made by Europeans and problems they created for colonial
nations.

6.6.7. Given-the task, the siddent will identify the causes
of colonial rebellion against European imperialism.

TOPIC 7: TWENTIETH CENTURY OONFLICT

6.7.1. Given the task, the student will discuss the short and
long term causes of World War I.

6.7.2. Given the task, the student will describe-the terms of
peace drawn up by the leaders of the United States, Britain,
France, and Italy follawing World War I.

6.7.3. . Given the task, the student will define the term, totali-
tarianism.

.44

6.7.4. Given the task, the student will describe the philosophy
of Stalin.

6.7.5. Given the task, the student will compare iseild Con.t\Fiftr'

fascism, communism, nazism, and absolutism.

629
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6.7.6. Given the task, the student
which led people to give up
dictators.

6.7.7. given the task, the student
of Adolf Hitler.

6.7.8. Given the task, the student
like in concentration camps

6.7.9. Given the task, the student
each major country involved

6.7.10. Given the task, the student
Plan.

will identify the cOnditions 411
their individual rights to

will describe the philosophy

will describe what life was
in Germany 'during World War II.

will name the leaders of
in World War II.

will describe the Marshall

6 7.11. Given the task, che student will describe the objectives
of the Common'Market.

6.7.12. Given the task, the student will describe what is meant
by the "Cold War."'

A

6.7.13. Given the task, the student will describe.some of the
.

major obstacles to unity in Europe.

6.7.14. 'Given the task, the,student will describe how the economy
has changed in Europe in modern times.

6.f.15. Given the task, the student will describe the objectives
of NATO and tell what the letters mean.

LEVEL 7

TOPIC 1: FOREFATHERS AND FOUNDERS

7.1.1. Given the task, the student will name the main groups who
became the early settlers in America.

7.1.2. Given the task, the student will tell the chief motives
for colonizing in America.

7.1.3. Giveh the task, the student will tell the names of the
two main kinds of English colonials.



Given the task,the student. 743.11 describe tile reasons
why slavery became prevalent in the Colonies.

Given .the taik,
_
the student will define tte term,

sindentured servant.

7.1.6. Given the task, the student will describe the importance
of Jean de Crevecoeur.

Given the task, the student will describe the major
provisions of the Articles of Confederation.

Given the task, the student will describe .the
. weaknesses . of Arti cies of Confeiation.

Given the task, the student 'will name the two niafor pd-
litical parties in. the United States 4nd what is meant
,by the term, polltical party.

7.1.10. Given the task, the student will tell how political
parties originated in the United States.

the stud,ent will define the term, caucus

Given the task ,, the student will describe the criteria
for registerings.to vote in America.

the student

7 1.14. Given the task, the student will define the term election:

Given_the tasi, -the_st3iden-t-w-i-1

of nominating conventions.

'Given the task,. the student will
party campaign tactics.

Giveti the task, .the studeSt will describe
third parties in the United States.

Gil"ren the task, the student will deséribe he imkrtance
of John 1)% Rockefel and the Standard'O 1 *Company in
American history,.

dkècribe.three political

i.1.19. Given th task, 'the student will describe he role of
Andrew



7.2 . . Given the
which 1 ed

7.2.2 . - Given the
which Ied

task, the student. will describe the events
to the origin of labor,unions in America.

task, the student will describe the events
farmers to organize int America .

7.2 :13 . Given the task, the student will describe what is
by the term, the "Progressive Era."

7.2 4. Given the task, the student will describe what
by the term, consumer': advOcacy

.

7.2.5. Given .the task,
made in'Women'S

1.2.6 Given the taak ,

and function of

7. Given- die taik,
and function of
States.

.7.3:1;

the s.tudent deStribe the progresS
rights th the 20th century.

'the :stUdent will describe the purpose
social secl4rity,in America:

:--the:stUdentwilideScribe- the purpOse
the juvenile Court Systet in the 'United

Given the.task, the s:tPdent 'will name the major event
which helped the United States most to become recognized
as a world power.

7.1.2.. Given the task, the student,vill describe the Unite

Given the taslc, the dent will give evidence of the
United States' belief. in noninvolvement in world conflicts.

Gi'ven the task; the student wit.1-, scribe the United
States' Tole in the formaticift of the League of Nations
nd the United Nations as evidenceof its interest in

f4or d peacg.

Given the ,task, the student will describe the United
, States' 'role in World War II as evidence of its peace-
making function in the world.
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Given the task, the 'stuuent will d.eScribe the American
racial dilemma: prejudice.

Giventhe
successes

iven the
ave.been

Given the
yoter reg

iGiven the task, the's dent will describe-
'whiCh

1

,Given the task,
tions,ofMartin
population.

task, the student Will describe -some of the
in the black rights movement in America .

task, the student will describe how schools
desegregated in America.

task, the studerityill de'scribe
istration.

the drive for

have led to urban riots in Aterica.
the events.

the student will describe the,contribu--
Luther King Jr. to help the,black

Given the tas ehe student will describe how klaCks
.have avoided vçlene and-used legal action and educa-
tion to achieve eir rights.

Given the task, the student will define

Given the task,.the student will describe how poverty
affects ,the life styles of'all peofile in Aterica.

7.4.10. Given the task, the student-Will desèribe the p'roblems
of mi rant workers_ in Alrierica

7.4 11. Given the task, the student,will describe the problems
of the elderly in America.

7.4.12. Given the task, the student will describe the problems
of the American Indian.

7.4.13. Given the task, the student will describe the prOblems
of youth in America.

.7.4..14. GiVen the task, the student will describie the.problems

11114

of, yeteransin America.



Given the task,
of drug addict

Given the task, they student will compare and contrast .

the attitudes of adults and youth in America regarding
,its problems.

TOPIc' -GEORGIA HISTORY

.7.5.1. 'Given the tapk, the student will name the counties in
.

the,atate.of Georgia.

7:5 .2. Given the task, the student will name the branchea of
government in Georgia and describe the function of each.

,7.5.3. Given the task, the student'will name the capitol df
Georgia.-

7.5.4. .'Given thetask, theatudent Will name some of the famous
people in the histary of Georgia and:describe the-contri
bution of-each:

7.5.5. Given the task, the student will name the chief products
of-Georgia, including its main imports and exports.

7 5.6. Given.the task, the student will name the Georgia symbols.

Given the taAk, the studentwill describe the
groups of people-and places in Georgia .

oiven the task, the.student will name the largest insti-
.

tutiona, of higher education in Georgia.
_

Footnote: Teather discretion is to be used in determininO, the'
number of items and the percentage of accuracy to be
achieved. Also, the teacher will specify the fype'
of response, whether oral or written.

4 .
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